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Thesis Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the literary structure, form and unity of 

the letter of James, an investigation which only really began about the middle of the 19th 

century. This period of time marked a beginning where scholars began to suggest that 

James was more than a chaotic jumble of sayings and exhortations, a characterisation 

often describing James in earlier studies. This line of inquiry continued on throughout the 

20th and 21st centuries. There still, however, remains a great diversity of opinion and 

disagreement on the matter. .This thesis offers a sustained study of the literary structure 

and form of James over seven chapters. Chapter I traces the present state of the question 

in relation to the literary structure of the letter, and how diverse the range of opinions are. 

Chapter II focuses specifically on the introduction and conclusion of the letter. Chapter 

TTI outlines the various methodologies used to decipher the letter’s structure and form, 

with suggestions on the methods this thesis will take. Chapter IV endeavours to 

delineate the introduction to the letter while Chapter V focuses on the literary structure 

of the rest of the letter. Chapter VI will examine the literary form of James which is an 

important issue that arises from the study of the letter’s literary structure. Here, the 

epistolary status of James will be assessed. Finally, Chapter VII will then seek to 

establish the unity of the letter, with a focus upon the themes of perfection and double 

mindedness as unifying themes.



Introduction

‘A superficial glance at this epistle may easily leave the impression that 
every attempt to outline it must fail 1

Although hardly the popular view held by scholars these days concerning 

the letter of James, one might be forgiven for thinking that the quote is somewhat 

correct if one were to look at the largely differing views held by scholars over the last 

century and a half, most of which are still found today. The letter of James represents 

perhaps the single most misunderstood and misinterpreted text in the New Testament. 

Many scholars of James would agree that the letter is to be somewhat likened to a 

maze; what looks like a correct path will often lead to a dead end, and vice versa, 

what often looks like a dead end, from a certain angle, will often lead to new and 

differing paths. Ultimately we all share in the same goal when we engage the text of 

James. We wish to find the way out. We wish to escape what Todd Penner called 

quite appropriately, ‘the eternal return of the same’.2 A. Meyer’s study on James in 

the 1930s is well named, Das Ratsel des Jacobusbriefes. It aptly sums up the 

consensus of the studies on James up until that time and indeed sums up quite 

appropriately the current consensus on the letter of James today.

The focus of this thesis will be on the structure and literary form of James, 

perhaps the greatest mystery in Jamesian scholarship. There has been a significant 

development in the last 30-40 years which began to treat James seriously on these 

issues. The past twenty years alone has seen more studies on James than at any 

previous time in twentieth-century scholarship. These are joined by numerous articles 

generated in that same time period, along with the publication of some 

groundbreaking commentaries. New investigations into literary form and structure, 

together with the increase in viewing NT texts through the lens of rhetorical criticism, 

have led to new insights into the letter of James.

1 This quote comes from William Hendriksen, Bible Survey: A Treasury o f  Bible Information 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1949), p. 329, cited in D. E. Hiebert, T h e  Unifying Theme of the

Epistle o f James’, Bibliotheca Sacra 135 (1978), p. 221.
2 T. Penner, ‘James in Current Research’, CR:BS 1 (1999), p. 260, in a 1999 article on the state of 

research into James’ structure, form, and unity, was hopeful o f the direction studies into the letter of 
James were heading.
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The aim of this thesis is to investigate several aspects of the letter of James, 

namely, its literary structure, and form and its overall unity. From about the middle of 

the 19th century scholars began to suggest that the letter of James was more than a 

chaotic ‘throwing together' of sayings such as Martin Luther had visualised centuries 

earlier. Ernst Pfeiffer and Hermann J. Cladder were the first to plot a new direction 

through James, and from the 1970s onwards, in both literary and rhetorical studies, 

their work has been carried forward. However, there remains a great diversity of 

opinion on the literary structure of James. The present thesis offers a sustained study 

of the literary structure, form and unity of the letter of James over seven chapters. 

Chapter I presents the current state of the question in relation to the literary structure 

of the letter. It is a literary review of the most relevant studies done on the letter of 

James from the mid-nineteenth century when literary structure and form became an 

important focus of critical scholarship. This review will highlight the main issues that 

scholars face when seeking a literary structure of the letter of James. The review will 

follow a chronological order so that one can see how views have evolved on the 

literary structure of James. Chapter II focuses specifically on the introduction and 

conclusion of the letter. Their importance for the literary structure of James should be 

evident from the literary review of chapter I. Most attention has been devoted by 

scholars to the introduction, but the conclusion also has been examined. In this 

chapter we will look critically at the main proposals that have been put forward for 

the introduction and the conclusion of James. Methodological issues will be discussed 

in Chapter III to lay the groundwork for our study of the literary structure and form 

of James in subsequent chapters. Such issues will include the vocabulary of James, 

how one delimits a textual unit and larger units, the nature and use of repetitions in a 

text, and issues relating to the literary form of a text. Chapter IV will delineate the 

introduction to the letter and indicate its role in the letter of James. Chapter V 

focuses on the literary structure of the body of the letter, going through the text in 

detail and endeavouring to present a satisfactory overall literary structure. Chapter 

VI will examine the literary form of James which continues to be a matter of 

contention in studies on James. It will first of all present a status quaestionis on the 

literary form of James before we offer our own proposal. Finally, Chapter VII will 

seek to establish the unity of the letter, an important issue which has been ongoing 

since the time of the Reformation and which even to this day remains largely

2



unanswered due to differing opinions among scholars regarding the literary structure 

and form of James.

It is the aim of this thesis to avoid what Penner feared in Jamesian 

scholarship - an eternal return to the same. We hope this work on the structure, form 

and unity of James will show that the letter of James still has much to offer, that 

instead of following the same old paths around the maze, we can suggest some new 

ones.



Chapter I

The Literary Structure of James: Status Quaestionis

Introduction

When the letter of James was written, it did not have chapters or verses and 

probably very little punctuation, if any.1 Punctuation marks were added later as were 

other helps designed to assist the reader. The oldest system of capitalisation 

(kephalaia) known to us, are those found in the margins of the 4th century Codex 

Vaticanus (B).2 Looking at the actual text in Codex Vaticanus one can deduce from 

the spaces left by the scribe the following units (set out here with modem chapter and 

verse numbers): 1:1, 2-11, 12-18, 19-25, 26-27; 2:1-4; 5-13, 14-26, 3:1-12, 13-18; 

4:1-12 (4:1-6, 7-12); 13-17; 5:1-12, 13-20. The 4th century Codex Sinaiticus has quite 

different divisions: 1:1, 2-16, 17-21, 22-25, 1:26-2:9; 2:10-19, 20-24, 25-26; 3:1-2, 3- 

11, 12; 3:13-4:12; 4:13-17; 5:1-6, 7, 8-11, 12-18, 19-20.3 These divisions were 

intended to help the reader understand the text. The division of the NT into chapters 

came much later and is attributed to Stephen Langton (c.l 150-1228). The division 

into chapters that is in use today is already to be found in thirteenth century Latin 

Bibles,4 but the verse divisions were only added centuries later by Stephanus (Robert 

Estienne) in his Greek edition of 1551 and used by him in 1553 in his French version 

of the NT.5

1 B. M. Metzger, The Text o f the New Testament. Its Transmission, Corruption and Restoration 
(Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 26-27.

2 Metzger, The Text o f the New Testament, p. 23. Cf. H. Von Soden, Die Schriften des neuen
Testaments, Vol. 4 - Text available online at http://www. csntm.org/printedbook flittp://images. 
csntm.org/PublishedWorks/von Soden volume 4/0614.jpg - 4/0623).

3 MS available for consultation at www.codexsinaiticus.org.
4 See, for example, the 13th century Shearman Bible and the forthcoming article o f F. Ö Fearghail, T he

Shearman Bible: A calendar’.
5 Metzger, The Text o f the New Testament, p. 104.

4
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1. The Search for an Overall Structure

It was really only in the middle of the 19th century that scholars began to find 

evidence of an overall structure in the letter of James. While W. M. L. de Wette 

maintained in his handbook to the NT that the Letter of James was written without an 

overall plan,6 J. E. Cellerier, in his commentary on James, proposed a three-part 

arrangement for the letter, 1:1-2:26; 3:1-5:11 and 5:12-20, with various sub-sections 

in each part.7 In that same year (1850) an article was published by E. Pfeiffer who 

strongly disputed de Wette5 s opinion. He argued that the letter did have an overall 

plan and he found the key to this plan in 1:19, which, in his view, contained the main 

points (‘die hauptgeschichtspuncte’) set out in the letter up to the end of the fourth 

chapter.8 In particular, he saw the admonition ‘be quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to 

anger’ as setting the agenda for the three sections 1:21-2:26; 3:1-18 and 4:1-17.9 He 

saw a transition from the end of chapter 4 to 5:1-6 which was in turn linked to 5:7-11, 

while the final exhortations of 5:12-20 were also an integral part of the letter.10

Opinion was divided on the structure of the letter of James not just among 

commentators on the letter but also among textual critics. In his critical edition of the 

NT published in 1869-72, C. Von Tischendorf arranged the text of James as follows 

without any real indication of an overall plan: 1:1, 2-11, 12-15, 16-18, 19-27; 2:1-4, 

5-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-10, 11-12, 13-17; 5:1-6, 7-11, 12, 13-18, 19-20. 

Westcott and Hort, on the other hand, in their critical edition of the Greek NT of 

1889, clearly subscribed to the existence of an overall plan for the letter, dividing it as 

follows: 1:1, 2-18, 19-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6; 5:7-20. In the same year 

that Wescott and Hort published their edition of the NT, R. Comely, in his 

introduction to the New Testament, put forward an overall plan for the letter. He used 

the term c exordium’ to refer to the letter’s opening which he identified as 1:2-18 (and 

which he divided into three sections, 1:1-4; 1:5-11 and 1:12-18).11 He did not specify

6 W. M. L. de Wette, Kurzgefasstes Kurze Erklärung der Briefe des Petrus, Judas und Jakobus : 
Kurzgefasstes Exegetisches Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, Vol. DI, 1 (Leipzig: Verlag 
Weidmann, 1847), p. 103.

7 J. E. Cellérier, Étude et Commentaire sur TÉpitre de St Jaques (Genève/Paris: Kessmann/Reinwald,
1850), pp. xxiii-xxv; on p. xx he wrote: ‘Aucun plan n’est appert; mas le profondeur des pensées fait 
supposer a priori que S. Jaques n’aune pas écrit au hazard et san ordre’.

8 E. Pfeiffer, ‘Der Zusammenhang des Jak o b u sb rie fesTheologische Studien und Kritiken 23 (1850),
163-180.

9 Pfeiffer, ‘lacobusbriefes’, 167-78.
10 Pfeiffer, Tacobusbriefes’, 179.
11 R. Cornely, Historicae et Criticae Introductionis in V. T. Libros Compendium S. Theologiae 

Aquditonbus Accommodatum (Paris: Lethielleux, 1889), p. 589.

5



what he meant by £exordium’, but it is still significant that he used the term. For the 

body of the letter he put forward a three-part arrangement: 1:19-2:26; 3:1-4:12 and 

4:13-5:18. He took 5:19-20 to form an epilogue. Three years later in his edition of the 

Catholic Letters, B. Weiss took 1:1-18 as the introduction (‘Einleitung’), while he 

arranged the main body of the letter into three main sections - 1:19-2:26, 3:1-4:12 and 

4:13-5:12. He took 5:13-20 to form the conclusion (‘Briefschluss’).12

The early twentieth century (1904) saw the appearance of the proposal of H. 

J. Cladder. He accepted Pfeiffer’s assessment of the role of 1:19b in the letter, but 

went on to propose his own arrangement of the whole in which he saw 1:26-27 as 

having an introductory role.13 He described the letter as ‘artistic’ and believed it had 

an overall plan.14 This can be seen from the arrangement he put forward in which 1:2- 

25 acts as an introduction (in six parts: 1:2-4, 6-8, 9-12, 13-15, 19-21 and 22-25). He 

took 1:26-27 to function as a type of anticipatory section, introducing themes which 

were to be expanded in 2:1-4:12.15 He saw the first part of the central section 2:1-3:12 

as paralleling the second part, 3:15-4:12. In particular he took 2:1-11 to parallel 4:4- 

8a; 2:14-26 to parallel 4:1-3, and 3:3-12 to parallel 3:15-18. In addition he saw 4:13- 

5:18 as corresponding to 1:2-25, pointing out parallels between 1:2-4 (A) and 5:7-12 

(A), 1:6-8 (B) and 5:13-18 (B), 1:9-12 (C) and 4:13-17 (C), 1:13-15 (D) and 5:1-6 

(D), and 1:19-25 (F, G) and 4:8b-12 (F, G).16 The most important contribution of 

Cladder’s analysis is that it strongly underlined the unity and overall design of the 

letter. An overall plan is also evident in Nestle’s edition of the Greek New Testament 

published in 1906 (1:1, 2-18, 19-27; 2:1-4:12 [2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:1-12]; 4:13-5:6; 5:7- 

20).

J. B. Mayor published a major work on the letter of James in 1913. Even 

today his study holds relevance, particularly his insightful knowledge into the style 

and language of James, and the range of possible sources for the letter. Mayor writes 

of the ‘design of the Epistle’ and arranges it in nine sections: 1:1-18, 19-27; 2:1-13,

12 B. Weiss, Die Katholischen Briefe. Textkritische Untersuchungen und Textherstellung (Leipzig: 
Hinrichs, 1892), pp. 93-116: Einleitung: 1:1,2-12, 13-18; I: 1:19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; H: 3:1-4:12 (3:1- 
12; 3:13-17; 4:1-12); HI: 4:13-5:12 (4:13-5:6; 5:7-11, 12); Briefschluss: 5:13-20 (13-18, 19-20).

13 H. J. Cladder, ‘Die Anlage des Jakobusbriefes’, Zeitschrift fü r  katholische Theologie 28 (1904), 50.
14 Cladder, ‘Die Anlage’, 52.
15 Cladder, ‘Die Anlage’, 57, took 1:26-27 to function as an introduction, although in the arrangement 

for the letter he described 1:2-8 as an introductory section, which .consisted of a double admonition to 
joyous endurance (1:2-4), and an admonition to faithful wisdom (1:5-8).

16 Cladder, ‘Die Anlage’, 57.
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14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-17; 5:1-11 and 12-20.17 That same year H. von Soden, in his 

edition of the Greek NT, arranged the letter in the following way: 1:1; 2-18, 19-27; 

2:1-26 (2:1-13; 14-26), 3:1-17; 4:1-5:20. J. H. Ropes (1916), who was one of the first 

to classify James as a literary letter, based on what he saw as the conventional Greek 

opening of a letter in 1: l ,18 proposed an overall arrangement of the text in three parts: 

1:2-2:26 (‘On certain religious realities’), 3:1-18 (‘On the teacher’s calling’) and 4:1- 

5:20 (‘Worldliness and the Christian conduct of life contrasted’).19 Ropes divided 

these parts into smaller sections (1:2-12, 13-27; 2:1-7, 8-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 

4:1-12, 13-17; 5:1-6, 7-11, 12-18). He saw IIpo travTcov in 5:12 as a common 

formula found at the end of letters.20 He took 5:19-20 to form the conclusion to the 

letter.

M. Dibelius, in what is perhaps the best-known known work on James which 

appeared fust in German in 1921, mentions the oft-noted characteristic of the letter, 

its ‘lack of continuity’, explained in his view by its literary character - paraenesis?x 

But although he did not find a continuity of thought in James, he did point to formal 

connections between sayings, which were established by ‘catchwords’.22 His 

commentary bears witness to an arrangement of sorts. It opens with a prescript in 1:1 

which is linked to 1:2 by yjiiptiv lyjxphv. The rest of the letter is divided into eight 

sections which he describes in his commentary as a series or group of sayings or, as in 

the case of two sections, a treatise. The following arrangement is used in his 

commentary: 1:2-18 (a series of sayings concerning temptations), 1:19-27 (a series of 

sayings about hearing and doing), 2:1-13 (a treatise on partiality), 2:14-26 (a treatise 

on faith and works), 3:1-12 (a treatise on the tongue), 3:13-18 and 4:1-12 (a group of 

sayings against contentiousness), 4:13-17 and 5:1-6 (a group of sayings against

17 J. B. Mayor, Epistle o f  James. The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes, and Comments (London: 
MacMillan, 1913), pp. cxxviii-cxxxiii.
J. H. Ropes, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle o f  St. James, The International 
Critical Commentary (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1916), p. 6.

19 Ropes, James, pp. 3-5. An earlier study by F. J. A. Hort, The Epistle o f  St James: Greek Text with 
Introduction, Commentary as Far as Chapter IV, Verse 7, and Additional Notes (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1909), p. 23, also proposed a triple division of the text (1:1-27; 2:1-5:6; 
5:7-20), despite his view that James was composed of miscellaneous content.

20 Ropes, James, p. 300.
21 M. Dibelius, and H. Greeven, James: A Commentary on the Epistle o f  James , trans. M.A. Williams 

(Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 1976), p. 5 (German edition: ‘das Fehlen des Zusammenhangs’).
22 Dibelius, James, p. 5.
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worldly-minded merchants and rich people), 5:7-20 (a series of sayings on various 

themes).

X. Chaine, in his 1927 commentary on the letter in the Études Bibliques 

series, divided the letter into ‘instructions’ of which he has eight in 1:2-4:12 (1:2-12,

13-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12); this section is followed by a 

double warning in 4:13-17 and 5:1-6 and these in turn are followed by final 

recommendations in 5:7-20.24 The arrangement that one finds in Ketter’s 1952 work 

on James in the Herder commentary series does not differ much from that put forward 

by Chaine. After the greeting (1:1) Ketter arranges the text in eight sections as 

follows: 1:2-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:l-5:6; 5:7-20.25 A. E. Barnett, 

in his article on the letter in the Interpreter's Dictionary o f the Bible (1962), has a 

similar arrangement, the only difference being that Barnett arranges chaps. 3 and 4 as 

follows: 3:1-4:10; 4:ll-5:6.26

In spite of what he perceived to be the ‘relative lack of plan’ in the letter of 

James, B. Reicke, in his Anchor Bible commentary on James of 1964, put forward an 

arrangement of the letter in five main sections after the greeting of 1:1 (1:2-18; 2:1- 

26; 3:1-18; 4:l-5:6; 5:7-20). In their 1965 Introduction to the New Testament, A. 

Robert and A. Feuillet asked if the letter had ‘a real coordination among its ideas’ and 

came to the conclusion that the various units did not seem to have much of a 

connection between them.27 They divided the letter into eleven sections - 1:2-12, 13- 

18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12, 13-17; 5:1-11 - with a closing section 

at 5:12-20.28 In his 1967 commentary on the letter in which he describes James as a 

tract showing traces of the diatribe form, E. Sidebottom proposed dividing the letter 

into five sections which diverged from the usual suggestions (1:2-17, 18-21; 1:22- 

2:26; 3:1-5:12; 5:13-20).29 Others who highlighted the lack of an overall plan in the 

letter during this period include J. Cantinat.30 Cantinat lists a number of authors 

finding ‘une certaine unité de plan’ in the epistle of James, based on Pfeiffer’s

23 Dibelius,/<zmes', pp. 69, 108.
24 J. Chaine, L ’Épitre de Saint Jacques (Paris: Gabalda, 1927), pp. 141-42.
25 P. Ketter, Hebräerbrief, Jacobusbrief Petrusbriefe, Judasbrief (Freiburg: Herder, 1952), pp. 126-88.
26 A. E. Barnett, ‘James, Letter o f , in The Interpreter’s Dictionary o f the Bible, ed. by G. A. Buttrick, 

Vol. II (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1962), pp. 795-96.
27 A. Robert and A. Feuillet, ‘The Epistle of James’, in Introduction to the New Testament, ed. by A. 

Robert and A. Feuillet (New York: Desclee Company, 1965), p. 553.
28 Robert and Feuillet, ‘James’, pp. 554-55.
29 E. Sidebottom, James, Jude, 2 Peter, The New Century Bible Commentary (London: Thomas 

Nelson, 1967), p. 26f.
30 J. Cantinat, Les Épistles de Saint Jacques et de Saint Jude (Paris: Gabalda, 1967), pp. 9-10.
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Suggestion in relation to 1:19 or Cladder’s in relation to 1:26,31 and he himself 

concludes that the lack of a real plan, of a rigorous logic in the presentation of themes, 

does not stop the letter from having a certain unity.32

Ruckstuhl’s commentary of 1985 treats the letter in thirteen sections (1:2-18, 

19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12, 13-17; 5:1-6, 7-11, 12, 13-18, 19-20) but 

does not discuss the issue of an overall plan.33 In his 1992 commentary, D. E, Hiebert 

divided the letter into four parts (1:2-18; 1:19-3:18; 4:1-5:12; 5:13-20), within which 

he saw a logical organisation, but not ‘a clear structural plan5.34 However, he does see 

the letter developing a 'basic theme', namely, ‘Tests of a Living Faith'.35 P. Perkins in 

her 1995 commentary choose a six-part division (1:1-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-12; 3:13-4:12; 

4:13-5:12; 5:13-20), but found little indication in the letter of an overall structural 

plan.36

2. A Literary Structure with a Double Introduction

F. O. Francis suggested in 1970 that the letter of James, which he sees as 

having an overall plan, contains a double opening statement, 1:2-11 and 1:12-25 (a 

thanksgiving formula), which is developed in the main body of the letter and a 

concluding statement in 5:7-20. He appealed to 1 John for support for his view of the 

introduction and conclusion to the letter and to a pattern he found in Hellenistic 

epistolography.

Francis’s 'double-opening' theory involves a two-fold structure which 

introduces the main themes of the letter. The first part of the introduction, 1:2-11, is 

broken down into three parts which are restated and expanded in the second part, 

1:12-25 (the theme of 1:2-4 is found restated in 1:12-18; 1:5-8 in 1:19-21 and 1:9-11 

in 1:22-25)., Francis sees the opening statement of James (1:2-25) as having a chiastic 

relation between this opening section and themes in the main body, which he divides 

into 2:1-26 and 3:1-5:6. He notes that in James 'the pattern is a b c/a b c in the

31 Cantinat, Jacques, p. 9. See also J. Mi chi, Die katholischen Briefe (Regensburg: Pustet, 1968), pp. 
15-17; H. Balz and W. Schräge, Die Briefe des Jacobus, Petrus, Johannes und Judas (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973).

32 Cantinat, Jacques, p. 11.
33 E. Ruckstuhl, Jakobusbrief, 1.-3. Johannesbrief Die Neue Echter Bibel, Kommentar zum Neuen 

Testament mit der Einheitsubersetzung (Würzburg: Echter Verlag, 1985).
34 D. E. Hiebert, James (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1992), p. 36: ‘The epistle obviously does not set 

forth a clear structural plan heralding the logical organization of its contents’.
35 Hiebert, James, p. 37.
36 P. Perkins, First and Second Peter, James and Jude, Interpretation, A Bible Commentary for 

Teaching and Preaching (Louisville, KY: John Knox Press, 1995), pp. 92-93.
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opening period and then c b in the body of the letter, with point “a” - testing - 

underlying the whole'.37 Francis notes that testing appears in the opening period as an 

introduction that underlines the development of the two main sections of the letter, 

namely faith and action regarding the rich and poor (2:1-26) and the 'angry passion of 

wisdom, words and position (3:1-5:6)’.38 Francis takes 5:7-20 as the 'closing 

admonitions’ of the letter and compares it to the closing of another letter - 1 John, 

noting that they both share two common elements of closing epistolary form - 

eschatological instruction and thematic reprise. He sees in 5:7-11 a ‘thematic reprise’ 

of themes from the opening section of the letter, themes such as patience and 

blessedness. The section 5:12-20 offers prayers and mutual support and Francis sees 

these elements as being characteristic of other NT epistolary conclusions.39 Finally 

Francis notes a link between 5:13-20 and the theme beginning in 1:16, between 'being 

deceived on the source of adversity and the closing concern with those in adversity 

(5:13-18) and those who are deceived (5:19-20)’.40

For P. H. Davids (1982) the apparently haphazard nature of the letter of 

James was due to its origin as a redacted work containing sayings which were 

originally separate but are now part of one whole.41 He argued that James does have a 

central argument, which is coherent, and also that it has a definite theological 

framework. Following in the footsteps of Francis and developing his theory, he takes 

James to begin with an epistolary introduction (1:1), which moves, via catchwords, 

into a double opening statement (1:2-27). This is divided into two parts, 1:2-11 and 

l:12-25s with 1:26-27 serving as a concluding summary and a transition to the 

following unit.

The first part, 1:2-11, introduces the themes of testing, wisdom, and wealth, 

while the second part, 1:12-27, expands and summarises these themes. These themes 

are then further expanded and restated in the main body, 2:1-26 takes back up the 

theme of wealth, 3:1-4:12 takes back up the theme of wisdom, and 4:13-5:6 takes 

back up the theme of testing:

37 F. O. Francis, ‘The Form and Function of the Opening and Closing Paragraphs o f  James and 1 John’, 
Zeitschrift für die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 61 (1970), 118.

38 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118.
39 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125.
40 Francis, ‘Form and Function5, 125-26.
41 P. H. Davids, The Epistle o f James: A Commentary on the Greek Text, New International Greek 

Testament Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1982), p. 24.



1:2-4 (testing) 1:5-8 (wisdom) 1:9-11 (wealth)

1:12-18 1:19-21 1:22-25

4:13-5:6 . 3:1-4:12 2:1-26

Davids takes 5:7-20 as a closing statement in the letter, following Francis in 

seeing an eschatological exhortation coupled with a thematic reprise in 5:7-11, a 

rejection of oaths in 5:12 and an encouragement to help one another through prayer 

and forgiveness (5:13-20)42 He sees 5:7-11 as providing a summary of the three 

major themes of the introduction (testing, wisdom and poverty and wealth).43

The structure proposed by Davids reflects his conviction that the letter is a 

unified whole with a clear literary structure. The double opening theory used by these 

scholars, however, has come in for criticism of late, not only for the Hellenistic 

sources used by Francis to argue his thesis, but also for the lack of evidence on how 

1:12-27 is a restatement of 1:2 -11,44

3. Rhetorical Analyses of the Letter of James

The application of Greco-Roman rhetorical theory and practice to NT 

studies led a number of scholars to apply the rules for Greco-Roman speeches to NT 

letters and, in time, to the letter of James. The application to letters of the rules of 

rhetoric designed for speeches was not without its problems or its critics; 

nevertheless, it offered a new perspective from which to view the overall arrangement 

of NT letters.45

W. Wuellner (1978) was one of the first to put forward an arrangement of the 

letter of James according to the rules of rhetoric. He argued that the text consists of an 

introduction, 1:1-12, composed of an epistolary prescript (1:1), exordium (1:2-4), 

narratio (1:5-11) andpropositio (1:12). This was followed by the argumentatio (1:13- 

5:6) which Wuellner divided into seven ‘speech sections’: 1:13-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 

3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6. Within these divisions he finds a further division,

42 Davids, James, p. 28.
43 Davids, James, p. 29.
44 T. Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora: Discursive Structure and Purpose in the Epistle o f  James, 

Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Series, no. 144 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1993), p. 22; 
T. Penner, The Epistle o f  James and Eschatology: Re-reading an Ancient Christian Letter, Journal 
for the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series, no. 121 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1996), pp. 124 n.l, 144; F. O Fearghail, ‘On The Literary Structure of the Letter o f James’, 
Proceedings o f the Irish Biblical Association 19 (1996), 69-71,

45 See W. G. Doty, Letters in Primitive Christianity (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 1973); D. F. 
Watson. ‘Rhetorical Criticism of the Pauline Epistles since 1975’, Currents in Research: Biblical 
Studies 3 (1995), 219-48.
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based upon ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ remarks.46 This structure is as follows: 1:13-27 

(negative, 1:13-16; positive, 1:17-27), 2:1-13 (negative, 2:1-7; positive, 2:8-13), 2:14- 

26 (use of exempla and connection with 1:19-27), 3:1-18 (negative, 3:1-12; positive, 

3:13-18), 4:1-12 (negative, 4:1-4; positive, 4:5-12), 4:13-5:6 (doing good/sin, 4:13-17; 

relationship between God and believers as the basis and goal of all behaviour, 5:1-6). 

This arrangement was then followed by what Wuellner saw as a per oratio in 5:7-20. 

Wuellner’s rhetorical analysis sought to answer the question of the genre of the letter 

of James, its train of thought, and the situation of the text or reader. In the view of L. 

Thuren, however, Wuellner’s detailed analysis often seems artificial.47

A decade later, in an article in Aufstieg und Niedergang der Römischen Welt 

(1988), E. Baasland offered a rather different rhetorical arrangement to that put 

forward by Wuellner. He took 1:2-3:12 to form the first part of the letter and deemed 

it to have an exordium (1:2-15), a propositio (1:16-22 is amplified in 1:23-27) and an 

argumentatio (2:1-3:12). He divided the second part , of the letter into a second 

propositio (3:13-18), which is amplified in 4:1-6, and an argumentatio (4:7-5:6) 48 

Baasland took 5:7-20 to form the peroratio, which he saw as returning to themes in 

the exordium.

Other suggestions for a rhetorical structure of the letter include that of M. 

Klein in his 1995 monograph on James. He saw a double propositio in 1:2-27 (1:2-18; 

1:19-27), which appears to mimic the function of a double introduction. He divided 

the main body, the argumentation into six sections (2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1- 

12; 4:13-5:6), followed by a peroratio in 5:7-11 and a series of brief concluding 

statements in 5:12-20 49

Having surveyed the ‘rhetorical’ scene, L. Thuren, in his 1995 article, argued 

that 1:1-18 forms the exordium to the letter (including, therefore, the prescript 1:1) 

while 5:7-20 forms the peroratio.50 He goes on to specify that 1:1-4 meets ‘all the 

requirements of an exordium’, establishing the ethos and pathos of the author, while

46 W. Wuellner, ‘Der Jakobusbrief im Licht der Rhetorik und Textpragmatik’, Linguistica Biblica, 43, 
(1978), 41.

47 L. Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric in James’, Novum Testamentum 37 (1995), 267, adding ‘Wuellner finds a 
sophisticated structure, which comprises many positive and negative small sections. They, however, 
have proved difficult to reconcile with modem commentaries’ (p. 267).

48 E. Baasland, ‘Literarische Form, Thematik und geschichtliche Einordnung des Jakobusbriefes’, 
Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt, ed. W . Haase and H. Temporini, Part II, Vol. 25.5, 
(Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1988), p. 3659.

49 M. Klein, Ein vollkommenes Werk, Vollkommenheit, Gesetz und Gericht als theologische Themen 
des Jakohusbriefes (Stuttgart-Berlin-Koln: Kohlhammer, 1995), pp. 39-40.

50 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 275.
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1:5-11 and 1:12-18 form the ‘amplification and ‘inclusio\ 51 Thuren sees the exordium 

as being specified and exemplified by an amplificatio (1:5-11) with two examples: 

wisdom (1:5-8) and money (1:9-11).52 He divides the rest of the letter as follows: 

1:19-27 (propositio), 2:1-5:6 {argumentatio) and 5:7-20 (peroratio).53 D. F. Watson 

(1997) sees James as more complex structurally than Thuren suggests.54 Speaking 

broadly of rhetorical structures in James he notes that while there is rhetorical 

structure in James,55 a unifying rhetorical model has yet to be found.56

In his rhetorical analysis of James which follows closely that of Wuellner, J.

H. Elliott (1997) divided the letter into a prescript (1:1), an introduction (1:2-12), the 

argumentatio (1:13-5:12) and a conclusion (5:13-20), He divides the argumentatio 

which contains a series of positive and negative examples into the following sections: 

1:13-27, 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:11 and 5:12.57 The conclusion 

returns to topics already found in the introductory chapter (1:2-27) - 5:13a restates 

1:2-4, 1:12, 1:14a and 1:19-20; 5:13b and 5:14-18 restate 1:5-8, while 5:19-20 recalls 

1:12.58

In the course of his study of the socio-rhetorical function of an apparent 

allusion to a saying of Jesus in Jas. 2:5, W. H. Wachob (2000) identifies 1:2-12 as the 

exordium of the letter,59 noting also that the prescript 1:1 has a rhetorical function 

which is like that of the exordium.60 Together prescript and exordium prepare the 

audience for the discourse that follows.61 He describes 1:13-27 as the narratio which

51 Thurén, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 271.
52 Thurén, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 271-72.
53 Thurén, ‘Risky R hetoric’, 282. Thurén’s arrangement o f  the main body is as follows: 2:1-26 - 

Action/money: specific (2:1-7), general (2:8-13), theoretical (2:14-26); 3:1-4:12 - Speech/wisdom: 
theoretical (3:1-12), general (3:13-18), specific (4:1-12); 4:13-5:6 - Climax: Speech and 
action/money (5:7-20). His peroratio consists of a recapitulatio or reiteration o f  themes, such as 
endurance and speech in 5:7-11, and a conquestio or final exhortation in 5:12-20.

54 D. F. W atson, ‘Rhetorical Criticism o f Hebrews and the Catholic Epistles since 1978’, CR:BS 5 
(1997), 190.

55 Watson him self notes rhetorical arrangements in 2:1-26 and 3:1-12. See D. F. Watson, ‘James 2 in 
Light o f  Greco-Roman Schemes o f Argumentation’, New Testament Studies 39 (1993), 94-121; ‘The 
Rhetoric o f James 3:1-12 and a Classical Pattern o f  Argum entation’, Novum Testamentum, 35, 
(1993), 48-64.

56 D. F. Watson, ‘An Assessment o f  the Rhetoric and Rhetorical Analysis o f  the Letter o f  Jam es’, in 
Reading James with New Eyes: Methodological Reassessments o f the Letter o f James, ed. by R. L. 
Webb and J. S. Kloppenborg (London: T&T Clark, 2007), pp. 99, 105.

57 J. H. Elliott, ‘The Epistle o f  James in Rhetorical and Social Scientific Perspective H oliness- 
W holeness and Patterns o f  Replication’, Biblical Theological Bulletin 23 (1993), 72.

58 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 72.
59 W. H. W achob, The Voice o f  Jesus in the Social Rhetoric o f James, Society for New Testament 

Studies M onograph Series 106 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), pp. 158, 163.
60 W achob, Voice o f  Jesus, p. 163.
61 W achob, Voice o f  Jesus, p. 163.
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to Wachob is the negative dimension of the trials of 1:2-12.62 He takes 2:1-5:6 as the 

confirmation embellishing the view that human trials can have both a positive and 

negative outlook.63 Finally, he takes 5:7-20 as the peroratio.

The structure proposed by D. H. Edgar for James (2001) has a number of 

rhetorical elements. He takes 1:2-18 to form the exordium of the letter with 1:19-27 

forming the prothesis, or statement of facts.64 In his view the letter is composed of 

two main parts - 1:19-3:18 and 4:1-5:20. He takes 3:13-18 to function as a form of 

epilogue to 2:1-3:12, closing off the prothesis with a short recapitulating statement, 

epitomised in 3:13.65 He notes that 3:13-18 provides a transition between 2:1-3:12 and 

4:Iff.66 He takes 4:1-10 as a unit, a call to repentance, with 4:11-12, forming a 

transition to 4:13-5:11, and 5:12-20 closing the letter. In 5:12 he sees IIpo Travtcau, 

the direct address ‘my brothers’, and the oath formula as indicative of the beginning 

of an epistolary closing formula.67 He sees two more typical letter closing formulae in 

5:12-20, the health wish and the prayer wish, although he notes they ‘are not 

expressed by the usual formulas, but are combined in a way which fits the text’s 

concern with exhortation to show steadfast commitment to God and solidarity with 

other group members’.68

One of the more recent rhetorical analyses of James has been that of B. 

Witherington in his 2007 commentary on the letter. Witherington, like Thuren, saw 

1:2-4 as establishing the authority and ethos of the author. He took 1:5-18 to introduce 

in brief some matters of the discourse.69 He sees an exordium at 1:2-18, with 1:12 

beginning a new subsection (1:12-18). He takes 1:19-27 to form the proposition with 

1:26-27 serving as a summary of 1:2-25 and as a transition to the next section in 2: Iff.

62 W achob, Voice ofJesuSn p. 158.
63 W achob, Voice ofJesuSn p. 159.
64 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor! The Social Setting o f  the Letter o f  James, p. 159. Edgar

follows the Aristotelian guidelines in forming his exordium and prothesis. Others who form the
exordium and prothesis similarly include Baasland, 'Literarische Form, Them atik’, p. 3655, and 
Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric in Jam es?’, pp. 269-273, 277-278.

65 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 161.
66 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the PooPl, p. 161. See also Bassland, ‘Literarische Form, Them atik’, 

p p .3658-3659.
67 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 209. See also the earlier study o f Francis.
68 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 210.
69 B. Witherington, Letters and Homilies for Jewish Christians: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary on 

Hebrews, James and Jude (Downers Grove, DL: IVP Academic, 2007), p. 419, cites Quintilan in his
statement that deliberative discourses serve the purpose o f  bringing up issues o f  doubt which the
listeners may have, and guiding them on a particular course o f action to remedy such a situation 
(Quint., Inst. Or. 3.8.25).
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He divides the rest of the letter into three sections: 2:1-26, 3:1-18 and 4:l-5:6.70 The 

letter concludes with a peroratio (5:7-20), consisting of a recapitulation (5:7-11), and 

a final exhortation/appeal to emotions (5:13-20).71

4. Chiastic Arrangements

A number of scholars have proposed chiastic structures for the letter of 

James. In the case of a chiasmus, concepts or themes in the text are related in a 

symmetrical pattern. In a chiastic structure themes found in the first part of the text 

are seen as mirrored in a second part, forming an X or chi pattern. The central section 

of this pattern is regarded as the most important part of the text.72 The early study of 

Cladder recognised chiastic patterns in parts of the letter (2:1-3:12 and 3:13-4:8). In 

his study of the letter J. Reese (1982) argues for a chiastic arrangement of the whole 

letter, setting it out as follows. According to this structure, 3:1-18 forms the centre of 

the letter 73

A 1:2-27- testing, the seeking of wisdom and acts of maturity 
B 2:1-26- a sermon warning against riches
C 3:1-18- the responsibilities o f both sage and teacher
B‘ 4:1 -5:6- continuing arguments against the rich
A’ 5:7-20- exhortation on the subjects of testing, prayer and maturity

R. Crotty (1992) proposed a chiastic structure for 1:16-5:20 with 1:2-15 

acting as a prolegomenon which introduces themes. Crotty saw links between 1:16-18 

and 5:19-20 and worked inward from these verses to form the following chiastic 

pattern. In this structure 4:1-3 is at the centre of the letter.74

1:16-18 - human error and sinfulness
1:19-27 - practical speech of believers

2:1-26 - works on behalf of the other
3:1-18 - positive models of practical faith

4:1-3 - person as centre o f the struggle 
4:4-10 - negative models of practical faith 

4:11-5:11 - works on behalf of the other 
5:12-18 - practical speech of believers 

5:19-20 - human error and sinfulness

70 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 483, disagrees with the continuation o f  3:18 into chapter 4.
71 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, pp. 533ff.
72 See D. E. Aune, The Westminster Dictionary o f New testament and Early Christian Literature and 

Rhetoric (Louisville, K Y : Westminster John Knox Press, 2003), pp. 93-94 for details.
73 J. M. Reese, T h e  Exegete as Sage: Hearing the M essage o f Jam es’, BTB 12 (1982), 82-85.
74 R. B. Crotty, T h e  Literary Structure o f  James’, Australian Biblical Review 40 (1992), 45-57.
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R. Krügei, in his monograph of 2005, proposed the following structure:

A 1:2-8 - patience, requesting wisdom
B 1:9-11 - humiliation of the rich
C 1:12- preservation through temptation
D 1:13-15 - origin of temptation
E 1:16-18 - gift from above
F 1:19-25 - doing the word
G 1:26 - controlling the tongue
H 1:27 - pure and undefiled religion
X 2:1-13 discrimination
H’ 2:14-26 - faith and pure works
G’ 3:1-12 - the power of the tongue
F’ 3:13-16 - positive action
E’ 3:17-18 - wisdom from above
D’ 4:1-3 - origin of evil
C’ 4:4-12 - choosing between God and the world
B 4:13-5:6 - humiliation of the rich
A’ 5:7-20 - patience, requesting help, responsibility for wanderers

This suggests that 2:1-13 forms the central part of the letter with 1:2-8 and 5:7-20 

acting as introduction and conclusion.75

H. Guthrie (2006) adopted and refined some of the elements of Taylor’s 

work in his own analysis of the structure of James. He saw in the opening chapter a 

double introduction, 1:2-27 (1:2-12 and 1:13-27) with 5:7-20 forming the conclusion 

of the letter. He arranged the body of the letter, 2:1-5:6, chiastically:

A 2:1-11- Violating the royal law through judging the poor
B 2:12-13 - So speak and act as one being judged by the law of liberty
C 2:14-26 - Wrong action toward the poor
D 3:1-12 - Wrong speaking toward one another
E 3:13-18 - Righteous vs. worldly wisdom
D' 4:1-5 - Wrong action and speaking in practice
C' 4:6-10 - A call to humility and repentance
B' 4:11-12 - Do the law, do not judge it
A' 4:13-5:6 - Twin calls to the arrogant rich (presumption and judgment)

In this case 3:13-18 is seen as the centre of the letter.

As we can see, there is great divergence in how scholars form their chiastic 

structures, especially in how each views the central portion of the chiasm.77

75 R. Kriiger, Der Jakobusbrief als prophetische Kritik der Reichen, Eine exegetische Untersuchung 
aus lateinamerikanischer Perspektive, Beiträge zum Verstehen der Bibel, Vol. 12 (Münster: Lit 
Verlag, 2005), p. 106.

76 M. E. Taylor and G. H. Guthrie, ‘The Structure o f  Jam es’, Catholic Biblical Quarterly 68 (2006), 
693.

77 This disagreement highlights the unsatisfactory nature o f the chiastic arrangements put forward for 
the letter o f  James. The use o f chiasmus for structuring N T texts has not always been well received. 
Porter and. Reed have dubbed it a modem phenomenon which was unknown to ancient writers, while
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5. Non-Rhetorical Literary Structures

In his 1976 commentary on James, Adamson expressed the view that the 

‘sustained unity of its structure’ was ‘indisputable’,78 and in his monograph on the 

letter published in 1989 he argued that the letter was ‘built on a powerfully 

constructed, harmonious pattern, the product of a single powerful mind’.79 Adamson 

cited in support of his position the 1972 article of P. B. R Forbes in which Forbes 

argued that the letter was composed of two balanced, coherent sections formed of the 

first two chapters (53 verses) and the following three (55 verses). The first part 

consisted of five almost equal sections or paragraphs (1:1,2-11, 12-21, 22-27; 2:1-13,

14-26), the second of eight (3:1, 2-6, 7-12, 13-18; 4:1-10, 11-17; 5:1-6, 7-12, 13-20). 

He found that each section formed ‘a reasonably definite and intelligible unit in an 

integrated sequence of ideas’ - all in all a strong argument for the unity of the letter.80 

Adamson also cited Francis in support of his proposal. As for Adamson’s own literary 

structure for the letter he divided the first three chapters along traditional lines in his 

commentary of 1976 (1:2-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-18). He divided the remaining chapters into 

four sections (4:1-10, 11-17; 5:1-18, 19-20), with 5:19-20 closing the letter, the 

author’s ‘way of coming round to where he began’.81

In his thematic analysis, F. Vouga (1984) noted that certain themes 

introduced in the opening chapter provide a basis for the coherence that follows. He 

proposed three main divisions of the text, each beginning with a major ‘faith’ theme - 

1:2-19a concerning the testing of faith; l:19b-3:18, concerning the adherence of faith, 

and 4:1-5:20 relating to the loyalty of faith.82 In addition to this threefold division, 

Vouga notes a triad of tests that follows the thematic opening statement of 1:2-4, each 

of which is paralleled in the closing of the text, 1:5-8 / 4:13-17; 1:9-11 / 5:1-6 and 

l:13-19a / 5:12-20. This sequence of tests is interrupted by the beatitude of 1:12 that 

parallels 5:7-11. Vouga designates 1:19b-3:18 as the central part of the letter. The unit

others suggest that the schema itself reveals an artificial and incorrect structure within the text. Aune 
notes that the presence o f chiastic patterns in NT texts is too complex for an ancient reader to notice, 
especially in some o f  the macro chiastic structures proposed, while also pointing to the haphazard 
means by which textual units are manipulated and massaged in order to make them fit into a lager 
structural patterns. See Aune, Westminster Dictionary, pp. 94-96.

78 J. B. Adamson, The Epistle o f James, The New International Commentary on the New Testament, 
reprint o f 1976 edn (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1984), p. 20.

79 J. B. Adamson, James: The Man and his Message (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1989), p. 90.
80 P. B. R. Forbes , ‘The Structure o f  the Epistle o f Jam es’, Evangelical Quarterly 44 (1972), 147-53.
81 Adamson, The Epistle o f  James, pp. 44-45, 202.
82 F. Vouga, L ’Epître de Saint Jacques. Commentaire du Nouveau Testament, Vol. 13a (Genève/Paris: 

Labor et Fides, 1984), pp. 19-20, 59-60.
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1:19b-27, introduces five themes that are further expanded in the main body. These 

include: love (1:27a / 2:1-13), adherence to the ‘word’ (1:22-24 / 2:14-26), the tongue 

(1:19-20, 1:26 / 3:1-13), the danger of earthly wisdom (1:19 / 3:14-18), and keeping 

oneself unstained from the world (1:27b / 4:1-5:20). This final section (4:1-5:20) is 

divided into two parts, based on one’s loyalty to faith. The first part, 4:1-10, shows 

submission and humility to one’s faith, while the second part, 4:11-12, shows a faith 

devoid of judgement and partiality, while the admonitions in 4:1-5:20 recapitulate the 

opening themes and conclude the author’s main thought.83

R. Martin (1988) drew upon the work of Vouga, particularly his thematic 

development, while being critical of the lack of detail in his development of the triple 

faith formula.84 Martin considered chapter one to be the key to the structure of the 

letter. His three-part arrangement which follows that of Vouga is 1:2-19a; 1:19b-3:18 

and 4:1-5:20. Like Vouga, he takes 4:13-5:20 as a concluding section. Martin 

considered l:19-27a to form an overture, introducing the main body of the letter 

which begins in 2:1, while 1:2-19a paralleled the conclusion in 4:13-5:20 

thematically.85

T. Cargal, in his 1993 analysis of James, advocated a new approach to the 

letter. Cargal uses a communicative hypothesis based upon Greimasian structural 

semiotics. He notes that previous studies on James failed to find coherence in terms of 

its discursive syntax, therefore he considers the possibility that James is primarily 

organised in terms of its discursive semantics.86 According to Cargal, this approach 

answers questions related to structure and purpose where form and redaction-critical 

approaches failed because of their exclusive focus on historical concerns and a 

reliance upon genres of the Greco-Roman period such as paraenesis and epistolary 

literature.87 In his estimation, one should look for a series of themes and figures in the 

letter rather than a logical progression. Cargal argued for the thematic importance of 

‘restoration’ in James. He sees the designation ‘twelve tribes of the Diaspora’ as a 

future hope of the author that the readers see themselves as a ‘new people of God’, 

and as a ‘spiritual Israel’.

83 Vouga, L ’Epltre de Saint Jacques, pp. 21-23.
84 R. Martin, James, W ord Biblical Commentary, Vol. 48 (Waco, TX: W ord Books, 1985), pp. cii-ciii.
85 M artin, James, pp. cii-ciii.
86 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 36-44.
87 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 29.
88 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 48-49.



Cargal saw 1:1 as integral to the issues laid out within the body of the letter. 

He notes a link between the opening (1:1) and closing (5:19-20). He sees the 

reference to wandering from the truth in 5:20 as linked to the term StaoTropa in 1:1 

which he takes, in relation to the letter of James, to refer to those who have wandered 

from God. The author’s purpose is to convince the readers ‘to see themselves as the 

“diaspora”, literally and metaphorically, and to restore them through the letter’.89 This 

restoration of the readers through the ‘truth’ is carried out through four discursive 

units: 1:1-21; 1:22-2:26; 3:1-4:12 and 4:11-5:20,90 with each section offering both 

negative and positive examples of behaviour to be either followed or avoided.91

6. More Recent Analyses

In his substantial two-volume commentary on James of 1994 H. Frankemolle 

takes 1:2-18 to function as an exordium or prologue of the letter, which is divided into 

1:2-12 and 1:13-18.92 For him 1:19-5:6 forms the main body of the letter which he 

divides into seven parts: 1:19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12 and 4:13-5:6. 

He takes 5:7-20 to function as the peroratio or epilogue corresponding to the prologue 

in 1:2-18.93

L. T. Johnson, in his commentary on James (1995), argued that James used 

common Hellenistic themes and topoi in the construction of the letter.94 He took the 

first major section 1:2-27 to form ‘an epitome of the work as a whole’,95 and as such it 

introduced themes which were developed later. He divided the rest of the letter as 

follows: 2:1-26,96 3:1-12 (one of the more self-contained units in the text - a ‘carefully 

constructed argument’, according to Johnson),97 3:13-4:10 (the topic of ‘envy’), 

divided into 3:13-4:6 (the indictment laid against the audience) and 4:7-10 (the

89 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 50.
90 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 52 n. 75, takes 4:11-12 ‘to serve as part o f  both the conclusion o f 

the third unit and the introduction o f the fourth unit. The presence o f such “hinge” verses marking 
the transition from one discourse unit to another, particularly a concluding discourse unit that one 
can anticipate will recall many of the sub-themes o f  the discourse as a whole, is not unusual’.

91 For similar views, although from a rhetorical point o f view, see the studies o f W uellner and Elliott.
92 H. Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, Ökumenischer Taschenbuch Kom m entar zum Neuen 

Testament 17 (Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 1994), pp. 177-80.
93 Parallels between exordium and peroratio include: perfection in 1:4, 15, 17 and 5:11, works in 1:4 

and 5:15, prayer in 1:5b, 6a and 5:13-18, and giving in 1:5, 17 and 5:18.
94 L. T. Johnson, The Letter o f James: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, The 

Anchor Bible, Vol. 37A (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1995), pp. 28-29.
95 Johnson, James, p. 15.
96 Johnson, James, pp. 219-29.
97 Johnson, James, pp. 253-54.



response),98 4:11-5:6 (the topic of arrogance). The latter is related to the previous unit 

by virtue of its theme, namely, that arrogance stems from envy, examples of which 

include, the slandering of a neighbour, fights in the community, jealousy and the 

murdering of the righteous person.99 Finally, Johnson took 5:12-20 as his closing 

section.

T. Penner in his thematic analysis of James (1996), proposed an 

eschatological inclusio between 1:2-12, the letter body opening, and 4:6-5:12, the 

letter body conclusion,100 with the two units forming an inclusion for the main body 

of the letter, 1:13-4:5. He found chiastic structures in 1:2-12 (A. 1:2-4; B. 1:5-11; A. 

1:12) and in 4:6-5:12 (A. 4:6-12; B. 4:13-5:6; A. 5:7-12) which he also considered to 

form units.101 Penner found the conclusion of the letter in 5:13-20, arguing that 5:12 is 

linked to what goes before it (5:7-11), while the phrase tiq kv uplv in 5:13 provides 

a cohesive strand running through 5:13-20.102

P. J. Hartin (1996, 1999, 2003) conducted a number of studies on James 

focusing on the sapiental and eschatological nature of the letter. Hartin dubbed 1:1 an 

epistolary prescript, whose themes he saw restated in the main body, particularly 

through the theme of diaspora.103 He saw chapter 1 as presenting a two-fold 

introduction similar to that of Francis and Davids (1:2-11, 1:12-27). He used 

’A6eA.t|)0L pou to divide individual units in James at 2:1, 14; 3:1; 4:11; 5:7 and 5:12, 

and vuv to do the same at 4:13 and 5:1. Hartin notes five main themes that

develop within the two opening units in chapter 1: the theme of steadfastness (1:2-4,

12-16), wisdom (1:5-8), rich and poor (1:9-11), speech control (1:26), and being 

‘doers of the word5 (1:22-25).104 These themes and the markers mentioned above 

helped Hartin arrange the letter in the following sections: 2:1-13 (Do not show 

favouritism), 2:14-26 (Doers of the word / Faith and Works), 3:1-12 (The tongue and 

Speech), 3:13-4:10 (Call to friendship with God), 4:11-12 (Speaking evil against one 

another) and 4:13-5:6 (Judgement on the rich because of friendship with the world).

98 Johnson, James, pp. 268-69.
99 Johnson, James, p. 292.
100 Penner, James and Eschatology, pp. 145-46.
101 Penner, James and Eschatology, pp. 145, 157.
102 Penner, James and Eschatology, pp. 150-51.
103 P. J. Hartin and D. J. Harrington (ed.), James, Sacra Pagina, Vol. 14 (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical 

Press 2003). See also P. J. Hartin, ‘Who is Wise and Understanding Among You? An Analysis o f 
Wisdom, Eschatology and Apocalypticism in the Epistle o f  Jam es’, in Society o f  Biblical Literature 
1996 Seminar Papers, Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers, no. 35 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars 
Press, 1996), pp. 491-495.

104 Hartin, James, p. 28.
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Hartin’s conclusion to James begins in 5:7 and runs to 5:20. It consists of four 

sections • 5:7-11, 12, 13-18 and 19-20. He notes that the emphasis on prayer in the 

conclusion is comparable to the endings of 1 John 5:14-21 and Jude 17-25.105 Hartin 

can be seen to model his concluding section on elements derived from the work of 

Francis.

F. O Fearghail (1996) noted the importance of both Siij/uxoc and teXeiOi; in 

James, noting that they both could contribute to defining a structural theme in the 

letter. He takes 1:2-11 to form the introduction to the letter. He sees 1:1 as reflecting 

the typical opening of a Hellenistic letter and, as others have shown, notes its link to 

the next verse through the words xaipeiu (1:1) and xapnv (1:2).106 He divides 1:2-11 

into three parts (1:2-4; 1:5-8 and 1:9-11), and on the basis of themes appearing here 

that are expanded in the letter body, he suggests that 1:2-11 acts as an introduction to 

the letter and may be described as the proemium. He includes 1:1 under this term.107 

The crucial verse for delimiting the introduction to James is 1:12. He points out that 

themes announced in 1:2-4 are repeated in 1:12. The question is - should these 

repetitions be seen as forming an inclusion or should they be seen as anaphorically 

beginning a new section and closing off 1:2-11? In his view 1:12 is the beginning of 

the letter body.108 Despite only focusing on the introduction and conclusion in his 

article, O Fearghail does give a brief summary of how the main body of the letter is 

structured. He sees a new beginning in 3:1, a section marked by new themes and new 

vocabulary, which is confirmed by the repetition in 3:1 of the verb A,r||i4f6(J,e0a, found 

in 1:12 (lr|)ai[i€Tai). This creates the unit 1:12-2:26. He sees another new section 

beginning at 4:13 marked by the address ’'Aye vvv. This suggests to him that 3:1- 

4:12 forms a unit. The section 4:13-5:20 concludes the letter. Thus we have an 

epistolary greeting (1:1), an introductory section/proemium (1:2-11), and a triple 

division of the main body (1:12-2:26; 3:1-4:12; and 4:13-5:20).109 For O Fearghail, 

5:7-20 does not have the credentials of a peroratio, but, while it does not have an 

epistolary conclusion, the letter 'does have elements that are to be found in 

concluding exhortations of other NT letters’.110

105 Hartin. follows closely the analysis o f Francis; see Hartin, James, p. 29.
106 Ô Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 73.
107 Ô Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 76-79.
108 Ô Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 74-76.
109 Ô Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 83.
no Ô Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 83.
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R. Wall (1997) follows Francis in taking the letter to have a double 

introduction, but does not arrange it in the same manner. Wall’s arrangement takes the 

double introduction to be 1:2-21 (1:2-11 and 12-21). He sees themes arranged in 

triads in 1:2-11 (1:2-4, 5-8, 9-11), which are then repeated in 1:12-21 (1:12-15, 16-18, 

19-21).111 Wall stresses the importance of 1:19 and its development in 1:22-5:6: the 

phrase ‘be quick to hear’ corresponds to 1:22-2:26, ‘be slow to speak’ corresponds to 

3:1-18, while ‘be slow to anger’ corresponds to 4:1-5:6.112 Thus, Wall proposes a 

triple division of the text (1:22-2:26; 3:1-18; 4:l-5:6). He finds a conclusion to the 

letter of James in 5:7-20 which he sees as providing ‘a compelling rationale for why 

the entire composition offers its readers effective guidelines for faith and life’.113 Wall 

notes that the themes and structure of the conclusion are ‘vaguely parallel’ to the 

introduction in 1:2-21 and form ‘bookends that provide a frame of reference for the 

wisdom essays found in between’.114 These restatements between the opening and 

closing portions of the letter help return the reader to the grand theme of spiritual 

testing according to Wall.115

K. Toliefson outlines the epistle’s dialectic in his 1997 article, emphasising 

the themes of community faith and testing under the polar opposites of God and the 

devil. Structurally, he divides the epistle into a prescript (1:1), an introduction (1:2- 

18), followed by the sections 1:19-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:1-10; 4:13-5:6 and 5:7-20, 

with 5:19-20 forming the conclusion.116 In his monograph on James of 1997 M Tsuji 

argues for a three part structure with 1:2-27 as the introduction, 2:1-5:6 (2:1-26; 3:1- 

4:12; 4:13-5:6) as the main body, and 5:7-20 as the conclusion.117 C. F. Sleeper, in his 

1998 commentary, also sees 1:2-27 as an introduction, introducing themes which are 

developed later in the letter.118 He divides the main body into five units -2:1-13, 14- 

26; 3:1-12; 3:13-4:12 and 4:13-5:6, with 5:7-20 acting as a conclusion for the letter.

111 R. Wall, Community o f the Wise, New Testament in Context (Valley Forge, PA: Trinity Press 
International, 1997), p. 44.

112 Wall. Community o f the Wise, p. 69.
m  Wall. Community o f the Wise, p. 248.
114 Wall, Community o f the Wise, p. 248.
115 Wall, Community o f the Wise, p. 249.
116 K. D. Toliefson, ‘The Epistle o f James as Dialectical D iscourse’, Biblical Theological Bulletin 27 

(1997), 66-67.
117 M. Tsuji, Glaube zwischen Vollkommenheit und Verweltlichung: Eine Untersuchung zur 

literarischen Gestalt und zur inhaltlichen Kohdrenz des Jakobusbriefe, Wissenschaftliche 
Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, Series 2, 93 (Tübingen: Mohr, 1997), pp. 62,97-98.

118 C. F. Sleeper, James, Abingdon New Testament Commentaries (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 
1998), pp. 19-21.
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R. Bauckham (1999) suggested that 'something must be wrong with the goal 

that is being attempted5, in light of the wide variety of arrangements proposed for 

James and the lack of consensus among scholars.119 He was critical of those who felt 

that James displayed a lack of coherence of thought but agreed that it ‘does not 

exhibit the kind of coherence that is provided by a sequence of argument or logical 

progression of thought, encompassing the whole work5.120 Bauckham was quite 

critical of the rhetorical analyses of James, believing that most rhetorical approaches 

are misguided since they suppose that James must have a single communicative goal 

that is pursued by means of a sequential argument.121

Bauckham proposed a prescript, 1:1, an introduction, 1:2-27, and an 

exposition, 2:1-5:20. Using formal markers such as aöe/Ufm pou and vAye vuv he 

divided the exposition into twelve units: 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-10, 11-12,

13-17; 5:1-6, 7-11, 12, 13-18, 19-20. These twelve units are ‘carefully crafted as self- 

contained entities with strong indications to readers that they are to be read as 

such5.122

In his recent commentary on James in 2000, which is an expansion of his 

previous volume in the Tyndale New Testament Commentary Series (1985), D. Moo is 

not convinced of the more elaborate schemes of other commentators. In his view the 

letter opens with the address or greeting, 1:1, and continues with the introduction, 1:2- 

18. He takes 1:19-5:11 to form the body of the letter which he divided into five 

sections - 1:19-2:26; 3:l-4:3; 4:4-10; 4:11-12 and 4:13-5:11. Moo sees 5:12-20 as the 

concluding section of the letter.123 R. Fabris in both his 1980 and his 2004 

commentaries on the letter of James, divides it into nine sections as follows: 1:2-18, 

19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12,13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6 and 5:7-20.124

C. Burchard’s commentary on James in the Handbuch zum Neuen Testament 

series which appeared in 2000 takes 1:1 as a prescript with 1:2-11 as an introduction. 

He calls 1:2-11 a ‘summarising exposition5, and draws upon the work of H. von Lips 

(1990), in order to show how themes in 1:2-11 are developed in the main body of the

119 R. A. Bauckham, Wisdom o f James Disciple o f Jesus the Sage, New Testament Readings (London: 
Routledge, 1999), p. 61.

120 Bauckham, James, p. 62.
121 Bauckham, James, pp. 66-67.
122 Bauckham, James, p. 66.
123 D. Moo, The Letter o f James, The Pillar New  Testament Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Eerdmans, 2000), p. 232.
124 R. Fabris, Lettera di Giacomo, Introduzione, Versione, Commento (Bologna: Dehoniane, 2004), p. 

15.
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letter.125 He arranges the main body into two parts, 1:12-3:11 and 3:12-5:6, with a 

conclusion in 5:7-20.

H. J. Klauck, in his 2004 study of NT letters and ancient rhetorical theory, 

takes a brief look at the letter of James. He sees 1:1 as a prescript which holds 

formally to the Hellenistic model. He sees a proem in 1:2-18, which conforms to 

epistolary formalities with its call to joy and its address ‘my brothers’. Klauck 

compares the proem of a letter to the exordium of a speech. The proem presents 

themes which will be expanded upon in the main body of the letter which he divides 

into seven or eight thematic units.126 The opening proem is counterbalanced by the 

concluding epilogue 5:7-20. Klauck, drawing upon Francis, sees the closing of James 

as drawing upon typical epistolary closings such as ‘eschatological outlook concern 

for health of sick church members, mutual intercessory prayer, and with qualifications 

also the prohibition of swearing oaths’.127

In his 2006 text-linguistic investigation of the discourse structure of James, 

M. E. Taylor (2006) applied a linguistic analysis to James, which highlighted the role 

of various inclusions throughout the letter. As well as adopting the double opening of 

Francis, Taylor’s work on James draws on an earlier study by G. H. Guthrie on 

Hebrews, particularly his ‘cohesion analysis model’.128 He asserts that the 

eschatological framework of Penner’s reading is difficult to isolate as a major theme 

of the text, and highly unlikely to control the reading of the entire text. He notes that 

Penner’s designation of an inclusio for the letter body (1:1-12 and 4:6-5:12) 

overlooks the importance of 4:11-12 and its ‘tight connection with 2:12-13’.129 Taylor 

also criticises those who choose to take 1:2-12 as an introductory section, seeing it as 

being too restrictive. He notes that most commentators opt for the entirety of chapter 

1 or at least extend the opening to 1:18.130

Taylor takes inclusions between 1:2-4 and 1:12 and between 1:12 and 1:25 to 

mark out a double introduction which he sees as extending to 1:27. He sees 2:1-5:6 as

125 C. Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief Handbuch zum Neuen Testament 15, 1 (Tübingen: Mohr, 2000), p. 
12. See also H. von Lips, ‘W eisheitliche Traditionen im Neuen Testament’ in Wissenschaftliche 
Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament 64 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 
1990), p. 415.

126 Klauck, Ancient Letters, p. 339.
127 Klauck, Ancient Letters, p. 339.
128 M. E. Taylor, A Text'linguistic Investigation into the Discourse Structure o f James, Library o f  New 

Testament Studies, no. 311 (London: T&T Clark, 2006), pp. 45-58.
129 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 25.
130 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 25.



forming the main body of the letter of James, which consists of a series of ‘sustained 

essays’ (2:1-13; 2:14-26; 3:1-12; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6), with several inclusions emerging 

as significant structural indicators (2:12-13 / 4:11-12; and 4:6 / 5:6).131 He takes 5:7- 

20 to form the conclusion, with 5:12 acting as a transitional phrase between 5:7-11 

and 5:13-20.132

In their 2008 commentary on James, C. L. Blomberg and M. J. Kamell see 

1:1 as a standard letter greeting, but this, in their view, is the only ‘letter’ element in 

James.133 They take 1:2-11 as a unit which contains three sub-units - 1:2-4 (trials in 

the Christian life); 1:5-8 (wisdom) and 1:9-11 (riches and poverty). They see each of 

these three units restated in 1:12-27 in a manner not wholly dissimilar to the double 

introductions of Francis and Davids. The difference may be seen in the verses which 

they choose to find these restatements: 1:2-4 is found restated in 1:12-18 (trials and 

temptations in relation to God); 1:5-8 is found restated in 1:19-26 (wisdom in the 

areas of wisdom and speech) and 1:9-11 is found restated in 1:27 (the ‘have-nots’ and 

the responsibility of the ‘haves’: the thesis of the letter).134 Although the restatements 

are found in slightly different locations than say those of Francis or Davids, one may 

note the similar thematic links between both studies. Again these thematic links are 

difficult to see. They see 2:1 as beginning the main body which is divided into 2:1-26 

(2:1-13, 14-26); 3:1-4:12 (3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12) and 4:13-5:18 (4:13-17; 5:1-12, 13- 

18).135 A closing section, 5:19-20, concludes the letter.

In his 2009 commentary on James, D. G. McCartney puts forward a literary 

structure for the letter of James that is broadly similar to what Bauckham put forward 

in 1999. He followed the approach of Bauckham in using certain markers, such as 

‘my brothers’, as well as proverbial sayings, to delineate the structure of James.136 He 

takes 1:2-27 to form the introduction to the letter which gives an overview of the 

author’s concern with the life of faith - ‘a kind of précis or epitome that summarily 

presents the themes of the letter, though not in a straight line, but cyclically and from

131 Taylor, Text-linguistic, pp. 60-62.
132 Taylor, Text-linguistic, pp. 119-20. For a critique o f these instances o f  inclusion found in James by 

Taylor see D. C. Allison Jr., A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle o f  James, The 
International Critical Commentary (New York, NY: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2013), p. 81.

133 C. L. Blomberg and M. J. Kamell, James, Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on the New 
Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2008), p. 43.

134 Blomberg and Kamell, James, pp. 43-44.
135 Blomberg and Kamell, James, pp. 26-27.
136 D. G. M cCartney, James, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the N ew  Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Baker Academic, 2009), pp. 62-67.
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a variety of angles’.137 The rest of the letter he divided into four discourses - 2:1-26 

(faith and behaviour); 3:1-18 (Faith, wisdom and speech ethics), 4:1-12 (Strife in the 

church as lack of faith) and 5:7-18 (Looking to God’s call).138 Between 4:1-12 and 

5:7-18 is an interjection (4:13-5:6) - two oracles of warning. Finally, a closing 

exhortation in 5:19-20, setting out mutual responsibility and blessing, brings the letter 

to a close. He sees these various segments (with the exception of the interjected woe 

oracles) as providing a basic formal structure, most beginning with a vocative such as 

‘brothers’ and closing with a proverb.139

In a recent commentary on the letter of James in the International Critical 

Commentary series, D. C. Allison, Jr. (2013) largely follows the study of Bauckham 

in his arrangement of the letter.140 For Allison, chapter I of the letter introduces all the 

important topics of the letter, and, while not exactly functioning as a table of contents, 

it does to a significant degree foreshadow what follows.141 He divides the main body 

of the letter, 2:1-5:20, as follows: 2:1-13, 2:14-26, 3:1-12, 3:13-18, 4:1-12, 4:13-5:6, 

5:12 and 5-.13-20.142

Conclusion

From the above survey it is clear that there has been and continues to be a 

great deal of disagreement between scholars on how the letter of James is organised. 

From the mid-19th century some scholars have argued that the letter has an overall 

literary plan, while others have found no such literary plan in the letter. Recent studies 

have tended to highlight the presence of an overall plan, even if opinion is quite 

divided on what exactly this plan might be. This lack of agreement in the overall 

literary structure of the letter of James may be seen already in the lack of agreement 

on the opening section of the letter.

Various arrangements which see James as having an overall plan have been 

advanced for the main body of the letter. These include the seventeen part division of 

Kruger,145 the nine part division of Guthrie,144 the eight part division of Crotty145 and

137 McCartney, James, p. 63.
138 McCartney, James, p. 67.
139 McCartney, James, p. 67.
140 Allison, Jr., James, pp.77-78.
141 Allison, Jr., James, pp. 78-79; he notes that 1:2-27 could be said to function as a propositio (p. 80).
142 Allison, Jr., James, p. 80.
143 1:2-8,9-11, 12, 13-15, 16-18, 19-25, 26, 27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-16, 17-18; 4:1-3, 4-12; 4:13- 

5:6; 5:7-20.
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Elliott,146 the seven part division of Frankemolle147 and Klauck,148 the six-part 

division of Hartin,149 Tollefson,150 Taylor,151 Klein,152 and from a rhetorical 

perspective, Wuellner,153 the five-part division of Moo,154 and Sleeper,155 the four-part 

division of Johnson,156 the three-part division of Pfeiffer,157 Comely,158 Davids,159 

Reese,160 O Fearghail,161 Cargal,162 Wall,163 Tsuji,164 and from a rhetorical 

perspective, Baasland,165 Thuren,166 and Witherington,167 and finally, the two-part 

division of Cladder,168 Francis,169 Vouga,170 Martin,171 Burchard,172 and Edgar.173

There are those who simply divide the entire letter into a series of units 

ranging from thirteen to nine units, because they do not see the letter as having an 

overall plan. These arrangements include the thirteen-part arrangement of 

Ruckstuhl,174 the twelve-part arrangement of Bauckham,175 the eleven-part 

arrangement of Chaine,176 and Robert and Feuillet,177 the nine-part arrangement of 

Mayor,178 and Fabris,179 the eight-part arrangement of Dibelius,180 and Ketter,181 the

144 2:1-11, 12-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-5, 6-10, 11-12; 4:13-5:6.
145 1:16-18, 19-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:4-10; 4:11-5:11; 5:12-18; 5:19-20.
146 1:13-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:11; 5:12.
147 1:19-27; 2:1-13,14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6.
148 Klauck does not give an example o f  how he arranges 2:1-5:6 but does suggest it could be divided 

into seven or eight segments.
145 2:1-13. 14-26; 3:1-12; 3:13-4:10; 4:11-12; 4:13-5:6.
150 1:19-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:1-10; 4:13-5:6; 5:7-20.
151 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6.
152 1:13-27; 2:1-13,14-26; 3:1-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6.
153 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12,13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6.
154 1:19-2:26; 3:1-4:3,4-10, 11-12; 4:13-5:11.
155 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12; 3:13-4:12; 4:13-5:6.
156 2:1-26; 3:1-12; 3:13-4:10; 4:11-5:6.
157 1:21-2:26; 3:1-18; 4:1-17.
158 1:19-2:26; 3:1-4:12; 4:13-5:18.
155 2:1-26; 3:1-4:12; 4:13-5:6.
160 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:l-5 :6 .
161 1:12-2:26; 3:1-4:12; 4:13-5:20.
162 1:22-2:26; 3:1-4:12; 4:11-5:20.
163 1:22-2:26; 3:1-18; 4:l-5:6.
164 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:l-5:6.
165 2:1-3:12; 3:13-4:6; 4:7-5:6.
166 2:1-26; 3:1-4:12; 4:13-5:6.
167 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:l-5:6.
168 2:1-3:12; 3:13-4:12.
165 2:1-26; 3 :l-5:6.
170 1:19-3:18; 4:1-5:20.
171 1:19-3:18; 4:1-5:20.
172 1:12-3:11; 3:12-5:6.
173 1:19-3:18; 4:1-5:20.
174 1:2-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12, 13-17; 5:1-6, 7-11, 12, 13-18, 19-20.
175 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-10, 11-12, 13-17; 5:1-6, 7-11, 12, 13-18, 19-20.
176 1:2-12, 13-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12, 13-17; 5:1-6, 7-20.
177 1:2-12, 13-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12, 13-17; 5:1-11, 12-20.
178 1:1-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12; 13-18; 4:1-17; 5:1-11,12-20.
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seven-part arrangement of Adamson182 and Barnett,183 the six-part arrangement of 

Perkins,184 the five-part arrangement of Reicke185 and Sidebottom,186 the four-part 

arrangement and Hiebert,187 and finally, the three-part arrangement of Cellerier188 and 

Ropes.189

While the lack of agreement on many aspects of the literary structure of 

James is striking, it also emerges from the above survey that current research on 

James has moved inexorably toward the identification of the overall structure of the 

letter and the search for overarching themes that run through it, providing a source of 

unity for the whole. This search for structure and coherence, although manifested in 

various ways, arises out of the widespread conviction in current scholarship that such 

coherence and structure can be found. It is rare today to find a treatment of the text of 

James which does not investigate the overall relationship of each part of the text to the 

whole. Despite the emerging consensus on some aspects of James, there are still 

obvious areas of disagreement among scholars, including the introduction and 

conclusion of the letter. The introduction in particular is crucial to discerning the 

overall structure in James. The next chapter will investigate more closely the main 

proposals for the opening and closing of the letter of James.

179 1:2-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:1-12; 4:13-5:6; 5:7-20.
180 1:2-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12; 3:13-4:12; 4:13-5:6; 5:7-20.
181 1:2-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-12, 13-18; 4:l-5:6; 5:7-20.
182 1:2-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4:1-10,11-17; 5:1-18, 19-20.
183 1:2-18, 19-27; 2:1-13, 14-26; 3:1-4:10; 4:11-5:6; 5:7-20.
184 1:1-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-12; 3:13-4:12; 4:13-5:12; 5:13-20.
185 1:2-27; 2:1-26; 3:1-18; 4 :l-5 :6 ; 5:7-20.
186 1:2-17, 18-21; 1:22-2:26; 3:1-5:12; 5:13-20.
187 1:2-18; 1:19-3:18; 4:1-5:12; 5:13-20.
188 1:1-2:26; 3:1-5:11; 5:12-20.
189 1:2-2:26; 3:1-18; 4:1-5:20.
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Chapter II

Introduction and Conclusion: Status Quaestionis

Introduction

In his discussion of the literary structure of the letter, F. O Fearghail makes the 

point that any overall literary structure put forward for the letter ‘is very much 

dependant on how one resolves the problems of its introduction and conclusion’.1 

From the survey in the first chapter it is clear that there exists quite a diversity of 

opinion about the introduction of the letter of James which has been seen to range 

from 1:1/2-11 to 1:1/2-27. The opening section has been described as an introduction, 

exordium, prologue and proemium, though what these terms signify in their respective 

studies of James is not always clear.

The survey in the previous chapter also reveals that there is widespread 

disagreement among scholars about the conclusion of the letter, although less than in 

the case of the introduction. Suggestions for a concluding unit include 4:13-5:20, 5:7- 

20, 5:12-20, 5:13-20 and 5:19-20, with terms such as conclusion, epilogue or 

peroratio being applied in various cases. A look at the various proposals for the 

introduction and conclusion of James should help to clarify the issues involved.

1. The introduction to the Letter of James

1.1 - An ‘epitome’: 1:2-27

Johnson sees 1:2-27 as introducing themes which are developed in other 

parts of the letter of James.2 This first chapter of the letter, which is held together by a

1 Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure', 68.
2 Johnson, James, p. 15. C. B. Amphoux, ‘Systèmes anciens de division dT ép itre  de Jaques et 

composition littéraire’, Bib. 62 (1981), 390-400, took 1:2-27 as the opening section in his literary 
structure o f  the letter.
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series of word links,3 functions in his view as something of ‘a ‘table of contents’ for 

the letter, or as an ‘overture’ of its themes’.4 In terms of ancient literary categories he 

sees the chapter as an ‘epitome’ of the work as a whole.5 Later on in his commentary 

he describes 1:2-27 as anticipating themes which are developed more fully in the 

letter ‘by way of essays’.6 Bauckham is critical of Johnson’s description of 1:2-27 as 

an epitome, not finding the evidence to support this position.7 The designation of 1:2- 

27 as a table of contents, however, is a useful description for how themes are 

introduced that recur in the main body of the letter.

Sleeper sees 1:2-27 as introducing themes in a manner similar to Johnson, 

although he does not use the term epitome as Johnson does. Sleeper breaks the 

* opening section at 1:12 which he sees as the beginning of the unit 1:12-16. For him 

1:12 is both a parallel and a contrast to 1:2-4.8 Sleeper sees 1:26-27 as the conclusion 

not only to 1:22-27, but also to the entirety of chapter one. He notes that although 

1:26-27 introduces new topics such as the tongue, and keeping oneself unstained from 

the world, it is linked to the preceding sections by several themes: speech (1:26/1:19), 

keeping oneself pure and undefiled (1:27/1:21), and the importance of being a ‘doer’ 

(1:27/1:22-25). He notes, however, that it anticipates much of the discussion of 

chapter 2 and must be regarded as a transition.9

1.2 - A Double Introduction: 1:2-27

A number of authors take 1:2-27 to provide a double introduction to the letter 

of James. The first to suggest this was Francis, who based his suggestion on what he 

saw as a pattern of double introductions that he found in a number of ancient texts, 

including texts from the Antiquities of Josephus, 1 Maccabbees and the NT letters of 

Philemon and 1 and 2 Thessalonians.10 According to Francis the ‘main argumentative

J Johnson, James, p. 174.
4 Johnson, James, p. 15.
5 Johnson, James, pp. 15, 174-75.
6 Johnson, James, p. 175.
7 Bauckham, James, p. 72, finds it difficult to parallel the introduction in Jam es with any other known 

model of introduction. He criticises Johnson’s literary category o f  epitome, noting that Johnson’s 
proposal o f the Sentences o f Syriac Menander as an example is flawed since the epitome and 
Floriiegium do not appear in any manuscript together, thus the epitome could not function as an 
introduction to the Floriiegium. Bauckham does however note that epitome would be an appropriate 
term for the introduction in James, but based on the evidence he finds, he does not see it as 
conforming to ancient practice.

8 Sleeper, James, p. 55.
9 Sleeper, James, p. 65.
10 Francis. ‘Form and Function’, 111-17.
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interests’ of the epistle are introduced in two ‘carefully balanced statements’ , namely, 

1 :2-11 and 1:12-25,11 with the second statement reminiscent of a thanksgiving 

formula.12 He takes the two statements in 1:25-26 to serve as £a kind of literary 

hinge5, recapitulating the themes of the two parts of the introductory section and 

‘turning the reader to the initial argumentative section of the body of the epistle5.13 

Themes from the first part of the introduction are restated in the second part. These 

themes are then developed in the main body of the letter. Francis makes the point that 

in both paragraphs of the introduction (1:2-11 and 1:12-25) and in the recapitulation 

(1:26-27) the thematic materials appear in the reverse order in which they are found in 

the body of the letter,14

Francis divided both units into three parts - the first, 1:2-11, into the units 

1:2-4; 1:5-8 and 1:9-11, and the second, 1:12-25, into the units 1:12-18, 1:19-21 and 

1:22-25.15 He saw themes from each of the three sections in 1:2-11 restated in 1:12- 

25. Francis grouped these statements and restatements under thematic headings: 

testing/steadfastness - 1:2-4/1:12-18; wisdom-words/reproaching - 1:5-8/1:19-21; 

rich-poor/doers of the word - l:9-ll/l:22-25.16 The two parallel sections, however, 

have little in common. Finally, he found a recapitulation of the main themes of 1:2-25 

in 1:26-27, which anticipates themes in the main body of the letter that follows. 17

Drawing on the work of Francis, Davids also argues for a double introduction 

to the letter, and following Francis he finds in the closing verses elements ‘normally 

in epistolary closings5, namely, IIpo Travxcov plus an oath formula, a health wish and 

the topic of prayer.18 Like Francis and others, Davids points out links between 1:2-4 

and 1:12-15.19 He entitles 1:5-8 ‘wisdom comes through prayer5 and he sees it as 

paralleling 1:19-21 which he entitles ‘pure speech contains no anger5. He sees 1:9-11, 

which he entitles ‘poverty excels wealth5, as paralleling 1:22-25, which he entitles 

‘obedience requires generosity5.20 Like Francis, Davids sees 1:26-27 as a ‘literary

11 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 117.
12 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 117.
13 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118.
14 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118.
15 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118.
16 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 117.
17 See the comment o f Aune, Westminster Dictionary, p. 239.
18 Davids, James, pp. 25-26.
19 Davids, James, p. 79.
20 Davids, James, p. 29.
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hinge5, a summary and transitional section, which links 1:2-25 to the main body of the 

letter.21 Both Francis and Davids, then, see themes in 1:2-4 restated in 1:12-18.

The genre of a double-opening as advanced by Francis and Davids has been 

strongly criticised by O Fearghail in his study of the literary structure of James. In his 

view the genre of a double-opening, as Francis understands it, is not to be found in the 

two texts from Josephus used by Francis, namely, Antiquities VIII.50-54 and

XI.123ff., nor in the text from Eusebius (Praep. Evang. IX.33-34) to which Francis 

appeals.22 The double opening is not to be found either, he argues, in the two-part 

introduction to the letter of King Demetrius to the Jews in 1 Macc. 10:25-45, in the 

letter to Philemon or in the two letters to the Thessalonians.23 The texts cited by 

Francis do not, according to O Fearghail, provide an example of the genre of a 

double-opening in which the themes of the body of the letter are presented and 

represented. While some may have repeated expressions of thanksgiving in their 

introductions, O Fearghail argues, these ‘do not introduce the body of the letters and 

indeed are sometimes quite separate from the introductory theme5.24 The question of 

whether themes introduced in the first part of the introduction, 1 :2-11 / 12, are restated 

in the second part, 1:12/13-27, is a separate issue from the existence or not of the 

genre of a double opening. One needs to examine the text of James itself to see if 

themes introduced in the first part of the introduction, 1 :2-11 / 12, are restated in the 

second part, 1:12/13-27.

Hartin also takes 1:2-27 as a double introduction somewhat similar to that of 

Francis (1:2-11; 1:12-27), though how he sees themes from the first part developed in 

the second part of the introduction differs from that proposed by Francis. The 

structure of the first part of the double introduction of Hartin follows that of Francis 

and Davids. He also follows him in seeing 1:2-11 as a unit, held together by various 

catchwords - TT€Lpao|aolc; /  6oKL|itou (1:2-3), iriTO|j,ovr|v /  UTropovr) (1:3-4), 

leLnopevoi /XeiTreToa (1:4-5), a lm ra ) /alteLTU) (1:5-6), SiaKpLVopevoc /  5i\Jmxoi; 

(1:6-8) - with 1:9-11 linked to 1:2-8 by the note of joy in KauxaoGw and by the 

enclitic Se. Hartin, like Francis, sees a new beginning in 1:12 due to the links between

21 Davids, James, pp. 100-101; Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118.
22 Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Literary Structure’, 69-70; see Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 112-13, 116.
23 Ô Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 71-77; see Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 112-17.
24 Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Literary Structure’, 71.
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1:12 (testing) and 1:13-15 (temptation). He notes parallels between 1:2-4 and 1:12- 

1525

The development of Hartin’s second introductory unit, 1:12-27, is quite 

different from what Francis and Davids proposed. Hartin divides this unit into two 

sub-sections. The first, 1:12-18, deals with endurance and the prize of the crown of 

life and develops themes from 1:2-4. The second, 1:19-27, deals with religion in word 

and deed.26 Hartin does not mention a restatement of themes from the first part of the 

introduction in 1:12-27, as Francis and Davids do. He does see 1:19-27 as introducing 

themes which will be addressed later in the body of the letter, and he sees it as 

functioning ‘much in the manner of a table of contents’.27 He sees 1:26-27 as 

concluding the chapter, providing a summary of themes, but also anticipating the next 

chapter.28 It is not clear though how 1:26-27 provides a summary of the themes in 1:2-

25.

Taylor’s approach to the opening unit of the letter of James has parallels with 

the double introductions above. He identifies an inclusio at 1:2-4 and 1:12 and another 

at 1:12 and 1:25.29 The one who endures trial in 1:12 is the one who ‘continues’ or 

‘abides’ in the law of liberty of 1:25, and there is a link between those who are 

blessed in 1:12 and those who are blessed in 1:25; both exemplify being obedient to 

God.30 These inclusions provide him with ‘a compelling structural reason for isolating 

1,2-25 as an introduction to the whole’.31 He sees 1:12 as performing a dual function, 

acting as an ‘overlapping constituent’, that is, a passage that is used simultaneously as 

the conclusion of one block of material and the introduction to the next.32 In this case 

it links 1:2-11 and l:13-25.33 Taylor points out the lexical and thematic parallels 

between 1:12 and 1:2-4 on the one hand and 1:25 on the other.34 For Taylor 1:12

25 Hartin, James, p. 103.
26 Hartin, James, p. 102.
27 Hartin, James, p. 102, following Johnson.
28 Hartin’s understanding o f  the double introduction could possibly find a parallel in the rhetorical 

studies. which have an exordium and propositio. These rhetorical propositions, which will be 
analysed in due course, note the importance o f 1:19-27 in developing themes in the main body, as 
Hartin does.

29 Taylor, Text-Unguis tic, p. 60, notes, like Penner, that the two independent units within the inclusion, 
1:5-8 and 1:9-11, may have existed ‘in some form o f independent tradition but have now been 
crafted into the letter at this point for a specific purpose’; cf. Penner, James, p. 145.

30 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 62.
31 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 100; see also pp. 60-62.
32 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 82.
33 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 82.
34 Taylor, Text-linguistic, pp. 61, 62.
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‘occupies a significant role in the letter opening’, it serves as ‘a summary of 1,2-11 

and as a transition to the following unit beginning with 1,13’.35

The first three verses of 1:13-25, 1:13-15, form a unit on temptation. There 

are inclusions between 1:13 (KaKcov) and 1:21 (KaKÍac), and between 1:16 and 1:19a 

(note. á5e¿4>OL pou aYaTTrl'!:ot in both).36 Taylor notes a link between the birth 

language of 1:15 (ocitokuel)  and 1:18 (aT reK u rjo ev ) which he describes as a ‘hook 

word’ transition and sees it linking 1:13-15 and 1:17-18. Taylor takes 1:26-27 to have 

a transitional character (a feature that provides him with another reason for 

understanding 1:2-25 as the opening of the letter).37 However, he follows Davids in 

taking it to be closely linked to 1:21-25 - its ‘summary character, unusual vocabulary 

and broad thematic concepts related to true religion’ providing a ‘specific application’ 

for the exhortations of 1:21-25 and anticipating at the same time ‘the basic points 

developed in the rest of the letter’.38 He notes that 1:26-27 ‘rounds out the theme of 

deception and specifies practical manifestations of ‘pure and undefiled’ religion’ in 

terms of right speaking (controlling the tongue) and right acting (merciful and pure), 

‘twin themes that play significant roles in the broader discourse’.39 Themes in the 

double introduction are then brought forward into a chiastic arrangement of the letter 

body in 2:1-5:6, though the manner in which the themes are paralleled differs from 

both Francis and Davids 40

Although Taylor adopts a double introduction in his arrangement, he is 

critical of Francis and Davids as to how they perceive the restatement of themes in the 

second part of the introduction, notably the themes of wisdom and wealth. He notes 

that while the theme of Treipaapoic; links 1:12, 13-15 with 1:2-4, and God’s good 

gifts in l:17-19a with the theme of wisdom in 1:5-8, the theme of wealth seems to 

disappear. He takes 1:13-27 to consist of four ‘carefully stitched sub-units’ (1:13-15, 

16-19a, 19b-21 and 22-25) and ‘a dynamic transition to the body of the letter (1,16- 

17), 4i p0jnts out various connections between these units, arguing that ‘numerous 

lexical links, intentional contrasts and parallel statements’ contribute to the thematic

35 Taylor, Text-linguistic, pp. 61.
36 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 63. Johnson, James, p. 199, notes a similar link between 1:16 and 19.
37 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 101.
38 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 101.
39 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 106.
40 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 108.
41 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 105.
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cohesion of the whole.42 Taylor sees the obedience that is required of the tongue in 

1:26 as paralleling the reference to proper speech (boasting) in 1:9, while care for 

orphans and widows is related to issues of poverty and wealth in 1:9-11 43 However, 

the destruction of the rich man and the exaltation of the poor man of 1 :9-11 can hardly 

be seen as an exact parallel of the author’s exhortation to help widows and orphans in 

1:26-27.44 In his monograph on James of 1995 M. Klein takes 1:2-27 to form a double 

propositio which introduces two themes, 1:2-18, which introduces the first theme 

QZielthema’) - the 'complete work’ as goal of the preservation of faith in the 

temptations of life, and 1:19-27 which introduces the second, the theme of the way 

( 'Wegthema’); both themes are developed in various exhortations in the 

‘Argumentation or the main body of the letter (2:1-5:6).45

1.3 - Exordium and Propositio: 1:2-27

A number of authors who approach the letter of James from a rhetorical 

standpoint take 1:2-18 to function as an exordium and 1:19-27 as a propositio. In 

essence their exordium and propositio function as an introduction to the body of the 

letter (2:L-5:6), with 5:7-20 acting as a peroratio. Bassland, who takes the letter of 

James to be a protreptic speech in the form of a letter, is clearly influenced by 

Wuellner in his rhetorical arrangement of the letter of James. He takes 1:2-18 to form 

the proemium of the letter which corresponds to the peroratio in 5:7-20. He sees 1:16- 

18 as a transition {‘transitus’), which leads to the propositio in 1:19-27, in which the 

theme of the confirmatio (2:1-3:12) and confutatio (3:13-5:6) is given.46

Witherington sees 1:2-18 as 'a preview of coming attractions, hinting at 

some of the themes that will subsequently be dealt with’.47 He argues that 1:2-4 

establishes the authority and ethos of the speaker and his rapport with the audience 

while 1:5-8 serves to introduce in brief some of the matters of the discourse. He sees 

1:12 as ‘something of a hinge between what has come before and what comes

42 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 105.
43 Taylor, Text-linguistic, p. 105.
44 See also Taylor and Guthrie, ‘The Structure o f Jam es’, 703.
45 Klein, Jakobusbriefes, pp. 39-40. -See critique in G. C. Bottini, Giacomo, E La Sua Lettera 

(Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 2000), pp. 221-30.
46 Baas land, ‘Literarische Form, Them atik’, p. 3659; in an earlier study in Studia Theologica, ‘Der 

Jacobusl>rief as neutestamentliche W eisheitsschriit’, Studia Theologica 36 (1982), 119-39, he took 
1:1-18 as the opening section.

47 Witherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 419.
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afterward' and takes it to begin a new section.48 He notes several themes in 1:12-18 

which recall themes from 1 :2-11 - the blessing of one who endures trials in 1 :2/ 1 :12; 

the doubter of 1 :6-8 in the wrong understanding of temptation in 1:13-15; the 

perfecting of faith in 1:3-4 ‘mirrored in reverse by the elaborate climax, from 

temptation to death in 1:14-15' and the giving of wisdom in 1:5 in the giving of gifts 

in 1:17 49

Following Thuren and others he takes 1:19a with its introductory vocative 

‘know this’ addressed to ‘my beloved brothers', to signal a transition from the 

exordium to the proposition 1:19-27.50 The propositio may be seen as a further 

introduction to the main body of the letter. For him a propositio ‘must provide a clue 

as to the real substance and urgency and theme of the following discourse and its 

various arguments'.51 He cites with approval Martin’s comment that the section 

1:19b-27 ‘opens with a survey of five themes in swift succession, all of them due to 

be expanded in later parts of the letter'.52 He follows Davids in taking 1:26-27 as a 

summary-transition, summing up what precedes and leading on to the following 

chapter.53 He notes that the transitional verses 1:26-27 lead to the first major 

exposition of a theme, summarising the practical nature of the doing of the word from 

1:22-25 and developing it under the theme of correct religious practices (bridling the 

tongue, helping others, abstaining from the world).54

1.4 - A Double Introduction: 1:2-21

Both Cargal and Wall follow Francis's statement that a double introduction 

is to be found in the letter of James, though they choose 1:2-21 as their double 

introduction.55 Cargal divides 1:2-21, his first discursive unit, into two sections - 1:2- 

12 (‘The Blessing of Trials'), which is divided into three sections, 1:2-4, 1:5-8 and 

1:9-12.56 The second section, 1:13-21 (‘Saving the Soul from Death’),57 is divided

48 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 432.
49 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 432.
50 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, pp. 419 n. 66, 436.
51 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 436.
52 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 437, citing Martin, James, p. 47.
53 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 437. Drawing upon Quintilian, De inventione rhetorica 

1.22.32, he notes that a propositio should be brief, concise, self contained and should leave the 
elaboration on the themes previewed until the discourse begins in 2:1 - ‘it is appropriate that the end 
o f  the proposition serve as a transition to the first argument, and James 1:26-27 serves this function’.

54 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, pp. 447-48.
55 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 52, 58-61.
56 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 75, 89-90.
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into three parallel sections, 1:13-16, 1:17-19a and 1:19b-21, with 1:13-16 paralleling 

1:2-4, 1:17-19a paralleling 1:5-8 and 1:19b-21 paralleling 1:9-12.58 For Cargal, the 

first of the sub-units of 1:2-2 1 , 1 :2- 12, endeavoured to ‘persuade the readers that 

‘enduring trials’ was not an indication of their piety and status as ‘perfect and 

complete’ before God, but rather an opportunity for the believer to ask God for the 

things that they lacked. The second sub-unit (1:13-21) highlighted the need of the 

readers to receive the implanted word (1 :21) which they lacked in order that they 

would not be led astray towards death.59

Wall divides the two parts of his double introduction differently from Cargal. 

Unlike Cargal he takes 1:12 to be part, not of the first but, of the second section, 

dividing the introduction into the units 1:2-11 and 1:12-21.60 In a manner similar to 

Cargal, Wall sees the introduction as consisting of two statements of paired triads, 

with the points of 1 :2-11 repeated in 1 :12-21, while each triad describes a particular 

element of the present crisis, the advised response and a potential peril appropriate to 

that response.61 He sees these two triads as closely parallel - 1:2-4 to 1:12-15, 1:5-8 to 

1:16-18 and 1:9-11 to 1:19-21.62 The main body of the letter (1:22-5:6), according to 

Wall, is a commentary on the ‘wisdom from above’ which he takes James to 

summarise in 1:19 as ‘quick to hear, slow to speak, [and] slow to anger’.63

1.5 - Enduring Trials: l:2-19a

Vouga and Martin take l:2-19a as the opening section of the letter of James 

which they entitle ‘Enduring Trials’ and which they divide as follows: 1:2-4, 1:5-8, 

1:9-11, 1:12, and l:13-19a.64 Martin follows Vouga in seeing links between 1:5-8 and 

4:13-17, 1:9-11 and 5:1-6, 1:12 and 5:7-11, and between 1:13-18 and 5:12-20.65 For 

both Vouga and Martin, 1:19b-3:18 forms the second section introduced by l:19b-27, 

which introduces themes that are developed later in the letter.66 The ‘true religion’ of 

1:27a is expanded in 2:1-13. The ‘word’ in 1:22-24 - a development of the ‘implanted

57 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 76.
58 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 58-61.
59 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 52, 90.
60 W all, Community o f the Wise, pp. 34-35, 44-46.
61 W all, Community o f  the Wise, p. 44.
62 W all, Community o f  the Wise, pp. 44-46.
63 W all, Community o f  the Wise, p. 75.
64 Cf. Vouga, Jacques, p. 21; Martin, James, p. cii.
65 Vouga, Jacques, pp. 21-23; Martin, James, p. cii.
66 Vouga, Jacques, p. 21; Martin, James, pp. cii-ciii.
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word’ (1:18) - is expanded in 2:14-26. The verses 1:18-20 and 1:26 are developed in 

3:1-13, while 1:19b is expanded in 3:15-18. Finally 1:27b, according to Martin, is 

expanded in 4:1-5:11, as in both of them Christians are asked to fulfil their duty in the 

world in the face of evil powers arrayed against them. The letter closing is formed by 

5:12-20 which according to Martin ‘rehearses many of the previous themes as a 

postlude and recapitulation’.67

I.6 - An Opening Unit: 1:2-18

Many scholars have seen 1:2-18 as the opening unit of the letter of James. 

Comely, called this unit an ‘exordium’ but gave no indication of how he saw it 

functioning.68 Hort took 1:2-18 to form the first ‘paragraph’ after the greeting, but 

included 1:19-27 with it in what he termed the ‘Introduction, on Religion’.69 Ropes 

took 1:2-18 to be part of the first section of the letter (1:2-2:26) and entitles it: ‘In the 

formation of character5.70 While Dibelius took 1:2-18 as a unit, he did not see it as a 

coherent unit, let alone an introduction.71

The unit 1:2-18 is popular with those who put forward rhetorical 

arrangements for the letter. Thuren takes 1:1 and 1:2-18 to form an introduction or 

exordium in the letter. He subscribes to the view that the prescript should be seen as 

an integral part of the exordium?1 For him the first four verses meet ‘all the 

requirements of an exordium\ 73 while 1:5-8 and 9-11 specify its ‘mission’, the first 

theme being introduced in 1:5-8, wisdom/speech, the second, money/action, in 1:9-

I I .74 Seeing no sign of a major transition between 1:12 and 1:13, Thuren takes 1:12 as 

the beginning of a new section which continues to 1:15 and elaborates themes already 

enunciated, namely, that steadfastness during trials leads to rewards from God, while 

those who suffer temptations during trials will die.75 The exordium is brought to a 

conclusion in 1:16-18 with a note on the perfection of God and his saving acts.76

67 M artin, James, p. ciii.
68 Cornelys Introductions, p. 589.
69 Hort, James, pp. xxxi-xxxii.
70 Ropes, James, p. 4; he did not feel that it was possible, in the case o f  James, ‘completely to trace the 

real sequence o f his thought’.
71 Dibelius, James, pp. 69-71; he saw it as having far less unity than the following section 1:19-27 (p. 

108).
72 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 270.
73 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 271.
74 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 272.
75 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 272.

' 76 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 274, 282.
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Thuren finds similar themes in 1:2-4 and 1:12-18 - perseverance and perfection - 

which underline the unity of 1:12-18.77 He also sees the exhortation, ’'late, aSetafjol 

1-100 ayatrriTOi, of 1:19a as ‘a typical phrase for letter-body-opening’ and as a sign of 

the transition from the exordium to the proposition

Frankemolle takes 1:2-18 as a ‘Prolog' or ‘Exordium’ with 5:7-20 as an 

‘Epilog’ or ‘Peroration79 He dispenses with the other rhetorical terms and divisions in 

his treatment of the letter. He divides 1:2-18 into two parts, 1:2-11 and 1:12-18, and 

sees it as fulfilling all the functions of an introductory unit, introducing themes found 

in the main body of the letter.80 The themes of testing and trial of 1:2 are recalled in 

1:12 thus forming an inclusion for 1:2-12. Themes of 1:2-4 are found in 1:19-27 and 

3:1-12 respectively. The lack of wisdom referred to in 1:5 is recalled in 3:13-18 with 

its section on complete wisdom. The theme of faith of 1:6-8 is taken up again in 2:14-

26. The theme of rich and poor in 1:9-11 reappears in 2:1-13 and 5:1-6. The theme of 

temptations of 1:16-18 is echoed in 4:1-12.81 The epilogue or peroratio in 5:7-20 is 

divided into three parts (5:7-8, 9-12 and 13-20)

Edgar also takes 1:2-18 to be an exordium and he sees it as setting the basis 

for all of what follows.82 It is composed, in his view, of four units - 1:2-8, 9-11, 13-15 

and 16-18.83 Unwavering commitment to God who gives generously ‘to those who 

ask in loyal commitment’ are key themes of 1 :2-8, while rich and poor and their 

relationship to God, are key themes of 1:9-11. While he finds a ‘clear recapitulation’ 

of the language and motifs of 1 :2-8 in 1:12, he notes no difference between testing in 

1:12 and temptation in 1:13, and consequently takes 1:12-15 to form a unit.84 He finds 

a contrast between human and divine action in 1:12-18, with 1:12-15 representing 

human action and 1:16-18 representing divine action. Edgar notes that direct 

admonition of the addressees and the presentation of God’s supremacy run throughout 

this entire section and introduce the key theme of endurance and loyalty to God. 

Those who are obedient to God and endure will be rewarded (1:12) while those who

77 See table in Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 282.
78 Thuren, ‘Risky R hetoric’, 272; he takes it to correspond to a typical Pauline letter body opening 

phrase (n. 52).
79 Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, pp. 133-74.
80 In this aspect o f themes being introduced in 1:2-18 that are treated in the main body o f the letter his 

study can be seen as broadly similar to the earlier studies o f  Francis and Davids,
81 Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, pp. 135-38, 162.
82 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 160.
83 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, pp. 140-56.
84 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, pp. 160-61.



doubt or are divided in loyalty will receive nothing (1:6-8). Following their own 

desires will result in death (1:13-15).85 God’s supreme authority and benevolence are 

outlined in 1:16-18 - the addressees are warned not to be deceived about this. God 

stands in a special relationship with them (1:18).86

Moo takes 1:2-18 to function as an introduction to the letter, although the 

function and character he attributes to the unit differ from that attributed to it by 

earlier scholars. In his view 1:2-18 is not a clearly defined section, nor does it have ca 

unifying theme’; moreover, it only has minor links with the rest of the letter.87 

Nevertheless, he does accept that some themes are introduced in 1:19-27 which are 

developed in the main body of the letter, while he takes 1:26-27 to be an important 

summary and transitional unit which puts forward themes that are developed in the 

main body of the letter.88

Moo takes 1:26-27 to be the culmination of the theme of doing the word of 

God of 1:19-25, verses that elaborate on how one does the word of God. He sees the 

topic of controlling the tongue (1:26), which he notes from 1:19-20, as returning in 

3:1-12 and 4:11-12; the concern for the helpless of 1:27, in 2:15-16 and 5:1-6, the 

avoidance of the world (1:27), in 4:4-10.89 More emphasis is placed by Moo on 1:26- 

27 as having an introductory than is the case in his treatment of 1:2-l 8.

Finally, Klauck also takes 1:2-18 as an introduction to the letter. He 

compares the function of the introduction to that of a proemium, and sees it as similar 

to how Frankemolle and Johnson present their introductory sections. Klauck 

compares the proem of a letter to the exordium of a speech, presenting the individual 

themes which are to be developed in the body by a rhetorical amplification

1.7 - A Prologue: 1:2-12

Jas. 1:2-12 has long been seen as a unit within the letter of James whether on 

its own or as part of a greater unit. As may be seen above, it is taken as part of a 

double introduction by Francis and others, but it was also taken as a unit on its own by

85 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, pp. 156-57.
86 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, pp. 156-57. Edgar takes 1:19-3:18 to form a unit in which 

1:19-27 has an introductory role with the significant themes o f 2:1-3:12 being prefigured in these 
verses (see p. 159). He follows Baasland, ‘Literarische Form, Them atik’, p. 3655, in taking these 
verses to function as a prothesis (p. 160).

87 M oo, James, p. 51.
88 Cladder, ‘Die A nlage5, 57.
89 M oo, James, p. 95.
90 Klauck, Ancient Letters, pp. 338-39.
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Ropes, for example, although he did not see it as having the role of a true 

introduction.

Working from a rhetorical perspective Wuellner takes 1:2-12 to have the role 

of an introduction or prologue to the letter which he sees as composed of a proemium 

(1:2-4), a narrative (1:5-11) and a recapitulatory verse (1:12). 91 In O Fearghail’s 

view, however, it is difficult to see £how 1:2-4 and 1:5-11 can be distinguished as
92proemium and narrative’ and to see 1:12 as a 'recapitulatory verse for 1:2-115. The 

inclusio that H. von Lips finds between 1:2-3 and 1:12 leads him to take 1:2-12 to 

form a unit which he sees as a summary exposition of what is to follow in the letter.93

Elliott takes 1:2-12 as his introduction in the letter, seeing 1:2-4 as 

introducing its major theme - 'the completeness and wholeness of the readers, of their 

community, and of their relation to God’.94 The contrast between wholeness and 

incompleteness of 1:2-4 which is developed in 1:5-8 introduces a series of contrasts 

which permeate the whole letter, 'signalling both its structure and its basic 

thematic’.95 He notes that the unit 1:9-11, which contrasts the reversed status of the 

lowly and rich brother before God, anticipates the contrasts of 2:1-26; 4:1-12 and 

4:13-5:6.96 The restatement of themes from 1:2-4 in 1:12 indicates the unity of 1:2- 

12.97

Penner adduces various reasons for treating 1:2-12 as a unit. He points to the

well-known links between 1:2-4 and 1:12, which he takes to form an inclusion for the

unit 1:2-12. In addition he finds an ‘apparently deliberate chiastic structure’ in 1:2-12

which he sets out as follows:98

1:2-4: testing of the believer (A)
1:5-11: two themes (wisdom and reversal) related to the believer (B)

1:12: testing of the believer (A)

This structure which revolves around the thematic and linguistic links between 1:2-4 

and 1:12 underlines the unity of 1:2-12. He also points to the fact that 1:2-12 provides 

‘a strong concentration of key words and motifs which recur as 'flashbacks’

91 Wuellner, ‘Der Jakobusbrief im Lichte der Rhetorik und Textpragmatik’, 37.
92 O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 71.
93 Von Lips, ‘W eisheitliche Traditionen im Neuen Testam ent’, pp. 414-24; O Fearghail, ‘Literary 

Structure1, 68, 71.
94 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 72.
95 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 72.
96 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 72.
97 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 71-72.
98 Penner, James and Eschatology, p. 145.
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throughout the text of James’."  Another reason why Penner takes 1:12 as part of his 

introductory unit is that he notes that the flow of argument from 1:12 does not 

continue into 1:13-15. Penner, drawing upon the work of von Lips, describes 1:2-12 

as a ‘summarising exposition’. 100 Penner further noted that the introductory role of 

1 :2-12 was a ‘deliberate rhetorical device on the part of the writer in order to provide 

a structural opening to the main body to which various implicit and explicit allusions 

are made throughout the remaining body of the letter’.101 Finally, Penner sees 1:2-12 

as a unified section which provides a strong concentration of words and motifs which 

recur as ‘flashbacks’ throughout the text, particularly in his conclusion to the main 

body (4:6-5:12), words such as: inro|aovf)V (1:3), uTTopovfi (1:4) / UTropeLvavtac; 

(5:11); inro|aevei (1:12) / miope ívaviac; (5:11); 5ü|n)/0£; (1:8) / 5ít[njxot (4:8); 

taTieLvoc (1:9), tocttélucÓoél (1:10) / Tonreivotc; (4:6), taireLVc¿0r|Te (4:10); ttXouoloí; 

(1:10-11) / ttA-oÓoloi (5:1); mjjet (1:9) / upac; (4:10); Maicápioc (1:12) / paKapíCopev 

(5:11); Kauxáo0a> (1:9) / Kau/ao0e (4:16);/apav (1:2) / /apa  (4:9).102

1.8 - A True Introduction: 1:2-11

Earlier studies of James which refer to 1:2-11 as an introduction include 

those of J. P. Lange (1881), who took 1:1 as part of his introduction,103 and O. 

Bardenhewer (1928).104 Both merely labelled these sections as introductory and did 

not see them as introductions in the true sense. In recent times 1:2-11 has been seen as 

a unit albeit as part of a larger unit. This is the case, for example, in the arrangements 

with a double introduction put forward by Francis, Hartin and Wall mentioned above. 

Ó Fearghail who rejects the double introduction thesis sees 1:2-11 as forming a true 

introduction to the letter. Taking 1:2-11 as an introduction to the letter has 

implications for the letter’s overall arrangement.

The unity of 1:2-11 according to Ó Fearghail is based on a number of 

relationships within 1 :2-11 - catchwords, verbal and thematic links - and the repetition 

in 1:12 of themes from 1:2-4. Crucially these repetitions are not seen to form an

99 Penner, James and Eschatology, p. 146.
100 For a summary of the themes found between 1:2-12 and the rest o f the main body see table on p. 

415 o f  von L ips’s article, ‘Weisheitliche Traditionen im N euen Testam ent7.
101 Penner, James and Eschatology, p. 148.
102 Penner, James and Eschatology, pp. 146-47. But see Ó Fearghail, ‘On the Literary Structure7, 72, 

who notes that many themes from 1:2-11 aré not restated in 4:6-5:12, themes such as wisdom, faith, 
prayer and testing.

103 J. P. Lange, Der Brief des Jakobus (Bielefeld: Verlag von Velhagen und Klasing, 1862), pp. 29-42.
m  O. Bardenhewer, Der Brief des heiligen Jakobus (Freiburg: Herder, 1928), p. 2.
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inclusio. Rather they are to be seen as functioning anaphorically (anaphora) 

signalling the beginning of a new section.105 He also notes that ‘the beatitude 

MaKccpLOc; avrp oq wro|iéveL TreLpaopóv, with its unequivocal declaration and a 

relative clause couched in solemn style, is well suited to introducing the main body of 

the letter, better suited, indeed, than 1:19a, 1:19b or 2:1’ .106 All of these reasons led 

him to delimit 1:2-11 as a unit. He also saw the reappearance later in the letter of 

themes present in 1 :2-11 as confirming the introductory nature of 1 :2-11 - themes 

such as testing, steadfastness, wisdom, rich and poor, faith, divine gift, prayer, 

perfection and double mindedness.107 He saw these themes restated throughout the 

text, and noted in particular that the themes of téleLOc; and öi-ijm/oc; appear to sum up 

the contents of the letter.108 Finally, he saw the manner in which themes were 

introduced and then developed in the main body as similar to the function of a 

proemium, which he describes as a ‘summary of what was to follow’.109

In his commentary on James, Burchard describes 1:1-11 as the entrance 

(‘Eingang’) to the letter. He entitles it ‘Wer an wen was’ (‘Who, to whom, what’) 

which indicates what he takes 1:1-11 to represent. He describes 1:2-11 as the opening 

(‘Eröffnung’) of the letter, taking it to set out what was to come (‘Was im Brief 

kommt’).110 The general theme is presented in 1:2-4, and the exhortation of these 

verses is addressed to specific groups of people in 1:5-8 and 1:9-11. He also describes 

it as a summarising exposition (‘summarische Exposition’).111 He sees 1:2-4 

expanded in 1:12-3:11, the first half of the letter, and 1:5-8, 9-11, in 3:12-4:12, 4:13- 

5:6, the second half.112

2. Conclusion of the Letter of James

The conclusion of the letter is also a source of disagreement among scholars 

although less than in the case of the introduction. Suggestions for a concluding unit

105 See Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure7, 74 n. 62 for examples o f  anaphoric-type repetitions: Acts 8:4 
and 11:1; 15:40-1 and 18:23; Heb. 1:2 and 1:5. See also Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary Rhetoric, 
pp. 281-83.

106 O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 76. Other such beatitudes can be found in Ps. 1:1; Prov. 8:32; Job 
5:17; Sir. 14:1; Matt. 5:3-11; 11:6; Lk. 1:45; 6:20-22.

107 Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 76-77.
108 Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 78-79.
109 Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 79.
110 Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief p. 12.
11] Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief p. 52.
112 Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief p. 52.



include 5:7-20, 5:12-20, 5:13-20 and 5:19-20 which have also been described as the 

conclusion, epilogue or peroratio.

2.1 - An Epilogue: 5:19-20

Comely, in his introduction to the New Testament, described 5:19-20 as the 

epilogue of the letter of James, although again, he does not specify what he means by 

the term ‘epilogue’. The two verses, 5:19-20, do clearly form a unit introduced by 

¿SeAxfm fiou, and they conclude the letter, but whether Comely saw them as forming 

a true epilogue remains unclear.

Ropes calls 5:19-20 a concluding section but sees it as part of the larger unit 

5:7-20.113 Hiebert found 5:19-20 an ‘abrupt conclusion’ to a letter which he regarded 

as having no ‘usual epistolary conclusion’.114 Crotty takes 5:19-20 as his conclusion, 

because of a parallel in theme he sees to 1:16-18. This parallel helps him form his 

chiastic arrangement.115 Bauckham, in a recent commentary on James, noted that 

5:19-20 is a unit which can be seen to conclude the letter.116

Cargal sees 5:19-20 (which he takes to be part of a larger unit, 4:11-5:20, 

entitled ‘bringing back one’s neighbor’) as linking up with his first discursive unit - 

1:1-21. On the wandering theme found in 5:19-20 Cargal notes that the truth in 5:19- 

20, from which the addressees have wandered, appears to be the word of truth, the 

implanted word of 1:1-21, specifically 1:18-21.117 He notes that both units, 1 and 4, 

deal with the saving of one’s soul - they have wandered from the truth and now they 

must be restored in order that their souls be saved.118 Cargal also highlights a parallel 

between 5:19-20 and 1:1, perceiving James’ use of the term diacnTOpa (1:1) as a 

metaphorical representation of those who have wandered from the truth (5:19-20). 

Cargal sees the author’s role in the letter as bringing back those who have been 

scattered or led away, an act of restoration which he sees in the author’s self 

designation as a servant of God and Jesus Christ.119

113 Ropes, James, p. 313, divided it into 5:7-11, 12-18 and 19-20, Dibelius, James, pp. 257ff., into 5:7- 
11, 12, 13-15, 16-18 and 19-20.

114 Hiebert, Jomes, p. 38.
115 Crotty, 'The Literary Structure’, 45-47.
116 Bauckham, James, pp. 64-65.
137 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 53.
138 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 53.
319 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 49.
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2.2 - A Conclusion: 5:13-20

Some scholars take 5:13 to begin the conclusion, mostly because they see a 

relationship between 5:12 and the verses that precede it. Sidebottom, for example,

sees 5:13-20 as a conclusion to the letter, because for him 5:12 concludes the larger
* 120unit 3:1-5:12. Perkins takes 5:13 to be the initial verse of the conclusion 5:13-20, 

taking 5:12 to conclude 4:13-5:12. In her view, 5:13-20 is a final exhortation to the 

community on the importance of prayer.121

Penner takes 5:13 as the initial verse of the conclusion 5:13-20, taking 5:12 

to belong to 4:6-5:12.122 He finds an inclusion between 4:6 and 5:12 which indicates 

the unity of this section. Elliott also takes the conclusion of the letter to begin in 5:13; 

preferring to view 5:7-12 as part of the main body of the letter.123 In addition he finds 

a correlation of themes between the introduction, 1:2-12, and conclusion, 5:13-20. In 

his view 5:13a restates 1:2-4; 1:12; 1:14a and 1:19-20; 5:13b and 5:14-18 restate 1:5- 

8; 5:19-20 recalls 1:12.124

2.3 - An Alternative Conclusion: 5:12-20

A number of scholars take 5:12-20 to form the conclusion or at least the 

closing section of the letter. For Cellerier it formed the third part of the letter, while 

for Pfeiffer it was the closing section.125 Mayor took these verses as a closing unit, 

dividing them into four parts, 5:7-11, 12, 13-18 and 19-20. Robert and Feuillet 

describe 5:12-20 as the closing recommendations of the letter centred on the concept 

of prayer.126 Vouga and Martin both take 5:12-20 as their concluding section, 

although as part of a larger final unit (4:13-5:20). They see this unit, including 5:12- 

20, as paralleling sections in the introduction (1:5-8 and 4:13-17; 1:9-11 and 5:1-6; 

1:12 and 5:7-11; l:13-19a and 5:12-20).127

Johnson takes 5:12-20 as his conclusion, taking the formula IIpo mvrcov of 

5:12 to mark the transition from the body to the conclusion of the letter. Unlike other

120 Sidebottom, James, p. 46, entitles 5:19-20 as ‘further moral exhortations1.
121 Perkins, First and Second Peter, James and Jude, p. 93.
122 Cf. Penner, James and Eschatology, p. 157.
123 See analysis o f  Elliott’s introduction above.
124 Elliott, ‘The Epistle o f  Jam es’, 72.
125 Pfeiffer. ‘Jakobusbriefes’, 179.
126 Robert and Feuillet, ‘The Epistle o f James’, p. 555.
127 Vouga, Jacques, p. 21; Martin, James, p. cii.
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scholars Johnson takes 5:7-11 as a self contained unit marked by an inclusio formed 

by references to patience in 5:7 and 11 and by the threefold repetition of aSeA4>oi in 

5:7, 9 and 10. He sees it as forming part of the body of the letter. It marks out, in his 

view, the positive side of the reversal of 1:12, while 4:13-5:6 marks out the negative 

side of the reversal of 1:9-11. 128

Like Johnson, Moo takes the phrase IIpo ttq:v t g o u  as marking the beginning 

of the letter’s concluding section. In his view it functions similarly to the concluding 

term Aolttov (‘finally’), which is found in 2 Cor. 13:11 and Phil. 4:8. Moo, like 

Francis, sees 5:13-18 with its encouragement of prayer for physical ailments as 

typical of the concluding health wish of Hellenistic letters. He notes that James does 

not conclude his letter with greetings and benedictions typical of epistolary closings 

but like Francis he sees 5:19-20 as closely parallel to the conclusion of 1 John.129

Edgar also sees 5:12 as marking the beginning of the letter’s closing section. 

He follows Francis in seeing the oath as a typical letter closing formula. He finds two 

other typical closing formulae in the heath and prayer wishes, although he notes that 

they ‘are not expressed by the usual formulas, but are combined in a way which fits 

the text’s concern with exhortation to show steadfast commitment to God and 

solidarity with other group members’.130 Edgar sees 5:19-20 as not typical of other 

closing formulae but expresses the view that it ‘can be seen to have been combined 

with the letter-closing section, playing a role within the whole text analogous to that 

of an epilogue in Greek speeches, giving a short thematic recapitulation’.131

2.4 - A further alternative Conclusion: 5:7-20

The most popular conclusion proposed for the letter of James is 5:7-20. One 

of the earliest scholars to take 5:7-20 as a conclusion to the letter was Cladder who 

took it to relate to certain sections in the introduction (1:2-25), specifically 1:2-8 with 

its themes of prayer and patience.132 On the seemingly abrupt ending of James, 

Francis, whose discussion of the conclusion has been most influential on later 

scholars, notes that many Hellenistic letters of all types ‘have no closing formulas

128 Johnson, James, pp. 325-26, 340-46.
129 Johnson, James, pp. 248-49.
130 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 209.
131 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 209.
132 Cladder, "Die A nlage’, 57. See also the study of Krüger.
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whatsoever’ but ‘just stop’ and have ‘no apparent further epistolary close’.133 He goes 

on to argue, however, that Jas. 5:7-20 does contain features of epistolary closings. For 

this he appeals to the work of Exler who lists characteristic closing themes and 

phrases of Hellenistic letters.134 Francis saw IIpo Travrcov with a ‘health wish’ and 

the ‘oath formula’ as significant and saw these features at work in Jas. 5:12-20.135 He 

also argued that prayer was an ‘established element of the epistolary close’ of NT 

letters, and he listed examples from Paul (2 Cor. 9:14; 13:7; Phil, 4:6; Col. 4:2-6; 1 

Thess. 5:17; Phlm. 22) and 1 John 5:14-17 in support.136

The examples given by Exler,137 however, indicate, as O Fearghail has 

pointed out, that the phrase npo ttkvtgov can be found at both the beginning and end 

of letters and is not particularly characteristic of the conclusion, and while the phrase 

is often found with a health wish, one may find it at the beginning or end of a letter, as 

Exler’s examples show.138 Moreover, what Francis sees as the ‘health wish’ in James 

is ‘not a courtesy wish’, as one would expect to find in a letter, nor is it a query after 

the recipient’s health, as one would also expect to find in a letter, but ‘instructions 

about a sick person’ and how that person should be treated.139 As for the exhortation 

on oaths in 5:12, an oath formula is often found at the conclusion of Hellenistic 

letters, as indeed Exler’s examples show, but the oath is used in the cases cited by 

Exler in a formal context to underline the authority of the letter; this is quite different 

from its use in Jas. 5:12.140 There is no example of the phrase IIpo TTavrcju occurring 

with oaths in any of the examples furnished by Exler.141 What O Fearghail does find 

interesting in the examples of Hellenistic letters furnished by Exler is the complete 

absence in some of them (apart from the date) of a closing formula.142

The theme of prayer, as Francis points out, is an ‘established element’ of the 

epistolary conclusion of NT epistles, and he points to the concluding sections of the 

letters of Paul in which he recommends prayer or asks for prayer or announces that he

133 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125.
134 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125; F. X. Exler, The Form o f the Ancient Greek Letter. A study in 

Greek Epistolography (Washington, D.C: Catholic University o f  America Press, 1923), pp. 107-10.
135 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125.
136 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125.
137 Cf. Exler, The Form o f the Ancient Greek Letter, pp. 107-110.
138 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 80.
139 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 80.
140 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 80.
141 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literaiy Structure’, 81.
142 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 80-81; cf. 1 John 5:13; 1 Cor. 16:22; 1 Thess. 5:23, 1 Pet. 5:1; 

Jude 18:21.
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is praying for his readers (cf. 2 Cor. 13:7; 1 Thess. 5:17, 25; Phil. 4:6; Col. 4:2-3; 

Phlm. 22). O Fearghail points out that the theme of prayer does accompany 

concluding salutations of Pauline letters, as a personal appeal in 1 Thess. 5:25 and 

Phlm. 22, and in the non-Pauline Col. 4:12, where it appears as an assurance of being 

remembered. But, as O Fearghail notes, it is more frequent in exhortations that 

precede the epistolary conclusion, as for example, in 1 Thess. 5:17, 2 Cor. 13:7, 2 

Thess. 3:1, Heb. 13:18 or Eph. 6:18.143

Francis notes that the theme of prayer accompanies concluding salutations in 

1 Thess. 5:25 and Phlm. 20. In these two examples, however, the theme of prayer 

occurs not in an exhortation as in James but as a personal appeal made by the writer 

of the letter.144 The general exhortation to pray for what one needs in Phil. 4:6 (‘Have 

no anxiety about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with 

thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God5) is perhaps the closest in kind 

to the exhortation found in Jas. 5:13-18.145

With reference to Jas. 5:19-20 Francis appeals to the example of 1 John 5:14- 

17 in which the writer recommends prayer for anyone in need and ‘especially the 

brother in sin’.146 It is an example that he sees as similar to the closing exhortation in 

the letter of James in that both recommend prayer for the brother who sins - Tf any 

one sees his brother committing what is not a mortal sin, he will ask, and God will 

give him life for those whose sin is not mortal. There is sin which is mortal; I do not 

say that one is to pray for that' (1 John 5:16). Francis sees another parallel to Jas. 

5:19-20 in the reference to prayer in Jude 20b (‘pray in the Holy Spirit') since it is 

‘conjoined to the need of the sinner' (v.23).147

Despite its problems, the proposal put forward by Francis for an epistolary 

conclusion in James has been quite influential. Davids followed Francis in taking 5:7- 

20 to contain epistolary concluding motifs and a thematic reprise of patience in 5:7-

l l .148 Hartin, also followed Francis in taking 5:7-20 as a conclusion. He divided it 

into three sections (5:7-11, 12, 13-20), and like Francis found the phrase IIpo

143 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 81
144 See 1 Thess. 5:25: ‘pray for u s1; Phlm. 22: ‘I am hoping through your prayers to be granted to you’ 

(cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 81).
145 O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 81.
146 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125.
147 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125.
148 Cf. Davids, James, p. 26.
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irain(jv, the theme of prayer and the thematic reprise of patience as indicators of a 

conclusion in 5:7-20.149

The links between the opening and concluding sections of the letter of James 

have also influenced the choice of 5:7-20 as the conclusion of the letter.150 Wuellner, 

for example, found a correlation of themes between the exordium 1 :2- 12, and the 

closing of the letter in 5:7-20 which he termed a peroratio.I51 Frankemolle takes the 

correspondence between 1:2-18 (the exordium) and 5:7-20 to confirm the role of the 

latter as the epilogue or peroratio}51 Burchard sees a correspondence of themes 

between his introduction, 1:2-11, and 5:7-20 which leads him to take 5:7-20 as the 

closing unit.153 The links which Baasland observed between the exordium 1:2-15 and 

5:7-20 led him to take the latter as the peroratio } 5A In a similar vein Thuren identified 

5:7-20 as the peroratio, which to him has parallels with the exordium (1:1-18) and 

which is formed of two units, 5:7-11, termed the recapitulation and 5:12-20, the 

conquestio}55

In his non-rhetorical approach, Taylor notes a ‘grand inclusio’ between 1:2- 

27 and 5:7-20. He does not follow Francis in seeing epistolary concluding formulae in 

5:7-20. He notes the change of tone in 5:7, initiating the conclusion of the letter which 

extends to 5:20.156 The unit 5:7-20 picks up a number of key items and themes from 

1:2-27.157 It consists of three sections, 5:7-11, 12 and 13-20, with 5:12 acting as a 

transition between 5:7-11 and 5:13-20.158 Sleeper also takes 5:7-20 to bring the letter 

to a close but he divides it into two units - 5:7-11 and 5:12-20. He sees 5:7-11 

returning to the theme of 1:2-4 and 1:12, both of which deal with patience, while

149 Cf. Hartin James, pp. 245-47, 261.
150 These links include: 1:12 (MaKaptoc;) / 5:7 (MaKpoGuppaare); 1:12 (imopevei) / 5:11 (imopeivavra<;* 

and uTTopoupu); 1:15 (¿papria) / 5:20 (apapxwAov and apapxicov); 1:16 (itXaväoBe) / 5:19 (TrXavpGfj); 
1:18 (ccXriBeiai;) / 5:19 (a^.r|9eiag); 1:18 (¿TieKur|aev) / 5:18 (Kapirov); 1:20 (ÖLKaL0awr|v) / 5:16 
(Öixaunj); and 1:21 (othoai) / 5:20 (ogSo6l).

151 Wuellner, ‘Der Jakobusbrief, 36, 43.
152 Frankemölle, ‘Das Semantische Netz des Jakobusbriefes’, 175, 193.
15j Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 12.
154 Baasland, ‘Literarische Form, Thematik’, p. 3659.
155 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 262-84.
156 Taylor, Text Linguistic, p. 119.
157 Taylor, Text Linguistic, pp. 119-123; the thematic parallels he fmds between 1:2-27 and 5:7-20 are 

as follows: 1:12/1:25 (blessing) and 5:7 (blessing); 1:3/1:4/1:12 (patience) and 5:11 (patience); 1:15 
(death) and 5:20 (death); 1:16 (deceived/led away) and 5:19-20 (deceived/led away); 1:18 (truth) and 
5:19 (truth); 1:18 (fruit) and 5:18 (fruit); 1:20 (righteousness) and 5:16 (righteousness); 1:21 
(salvation) and 5:20 (salvation).

158 Taylor, Text Linguistic, p. 122. See also M. E. Taylor, ‘Recent Scholarship on the Structure of 
Jam es’, Currents in Biblical Research 3 (2004), 109; Taylor and Guthrie, ‘Structure o f  Jam es’, 700- 
01.
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5:12-20 deals with interrelationships within the Christian community. He points out 

links with the opening section of the letter - oath taking (5:12) and appropriate speech 

(1:19-20, 26); prayer in 5:13-18 which recalls the theme of prayer in 1:5-8; faith in 

5:19-20 which recalls the theme in 1:2-4.159 In her chiastic structure of the letter, 

Kruger takes 5:7-20 to correspond to 1:2-8, linked by the themes of patience, 

endurance and prayer.160

The use of the term peroratio to 5:7-20 has not gone without criticisms. Does 

5:7-20, O Fearghail asks, fulfil the role of a peroratio as found in the rhetorical 

handbooks? Can one say that 5:7-11 or 5:7-20 recapitulates the issues raised earlier in 

the letter to remind the audience of issues that had already been set out, as the 

handbook suggests the peroratio should do? How does the presence in 5:7-20 of the 

elements of oath taking, caring for the sick, confession of sin, taking care of an errant 

brother - how do these new elements fit with the rhetorical definition of the peroratio? 

In addition, as O Fearghail has pointed out, the thematic correspondences between the 

exordium and peroratio can also be explained as the correspondences between the 

beginning of the body of the letter, 1:12-27, and its conclusion, 5:7-20.161 This does 

not mean, he notes, that 5:7-20 cannot be seen as providing a conclusion to the letter, 

since the instances of prayer and the bringing back of the wandering brother can be 

seen as topics suitable for the conclusion of a letter.162

Conclusion

The survey in this chapter has shown how divided opinion is on identifying 

the introduction and conclusion of the letter. The most popular suggestions for the 

introduction are those of 1:2-27 and 1:2-18, but there is a range of suggestions that go 

from 1:2-11 to 1:2-27. The double introduction proposed by Francis and his 

suggestion for the conclusion of James have been very influential. Davids and others 

have been heavily influenced by his suggestions. Some of those who do not follow his 

theories exactly have adopted in varying degrees his proposal of a double introduction 

or his view of the oath and the health wish in the closing verses of James as epistolary 

closing features (e.g. Taylor, Wall, Hartin). A proposal for a double introductory

159 Sleeper, James, p. 130.
160 Kruger, Der Jakobusbrief, pp. 105-08.
161 O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 82.
162 O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 82.
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section in James has been met with criticism, not only in the sources cited originally 

by Francis which do not show much evidence of a double opening structure in 

antiquity, but also in how both Francis, Davids, and others, view the restatement of 

themes in the second half of the double introduction.

The rhetorical approach has also seen various suggestions for the opening 

and closing of the letter, but again there is quite an amount of disagreement on what 

constitutes a proemium or prologue. Wuellner, Edgar, Witherington, and Thuren each 

proposed their own particular rhetorical arrangements for James, with little agreement 

on the extent, for example, of thepropositio or the exordium.

One trend that emerges from the review is that scholars have generally 

accepted that in the opening chapter of James themes are introduced that are found 

elsewhere in the letter. In this, too, the study of Francis has been influential. His views 

have been supported by those such as Johnson who sees the whole of the first chapter 

(1:2-27) as an epitome, a table of contents of themes which recur in the rest of the 

letter. It is also true to say that in recent years scholars have tended to see the opening 

and closing verses as very much part and parcel of the letter.

The conclusion of James has been less a source of contention than the 

introduction. The concluding two verses, 5:19-20, have been seen to play a 

concluding role, and Comely described them as an ‘epilogue’. But the most popular 

proposals for the concluding unit of James have been 5:7-20, 5:12-20 and 5:13-20.

The studies of Francis and Ropes have been most influential in the delimiting 

of these units. Many scholars take 5:12 as the beginning of the conclusion. The 

presence of the phrase IIpo Travxcou in 5:12 has induced many to see here the 

beginning of the concluding section.

Others have been influenced by the links between the opening and 

concluding sections of the letter of James in their choice of 5:7-20 as its conclusion. 

This is especially true of the rhetorical arrangements of James which see the presence 

of a peroratio in the final verses of James as corresponding to the presence of the 

prologue at the beginning. The use of the term peroratio for 5:7-20 has not gone 

without criticisms, though, since there is very little in the close of James that could be 

called a ‘restatement of themes’, in the manner of a proper peroratio. Non-rhetorical 

approaches to the literary structure of James have also been criticised, as we have 

seen.
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Before endeavouring to delimit the introduction and conclusion of James, to 

establish its overall literary structure and its literary form, and to make some 

suggestions as to how James may be seen as a unified whole, it is necessary to discuss 

a number of methodological issues that will underpin the following chapters.



C h ap ter  III

Methodological Considerations for the Letter of James

Introduction

In his methodological work on the exegesis of the New Testament, K. 

Berger describes a text as ‘a web of relationships’.1 It is the relationships between the 

various verses of James that is the focus of attention here. As we saw in chap. I above, 

James was long seen as being bereft of an overall plan or literary structure. W. M. L. 

de Wette, for example, maintained in his handbook to the NT that the Letter of James 

was written without a plan.2 Von Tischendorf, in his critical edition of the NT (1869- 

72), had much the same view, dividing the text into eighteen parts: 1:1; 1:2-11; 1:12- 

15; 1:16-L8; 1:19-27; 2:1-4; 2:5-13; 2:14-26; 3:1-12; 3:13-18; 4:1-10; 4:11-12; 4:13- 

17; 5:1-6; 5:7-11; 5:12; 5:13-18; 5:19-20. Although Dibelius, in his famous 

commentary on James, isolated units in the text with a variety of methods, he does 

come with an arrangement in which a number of smaller units are linked together 

from thematic and form critical points of view.3 In more recent years, as we have seen 

above, scholars have tended to see the letter as more of a unified document and have 

put forward suggestions for its literary structure. It is rare today to find a treatment of 

James which does not provide some detail on the overall relationship of each part of 

the text to the whole.

In searching for the literary structure of a text such as James, the challenge is 

to tease out the relationships between the various elements of the text. This involves a 

close examination of the text of James - an examination that involves syntactic, 

stylistic, semantic and thematic analyses of the text, its vocabulary, the frequency of 

certain terms in the text and where they occur, the nature of the repetition of words

1 K. Berger, Exegese des Neuen Testaments, (Heidleberg: Quelle & M eyer, 1977), p. 13.
2 W. M  .L de W ette, Kurzgefasstes Exegetisches Handbuch zum Neuen Testament 111,1, (Leipzig, 

1847), p. 103.
3 Dibelius. James, pp. 69, 108.
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and phrases, the changes from narrative to direct speech, the changes of place and 

time, and the use of particles. Since it is important to know the terms that are 

important for James - the frequency of their occurrence where they occur, and their 

significance - our first preliminary task is to look at the vocabulary used in James.

1. The Vocabulary of James

The vocabulary of the letter of James is quite varied. Let us take a look at 

some of the more important words and concepts in James and their occurrences, and 

indeed recurrences throughout the letter.4

• 6oOAx)? [slave, servant}: 1:1. Only occurs once, however, other words related 
to servitude can be found in James at 1:9 (tcnreivo?), 4:6 (raTreivot?), 4:7 
(u7T0Tayr|re) and 4:10 (tcxttg lvoj0T|T6).

• Kupio? [lord]: 1:7, 2:1; 3:9, 4:10; 5:4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15. interchangeable 
with Geo? in some places.

• Geo? [God]: 1:1, 5, 27; 2:5, 19, 23; 3:9; 4:4, 6, 7, 8. The word Geo? ceases to be 
used by the author after 4:8. The term KUpio? may act as a substitute for the 
word 'God’ or it may refer exclusively to Christ as in 1:1 and 2:1.

• 6oS6eica [twelve]: 1 :1 . This is the only numerical word found in James, except 
for the use of ei? in 2:19 and 4:12 where it has the sense of ‘one’.

• (j)uXai? [tribes]: 1 :1 .

• Siaairopa [diaspora, scattering]: 1:1 .

• [rejoice, greetings]: 1 :1 .

• ttcc? [all]: 1:2, 5, 8, 17, 19, 21; 3:7; 4:16.

• %OLp& [gladness, joy]: 1:2; 4:9.

• afieAxjiO? [brother]: 1:2, 9, 16, 19, 2:1, 5, 14, 15, 3:1, 10, 12, 4:11, 5:7,:9, 10, 
12, 19. Its frequency in James is notable.

• tt€ ipaapog/ire ipa( opevo?/ire ipaC opa L/aiTe i potato?/ne ipa£ era i [ testing, 
temptation]: 1:2, 1:12, 1:13, 1:14. Note the concentration in 1:12-14.

4 The translations in this list are taken from J. P. Louw & E. A. Nida, Greek-English Lexicon o f  the 
New Testament: Based on Semantic Domains, 2 vols (UBS: 1999).
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• SoicCpiov / 6oKi|iO(; [testing]: 1:3,12.

• pou [ I  me]: 1:2, 16, 19; 2:1, 3, 5, 14, 18; 3:1, 10, 12; 5:12, 19 (no eyco or 
rjpelc).

• upcovv^pat^plv \you]: 1:3, 5, 21; 2:2, 6 (2), 7, 16; 3:13, 14; 4:1 (3), 2, 3, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16; 5:1, 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (2), 5, 6, 8 (2), 12, 13, 14, 19. These 
occurrences highlight the direct style o f the writer; the letter has 54 
imperatives in 108 verses.

• ai>xq> [he, she, if]: 1:5, 8, 9, 10, 11 (3), 12, 13, 18, 23, 25, 26 (2), 27 (2); 2:5, 
6, 7, 14, 16, 21, 22,23; 3:3 (2), 9 (2), 10, 11, 13, 15; 4:11, 17; 5:3, 5, 14(2), 
15(2), 18, 19, 20 (2).

• inropovq [endurance]: 1:3 (uTTO[J,ovr|v), 1:4 (uTropovri), 5:11 (uTropeivavxac;). 
The equivalent term paKpoOupeoo is found in in 5:7 
(paKpo0upipaxe/paKpo0up(ov) and 5:8 (paKpoOupipaxe).

• xe^€ iocAeA.6 toco [perfect/make perfect]: 1:4 (xe/leiov/x^/leioi), 1:17
(te^eiov), 1:25 (xeXeu>v), 2:8 (xeleixe), 2:22 (eteXeLGoOrj), 3:1 (xeAeiOi;)- It is 
absent in the closing of the letter.

• KaxepyaiexaL [accomplish]: 1:3.

• TTtaxig [faith]: 1:3 (TTiaxecot;), 1:6 (t7lot6l); 2:1 ( tro t lv ) ; 2:5 (Taaxei); 2:14 
(ttioxiv/ tt toxic;); 2:17 (ttloxk;); 2:18 (ttlgxlv/ttL o t iv/ttloxlv); 2:20 (ttlotu;); 
2:22 (TrLaxLc/TTtaxu;); 2:24 (Tuoxecoc;); 2:26 (iroxlc); 5:15 (ttlot6coc;). There is 
a cluster o f the term in 2:14-26 but it is also present in 2:1-5. Elsewhere in the 
letter it is found in 1:3, 1:6 and in 5:15.

• [possess, hold a view]: 1:4; 2:1, 14, 18; 3:14; 4:2.

• epyov [act, work]: 1:4, 25; 2:14, 17, 18 (3), 20, 21, 22 (2), 24, 25, 26; 3:13. 
There is a cluster of the term in 2:14-26.

• EL [if because, that, whether]: 1:5, 23, 26; 2:8, 9, 11; 3:2, 3, 14; 4:11 (2), 12.

• oAoKAipoi [entire]: 1:4.

• ti^ l/x iv a /rL v e c ; [someone, something]: 1:5, 7, 18, 23, 26; 2:14, 16, 18; 3:2; 
5:12, 13, 14, 19.

• aiT€co [ask for]: 1:5 ((xlxelxgo), 1:6 (alxeixco), 4:2 (alxeiaOoa), 4:3 
(alxeixe/alxelaOe). Note also the theme o f prayer.

• Aenropevoi /  XeiiTexai [to be in need of, not possess]: 1:4,5.
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• ylv(jXJKOVT€í; [to know, learn, be familiar with]: 1:3 (yivcooKOVTec), 2:20 
(yycbyoa), 5:20 (yLvcoaKetco).

• ootf)ia [wisdom]: 1:5 (ao^iac;), 3:13 (aoc^iac;), 3:15 (oo4>ia), 3:17 (ooc|)La). It 
frames 3:13-18.

• ói6óvro<; [to give]: 1:5; 4:6.

• óioucpivófievoc [to evaluate carefully, prefer, make a distinction]: 1:6 
(SLaKpivópeyog/biaKpiyópeyoí;), 2:4 (ÓLeKpíOrjte), 3:17 (áÓiáKpLTOc;).

• Xrp^zaL [to acquire, receive]: 1:7 (Xf||n[ieraL), 1:12 (Xf||n|iemi), 3:1 
(Ar)pi|/ó[ie0a), 4:3 (Xa\±fiáv€X€), 5:1 (Xáp7]), 5:10 (Xapeie). In all the cases o f 
James the verb is always used in relation to divine giving, either good (1:12; 
5:7, 10) or bad (1:7; 3:1; 4:3).

• ávf]p / ávópóí; [man, human]: 1:8, 12, 20, 23; 2:2; 3:2.

• 6it|n)XO<; [double-minded]: 1:8 (óÍi|íuxoí;), 4:8 (5i4rux°0- Only here in the NT.
It may have been coined by the author.

• 060c [road, journey, way o f life]: 1:8 (oSolc;), 2:25 (óóco), 5:20 (ó5ou).

• TinreLvix; [downhearted, lowly, humble]: 1:9 (raTreLvog), 4:6 (taTreivOLc;), 4:10
(TaT7€Lv<n0r|Te).

• iropeiau; [journey, business activity]: 1:11.

• in|i€L [height, high rank]: 1:9 (bijjei), 4:10 (ui^cooei). Both times the word 
occurs with the word xaueLvóc;: 1:9 (taiTeLyoc;) and 4:10 (ra7í6ivc¿0r|re).

• Trloúaiog [rich, in abundance]: 1:10 ('rrA.ouoioc), 1:11 (irXoijaioc;), 2:5 
(ttXouolouc;), 2:6 (ttXouolol), 5:1 (ttXoixjlol). Used only once in a positive 
sense (2:5: ‘rich in faith’).

• TTpoacó'TTOi) [face, person, surface]: 1:11 (TTpootoTrou), 1:23 (TTpoacoTTOv).

• MoKapux; [happy, blessed]: 1:12 (McncápLOc;), 1:25 (MaKapioc).

• áyatráo) [love, show love]: 1:12 (áyaircooLv), 1:16 (áyaTnycoí), 1:19 
(áyaTnycoí), 2:5 (áyairritoi/ ayaTrcbaiy), 2:8 (’Ayairrioeic). Found three times 
as a direct address, ‘my beloved brothers’ in 1:16, 19; 2:5.

• eirnyyeiXaTO [promise]: 1:12 (eTTriyyeiXaTo), 2:5 (¿Try/ye iXaro).

• e*JTi0i)|Lliac [deep desire, lust]: 1:14 (eTnOupiac), 1:15 (¿TriOupía), 4:2 
(eiriOupeLte).
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• a p a p t ia  [sm]: 1:15 (apapxia), 2:9 (apapxiav), 4:8 (apapxcoAoi), 4:17 
(apapxia), 5:15 (apapxiac;), 5:16 (apapxiai;), 5:20 (apapxcaXov/apapTLcov). 
Note the three occurrences in 5:15-20.

• GavatOi; [death]: 1:15 (Gavaxov), 5:20 (Gavaxou).

• 'iriavaa) [deceive]: 1:16 (TiXavaaGe), 5:19 (irA,avr|9fi), 5:20 (n^avr^).

• iranp  [father]: 1:17 (Traxpoc;), 1:27 (Tiaxpi), 2:21 (iraxrip), 3:9 (Traxepa).

• aTTOKUtL [cause a state, cause to exist]: 1:15 (txTTOKuei), 1:18 (aiT€Kur|oev).

• aA-riGeiocc [truth]: 1:18 (aA.r|9t iac), 3:14 (a^r|0e tac;), 5:19 (aA,r|0e iac).

• ^oyoi [word]: 1:18 (Aoyto), 1:21 (A,oyov), 1:22 (A.oyou), 1:23 (Xoyou), 3:2 
(/U>ya>).

• rpaxrfp&v [I, me]: 1:18 (2); 2:1, 21; 3:3, 6; 4:5; 5:3, 5, 17.

• PouXr|0elc [desire, intend]: 1:18 (ponirjOeic), 3:4 (pou/texoa), 4:4 (pouArjGrj).

• la^ito [to speak]: 1:19 (A&Xf|aoa); 2:12 (Xcdelxe); 4:11 (KaxaXaA,elxe/ 
KocxaXaAxnv/ KaxodaXel); 5:10 (ehx\r\oav). In the form o f a negative 
command in all its occurrences except 5:10.

• 6iKaioauvr|V [righteousness]: 1:20 (5LKouoauvr|v), 2:21 (e&iKaLto0r|), 2:23 
(SiKaLoauvr|v), 2:24 (StKaiouxat), 2:25 (eSLK£UGi>9r|), 3:18 (6LKaioauvr|c;), 5:6 
(SiKoaov), 5:16 (5LKaiou).

• ocoaai [save]: 1:21 (oaxxu), 2:14 (acooai), 4:12 (acoaoa), 5:15 (acaoet), 5:20 
(aoxjei).

• [inner self, life, soul]: 1:21 (ijfuxocc), 3:15 (t|mxLKT|), 5:20 (ij/uxpv).

• TroiGCo/TTOiiynig [doer, one who does]: 1:22 (mnrixod), 1:23 (mHr|xf|i;), 1:25 
(TTOLrixric;), 2:8 (Ttoieixe), 2:12 (TTOielxe), 2:13 (7TOif|aavxi), 2:19 (tto 
3:12 (TiOLf|oat/7TOif|a£XL), 3:18 (ttolouolv), 4:11 (ttoltjxt]c;)? 4:13 (ttoixjoopdi/), 
4:15 (TTOirfoopGv), 4:17 (ttoigiv/ttolowxi), 5:15 (ttgttoi,r|Kc6̂ ).

• 6uvapevov [to be able, to have the power to do something]: (1:21
(Suvapevov), 2:14 (Suvaxai), 3:8 (6uvaxoci), 3:12 (fiuvaxoa), 4:2 (6uvao0e), 
4:12 (6uvapGvoO-

• eleuGepiou; [freedom, liberty]: 1:25 (eXeuGepLac;), 2:12 (eA,eu0eptac;). Both 
occurences o f the word are found in relation to the law - 4 law of liberty'.

• !iriA,riapovf|i; [to forget]: 1:24 (eTieÂ Gexo), 1:25 (erciHr|apovf[i;).
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• vo|XOî; [law]: 1:25 (yopoy), 2:8 (yopoy), 2:9 (yopou), 2:10 (yopoy); 2:11 
(yopou), 2:12 (yopou), 4:11 (yopou /  yopoy /  yopoy /  yopou); 4:12 
(vojxo0éxr|i;). Note the clusters of the word in 2:8-12 and 4:11-12.

• ypikwaycoyiôv [to excercise self control]'. 1:26 (xoc/UuaywyGoy), 3:2 
(XaXiyaywyfiaaL), 3:3 (xaA,iyout;). Used in relation to the tongue in the letter.

• yAcuooa [tongue]: 1:26 (yXcnooav), 3:5 (yXthaoa), 3:6 (yXcÔoaa/ylchaoa), 3:8 
(yÀtÔaaay).

• tcapôia [heart]: 1:26 (tcapÔiay), 3:14 (Kapôux), 4:8 (KapÔiaç), 5:5 (KapôCaç), 
5:8 (KapÔiaç). Ail occurences o f the word are in the negative.

• K6apoç [earth, world]: 1:27 (tcoopou), 2:5 (Koapco), 3:6 (Koapoç), 4:4
(K 00 pOl)/ KOOpOU).

• TTpoowTTOÀripi(fLaL(; [partiality]: 2:1 (irpoacniToA.TipiJaau;), 2:9
(ïïpOOCOTTOA,r|pTTTeLTe).

• ttu ox oç  [poor; o f little value]: 2:2 (tttgoxoc; ) ,  2:3 ( tttcoxco) , 2:5 (ïïrtoxoix;), 2:6 
( ïïtc o x o v ).

• KpiTT|Ç [judge, to judge]: 2:4 (Kpital), 2:12 (KpLveaGai), 2:13
(Kpiaiç/Kpioeœç), 3:1 (Kpipa), 4:11 (Kpivcov/KpiveL/KpiveLi; /Kpitf|;), 4:12 
(KptTTiç/Kpivcny), 5:9 (Kpi0f|Te/KpLtfiç), 5:12 (Kpioiy). Words relating to 
judgement are found in clusters in 2:12-13, 4:11-12 and 5:9, 12.

• kccXoç [good, fitting]: 2:1 (Kodov), 2:8 (KoetaÔç), 2:19 (KaÀxÔç); 3:13 (icaA,f|ç), 
4:17 (KaÀÔy). Always used in relation to something done correctly in the eyes 
o f  God.

• 5vopa [name]: 2:1 (ôvopa), 5:10 (ovopaxi), 5:14 (ouopcm).

• n\r\oiov [neighbour]: 2:8 ( ttAt io l o v ) ,  4:12 (ïïXipioy).

•  o à o ç  [whole, complete]: 2:10 ( o à o v ) ,  3:2 (o/loy), 3:3 (o/Loy), 3:6 (oA,oy).

• (f>oveuai]<; [to murder]: 2:11 (tf)oyeuar|ç7(j)oy6U€L£;), 4:2 (((joyeuere), 5:6 
(e^oyeuaaxe).

• ocnpa [body]: 2:16 (otopaxoç), 2:26 (ocûpa), 3:2 (ocopa), 3:3 (owpa), 3:6 
(ocûpa).

• veKpoç [dead, useless]: 2:17 (y€Kpa), 2:26 (yeKpa).

• GéXeiç [desire, wish]: 2:20 (06À,eL£;), 4:15 (0eA.f|ar|).
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• (J)iA/jg [friend]: 2:23 ((jnXog), 4:4 (c(hA,loc).

• TTVtupa [spirit, inner being]: 2:26 (xyeupaxog), 4:5 (TTveupa).

• Ifiou [look, indeed.]: 3:4, 3:5; 5:4, 5:7, 5:9, 5:11.

• ptlog [bodypart, member]: 3:5 (peA.og), 3:6 (p4A.eaiv), 4:1 (p^eotv).

• irup [fire]: 3:5 (Trup), 3:6 (irup), 5:3 (Trup).

• KaGioxaxai [appoint, cause to be]: 3:6 (KaGioxaxai), 4:4 (KaGioxaxai).

• peoxq [very full, completely]: 3:8, 3:17.

• Lou [poison]: 3:8 (Lou), 5:3 (Lou).

• iqlog [zeal, jealousy]: 3:14 (CfjA-Ov), 3:16 (CqAog), 4:2 ((qlouxe).

• icapTTog [fruit]: 3:17 (Kapmov), 3:18 (Kaprrog), 5:7 (Kapmbv), 5:18 (Kapiuuv).

• avxixaaaexai [to oppose, resist]: 4:6 (dvxixaaaexai), 5:6 (avxixaaoExai).

• eyyiaaxe [to come near]: 4:8 (eyyiaaxe /lyyiel), 5:8 (qyyiKev).

• Kiauaaxe [to weep]: 4:9 (K^auaaxe), 5:1 (KAiXuaaxe).

• *Aye vuv [come now, stand to attention]: 4:13,5:1.

• yqg [earth, land]: 5:5 (yqg), 5:7 (yqg), 5:12 (yqv), 5:17 (yqg), 5:18 (yfj).

• paKpoGupeco [patience]: 5:7 (MaKpoGupqoaxe/paKpoGupcov), 5:8
(paKpoGupqoaxe), 5:10 (paKpoGupiag). Note the relationship to urropovq 
earlier in the letter.

• napouaia [presence, arrival]: 5:7 (rrapouoiag), 5:8 (rrapouaia). Possible 
allusion to the parousia of the lord in 5:9; l5ou o KpLxqg Tipo xcuv Gupcuv 
eoxqKev.

• KccKOTTaGiag [suffering distress]: 5:10 (KaKOTraGiag), 5:13 (KaKOTraGel).

• oupavov [heaven]: 5:12 (oupavov), 5:18 (oupavog).

• TpoaeuxeaGco* [to pray, prayer]: 5:13 (TTpooeuxeaGto •), 5:14
(TTpoaeu^aaGcoaav), 5:17 (Trpoaeuxf) / xpodqu£axo), 5:18 (Trpoaqu^axo). Note 
also 5:15 (euxq) and 5:16 (eux^Oe).



1.1 - Evaluating the Vocabulary of James

As we can see from this vocabulary list, the author discusses a variety of 

topics, with some evidence that he uses the same word, or concept, regularly 

throughout his letter. Some brief observations can be made about this list, and indeed 

the usage of the words found there. This will provide some groundwork for the task of 

finding an overall structure and unity in the letter in the proceeding chapters.

Words related to testing and temptation, Treipaapoc;/ TreLpaCopevoc;/ 

ireLpaCopai/ aTreipaaxoc/ TreLpa(exoa, are found grouped together at the beginning of 

the letter, with a particularly strong concentration in 1:12-14. Note also the related 

words 6oKipiov/5oKLpoc; in 1:3 and 1:12, found only at the beginning of the letter. 

The theme of testing does not recur anywhere else in the letter. This is not to say that 

the author abandoned completely his thought on testing and temptation when 

formulating ideas elsewhere in the letter, but merely shows that testing, as his primary 

focus, concludes in 1:12-15.

Words related to patience and endurance make an appearance at the very 

beginning o f the letter and do not return until the end o f the letter - the word UTTopovr) 

is found in 1:3 (uTropovf|v) and 1:4 (i)Tropovrj), while at the end o f the letter we find: 

5:7 (paKpoGuppoaxe/paKpoGupcov), 5:8 (paKpoGupfjoaxe) and 5:11 (uTTOpetvavmc).

The majority of words related to perfection are confined to the beginning of 

the letter - xkXeioo/xeXeiou is found in 1:4 (xeXeiov/xeXeioi), 1:17 (xe^etov), 1:25 

(xeXeLOv), 2:8 (xeAeiie), 2:22 (exeleunGrj), and 3:1 (xe/teLOc;). It is absent in the 

closing of the letter. Also absent at the end of the letter is the word 6li|;uxoc;, a notable 

absence given its prominence as a contrast to xeXeiOQ at the start of the letter. The 

word 5u|ruxo{; is found only twice in the letter - 1:8 (bitjmxoc;) and 4:8 (5li^l>xol). 

The theme of wisdom, ootfua, occurs in 1:5 (oocfuac;) and after a lengthy absence 

occurs again in 3:13-18 where the word frames the unit - 3:13 (oocfjLac;), 3:15

(oocjua), and 3:17 (aocjua).

The theme of faith and works is found clustered heavily in 2:14-26: 2:14 

(ttloxlW ttloxlc;); 2:17 (ttioxlc;); 2:18 (ttloxiv/tuoxiv/ttloxiv); 2:20 (ttioxlc;); 2:22 

(irioxigAuoxii;); 2:24 (TTLOiecoc;); and 2:26 (ttioxlc;). The theme itself frames this 

section. The clustering of the theme in 2:14-26 may suggest that the author is 

finalising his thought on the idea of faith introduced in the beginning of chapter 2 [2:1
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( t t io t l v ) ;  2:5 (Tiíoxet)], since the use of faith in this context occurs nowhere else in 

the letter. One final occurrence of the word faith appears at the close of the letter in 

5:15 (iTÍateGx;), however, it is introduced into the context of a different topic - prayer. 

The use of the word epyov is also confined to the earlier chapters, 1:4, 25; 2:14, 17, 

18 (3), 20, 21, 22 (2), 24, 25, 26; with only one occurrence of the word in the later 

chapters (3:13). Again, we find a cluster of the word in 2:14-26, like the word ‘faith5, 

suggesting that the use of the word reaches its conclusion in 2:14-26.

Words related to prayer are common in the letter. The author makes mention 

of his readers asking of God in 1:5 (oclxeixto), 1:6 (odxeLXco), 4:2 (alxeiaGoa) and 4:3 

(alxeixe/alxeloGe). Note, however, that the more explicit reference to prayer is 

clustered and confined near the end of the letter - 5:13 (TipoaeuxeaGco*), 5:14 

(irpooeu^áoGmoav), 5:17 (irpootu/fi / Tipooruj^axo), 5:18 (npoar|ú£;aTo), as well as 

5:15 (euxii) and 5:16 (eü^eoGe).

Words related to poverty and wealth are found at the beginning of the letter: 

1:9 (ta ireLV Ó c;), 1:10 ( ttXouoloc; ) ,  1:11 (iTXoijaLOi;). Poverty and wealth are issues 

introduced again in the beginning of chapter 2 (2:2 -tttqxoc;, 2:3 - Trta>xco, 2:5 - 

TTicoxoix;, 2:5 - irXouotouc and 2:6 - ttXo u g l o l , 2:6 - imoxóv). Lowliness returns in 

4:6 and 4:10 - 4:6 (xonTeivoli;), 4:10 (xaneivc6Gr|X€), where again we find the word 

utj/eL used again as it was in relation to lowliness in 1:9 (1:9: u\|/eL/xonTeivóc; 4:10: 

ui|/woei/rocTTeLV(óQr|X€). The author returns to using words related to the rich at the end 

ofdhe letter where we find a large section (4:13-5:4) devoted in some way to the 

notion of wealth, with the word irXouotoi occurring again in 5:1.

Words relating to discrimination, judgment, the law, and partiality occur 

numerous times in the letter, but one may note large clusters of words relating to these 

issues in 2:1-13 and 4:11-12 and 5:9-12: 2:1 (irpoacoTroXripil/LtUi;); 2:9 

(TTpooconoXripTTxelxe); 2:4 (xpLxal), 2:12 (KpiveoGai), 2:13 (Kpiaic/Kpiaecoc;), 3:1 

(KpLpa), 4:11 (Kpivmv/KpLvei/KpLveu; /Kpixf|<;), 4:12 (KpLxriQ/Kpivtov), 5:9 

(KpL6f|Te/Kpixri(;), 5:12 (Kpiaiv). The word vópoc; occurs for the first time in 1:25 

where it is refereed to as a perfect law of liberty. A high concentration is to be found 

in 2:8-11, where the word vo\xoq occurs five times, one in each verse (2:8 - vópov, 2:9 

- vopo^ 2:10 - vópov; 2:11 - vópou, 2:12 - vópou). The law returns in 4:11-12 after a
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long absence, where it is found four times in 4:11 (vópou /  vópov /  vópov /  vópou); 

and one times as lawgiver (vopo0€Tr|i;) in 4:12.

A notable grouping of words is to be found near the beginning and end of 

the letter, where the author uses the same words in each section to describe how truth 

can lead to salvation and save one’s soul from deception, sin and death. Note how the 

author uses words related to this issue in the beginning of the letter: 1:15 (apaptía), 

1:15 (0á varov), 1:16 (TíXavao0e), 1:18 (áA,r|0eiac;) and 1:21 (oóxm). Note how the 

same words are used at the end of the letter: 5:15 (ocooei), 5:15 (ápapTÍaí;), 5:16 

(apaprCou;), 5:19 (áA,r)0€La<;), 5:19 (Tdavr)0rj), 5:20 (apaprcoXov /apapTLcnv), 5:20 

(irA-amy;), 5:20 (ocóaeL), and 5:20 (Oavoctou).

Finally we may see how the author introduces new words and concepts into 

his letter as a means of possibly showing the beginning of a new section. Sometimes 

the author moves to a new thought but still works within the same theme or concept. 

This can be noted in 2:1-13 where it is clear the author is introducing a new section by 

introducing a new line of thought - partiality, judgement and the treatment of the poor. 

Even though it is a new section several words and themes are brought forward from 

the earlier chapter - liberty (1:25 - eXeuGepiac, 2:12 - eXeuGepun;), salvation (2:14 - 

atbooa), love (1:12 - áyamooLV, 1:16 - áyairriTOL, 1:19 - ayanriTOL, 2:5 - ayaTrr|TOL/ 

áyccTTcbaiv, 2:8 - ’Aycarfiaeic;), care for the lowly in the world (l:26-27//2:l-5), the 

law, and righteousness (1:20 - 6iKaiooi)ur|u, 2:21 - éÓiKCUGj0r|, 2:23 - Succuoauvriv, 

2:24 - ÓiKmothm, 2:25 - eóifauoiOri). This may perhaps show a relationship between 

chaps. I and II in terms of how the author structures his thought process. We will aim 

to show just how much overlap like this occurs throughout the letter when we conduct 

a fuller study in the proceeding chapters. Some of these groupings of words may 

indicate a continuation of the author’s argument, while the absence of such overlap 

may indicate the presence of the beginning of a new section in the structure of the 

letter. Let us look now at some of the techniques our author may use in defining and 

delimiting sections and units within his letter.

2. Delimiting Units
W. Egger and P. Wick, in their book Methodenlehre zum Neuen Testament, 

set out a number of elements that should be analysed when one is endeavouring to
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establish the arrangement or organisation of a text - repetitions or words and phrases, 

the presence of chiastic structures, changes from narrative to direct speech, changes of 

theme, changes of place and time, the introduction of new actors on the scene, 

syntactic, stylistic and semantic analyses, and so on.5 There are a number of elements 

that can assist the reader in delimiting textual units.

• The vocative áóeAxfjoí pou is frequently used at the beginning of units in the 

letters of the NT as, for example, in 1 Cor. 1:10; 2:1; Gal. 1:11; 6:1; Heb. 3:1; 

1 Thess. 2:1, 17; 4:1, 13; 5:1, 12; 2 Thess. 2:1; 3:1, 6; it is also used in the 

speech of James in Acts 15:13. It is used in James in the same way.

• A question may signal the beginning of a unit as it does, for example, in 

parables in the NT (cf. Matt. 18:12-14; Lk. 15:8-10) or at the beginning of 

paragraphs in Gal. 3:1-6, 19-25 or 4:21 -31 or Rom. 11:1-6. Questions are to be 

found in James and some have usually been taken to mark the beginning of 

new units. This is the case, for example, in 2:14 (Tí to StfieXoc, aSe>oj)oi 

pou, kav ttiotlu Aéyri tlc; exeiv epya 6e pp exr\\ pp duvcnm f) ttlotic 

owaoa ocutov), 3:13 (Tic croc|)óc tea! éTTLOtf|pcov kv upiv; deltaico ék xt\q 

Ko:Xf|C avaatpocfjfic xa epya aurou kv Trpaurr|TL, aocf>L0cc) and 4:1 (IIoGev 

TróA,epoi Kcd TToGeu pot^oa kv upiv; ouk evieuOev, 4k tcbv f|6ovc2>v uptov 

xtov oxpateuopevfjov kv tolq \xkkeoiv upchv). The presence of a question in 

a verse does not always indicate a new beginning, and other evidence must be 

found to substantiate the decision to treat it as marking the beginning of a new 

unit.

• Grammatical changes can also be significant in indicating the beginning of a 

new unit. The change from the indicative to an imperative can often signal the 

beginning of a unit as, for example, in 2 Cor. 11:16, Phil. 1:12; 2 Thess. 3:1; 

Heb. 3:1; 12:3; 13:17. The imperative at the beginning of a small unit is found 

in Jas. 1:16 and 1:22, for example, and in a larger unit in 2:1.

• A change in theme or topic (cf. Mk. 1:16; Lk. 4:14; 6:1; Jn. 1:19; 1 Thess. 4:1; 

etc.) or vocabulary (cf. Matt. 5:13-16, 17-20, 21-48; Lk. 11:14) may signal a 

new beginning or a change of scene (cf. Mk. 1:16, 21, 29, 35; Mt. 5:1; Lk. 

1:26; 39; 6:1, 12, 17, etc.) or time (cf. Matt. 11:25; Lk. 1:26; 2:1; 3:1; 6:1; Jn.

5 See W. Egger, P. Wick, Methodenlehre zum Neuen Testament, 6th edition, (Freiburg: Herder, 2011), 
pp. 125-26.
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1:29, 35, 43; 2:1; etc.) or the introduction of new persons.

• Catchwords can link sentences, or even units, together. Word links can bind 

verses together, together with conjunctions such as 6k, ouv and yap. Words of 

contrast can sometimes help bind these word links together. For instance in the 

letter of James there exists several word links between 1:12-15 with 

contrasting words of themes bracketing that section - icoffc (1 :12) and 

Ooo'Cctov (1:15). Contrasting themes, notably ‘deception’ (TiXavao0e) in Jas. 

1:16 and ‘truth’ (aXriGeiac;) in Jas. 1:18, can indicate the limits or the 

framework of a unit.

• The change from narrative to direct speech or vice-versa may be indicative of 

a new beginning (cf. Lk. 5:39 and 6:1; Lk. 6:49 and 7:1; etc.).

• Particular phrases may mark the beginning of a new unit as, for example, 

¿ye veto 6e (cf. Lk. 6:1, 6, 12; 11:27), oricotL eye veto (Lk. 7:11; 11:1).6

2.1 - The Use of Repetition as a Means of Delimiting Units

While the list above can help in many ways with identifying the beginning 

and end of units in literary works such as James, we may draw upon other indicators 

for help. Repetitions are very important in indicating the limits or the framework of 

units whether small or great. Repetitions may be of various kinds. Lausberg in his 

study of rhetoric devotes a substantial amount of study into the repetitions of various 

kinds (inclusio, anaphoric-type and epiphoric-type repetitions, etc.).

2.1.1 - Inclusio

One of the best known and most frequently appealed-to uses of repetition is 

the inclusion or inclusio, that is, where a repetition provides a framework for a unit, 

indicating its limits. Quintillian (IX, 3.34) describes it as the correspondence between 

the end and the beginning. The rhetorician refers the inclusion to a sentence (cf. 

Lausberg) but the same phenomenon may be observed in paragraphs or in larger units.

The repetition may be of a word or a phrase. In Luke’s gospel, for example, 

the micro unit 1:5-7 is framed by occurrences of the phrase kv xaiQ fipepcai; in 1:5 

and 1:7, but an inclusion also marks the beginning and end of the opening scene of 

Luke’s gospel, 1:5-25, which is framed by kv talc; rfliepaic of 1:5 and kv rpepaic; of

6 See Jeremias, Die Sprache des Lukas Evangeliums, KEK, (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Rupreacht, 
1980), p. 25.
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1:25. The term eoayY^lov provides an inclusion for Mk. 1:1-15 (1:1, 15: too 

ei)aYYekuou[...]xco eoaYY^ico). The story of the preaching of the gospel in Samaria 

narrated in Acts 8:4-25 is framed by references to the preaching of the word in 8:4 (ol 

(lev oil/ 5iaompevTei;[...]eoaYY^i'C6|ievoL ^oyov) and 8:25 (ol pev oov 

¿Lapaprupapevoif.. .]xov loyovf.. .]eor)YYe^ i ol/t0)*7

The letter to the Romans is framed by references to Jesus and the gospel that 

occur in L:1 (Xptaxoo Tr|GOo[...]elc eoayY^LOv 0eoo) and in 16:25-28 (w. 25, 28: 

to  eoayveXiov poo[...]Trpoo Xpioxoo).8 Rom. 1:16-2:11 is framed by the inclusion 

IooSaup xe TTpcoxov kocI '"E/lA-rivL found in 1:16 and 2:10 (IooSaicp xe TTpcnxov Kal 

''EM,r|vi i  IooSalcp xe Trpcoxov Kal ''EAAt]vl).

A. Vanhoye made much use of inclusio in his study of the literary structure 

of Hebrews, describing it as the bracketing of a pericope by making a statement at the 

beginning of the section, an approximation of which is repeated at the conclusion of 

the section.9 Inclusions in Hebrews frame the units 1:5-13 (1:5: T lv l yap eltrev 

iTOxe xoov ¿YY^wv / 1:13: npoc; xiva Se xcov aYY^^y) and 3:1-4:14 (3:1: T)0ev, 

a5el(|)ol ccylol, KArioecoc; etroopavLOO pexoxot, Kaxavofjoaxe xov a'rroaxoA.ov Kal 

apXLepea xfjc; 6poA,OYiac; ripchv Tqaouv / 4:14: ’'Exovxec; oov ap%Lepea pkyav 

6LeXr|/lu0oxa xoix; oopavoog, ’Iriooov xov olov xob 0eoo, Kpaxcopev xf\c, 

6(ioA.OYiac).

In James examples of inclusions may be pointed out in the micro-unit 1:22- 

25 (1:22: TOLr)xaL[...]aKpoaxa; 1:25: aKpoaxr)i;[...]iTOLr|xr)c) and in the larger units 

1:12-25 (1:12, 25: paKapioc; / paxapLOi;) and 2:14-26 (2:14, 26: TTLaxLv[...]epYOC / 

7TLOXLi[.,.]epYwv). and 3:1-12 (3:1, 12: a6eA,c|)o[ poo /aSeX(()oi poo). Taylor saw an 

inclusion between 2:12-13 and 4:11-12 based upon lexical and thematic parallels 

between both these verses.10 This inclusion is not seen by the majority of scholars. 

Some of the more popular examples of inclusion in James can be found between 1:12 

and 1:25 (MaKapioc; / paKapioc;) and an inclusion found between 2:14 and 2:26 

( t lo u v [.. Jepya / ttlotlc;[. . Jepycov).

7 SeePs. 8
8 Cf. Acts 8:4-25.
9 A. Vanhoye, La Structure littéraire de L ’Épitre aux Hébreux, pp. 223, 271-303. Cited in G. H. 

Guthrie, The Structure o f Hebrews: A Text-Linguistic Analysis, (Leiden; New York; Köln: Brill, 
1994), p. 15.

10 Taylor, Text Linguistic, pp. 64-65.
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It is often difficult to say whether a repetition marks an inclusion. Take the 

case of the term Treipaapoc; in Jas. 1:2 (ïïeipaoiaolç) and 1:12 (/rreipaopov). It has 

been seen as an inclusion by many commentators who see the introduction to James 

as extending to 1 :12, but this position has not always been agreed upon in other 

studies on James.

2.1.2 - Anaphoric-type Repetitions

Other types of repetitions that may point towards the arrangement of the letter 

include anophoric-type repetitions, that is, repetitions that mark beginnings. For 

rhetoricians the anaphora or epanaphora11 is a repetition that marks successive 

beginnings of phrases.12 Examples may be found in Ps. 28, in the recurrence of cf)Govr) 

Kupiou in 28:3a, 4a, 4b, 5a and 7a, 8a, 9a, and possibly also in Acts 3:13a in the 

recurrence of o 0eo<; (o 0eoc ’Appaap kocl [o 0eoc;] ’IoaaK icod [o 0eoc;] ’IotKCOp, o 

0eoc; tg>v Traxeptov rpcov). But as with the inclusion, the phenomenon that is 

observable in the phrase or sentence is also observable in larger units. In Luke’s 

gospel, for example, eyevexo marks the beginning of two successive micro-units 1:5- 

7 and 1:8-10 (1:5: eyevexo; 1:8: eyevexo Se). The opening words of Lk 5:1 (eylvexo 

6k kv xu>) are recalled at the opening of 5:12 (icod kykvexo kv ten) and 5:17 (icod 

eyevexo kv xtp).13 The term Xotxpeuxi; of Heb. 9:1-5 (v.l) is repeated at the beginning 

of the following paragraph in 9:6-10.14

In Acts the report of the Christians fleeing from Rome in 8:4 (Ol \ikv ouv 

6laairapevxec; 5if|X0ov [. ..]xov  Xoyov) is recalled in 11:19 (01 \ikv ouv 

5uxa'frapeuT€c;[.. ,]xov Xoyov), the repetition marking the beginning of a new section. 

The repetition of terms from Acts 15:41 (SLT|pxexo[. ..]eTriaxr|piitov me eKKXriaiae) 

in 18:23 (6iepx6pevoi[...]exLaxr|pL(cov Travme tout; pa0r|me) also marks a

11 It is referred to as ‘repetitio’ in Rhetorica ad Herennium IV. 13.19 while the second century 
rhetorician Alexander referred to it with the term epanaphora. See Lausberg, Lausberg, Handbook o f  
Literary Rhetoric, pp. 281-84.

12 Cf. Lausberg, Handbuch, 318: ‘Die absatzmäßige W iderholung des Anfangs eines Kolon oder eines 
K om m a[...](/x .../x ...) , that is, the repetition at intervals or intermittendly o f the beginning o f a colon 
or com m a'. See Quintillian, Inst. Or. 4,13.19. Cf. Ö Fearghail, “Literary Structure”, p. 74 n. 62.

13 See also Lk 6:1a (Lyevero be ev oaßßaxco), 6a (’EyeveTO 6e kv erepcu aaßßtrcu)) and 12a ("Eyevero be 
kv talc; rp ipa ic  zavxcciQ); cf. 12:4a, 8a (A.eyw be ujiuu).

14 nioxeL is repeated eighteen times in 11:2-31 mostly in successive sentences and occasionally at the 
beginning o f  paragraphs as in 11:17 and 23.
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beginning.15 One may also cite the repetitions of ’AdeA4>oi |iou[...]Triaxiv of Jas. 2:1 

in Jas. 2:14 (\A6eA(t>0L |iou[...]7riaxLv).

2.1.3 - Epiphoric-type Repetitions

For rhetoricians the epiphora is a repetition that marks the endings of 

successive phrases or sentences. Lausberg describes it as the ‘intermittent repetition 

of the conclusion of a colon or comma (/...x/.. .x) \ 16 Such a repetition is to be found 

in Rev 7:5b-7, for example (etc (|)uAfj<; Touprjv ScoSeKCc ¿k c|)uAf|<; Pad

daSbeKa xiAuxbet;, ex (fjuArjt; ’Aar|p dcadeKa xiAiadec;, €K c|)i)Af|<; Nec|)0odl[j 

dcodeKa xL̂ Li*bec;, Mavaaof) dcadeKa xL̂ L£̂ eC> ^K Eupecbv

dcodeKa AeuL dcodexa xiAuibei;, 6K (j)uAf|(; ’fooaxap boSdeKa

XiAiabec). As with the inclusio and the anaphora, epiphoric-type repetitions are to be 

found marking conclusions in larger units. There are several examples of epiphoric- 

type repetitions in the NT. In the small unit of 1 Cor. 7:11-13 there is the repetition of 

the verb acj)Lr)pi of 7:11 (avdpa yuvaiKa [ir\ afyievai) in 7:12 (|ifi ac()Lex(o oeuxf|v) 

and 7:13 (t) ac|)Lex(o xov avbpa) and of Iva[...]Kepdf|Gco in a succession of phrases 

in 1 Cor 9:19, 20a, 20b, 21 and 22a. The repetition of ap/iepeuc; Kara rf)v xaE,iv 

MelxiaedeK of Heb. 5:10 in 6:20 (xaxa xrjv xa£iv MeA^LoedeK apxiepeix;) is a 

correspondence between the conclusions of two successive sections.

3. On the use of Rhetoric to structure James

Since the 1970s a number of scholars have subjected James (and parts of
17James) to rhetorical analysis with, as we have noted in chap. I, varying results. The 

issue of whether rules for speeches should apply to the letter of James as a whole is a 

much discussed issue. And the search for a rhetorical disposition (dispositio) of the 

letter as a whole - setting out its proemium, introduction or exordium;18 a statement of

15 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 74, n. 62.
16 Cf. Lausberg, Handbook o f  Literary Rhetoric, p. 281; cf. Quint., Inst. Or. IX.3.30; Cicero, Rhetorica 

ad Herennium IV. 13.19 in Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary Rhetoric, pp. 281 -83. See O Fearghail, 
‘L iterary Structure’, p. 74 n. 62.

17 See W. G. Doty, Letters in Primitive Christianity (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 1973); D. F. 
W atson, ‘Rhetorical Criticism o f the Pauline Epistles since 1975’, Currents in Research: Biblical 
Studies 3 (1995), 219-48.

18 See H. Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary Rhetoric. A Foundation for Literary Study, trans. M. T. 
Bliss, A. Jansen and D. E. Orton (Leiden: Brill, 1998), p. 121; ‘the beginning o f a speech[.. .]It is the 
goal o f the exordium to gain sympathy o f the judge (or, in broader terms, o f the audience) for the 
(biasedly presented) topic o f the speech’. See Q uin t, Inst. 4.1.1; Rhet. Her. 1.4; Cic., Inv. 1.20; 
A rist, Rhet. 3.14. Also known as the prooemium (Quint., Inst. 3.9.1) or prologue (Brun. 3.14.1),
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facts or narratio;19 a division or partitio2® a proof or confirmation and a conclusion 

orperoratio is not an easy task and indeed has come in for much criticism.22

H. J. Klauck,23 for example, is critical of the application of rhetoric to parts of 

James, asking how one can justify ‘applying a structural model developed from self- 

contained complete speeches to individual chapters of a letter? ’24 He cautions against 

the application of rhetoric to letters, noting that the analysis of epistolary theory with 

the help of rhetoric ‘must not fall subconsciously into the error of valuing speaking 

higher than writing[...]or of regarding writing and the written material in a letter as a 

surrogate for speaking or as a makeshift solution’. He adds that its ‘writtenness (szc) is 

part of the essence of the letter that deserves to be respected, not dissolved’.25 

Furthermore, he adds that there must be a division in applying rhetoric to NT texts in 

terms of elocutio (antithesis, parallelism, sentence structure, rhetorical figures), and 

rhetoric as a whole. In his 1996 article on the letter of James, F. O Fearghail finds a 

real difficulty in applying to letters the rules designed for speeches. The ancient 

rhetorical handbooks had ‘very little to say on letter writing apart from some 

statements relating to the style in which letters should be written’. He goes on to say 

that we would hardly expect a ‘conversation with a friend’, as Cicero described a 

letter (Ad Atticum VIII: 14.1), or ‘one of the two sides of a dialogue’, as Artemon 

describes it (Dem., De Elocutione IY:223), ‘to be subjected to the same rigorous

(Lausberg, Hanbook o f Literary Rhetoric, pp. 120-21). See also the references to exordium in F. O 
Fearghail, The Introduction to Luke-Acts, A Study o f the Role o f Lk 1,1-4, 44 in the Composition o f  
Luke’s Two-Volume Work, Analecta Biblica 126 (Rome: Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1991), pp. 111- 
12.

19 See Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary Rhetoric, p. 136; he describes the narratio as a ‘statement o f 
the facts (to be proved in the argumentatiof (Quint., Inst. 4.2.1); also known as the prothesis (Arist., 
Rhet. 3.13, 1414b, 19) o rpropositio (Quint., Inst. 3.9.5; 4.2.7; 4.2.30). Cicero, De inventione 1.19.27 
described this as 'an exposition o f events that have occurred or are supposed to have occurred 
(Lausberg, Hanbook o f Literary Rhetoric, p. 136). See also D. H. Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the 
Poor? The Social Setting o f the Letter o f James (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2001), p. 159f.

20 The partitio (Quint., Inst. 4.5.1) or enumeratio {Rhet. Her. 1.17) is an ‘introductory listing o f  the 
points to be treated’; see Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary Rhetoric, p. 160. There is often a 
‘predilection for the tripartite partitio (Quint., Inst. 4.5.3; Rhet. Her. 1.17; see Lausberg, Handbook 
o f Literary Rhetoric, p. 160).

21 The confirmatio (Cic., Inv. 1.34) or argumentatio (Fortun. 2.23) is the ‘central, decisive part o f  the 
speech, which is prepared for by the exordium and the narratio ’; see Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary 
Rhetoric, pp. 160-61.

22 The peroratio (Sulp. Vic. 23; Fortun. 2.12; Quint., Inst. 6.1.1) or conclusio (Cic., Inv. 1.98; Rhet. 
Her. 2.47) or epilogus (Quint., Inst. 6.1.7). The peroratio has two objectives - refresh the memory 
and influence the emotions; see Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary Rhetoric, p. 204.

23 H. J. Klauck, Ancient Letters and the New Testament: A Guide to Context and Exegesis (W aco, TX: 
Baylor University Press, 2006), p. 223.

24 Klauck, Ancient Letters, p. 223.
25 Klauck, Ancient Letters, p. 209.
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arrangement as a forensic, deliberative or epideictic speech'.26 In his view the 

influence of Greco-Roman rhetoric is more likely to be found in the style of the letter 

rather than in its ‘dispositio\21 B. Lategan believes that there is no need to force a 

rhetorical structure or framework, which was originally designed for oral use, on 

letters by categorizing them as ‘speech at a distance’ or ‘deferred speech’.28

Ancient writers distinguished rules laid out for speeches and rules for letter 

writing. Julius Victor, Ars Rhetorica (De Epistolis) 27:8-9, advocated the use of 

epistolary customs in the composition of a letter - ‘the openings and conclusions of 

letters[...]should be written according to customary practice’.29 Demetrius warns 

against the comparison of a letter to a dialogue noting that ‘the letter should be a little 

more studied than the dialogue, since the latter reproduces an extemporary utterance, 

while the former is committed to writing and is (in a way) sent as a gift’ (224). He 

further notes that the ‘gift of imitating conversation is less appropriate to writing than 

to a speech in a debate’ (226). He notes also that letters should be restricted in length 

for those ‘that are too long, not to mention too inflated in style, are not in any true 

sense letters at all but treatises with the heading - xaipeiv (228). He further notes that 

it was good practice in letter writing to have sentences that were ‘fairly loosely 

structured’, noting it was ‘absurd to build up periods, as if you were writing not a 

letter but a speech for the law courts’ (229).

Rhetorical analyses can have an important function in mapping out the 

argumentative strategy of James in smaller sections of the letter, as may be seen in the 

studies of Watson and Wachob, but applying it to the letter as a whole is fraught with 

difficulty. This can be seen from the studies in chap. I which attempt to apply the 

rules of the dispotitio to the letter as a whole. Many of the suggestions of scholars for 

where the exordium begins and ends differ significantly (cf. Wuellner). The addition

26 6  Feargfiail, ‘Literary Structure’, 72.
27 6  Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 72.
28 B. Lategan, ‘Textual Space as Rhetorical Device’, in Rhetoric and the New Testament: Essays from  

the 1992 Heidelberg Conference, Journal for the Study o f  the N ew  Testament Supplement series 90, 
ed. by S. E Porter and T. H. Olbricht (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), pp. 397-407. W hile noting the 
similarity between the epistolary and rhetorical genres, specifically between types o f  letters, and the 
three sub species o f rhetoric (deliberative, forensic, epideictic), J. T. Reed, in ‘Using Ancient 
Rhetorical Categories to Interpret Paul’s Letters: A Question o f G enre’, in Rhetoric and the New 
Testament: Essays from the 1992 Heidelberg Conference, Journal for the Study o f  the N ew  
Testament Supplement series 90, ed. by S. E Porter and T. H. Olbricht (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993, 
p. 299, argues that such parallels do not prove ‘a direct borrowing from rhetorical categories. Rather, 
the similarities are probably due to common communicative practices in the culture. In other words, 
argumentation is universal’.

29 Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, p. 65.
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of a propositio in some studies of James is also not very convincing. Another area 

which is problematic is the use of the terms exordium and peroratio. One would 

expect the exordium and peroratio to have some overlap with one another, in the 

manner of a true exordium and peroratio; this is not the case in what is suggested for 

James. If a rhetorical analysis was to be proposed for James, scholars must be clear in 

how they define the parts of the dispositio, before they apply them to James. While a 

rhetorical analysis for James may yet yield positive results in the future, the 

scholarship on the matter so far has not been entirely convincing. For this reason a 

rhetorical, analysis of the letter of James will not be the focus of this thesis.

4. Literary Form and Genre

As K. Berger and others have pointed out, beginnings are crucially important 

when trying to establish literary form or genre.30 The proemium or prologue of a 

literary work usually indicates the literary form or genre of the work. This may be 

seen, for example, in the historical writings of Josephus or Thucydides, the 

biographies of Philostratus or Plutarch, or the rhetorical works of Quintillian.31 The 

epilogue is also important since it summarises the narrative proper and also indicates 

the nature of the work. The beginning and end of the narrative proper are also 

important.32 So, too, is the arrangement or literary structure of the work, the 

vocabulary and grammar. For Berger ‘Form’ is ‘the sum of the linguistic 

characteristics of a text’.33

When endeavouring to establish the literary form of a work one must take into 

account all aspects of the work, its literary structure, style, vocabulary, themes, and 

the content and purpose of the work. It is evident that there are various forms present 

in James such as, for example, invective (4:1-4; 5:1-6), diatribe (l:\A-26), paraenesis, 

epistolary greeting (1 :1), macarism or beatitude (1 :12), rhetorical questions, a 

catalogue (3:17), sayings of various kinds, and catchwords. Dibelius describes 2:1-12 

and 2:14-16 as ‘treatises’. Berger applies the term ‘paranetische Ketzerschluss’ or an

30 K. Berger, Exegese des Neuen Testaments, p. 17ff.; F. Lentzen-Deis, ‘M ethodische Überlegungen 
zur Bestimmung literarscher Gattungen im Neuen Testam ent’, Biblica 62 (1981), 14-15.

31 See Ö Fearghail, The Introduction to Luke-Acts, pp. 161-62.
32 Ö Fearghail, The Introduction to Luke-Acts, p. 164, n. 73.
33 K. Berger, Formen und Gattungen im Neuen Testament, Tübingen-Basle, A Francke, 2005, p. 1 ( ‘die 

Summe der sprachlichen Merkmale eines Textes’).
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exhortation to those who stray to 5:19-20, adducing parallels in a number of NT 

letters.34.

Exhortation is certainly present throughout the letter, interspersed with words 

of encouragement, admonition, advice, argumentation, diatribal elements, harsh 

words of warning and words of dissuasion. Given the number of imperatives in the 

letter (54 in 108 verses), it is not surprising that a number of scholars have classified it 

as a sermon or homily.

The issue of whether James is or is not a letter comes up again and again. For 

Dibelius, James lacks an epistolary situation, has no epistolary remarks and cannot be 

considered an ‘actual letter’. The question is whether the position of Dibelius is 

tenable today. It is important in answering this question that we compare James fairly 

with contemporary letters, not just from the New Testament, but also from the 

writings of Josephus, the Books of Maccabees and elsewhere.

In assessing the possibility that James is a letter, account should also be taken 

of ancient Hellenistic letters. From the 3rd century BC right up to the 3rd century AD 

the letter remained constant in its overall literary form and structure, with an 

introduction (prescript, greeting), a main body introduced with characteristic formulae 

and a conclusion with greetings, wishes, and prayers.

It is also important to take note of ancient discussions on letter writing found 

in handbooks. The first extensive discussion of letter writing is to be found in the 

treatise De Elocutione, which is attributed to Demetrius, usually dated from the late 

first century BC to the first century AD.35 Demetrius notes that the letter style should 

be plain and somewhat composed as if one of the two sides of a dialogue (223-234). 

He criticized both Plato and Thucydides for their letter writing calling their letters 

treatises with letter headings (229). Other manuals on letter writing include two 

handbooks, which list various types of letters. The older of the two, Epistolary Types, 

is attributed to Ps. Demetrius, and is dated in a time frame ranging from the 2nd 

century BC to the 1st century AD. It lists twenty-one types of exhortative letters: 

commendatory, blaming, reproachful, consoling, censorious, admonishing, 

threatening, vituperative, praising, advisory, supplicatory, inquiring, responding, 

allegorical, accounting, accusing, apologetic, congratulatory, ironic and thankful.36

34 Berger. Formen und Gattungen, p. 203.
35 Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, p. 2.
36 See Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, p. 31.



The manual attributed to PS. Libanius in Epistolary Styles, a writer who is dated from 

the 4th to the 6th centuries AD, lists forty-one types of letter.37 Pseudo-Demetrius, 

Epistolary Types 1, notes that letters ‘can be composed in a great number of styles, 

but are written in those which always fit the particular circumstance (to which they 

are addressed)1. He notes that they are ‘composed indifferently by those who 

undertake such services for men in public office1. These ‘handbooks1 may have 

something to contribute to the identification of the literary form of James.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have set out a plan of campaign, so to speak, for the rest 

of this thesis. In particular we have sought to outline the method by which we will 

approach the text in search of its literary structure, using a variety of methods in our 

analysis. We made a detailed list of the various significant words within James, a 

significance based upon their recurrence throughout the text and the manner in which 

they are used. Defining and delimiting the various unit boundaries in James has 

always caused debate. We gave a listing of some possible indicators of delimitation, 

so as to be better able to identify such markers later on when we conduct our study of 

the literary structure of the letter. Repetitions can be an important means by which we 

may delimit units or sections in James. We took a look at some important types of 

repetition, such as inclusio, anaphoric-type repetitions and epiphoric-type repetitions, 

some of which were used with varying degrees of success by scholars to delimit an 

introduction, main body and conclusion in James. Examples of these types of 

repetition were given so as to better facilitate the reader in identifying such markers in 

James, and to better understand our rationale for delimiting certain sections or units in 

James later on in the thesis. This chapter will lay the foundations, enabling us to 

endeavour to identify first the smaller units of which the text is composed. We will 

look especially at thematic and verbal links between these smaller units to identify its 

larger sections also.

In going forward with our methods for finding an introduction, main body 

and conclusion in James, we looked at the various literary forms which one could

37 These types are the paraenetic, blaming, requesting, commending, ironic, thankful, friendly, praying, 
threatening, denying, commanding, repenting, reproaching, sympathetic, conciliatory, 
congratulatory, contemptuous, counter-accusing, replying, provoking, consoling, insulting, reporting, 
angry, diplomatic, praising, didactic, reproving, maligning, censorious, inquiring, encouraging, 
consulting, declaratory, mocking, submissive, enigmatic, suggestive, grieving, erotic and mixed; see 
Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, pp. 67-73.
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apply to James. We investigated some rhetorical analyses of James, and their 

usefulness for letters such as James. The studies we highlighted in chapter I do not 

seem overly convincing however. There is also the issue of whether the rules of the 

dispositio were properly understood by past scholars, particularly in how they were 

applied to James. Ultimately we decided there was not enough evidence within James 

to pursue a full scale rhetorical analysis of the letter, in terms of its form and structure. 

Instead we decided to pursue other literary forms, such as the epistolary form. The 

epistolary worth of the letter of James comes up time and time again. In assessing its 

epistolary worth we laid out some groundwork for the task, namely, researching the 

ancient handbooks on letters and looking at other letters, both in antiquity and in the 

NT, to better assess whether James can be considered an actual letter. We looked 

briefly at the exhortative character of James. This too will be expanded upon further 

in the later chapters of this thesis in understanding the overall structure, form and 

unity of James.

The next task of this thesis is to examine the opening of James. Using the 

methods outlined here, we will endeavour to locate an opening unit in James that can 

be adequately described as an introduction to the letter as a whole.



Chapter IV

Finding an Introductory Section in the Letter of James

Introduction

It is clear from the review of the literature on the letter of James in chaps. I 

and II that finding a coherent structure for the letter involves first of all establishing 

the nature and extent of its introduction. As has been noted earlier, there continues to 

be much debate about the extent of the letter's introduction and many solutions have 

been proposed. We have seen in the previous chapter on methodology that the first 

chapter bears witness to a large number of themes and restatements of words. We 

made note of some of the links, which occur between verses, such as word links and 

conjunctions. In this chapter we will look more closely at these links and suggest 

other links which can help bind the opening verses of the letter together and help us 

frame an introductory section. Any successful proposal for an introductory section in 

James must ensure that themes can be seen to be expanded in other parts of the letter 

from the introduction. A successful thematic representation of such words and themes 

in the main body can help delimit an introductory section in the letter. An important 

indicator in the text of an introductory section may lie in the large number of 

repetitions in the letter. Do these repetitions indicate that the introductory themes are 

now ready to be restated, as if beginning the main body proper, or do they point to 

other introductory sections, as some scholars have suggested? Such questions will be 

assessed in this chapter. But before endeavouring to establish the extent of the 

introduction to the letter it is necessary to look at the epistolary prescript in 1 :1 , which 

some scholars have taken as part of the introduction, and examine its role in the letter.
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1. The Function of 1:1 in the Letter of James

The letter of James opens with an epistolary prescript in tripartite form - the 

sender (in the nominative), the addressees (dative) and the greeting xocipeiv 

(infinitive).1 The author describes himself as ‘James, a servant of God and of the Lord 

Jesus Christ’.2 The addressees are identified as ‘the twelve tribes of the diaspora’. The 

prescript which forms a single sentence concludes with the greeting or salutation 

Xodpeiv.

The opening verse 1:1 is usually treated as separate from the rest of the 

introduction. J. P. Lange in 1862, however, and more recently C. Burchard, took 1:1 

as part of the letter’s opening section.3 Scholars such as F. Spitta (1896) and L. 

Massebieau (1895) did not see 1:1 as an original part of the letter of James because of 

the lack of reference to Jesus Christ in the rest of James. Their viewpoint however has 

received little support.4 Should 1:1 be seen as standing on its own as a prescript in 

isolation from the rest of the letter or should it be taken with what follows? An 

examination of some elements of 1:1 should help to throw light on the issue.

1.1 - ôoûXoç in the Letter of James

In 1:1 the author refers to himself simply as James, a ‘servant’ or ‘slave’ of 

God and of the lord Jesus Christ. The term ÔoûÀoc, signifies a slave or servant, 

someone who is under the absolute authority of another. It is used in the LXX for the 

Israelites who were slaves in Egypt (Deut. 6:12). It is used with reference to God’s 

servants, the prophets (Jer. 25:4; Ezek. 38:17; Amos 3:7; Zech. 1:6), and as a title of 

honour for Moses (Num. 12:7; Ps. 105:26) and for Joshua (Jdg. 2:8) who used it 

himself in a prayer of self-humiliation (Josh. 5:14). It is used for Samuel (1 Sam. 3:9- 

10), David (2 Sam. 3:18; 7:5, 8; Ps. 89:3; 131:10; 1 Kgs. 8:25, 66) and Solomon (1 

Kgs. 8:30).

1 Cf. Klauck, Ancient Letters and the New Testament, pp. 17-20; for examples o f  the simplest form see 
Exler, A Study in Greek Epistolography, p. 24.

2 This translation is from the Revised Standard Version which, unless otherwise stated, is the English 
version used in this thesis.

3 See Lange, Der Brief des Jakobus, pp. 22, 25; Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief p. 47 ( ‘Eingang’).
4 See F. Spitta, ‘Der B rief des Jakobus’, in F. Spitta, Zur Geschichte und Litteratur des Urchristntums, 

3 vols (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1896), pp. 4-5; L. Massebieau, ‘L ’Epitre de Jacques 
est-elle L ’oeurve d ’un Chrétien’, RHR 32 (1895), 249-83. A more recent supporter o f the 
unoriginality o f 1:1 is S. R. Llewelyn, ‘The Prescript o f Jam es’, Novum Testamentum 39 (1997), 
385-93.
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In the NT, Simeon uses the term SouXog in reference to himself (Lk. 2:29) and 

it is used by early Christians in reference to themselves (Acts 4:29; 1 Pet. 2:16). Paul 

uses it in the beginning of his letter to the Romans, for example, in reference to 

himself as a servant of Christ (Rom. 1:1). He also uses it in Phil. 1:1 and Tit. 1:1 

where he describes himself as ‘a servant of God’. The author of 2 Peter introduces 

himself as a ‘servant and apostle’ of Jesus Christ (1:1), while the author of Jude 

introduces himself as a servant of Jesus Christ (Jude 1). How exactly is the term 

6ouXoc; to be interpreted in 1:1? Is the author thinking of himself in the same vein as 

the great servants of God in the OT or is he using the term as a special mark of 

humility?

Dibelius notes that the ‘only question with regard to our passage is whether a 

relationship to God is ascribed to James in the same sense as it would refer to 

Christians in general, or whether it is meant to characterise James in some special 

sense’,5 and he suggests that the author has ‘something special’ in mind and is 

comparing himself to ‘Israel’s men of God rather than to the mass of Christians’.6 He 

saw James’s status as 6ouA,o<; in the same vein as Moses, David and the prophets, to 

whom the title bovXoQ was applied (cf. Mai. 4:6; Isa. 34:23; Amos 3:7). Hort took the 

term to express ‘in the widest way the personal relation of servant to master’.7 Davids 

sees SonAxx; as an indication of humility, ‘for the servant does not come in his own 

name’.8 This is the position also adopted by Moo.9 For Ropes the term 6ouA,oc; does 

not indicate a special humility ‘nor is it to be understood as involving a claim to the 

rank of a prophet or a distinguished leader’. Instead he sees 5ouA.oc in the letter of 

James as denoting a sense of ‘equal comradeship in faith’, with the author equating 

himself with his brotherly worshippers.10 But does the use of SouXot; here have a 

bearing on the rest of the letter? What relationship if any has it to what follows?

For some authors the term bovkot; provides a link between 1:1 and 5:19-20. 

Wall, for example, takes the title Souloc; to evoke the servant figure of Isaiah through

5 Dibelius, James, p. 65.
6 Dibelias. James, p. 66. The reasoning for this interpretation is that Dibelius saw the letter as 

pseudonymous and that the actual writer chose the name James because he attached some 
significance to the figure, comparing him to other prestigious ‘slaves’ such as M oses and David. See 
also Vouga, Jacques, p. 37.

7 Hort, James, p. 2.
8 Davids, James, p. 63.
9 Moo, James, p. 57.
10 Ropes, James, p. 118. See also S. Laws, The Epistle o f  James, B lack’s New Testament 

Commentaries (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1980), p. 46; and Si debottom, James, p. 26.
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whom Israel might be gathered to God (cf. Isa. 49:5-6) and be saved through their 

obedience to the voice of the servant (cf. Isa. 50:10). He sees the role of James in his 

letter in a similar vein to the servant, namely 'gathering his dispersed readers together 

to hear of a promised salvation from a latter day Servant'.11 In this sense a link may 

possibly be seen between 1:1 and 5:19-20.

For Cargal also the term 5ouA.oc; evokes the ‘servant of Yahweh' imagery 

among the readers of the letter, and he sees this specific ‘servant' image as one of 

great importance to the implied readers, ‘since it was chosen for use at the outset of 

the Epistle to establish the fiduciary contract between the author and readers’.12 

Cargal sees the term SoDXoc; as linked to 5:19-20. He argues that the author of James 

presents himself as a servant of God because he plays a role similar to God in 

restoring those who have wandered from the truth. He takes the term ¿LaoTTOpa in 1:1 

to mean ‘scattered’, in the sense that the people in question are separated from God. It 

is the author's role as SouXoc to restore ‘those who wander from the truth [5:19-20] by 

acting as God acts in doing good and providing for the needs of others'.13 Cargal sees 

this slave/master imagery as reflecting the author's conviction that the believers must 

adopt God's will as their own so that their actions might arise from the divine will 

rather than their own desires. For Cargal ‘doing the word' in 1:22-25 is ‘serving 

God'.14

Edgar sees the writer's designation of himself as ‘servant' as fulfilling 

several important functions within the letter of James. The author places himself 

under the supreme authority of God and Jesus.15 With this self presentation of himself 

as ‘servant' comes authority which may be seen, for example, through his role of 

teacher (cf. 3: l ).16

Let us look briefly at the letters of Paul and examine how the title used by

him in his epistolary prescript relates to the rest of the letter. R. Russell, in an article

11 W all, Community o f the Wise, p. 41.
12 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 212.
13 Cargz\, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 213.
14 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 213.
35 Edgar. Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 50.
36 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 56. Edgar notes that this role o f servant o f  both God and 

Jesus Christ may give the author the authority to address the ‘twelve tribes o f  the diaspora’ (p. 98). 
Wachob, The Voice o f  Jesus, p. 137, takes 6oOXo  ̂ to denote an honoured status for the author whom 
he sees as making a ‘bold claim ’ to be a leader o f  authority for the community addressed. The 
epistolary prescript claims for the writer ‘the status o f  a client; his patrons, those for whom he 
speaks, are God and the Lord Jesus M essiah’. He sees him self as their spokesperson and 
representative who is channelling the wise sayings o f  Jesus through his letter.
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from 1982, suggested that there was a correlation between Paul’s designation of 

himself as SouXoc; in the introduction to the letter to the Philippians, and the themes of 

‘servant’ and ‘imprisonment’ in the body of the letter (cf. Phil. 1:13, 17; 2:7, 22). For 

him the ‘meaning of being a servant of Christ and the related experience of suffering 

are definite themes throughout the letter’.17 G. F. Hawthorne, in his commentary on 

Philippians from 198318 and A. H. Snyman in an article from 2004 argued that the 

theme of 5ouXo<; in the prescript was developed in the body of the letter. They 

believed that in view of the prominence given to the subject of humility in the letter of 

Philippians, the word SouXoc; is exploiting the reference to lowly service, to 

humility.19

D. A. Black (1995) recognises certain themes within the main body of 

Philippians which are dependant on the prescript in 1:1-2. In particular he notes that 

the title ¿ o u Xol in 1:1 strikes a note of humility, which he sees as a sub-theme that 

Paul develops in the body of the letter when he calls upon the Philippians to ‘serve’ 

(SouXou) one another just as Christ served them (cf. Phil. 2:7).20 Paul himself 

describes Timothy as having served (eSouXeuoev) with him in the gospel (Phil. 2:22). 

In his letter to the Romans he returns to the theme of service on a number of 

occasions (cf. 7:6; 12:11; 14:18),

A reading of the letter of James suggests that the author’s description of 

himself as servant or slave of God and of the lord Jesus Christ is a significant element 

in the letter. Here in 1:1 the term is used with the connotations of humility, lowliness, 

absolute commitment and submission to God and the Lord Jesus Christ. It has a 

positive sense here. It is something in which to rejoice. The author strikes this positive 

note with the first words he addresses to his hearers after the greeting. This positive 

sense of 6ouXo<; is reflected in the author’s exhortation to the ‘lowly person’ 

(taTreivoc;) in 1:9 to rejoice in his exaltation (ev tco u\|iei). It is to the humble 

(raneLVoc;) that God gives grace (4:6), the author tells his addressees, and it is to God 

that one must submit oneself (wrotayriTe), he tells them in the following verse. The 

verb i)TTOtayr|t6 denotes ‘to be subject to, to be under the authority of another’. It

17 R. Russell, ‘Pauline Letter Structure in Philippians’, Journal o f  the Evangelical Theological Society 
25 (1982), 297.

15 G. F. Hawthorne, Philippians, Word Biblical Commentary, Vol. 43 (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 
2004), p. 4.

19 A. H. Snyman, ‘A Rhetorical Analysis o f  Philippians 1:1-11’, Acta Theologica 2 (2004), 87.
20 D. A. Black, ‘The Discourse Structure o f Philippians: A Study in Textlinguistics’, Novum 

Testamentum 37 (1995), 23.
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conveys the notion of voluntary submission to God and evokes James’s description of 

himself in 1:1 as a bovkoc, of God. Indeed the whole section 4:7-10 could be said to 

evoke the writer’s initial description of himself since it begins with an imperative 

urging submission to God and ends with another imperative in 4:10 urging his readers 

or hearers to humble themselves before God (Ta7reivto0r|Te 4 vgott lov Kupiou), 

assuring them that God will lift them up (uij/cooei upaq). The addressees should share 

the attitudes reflected in the author’s servitude of God and the Lord Jesus Christ.

1.2 - The Twelve Tribes in the Diaspora

The ‘twelve tribes’ (5to5eKa refers to the tribes that traditionally

made up ‘all Israel’ (cf. Exod. 24:4, 28:21; 39:14; Josh. 3:12; Ezek. 47:13; Sir. 44:23). 

They are mentioned in the gospels in Matt. 19:28 and Lk. 22:30 in the words of Jesus. 

In Acts 26:6-7 Paul states that he is on trial ‘for hope in the promise made by God to 

our fathers, to which our twelve tribes hope to attain’. Paul is portrayed here speaking 

to his Jewish hearers about the hope of Judaism as one who belongs to the Jewish 

people. To whom does the phrase the ‘twelve tribes’ refer in Jas. 1:1?

Hort take the phrase to be the equivalent of ‘Israel in its fullness and 

completeness’. In his view James uses this phrase to mark out the Israel which 

believed in Christ as ‘the only true Israel’.21 Ropes take the term ‘twelve tribes’ to 

refer to the new Israel. For him the Christian church is not merely designated as the 

‘new Israel’ but ‘is further described by 4v xr\ SiaoTropa as now dispersed in an alien 

world’.22 Drawing on Gal. 4:6, Phil. 3:20 and 1 Pet. (1:1, 17) he argues that the new 

Israel has a ‘heavenly metropolis’ which is the seat of its ‘commonwealth’, but it 

resides for the present ‘in exile’.23

The ‘twelve tribes’ are described in Jas. 1:1 as ‘in the diaspora’ (4v rf) 

SiaOTTOpa). The term SLao'iTOpa literally means ‘scattering’ or ‘dispersion’. It is used 

in the LXX of the places outside Israel where Jews were scattered (cf. Deut. 28:25; 

Neh. 1:9; Jdt. 5:19), or for the scattered population (Isa. 49:6; Jer. 41:17; 2 Macc,

21 Hort, James, pp. 2-3; see also Davids, James, p. 64; Hiebert, James, p. 33; M oo, James, p. 50.
22 Ropes, James, p. 124.
23 Ropes, James, p. 124; likewise Dibelius, James, p. 66; Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, pp. 54- 

57; Johnson, James, pp. 170-71. Witherington, Letters and Homilies, pp. 418-19, takes the 
designation ‘twelve tribes in the diaspora5 to refer to ‘true Jews5 in the diaspora and points towards 
the areas located in 1 Peter 1:1 as specific places where the letter o f  James could have been sent.
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1:27; Pss. Sol. 8:28).24 This is the sense of the term in the Testament o f Asher (VII, 3). 

The scattering of the Jews is seen in the LXX as a punishment (cf. Deut. 28:25; Jer. 

15:7) but there is also the positive message in the LXX of return and recovery (cf Isa. 

49:6). In Jn. 7:35 it refers to the Jews scattered among the Gentiles. According to 

Josephus in his Antiquities the Jews had made their way ‘into every city’, and it was 

not easy to find ‘any place in the habitable world which has not received this nation’ 

(XIV, 115); 25 in his Jewish War he writes that ‘there is not a people in the world 

which does not contain a portion of our race’ (II, 398) and that the Jewish race are 

‘densely interspersed among the native populations of every portion of the world’ 

(VII, 43) 26 The list of Jews from various nations present in Jerusalem on the day of 

Pentecost according to Acts 2:9-11 is also of note - Parthians, Medes, Elamites, 

Mesopotamia, Cappadocia, Pontus, Asia, Phrygia, Pamphylia, Egypt, the parts of 

Libya belonging to Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, 

Cretans and Arabians. In 1 Pet. 1:1 the term SiaotTOpa is specified as referring to 

people living in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia - all places in 

northern Asia Minor. It is here that the addressees of 1 Peter are located. The related 

verb 6i6oncxpr|oav is used in Acts 8:1, 4 and 11:19 with reference to the ‘scattering’ 

of Christians from Jerusalem because of the persecution that followed the stoning of 

Stephen. Philo uses it in a spiritual sense in On Rewards and Punishments § 115 when 

he writes of being restored to the land of wisdom and virtue ‘from the spiritual 

dispersion’ (eK 6iao7TOpac; i|xuxLKf)c;) which ‘vice’ (KaKia) has wrought.

It is difficult to decide what exactly the phrase ‘the twelve tribes in the 

diaspora’ signifies in Jas. 1:1. If one were to take the term SuxoiTOpa in a spiritual 

sense, as Philo does in On Rewards and Punishments §115 (see above), then one
97could argue for a link with 5:19-20 and the brother who has strayed from the truth.

24 Cf. K. L. Schmidt, ‘diaspora’, in Theological Dictionary o f the New Testament, ed. by G. Kittel and 
G. Friedrich, Vol. II (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1964), 98-104.

25 Translation from R. Marcus, Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books XHI-XIV, Loeb Classical Library 
(London: W illiam Heinemann, 1976).

26 Translation from H. St. J, Thackery, Josephus, The Jewish War, Loeb Classical Library, (London: 
William Heinemann, 1979). See also lists o f places in Philo, Legatio ad Gaium §281-3 (Egypt, 
Phoenecia, Syria, Pamphylia, Cilicia, most of A sia up to Bithynia, Pontus, Thessaly, Boetia, 
Macedonia, Aetolia, Attica, Argos, Corinth, the islands o f  Euboea, Cyprus, Crete, countries beyond 
the Euphrates - ‘in every region o f the inhabited world whether in Europe or in Asia or in L ibya' 
(Translation from F. H. Colson, Philo, Loeb Classical Library, vols. I-X [London: W illiam 
Heinemann, 1971]).

2 See Cargal’s position outlined above.
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1.3 - The Salutation

The salutation xcdpeiv in 1:1 is found elsewhere in the NT in two brief 

letters embedded in the Acts of the Apostles, one communicating the decisions of the 

Council of Jerusalem (15:23-29), the other, a letter of Claudius Lysias to Felix (23:26- 

30) about the affair involving Paul and the Jews. It is a standard letter component in 

Greco-Roman letters,28 and is common in Hellenistic Jewish letters, as may be seen in 

the letters in 1 Maccabees (10:18-20, 25-45; 11:30-31, 32-37; 12:6-18, 20-23; 13:36- 

40; 15:2-9), 2 Maccabees (1:1-9, 1:10-2:18; 9:19-27; 11:16-21, 22-26, 27-33, 34-38), 

3 Maccabbees (3:12-30; 7:1-9), 1 Esdra (6:8-22; 8:9), the Antiquities of Josephus (XI, 

104, 123, 273; XII, 51; etc) or in his own autobiography (Life §§217-8, 226-7), or in 

the Letter o f Aristeas §41. In many of these letters there is also the farewell eppcoaGe, 

as, for example, in 2 Macc. 11:21 and 33, the Letter o f Aristeas §41, Jos., Life 1.227 

and Acts 15:29.29 But its absence is not unusual, as one can see from a number of 

letters in 1 Maccabees which open with the greeting xcapeLv and close without a 

farewell (cf. 1 Macc. 10:18-20, 25-45; 11:30-31, 32-37; 12:5-10, 20-23; 13:36-41; 

etc.).30 The letter of Claudius Lysias in Acts 23:26-30 also opens with a greeting and 

closes without a farewell.

The greeting ycupeiv is followed immediately by the exhortation Haoav 

Xapav fiypaaaOe. Many have noted the link between xaipeiv in 1:1 and %apav in 

1:2 including Ropes who pointed out a similar use of joy in the opening of a letter in 

Tob. 5:10,31 and Dibelius who saw the catchword association between xaipeiv (1:1) 

and Ilaoav (1;2) as intentional.32 As a parallel for the link between Jas. 1:1

and 1:2 both of them cite Pseudo-Plato, Ep. 8.352B: ‘Plato to the relatives and 

companions of Dion wishes well-doing. The policy which would best serve to secure 

your real “well-doing” is that which I shall now endeavour as best I can to describe to 

you’.33 Here the underlying sense of the greeting is taken up in the following sentence

28 Cf. ExJer, The Form o f the Ancient Greek Letter, pp. 24-44; Klauck, Ancient Letters, pp. 9-21; 
Mayor, James, pp. 31-32; Ropes, James, pp. 127-28.

29 Cf. 3 Macc. 7:1-9.
30 See also 1 Esd. 6:7; Ep. Arist. 41; greeting and farewell {chairein...errosthe) in 2 Macc. 11:16-21, 

27-33; 3 Macc. 7:1-9.
31 Ropes, James, p. 131. He notes that similar uses o f joy  which open letters are found in Tob. 5:10 and 

Ps. Plato, Ep. 3 ,315  A ,B ,p . 131.
32 Dibelius, James, p. 37, notes other instances of wordplay in the letter: 6ieKpi0r|Te' /  K pL m i (2:4); 

\pymv' /'¿pYTI (2:20); aSuxKpLiot; /  ainnTOKpiTo; (3:17); and (tmvopevTf /  ¿((jai'LCopevTi (4:14). See 
also Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief p. 62.

33 Dibelius, James, 68, n. 32. This greeting is also found elsewhere in letters o f  P lato who prefers it to 
Xctipeiu; cf. Klauck, Ancient Letters, p. 20.
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which introduces the letter itself. One could also cite the letter of King Demetrius to 

the ‘nation of the Jews’ in 1 Maccabees (10:25-45) in which the note of joy in the 

greeting xoapeiv of 10:25 is picked up in the following verse (10:26) by exapr|j-Lev. 

This is the case also in the brief letter of the rulers and the city of the Spartans to the 

Jews in 1 Maccabees 14:20-23 (14:20: xaipeiv; 14:21: pu(f>pav9r||aev). J. L. White 

provides examples form the papyri of expressions of joy that follow the greeting 

XatpeLV (in his examples the expressions are tied to the arrival of a letter).34 In the 

NT one can point, for example, to the echoing of the greeting of 1 Cor. 1:3 (x^PLC 

i)[iiv[...]dTTO 0eou 'rrocTpog) in 1:4 (Euxapiotco[...]€Tri xr\ x&PlX1 0foO), that of 2 

Tim. 1:2 (xapic;[...]7T6 0eou mxTpoc;) in 1:3 (Xapiv exco ttp 0ec3), Gal 1:3 (xdpic; 

i)|iivf...]dTTO 0eou mrrpoc;) in 1:6 (¿tto too K aX eaavtoc; upac; kv x&PlTl XpLOTob) 

and in 2 John 1:3 (x^pLC) and 1:4 (’ExdpT}v). It may also be noted that the note of joy 

sounded in xaipeiv of Jas. 1:1 and again in Ildoav xaP«v (1:2) is picked up in the 

imperative Kaoxda0cj of 1:9.

That the salutation in Jas. 1:1 should be treated as an integral part of the letter, 

as suggested by its links with what follows, has been argued by Thuren from a 

rhetorical standpoint. He takes the prescript to be an ‘an integral part of the exordium’ 

which, in his view, extends to 1:1-4 and shapes the letter’s original rhetorical 

situation.35 He argues that the note of joy emphasised by xaipeiv/xapdv creates a 

positive atmosphere36 which lends itself to the tasks outlined in the exordium. 

Wachob takes the epistolary prescript in 1:1 to be an essential part of the exordium, 

since both ‘introduce the author and the audience, help to establish the ethos, pathos 

and logos of the letter, and prepare for the topics that are used in developing the 

discourse’.37

O Fearghail suggests that the epistolary prescript in 1:1 ‘with its personal 

greeting designed to arrest the attention of the hearer’ may be seen to function as an 

element typical of a proemium?% In the beginning of a letter, as in the opening of a 

speech, the writer seeks to gain the attention of the reader or hearer and to make him 

or her well-disposed towards the writer’s message. The prescript in 1:1 is calculated

34 J. L. White, The Form and Function o f the Body o f  the Greek Letter: A Study o f the Letter Body in 
the Lion-Literary Papyri and in Paul the Apostle, Society o f  Biblical Literature Dissertation Series 2 
(Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1972), pp. 22-23.

35 Thurén, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 270.
36 Thurén, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 270-71.
37 W achob, Voice o f  Jesus, p. 163.
38 Ö Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 8.
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to achieve just that, not least because of the Jewish and Christian elements it contains, 

elements that must surely have caught the attention of the reader or hearer. M. L. Reid 

argued that even if the ancient rhetorical handbooks did not include the prescript ‘as 

part of the rhetorical discourse, it does function much like the exordium by 

establishing the ethos of the speaker, introducing topics, and making the audience 

well-disposed’,39 and he identified the prescript in Romans (1:1) as a ‘quasi

exordium’ 40

Another aspect of the epistolary prescript that should be noted is that elements 

of it can be seen to make reappearances in the rest of the letter. This may be seen, for 

instance, in examples provided by Exler from the papyri where the opening salutation 

is closely linked to a wish that follows immediately on from the salutation 41 It may be 

seen in the letter prefaced to 2 Maccabees where the element of peace in the salutation 

Xi£LpeLv[...]eLpf|vr|V ayaGqv of 2 Macc. 1:1 is picked up again in 1:4 where the 

author prays that God may send the addressees peace (elpfjvriv). It may be pointed 

out in a number of NT letters. The elements of grace and peace of the greeting x^PK 

i)|Xiv Kod €ipr\vr\ of Rom. 1:7 are recalled in the rest of the letter in which y&piQ, in 

the sense of ‘grace’, recurs frequently (cf. 3:24; 5:2, 15, 17, 20, 21; etc.) and elpf|vr|, 

less so (1:16, 2:10; 8:6; 14:7). This is true of the same greeting found in 1 Cor. 1:3 

with x^pLC (1:4; 3:10; 15:10; 16:3) and elpf|vr| (7:15; 16:11) recurring in the rest of 

the letter. This is also to be found in the case of the greeting in Gal. 1:3 (x^-ptc 1:6, 

15; 2:9, 21; 3:19; 5:4; eipqvq: 5:22; 6:15), Eph. 1:2 (xapic;: 1:6, 7; 2:5, 7, 8; 3:1, 2, 7, 

8; 4:7, 29; dpr\vr\: 1:2; 2:14; 6:23) and 2 Tim. 1:2 (x&piQ- 1:3, 9; 2:1; elpf|vr|: 2:22). 

Of note is how Paul returns later in the letters to his description of himself as an 

apostle in the prescript in Romans and 1 Corinthians (cf. ¿ ttootoXoc;: Rom. 1 :1 ; 1 1 :1 3 ;  

1 Cor. 1:1, 9:1, 2; 15:9).42

In his rhetorical analysis of the letter to the Romans, Wuellner identifies the 

first part of the exordium (1:1-15) with the Tetter prescript’, that is, with Rom. 1:1-7, 

and comments on the ‘often noted expansions’ that link the prescript to various parts

39 M. L. Reid, 'A  Consideration of the Function o f Rom 1:8-15 in Light o f  Greco Rom an Rhetoric’, 
Journal o f the Evangelical Theological Society 38 (1995), 264.

40 Reid, £A Consideration o f the Function o f Rom 1:8’, 187-88.
41 See the examples listed in Exler, The Form o f the Ancient Greek Letter, pp. 105-106. (e.g. chairein 

kai errosthai. erromai de kautos...).
42 See also 1 Tim. 1:1 and 2:7, 2 Tim. 1:1 and 1:11.
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of the body of the letter.43 He gave the example of Paul’s role as an agent of the 

Gospel to Jerusalem and to the ends of the earth (1:1-5; cf. 15:15-22) and to the 

church(es) of Rome (1:6-15; cf. 15:23-24, 29; 12:1-15:13)44 He finds links between 

the exordium (1:1-5) and peroratio (15:15-22) and chapters 1-4 and 9-11, and 

between 1:6-15 and 12:1-15:12.45 Longenecker points out that Paul, in the opening to 

his letter to the Galatians, sets out two main issues that are dealt with in the letter, 

namely, the nature of his apostleship and the nature of the Christian gospel.46 The 

prescript in 1 Peter is also worthy of note (1:1-2), for here themes are signalled that, 

as Senior points out, ‘will be amplified later in the letter’.47 One clear link that stands 

out between the prescript and the body of the letter is that created by the description 

of the addressees as ‘elect sojourners’ in 1:1 (€kA.€k:tou; TrapeTTiSfjpoLc;), a description 

that is echoed in 2:9 ('Ypelc Se yevog €k1€kt6v). Of note also are the verbal links 

between 1 Pet. 1:2 (9eou 7TaTpog[,..]Tr|Goi) Xpioxou) and the immediately following 

words of praise in 1:3 (o 0e6<; Kai Tump rou Kupiou rmcov Trpou XpLOtou).

1,4 - The Introduction to the Letter (1:2-11)

The letters of the NT, apart from a few (Galatians, 2 Corinthians, Titus) 

follow the opening salutation with a thanksgiving (Rom. 1:8-12; 1 Cor. 1:4-9; Phil. 

1:3-5; Col. 1:3-8; 2 Tim. 1:3; Phlm. 4-5) but this is not the case in the letter of James. 

The opening sentence of James, Uaoav riyf|aaa9e, a6elc|)0L pou, oxav

TTeipaopou; TTepLTreOTyce ttolklXoic;, with its imperative pyf|aaa0€ and its reference to 

ire ipocopolc; makes clear to the reader that here we have a new beginning, and while 

the note of joy in the greeting yaipetv is picked up by yccpav. the mood has changed. 

This is clearly not a thanksgiving. The author of the letter wastes no time in getting 

down to his message, and the term TTeipaapolg already conveys something of the 

challenge that the writer is laying down for his readers or hearers.48

43 W. Wue:liner, ‘Paul’s Rhetoric of Argumentation in Romans. An Alternative to the Donfried-Karris 
Debate over Rom ans’, Catholic Biblical Quarterly 38 (1976), 335; this article also appeared in K. P. 
Donffied, The Romans Debate, Novum Testamentum Supplements, Vol. 38 (Leiden: Brill, 1974), 
pp. 128-46.

44 Wuellner, ‘P au l’s Rhetoric o f Argumentation in Rom ans’, 335.
45 Wuellner, ‘P au l’s Rhetoric o f Argumentation in Rom ans’, 348.
46 R. L. Longenecker, Galatians, Word Biblical Commentary 41 (Dallas XX: Word, 1990), p. 10.
47 D. Senior and D. J. Harrington (ed.), 1 Peter, Jude and 2 Peter, Sacra Pagina Series, Vol. 15 

(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2008), p. 25.
48 Pseudo-Libanius notes that it was good practice to keep to the customary practices regarding the 

letter opening, specifically the transition from the prescript to the rest o f  the letter as ‘it benefits 
someone who wishes to add an address to the letter type, not to chatter on, indeed, not to use
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As we have seen above, it is not unusual to find an expression of joy 

following on immediately from the salutation. It is a feature, for example, of the letter 

of King Demetrius to the ‘nation of the Jews' in 1 Macc. 10:25 (xaipeiv) and 10:26 

(¿xapripev) and in the letter of the Spartans to the Jews in 1 Macc. 14:20 (xoapeiv) 

and 21 (Tiuct)pav0r}[i€v). It may also be pointed out in a letter of Josephus in his Life 

(§226: xa i'PeLU[***]'nSopai), in the NT in Paul’s letter to the Philippians (1:2: 

Xocipeiv; 1:4: peta xaP&0>49 and in the second letter of John (1:3: X^pLG 

’ExapT]1')- This last example is one of those used by Klauck to support his argument 

that the expression of joy is a standard component of an ‘epistolary proem’.50

The qualification of xapav by the intensifying adjective ttocc; is of note 

because the adjective is frequently found in proemia or at the beginnings of letters. 

Examples may be cited from the writings of Josephus (Ant. I, 5; Life I, 4; C. Apion. I,

3), from the proemia of Luke-Acts (Lk. 1:3; Acts 1:1; 10:35) and Hebrews (1:3), and 

from the beginnings of other NT letters (Rom. 1:5, 7; 1 Cor. 1:2; 1 Thess. 1:2; 2 

Thess. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 1:3; Phil. 1:3, 4; Col. 1:4). The presence of the imperative 

r|yr|oao0e is also an indicator of a new beginning, for with it the writer calls the 

attention of the reader in a way quite different from the prescript.

The use of the familiar a5el((xu pou is another sign that a new beginning is 

being made in 1:2. As White and others have observed the term aSeXcjjcu is found in 

letters of Paul signalling a new beginning (cf. Gal. 1:11, Rom. 1:13, 1 Thess. 2:1, 

Phil. 1:12 and 2 Cor. 1:8).51 This feature has also been noted for ¿5eA4)0t pou in Jas. 

1:2. Indeed the vocative ¿5eXc|)Oi/a6eA4)oi pou is found elsewhere in this short letter 

on ten occasions, mostly marking the beginning of a unit, whether small or large (cf. 

1:16, 19; 2:1, 5, 14; 3:1; 5:7, 19), but in 3:12 it appears at the conclusion of a unit, and 

in 3:10 it is used to intensify the writer’s appeal to those he is addressing.52

adjectives’ (See text in A. J. Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, Society o f  Biblical Literature 
Sources for Biblical Study 19 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1988), p. 75.

49 J. L. White, ‘Introductory Formulae in the Body o f  the Pauline Letter’, Journal o f Biblical Literature 
90 (1971), 95, gives the examples o f Phil. 1:7 (xapLxoc). He also points to Phil. 4:10 ( ’Exapr|v), 
feeling that this may belong to a letter that was once independent. J. Gnilka, Der Philemonbrief 
Herders theologischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament, Vol. 10.4 (Freiburg: Herder, 1982), p. 38, 
highlights the note o f  jo y  in Phlm. 1:7 (xapav) in what he takes to be the proemium o f  Paul’s letter to 
Philemon (1:4-7).

50 Klauck, Ancient Letters, pp. 338, 343 and 32-33.
51 White ‘Introductory Form ulae’, 94.
52 See also Klauck, Ancient Letters, pp. 338-39, who notes that the address, ¿ÖeAtfol pou, is indicative 

of a beginning.



The object of the opening uoav %apocv riyf|oao0e, abeX^oi. [iou, becomes 

clearer when the author mentions the theme of tr€ipao|J,oi<;. ‘Consider it all joy, my 

brothers9, he urges his addressees, ‘whenever you fall into various trials’. The 

occurrence of the term TTeLpaopoic; - trials or temptations - sets the tone for the letter. 

The trials or temptations are not specified in this case and have a broad general sense 

(unlike the situation in 1:13-14). This makes it suitable for the opening of the letter. 

The question is how far does the unit which begins in 1:2 extend and what is its role 

in the letter of James?

The sentence begun in 1:2 continues in 1:3 with the author giving the grounds 

for considering the trials or temptations a reason for joy. Trials or temptations may be 

seen in a positive light when one recognises or acknowledges the good that can come 

about through them. Laws compares this with what she describes as ‘the paradox of 

exulting in persecutions’ in 1 Pet. l:6-7.53 What the author of James states in 1:3 is 

that the testing of the faith of the addressees (6oid|!iov upcov zf\c; produces

endurance or steadfastness (wro|iovf|v). The present participle yivcnoKOVTec; may 

refer to a familiar tradition or a shared knowledge (‘since you know’),54 that is to say, 

this is something of which his addressees are already aware. For Cantinat, 

steadfastness is the fruit of faith purified by trials.55 The theme of the testing of one’s 

faith is also found in 1 Pet. 1:7, Heb. 11:17 and 2 Cor. 13:5.56

The theme of ‘steadfastness’ (imo[iovf|v) of 1:3 is picked up in 1:4a by the 

catchword UTTopovf], The enclitic 6e is transitional rather than adversative with the 

following exhortation indicating that something more is needed than just endurance or 

steadfastness. The addressees are exhorted to let endurance or steadfastness produce a 

‘perfect work’ (€pyov T estov ), or as Johnson renders it, ‘yield a perfect product’ (cf. 

2:22).57 The purpose of this is that the person be perfect (ueXeioi) and whole or 

complete (oXoKvlripoi), lacking in nothing (ev pr|S€i/i A.eLtTopevoi), the reference 

being, as Johnson points out, to moral or spiritual realities.58

53 Laws, James, p. 55.
54 Cf. Johnson, James, p. 177; Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 55.
55 Cf. Cantinat, Jacques, p. 65: ‘le fruit de la foi purifiée par les épreuves’.
56 See Schnider, Der Jakobusbrief, Regensburger Neues Testament (Regensburg: Pustet, 1987), pp. 28- 

30, on jo y  in suffering in the N T and Judaism, citing Rom. 5:3-5 and 1 Pet. 1:6-7 and Jubilees.
57 Johnson, James, p. 178.
58 Johnson, James, p. 179.
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The final phrase of 1:2-4, ev (ir|6evi ^iTropevoi, is picked up in the first 

phrase of 1:5a via the catchword XeiTTeiaL. The author introduces the theme of 

wisdom (co^iac) here in the opening of the letter, thus indicating its importance in 

the context of the letter as a whole. The person who lacks wisdom is exhorted To ask’ 

(aixeixco) God for it, for he, as the addressees know, is the source of wisdom (cf. 

Prov. 8:22-21; 1 Kgs. 3:5-15; Wis. 7:7). The author assures them that God will answer 

their prayer, for he gives To all5 without hesitation (¿TTAxot;) or reproach (pT] 

ovetdiCoi^coc;), that is to say that he gives with complete generosity (cf. Matt. 7:7). 

The author goes on to make clear that the person must pray (aixeixco) ‘with faith’ (ev 

ir(ox€L,), ‘without doubting’ (|ir|5ev 5iaKpLvo|J,evoc;-), that is, the person must pray 

with complete trust in God (cf. Matt. 21:21).

The reference to ‘doubting’ in the participle SiaKpivopevoc leads to a new 

development in 1:6b with the one who doubts (SiocKpivopevoc;) being compared to a 

wave of the sea which is tossed about and driven by the wind. The image is certainly 

an eloquent and a suitable one (cf. Isa. 57:20). In 1:7 the author draws out the 

implications for the one who doubts. In contrast to the person who asks with faith 

(1:5-6), that person (o avGpcoTTOt; eKelvoc;) will not receive anything from the Lord.59 

He goes on in the following verse (1:8) to describe the one who doubts as a ‘double 

minded man’ (avr]p ditjmxoc;), inconsistent or unstable (¿Kaiaoxaxoc;) in all his ways 

(ev TTaocac; xalc ¿Sole).60 This brings the tight-knit unit 1:5-8 to a close.

The beginning of a new unit in 1:9a is marked by the imperative KauxaoGoo 

which recalls the imperative riyf|oao06 in the opening phrase of 1:2,61 the occurrence 

of a&tXfyoc, which recalls the plural ¿5eA4)OL of 1:2, and the introduction of a new 

theme with the term xaTTeivoi;. The enclitic Se has a transitional function. The 

imperative KauxaaGco has a positive sense here as the ‘lowly brother’ (aSeXc|)6c; o 

xaireLvoc;) is urged to boast in his ‘exaltation’ (u^ei,).62 The imperative also applies to 

the rich man ('rrA.ouoioc) who should also be considered a ‘brother’,63 and who is 

urged to boast - the verb KauyaaGoo also applies to him - but in this case he is urged

59 See Jesus' teaching on prayer in Matt. 7:8.
60 Note the use o f o6ou in 5:20 - turning a brother from the way o f error.
61 See comment o f Ropes, James, p. 145.
62 Johnson, James, p. 185, notes that the exaltation can be read as including the future reward o f the one 

who endures which is promised in 1:12 (cf. Dibelius, James, p. 84), but it has already been realised 
in God’s election o f  the poor to be rich in faith (2:5).

63 Cf. Martin, James, p. 25; Ropes, James, p. 146.
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to boast in his ‘lowliness’ or ‘humiliation’ (rrj TaneivoSoei aircoO). What exactly this 

‘lowliness’ or humiliation’ or ‘humbling’ means is difficult to say. W. Grundmann 

interpreted the ‘lowliness’ of the rich as his ‘subjection to death’.64 Ropes saw it as 

indicating the bringing low of the rich through loss of property (and referred to Lk. 

1:48).65 The positive sense of the verb suggests that the enclitic 6e is not adversative 

here. The immediate context with its reference to the wild flower (flower of the grass) 

passing away is important for the interpretation of lanei voice l here. The exhortation 

to the rich to boast in his ‘lowliness’ or ‘humiliation’ because ‘as a flower of the grass 

he will pass away’ is elaborated on in 1:11 (yap) which attributes the passing away of 

the flower to the sun ‘with its burning heat’. The author goes on to say that the rich 

man will likewise wither or waste away ev talc; TTopeiatc;, which may refer to his 

ways of behaving or to his activities or undertakings.66 These two images suggest that 

TOCTTeivoxjet, refers to the rich person’s loss of wealth or riches. For him this is a great 

trial (just as Jesus’ invitation to the rich young man in the gospels was) but for the 

Christian it should be a source of joy.

The phrase ev xoclc, iropeiau; of 1:11 recalls that of ev mioau; xaiQ 0601c; 

auxou in 1:8 and provides a conclusion to 1:9-11. The correspondence between ev 

'wcLGCLic, T cric; bbolc, auTOu and ev xcCic, nope lo c k ;  may be regarded as an epiphora - a 

rhetorical feature mentioned by Quintilian.67

Hort sees 1:9-11 as a return to the original theme of 1:2 taking it to contain 

‘the characteristic contrast of rich and poor as a special application of the principle of 

rejoicing in trials’.68 Ropes remarks that the writer returns to the neLpaopoic; of 1:2.69 

He goes on to suggest that for the poor man, being afflicted with them, is an 

‘elevation’ and a reason for boasting, while for the rich man brought low by adversity, 

losing his riches in a way ‘which conduces to his moral welfare’ should also be an 

occasion of boasting.70 Both poor and rich are capable of being tested in their 

different circumstances, and this testing provides them with a positive opportunity.

64 W. Grundman, ‘Tapeinos’, in Theological Dictionary o f  the New Testament, ed. by G. Kittel and G. 
Friedrich, Vol. V m  (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1972), 21-22.

65 Ropes, Tames, p. 146.
66 On this see Johnson, James, p. 187.
67 See chapter III o f this thesis on methodology.
68 Hort, James, p. 14.
69 Ropes, James, p. 144.
70 Ropes, James, p. 144.
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There are then three units in 1:2-11 which are interlinked - the themes of testing and 

faith linking 1:2-4 and 1:5-8, while 1:9-11 has links with both.

2. The Position and Function of 1:12

As has been seen in the survey of literature on James above, of particular 

importance for the literary structure of the letter of James is the verse 1:12. Where 

does it fit? Is it to be treated as an isolated verse, detached from 1:2-l 1 and from what 

follows? Is it to be taken with 1:2-l 1 to form the unit 1:2-12? Is it to be seen as part of 

a larger unit - 1:2-15, 1:2-18 or 1:2-27? Or is it to be seen as beginning a new section 

which may be the beginning of the body of the letter or part of a larger unit?

While noting links between 1:2-4 and 1:12, Dibelius takes 1:12 to be ‘an 

isolated saying which is connected neither with what precedes nor with what 

follows5.71 Pfeiffer and Cladder, however, took 1:12 to bring to an end the thought of 

1:2-4.72 The obvious relationship between 1:2-4 and 1:12 has led many others to see 

1:2-12 as forming a unit Crucial for them is the presence in both 1:2-4 and 1:12 of the 

theme of testing represented by the noun irelpaopole, and they take the 

correspondences between 1:2-4 and 1:12 to form an inclusion (inclusio) for the unit 

1:2-12.73 Crotty takes 1:2-15 as a unit on testing and temptation which is divided into 

1:2-12 and 1:13-15.74 A number of scholars such as Comely, Francis, Davids and 

others take 1:2-11 to form a unit which is part of a larger unit - 1:2-18 or 1:2-27.75 O 

Fearghail takes 1:12 to mark the beginning of the body of the letter,76 while Burchard

71 Dibelius, James, pp. 88: ‘For the harsh judgement which w .9-11 render with regard to the rich man 
excludes the possibility that here he is praised as ‘blessed” .

11 Pfeiffer, ‘Jakobusbriefes’, pp. 165-66; Cladder, ‘Die A nlage’, 50; ‘Der formale Aufbau des 
Jakobusbriefes’, Zeitschrift für katholische Theologie 28 (1904), 298-99; cf. Ropes, James, p. 150.

73 Cf. Robert and Feuillet, ‘James’, p. 554; Sidebottom, James, p. 29; R. Hoppe, Der theologische 
Hintergrund des Jakobusbriefes Forschung zur Bibel, (W ürzburg: Echter Verlag, 1985), pp. 40-43; 
P. U. Maynard-Reid, Poverty and Wealth in James (Maryknoll, NY, Orbis Books, p. 39; Bassland, 
‘Literarische Form, Them atik’, 3661; von Lips, ‘Weisheitliche Traditionen im Neuen Testament’, 
pp. 414-15; Hiebert, James, pp. 82, 89; Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 59; Frankemölle, 
‘Jakobusbriefes’, 171; Johnson, James, p. 189; Klein, Jakobusbriefes, pp. 39, 44-45; Penner, James 
and Eschatology, pp. 143-49; Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 71-72; W achob, Voice o f Jesus, p. 158; M oo , James, 
pp. 71-72; Taylor, Text Linguistic, p. 48; Taylor and Guthrie, ‘Jam es’, 686; T. Kot, La Lettre de 
Jacques La Foi, chemin de la vie, ReSem 2 (Paris: Lethielleux, 2006), pp. 279-81; McCartney, 
James, p. 100.

74 Crotty. ‘Literary Structure’, 47.
75 See Comely, introductionis, p. 589 (as part of 1:2-18); Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118; Davids, 

James, pp. 79-81; Martin, James, p. 30; Perkins, James, p. 92; Thurén, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 282 (1:2- 
18); Hartin, James, p. 103 (1:2-27); Tollefson, ‘Jam es’, 21; Sleeper, James, pp. 53-55; Edgar, Has 
God Not Chosen the Poor?, pp. 150-53 (1 :2-18); Blomberg and Karmel, James, pp. 43-44 (1:2-27); 
W itberington, Letters and Homilies, p. 432 (1 :2-l 8).

76 Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 73-76. See Wall, Community o f  the Wise, pp. 54-55.
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sees it as opening the body of the letter, 1:12-5:6.77 Clearly, the repetition in 1:12 o f 

terms from 1:2-4 is a decisive factor in deciding the role o f 1:12 in the letter.

Let us look more closely at 1:12 and at its links to 1:2-4 and to 1:13-14. As 

we have seen above, the three units 1:2-4, 1:5-8 and 1:9-11 form a tight unit, with 1:2- 

4 and 1:5-8 very closely linked and 1:9-11 having links with 1:2-4 and 1:5-8. There is 

a change of tone in 1:12 as the familiar aSeX<j)oi pou is replaced by the impersonal 

avpp and the second person plural by the third person singular. Let us look at 1:2-4 

and 1:12-15:

2 I laa av  pypoaoGe, a6eXc()OL pou, o x a v  TTeipaapoic TrepLTreapxe

ttoliclXou;, 3 yivtooKOvxec oti to 6oKipiov uprnv xpc; Trioxecoc;

KaxepyaCeioa inropoimv. 4 p 6e UTiopovfi epyov xeXeiov exetco, iva rjxe 

xeleioi Kal oXoKA-ppoi kv ppSevl ¿.eLTTOpevoi. 5 EL 5e xiq upcov AEtTrexoa 

oo4>Lac, alxeixu) TTapa too diSovxoc; 0eou 'naoiv ¿ttXgoc; Kal pp 

oi>ei6iCoi/xo(; Kal 6o0poexaL auxw 

(1:2-4)

12 MaKapioc; avpp og uiTopevei Treipaopov, oxl doKipoc yevopevoc; 

XripiJjexai xov o ik f y a v o v  xfjc Cope; ov errpyyeLArrco xolc; aya'rrcnoLV auxov.

13 ppSelc TreipaCopevoe; Aeyexa) oxl A tto 0eou TreLpaCopai- o yap Geot; 

aireLpaoxog eoxiv KaKcov, TTeLpaCei 6e auxoc; ouSeva. 14 eKaaxoc; 6e 

ireLpaCexai utto xpc; iSLae; eTTiGupiac; e^eAxopevoc; Kal SeAeaCopevoc* 15 

e ixa p ¿it tGup La au AAafJouaa x iKxe i apapx Lav, p 5e apapx La 

anoxeAeaGelaa diTOKueL Gavaxov

(1:12-15)

The most significant links between 1:2-4 and 1:12 are forged by the themes of trial 

(TteipaopoLC 1:2 / TTeipaapov 1:12), endurance (imopovpv 1:3 / uiTopevei 1:12) and 

testing (¿OKipiov 1:3 / SoKipoe; 1:12). Let us investigate other links between the two 

sections.

The verse opens with the term MaKapioc; which introduces a beatitude in 

which the author declares blessed the man who endures temptation. While MaKapioc;

77 B urchird, Der Jakobusbrieft pp. 12, 67.
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recalls the note of joy in xapocv, the tone of 1:12 is different from that of 1:2-4. The 

thrust of the exhortation to the brothers in 1:2-4 to consider it altogether a matter of 

joy whenever they fall into ‘various temptations’ is that the testing of faith produces 

endurance which ultimately can lead to the brother becoming the perfect person (1:3-

4). In 1:12 the author declares blessed the man who endures temptation, the reason 

being that he will receive the crown of life which is promised (by God - note the 

divine passive) to those who love him (cf. 1:5).

While there are links between 1:12 and 1:2-4 and 1:5-8, there are also links 

between 1:12 and 1:13-14. The catchword links that characterise 1:2-8 return in 1:12- 

14 in the shape of Treipocopov (1:12a), TT€Lpa(o|jevoi; (1:13a), neipaCopoa (1:13b), 

aiTeipaoroi; (1:13c), Treipa(et (1:13c) and 7T€ipa(eTai (l;14a), catchwords that 

suggest that 1:12 be taken with 1:13-14 in which the author is considering a specific 

case of testing, namely, the ascription of temptation to God. The links between 1:12 

and 1:13-14 suggest that 1:12 forms not the end of a unit but the beginning of a new 

section. The repetitions in 1:12 of terms from 1:2-4 do not form an inclusion or 

inclusio but should be seen rather as anaphoric-type repetitions, that is, repetitions that 

mark beginnings.78

3. The Introductory Role of 1:2-11 in the Letter of Janies

The relationship of 1:1 to the rest of the letter of James has been discussed 

above and does not need to be looked at here. O Fearghail has argued that themes 

which appear in 1:2-11 and reappear later in the letter justify treating 1:2-11 as an 

introduction to the letter of James.79 Burchard, in his commentary on the letter, takes 

1:1-11 to function as the ‘entrance’ (‘Eingang’) to the letter, with 1:2-11 introducing 

what is to come (‘Was im Brief kommt’). He describes 1:2-11 as a ‘summary 

exposition’ (‘summarische Exposition’).80

Reading through the letter it becomes clear that themes found in 1:2-l 1 recur 

in the body of the letter. These include the themes of joy (1:1, 2, 9), brotherhood (1:2, 

9-10), faith (1:3), testing (1:2-3), steadfastness or endurance (1:3-4), wisdom (1:5), 

prayer (1:6), doubt (1:6), lowly or humble and rich (1:9-11). Being perfect (1:4) and 

being doubleminded (1:8) are other important themes in 1:2-11. Let us look more

78 See chap. IE o f  this thesis.
79 C f O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 76.
80 Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, pp. 47 ,51.
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closely at the relationship between themes found in 1:2-11 and the rest of the letter of 

James.

3.1 - Joy

As has been noted above, the theme of joy is present in the greeting xocipeiv 

in 1:1 and in the phrase YIolouv %apav of 1:2. The occasion for joy is the ‘various 

trials’ which the brothers may undergo. The note of joy is also present in the 

imperative KauxáoGoo of 1:9 as the lowly brother is urged to boast in his exaltation, 

the rich man in his lowliness.

The theme of joy is echoed in the beatitude of 1:12 (MociaxpLO<;). The person 

who endures testing is declared blessed, for he will receive the crown of life. Again in 

5:1 la those who have endured are called blessed (pocKocpifopev). The person who has 

gazed into the perfect law of freedom and has remained there, the one who is not a 

forgetful hearer but a doer of the word (1:25), is also declared blessed (MaKapiog). In 

5:13 those who are in good spirits or feeling good are urged to sing, presumably to the 

Lord (i(/aA/ÍTG)).

3.2 - Brotherhood

In his use of ’AÓ€A4>oí pou in 1:2, the author of the letter uses language 

that, as Johnson has pointed out, is ‘particularly pervasive’ in Christianity.81 Through 

his use of this ‘kinship language’ the author indicates to his addressees his closeness 

to them, highlighting their unity and equality. He goes on to use the term c&tajjoc; in 

1:9 in reference to the ‘lowly’ and the ‘rich’ - both of who can be seen as Christians. 

The term is subsequently used in 1:16 and 1:19 where its sense is intensified by the 

use of the adjective áyaupTOÍ (‘beloved’). The address ’AÓ€A.c|)oí poo is used again in 

2:1 as the author introduces a warning about showing partiality and is again qualified 

by a y a ir r iT O i in 2:5 as the author reminds his brethren that God has chosen the poor to 

be rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom and rebukes them for dishonouring the poor 

and showing partiality to the rich (2:6). He reverts to ’AóeXc^oí pou as he opens the 

section 2:14-26 on a critical note. He uses it again in 3:1 as he addresses a note of 

warning to his addressees about becoming teachers, and he uses it in 3:10 and 3:12 to 

underline words of warning. While the term is absent in 4:1-10, it is used on three

81 Johnson, James, p. 51.
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occasions in 4:11, emphasising not only the close bond between the author and his 

readers, but one which is to be expected among the readers themselves. It is used 

without qualification in 5:7 in his words of exhortation to patience and in 5:9 where 

the author calls on his brothers not to grumble against one another and again in 5:12, 

this time qualified by the personal pronoun (’ASeAxjJOi pou) as he urges his brethren 

not to swear. He uses ’AdeAxJioi pou for the last time in 5:19 as he introduces his final 

exhortation and his final words of promise designed to raise the spirit of brotherhood.

The use of the language of kinship - ¿6eA,(|)6<;, adeAxtir), ’A6€Xc|)oi pou and 

’A66̂ 4)01 pou ¿Y(XTrr|T0i - in the letter conveys to the addressees how close the writer 

is to them even when he is criticising their behaviour towards 4a brother or a sister’ in 

2:15, for example. Despite the authoritative tone that shines through the frequent 

exhortations and the harsh words from time to time, the intense use of the language of 

kinship indicates the warmth of the relationship between the author and those to 

whom the letter is addressed. The note that is struck in 1:2 by ’A6eX(j)oi pou is 

carried right through the letter.

3.3 - Faith

The theme of faith is introduced in 1:3 in the context of faith being tested. The 

testing o f  one’s faith (t o  6oKipiov[...]Tf|<; i u o t €g k ) , the author writes, produces 

‘endurance’ or ‘steadfastness’ (imopovriv) and endurance in turn can lead to one 

becoming perfect and complete. In 1:6 the addressees are urged to pray with faith (kv 

TTLOtei), if they lack wisdom, and should not doubt.

In the body of the letter the theme of faith is explicitly mentioned in 2:1 at the 

very beginning of the unit 2:1-13. The addressees are called upon to emulate the faith 

of Christ and not to show partiality (TrpoocnTToXr|pi|nau;). The addressees should 

realise that God chose the poor in the eyes of the world to be rich in faith (nAouoiouc; 

kv TTLorei) and heirs of the kingdom promised to those who love God. Their faith 

should not permit them to discriminate or dishonour the poor but should be 

accompanied by fulfilment of the law of love (2:8).

The theme of faith ( t t l o t iv ) and works (?PYa ) dominates the unit 2:14-26 

which is seen by many as standing at the theological heart of the letter.82 For Cantinat,

82 Cf. W . Pratscher, Der Herrenbruder Jakobus und die Jakobustradition (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Rupprecht, 1987), pp. 213-16.
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the affirmation in 1:3, that faith purified by trial or testing produces perseverance or 

steadfastness, links up with what the author writes in 2:1, 5, showing that for James 

faith must be active and not a simple intellectual adhesion, as the writer goes on to 

state in 2:14ff.83 The noun epyov occurs with ttlo tiv  already in 1:4 where the 

addressees are urged to let steadfastness yield or produce literally a perfect work 

(epyov teleiov). Already here in 1:4, the beginning of the letter, faith is linked to its 

product or expression. Johnson sees 2:22 with its statement that faith was perfected by 

deeds as corresponding to the thought expressed in 1:4.84 In 1:22-25 the author had 

already insisted on the necessity of the addressees being not only hearers of the word 

but doers also (TiveaGe 6e 7roir|tai Xoyov Km \ir\ \iovov aKpoatal), and in 1:26- 

27 he had pointed out that visiting orphans and widows in their distress was a mark of 

true religion. Now here in 2:14-26, in discussing the nature of genuine faith, he argues 

that faith and works must go hand in hand, that faith must find a practical expression, 

and he rejects the claim that faith and works or deeds do not need to go hand in hand, 

that one can separate them. Without works faith is dead, he writes in 2:17, and the 

illustration he adduces is of the poor brother and sister who are comforted in word but 

not in deed (2:15-16). Faith, if it is genuine, will express itself in deeds. The two are 

inseparable. Such was the faith of Abraham and Rahab. Abraham’s faith was 

perfected (kTeXei<J)Qr\) by his deeds (cf. Gen. 22). Abraham’s faith is not just 

intellectual assent to a promise (cf. Gen. 15:5-6) but is an operative faith (cf. Gen. 

22:2-12) and it is in the light of this operative faith that the statement of Gen. 15:6 is 

ultimately fulfilled, namely, that Abraham is reckoned as righteous by God. He is 

considered righteous by his works (cf. Gen. 22) and not by faith alone (cf. Gen. 15:6). 

The same may be shown in the case of Rahab who believed that the Lord had given 

Joshua the land. She professed her faith in the God of Israel and acted in favour of the 

spies. For the author of James her actions completed her faith. She was ‘justified’ by 

her works when she received the messengers and showed them another way to escape. 

Again the author of the letter makes the point that faith without works is dead - 

lifeless, just like the body without the spirit. For James faith and works must be a 

living entity.

The theme of faith returns in5:13-18 in the context of prayer (as in 1:6), but 

more particularly in the context of weakness and illness (KaKOiraGei tlc; kv uplv).

83 Cantinat, Jacques, p. 65.
84 Johnson, James, p. 178.
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The person who is ill is exhorted to call the ‘elders of the church’ who will pray over 

him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord, and the prayer of faith (euxri 

'TTLOTecoi;) will save the sick person (ocooei t o v  K a p v o v r a )  and the Lord will raise 

him (5:14-15). It is the prayer made with faith that is effective, the prayer that does 

not d o u b t  (cf. 1:6). It is such a prayer that will heal or restore to health (ocooet) the 

sick person (cf. Matt. 9:22; Mk. 5:23, 28, 34; Lk. 17:19; 18:42) and the Lord will raise 

him up. And, the writer adds, if the sick person has sinned, ‘he will be forgiven’. The 

prayer of faith leads to a total healing.

3.4 - Trial and Testing

The theme of testing, trial, or temptation, is introduced in 1:2-4 in a general 

form. The addressees are to count trials or temptations into which they may fall as 

occasions of rejoicing, for such trials test one’s faith (6oKLptov[...]if|c; ttlotcioc;) and 

the testing of one’s faith produces steadfastness or endurance which in turn leads one 

to become perfect, lacking in nothing. The theme of trial and testing may also be 

present in 1:9-l 1 where both rich and poor are tested.

The theme of neLpaopoic; reappears in 1:12 and here the author assures the 

addressees that the one who is tested (SoKipiov) and endures (uTropovfju) will receive 

the crown of life (arecfiauov xf]c, Ccufig). The theme of temptation dominates 1:13-15 

with the verb 'ireipa(ojioa being used on four occasions. The addressees are urged not 

to ascribe the experience of being tempted (TreipaCopevo^) to God who cannot be 

tempted (aTreipaoTOi;) and who does not tempt anyone. The addressees should rather 

realise that temptations come from within oneself, from one’s own desires.

The theme is present elsewhere in the letter though not expressed with this 

terminology. The temptation to give oneself over to anger (1:19-20), be a hearer of the 

word only and not a doer (1:22), to think oneself religious while giving free rein to the 

tongue (1:26), to discriminate against one’s fellow Christian (2:1-6), can all be seen as 

extensions of the theme of temptation. The tongue returns as a formidable test in 3:1- 

12 since it can be so devastating. Friendship with the world can lead to all kinds of 

tests for the Christian (cf. 4:1-10). The temptation to judge a brother (4:11-12), to 

boast in their arrogance (4:13-17), to store up riches and ignore the cries of the 

workers (5:1-6), can be seen as failure in these tests. Illness can also be seen as a test 

of faith to which one responds with a prayer of faith (cf. 5:13-18). As we have seen
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above, Abraham in 2:21-24 and Rahab in 2:25 are given as examples from scripture 

of people being tested. Job and Elijah, in 5:10-11 and 5:17-18 can also be seen as 

examples from scripture of those who were tested. The farmer in 5:7 may also be seen 

as a more basic, though relevant, example of one who is tested by nature to which he 

responds with patience.

3.5 - Steadfastness

In the introduction (1:3-4), the writer makes the point forcefully that the 

testing of one’s faith produces endurance or steadfastness. He returns to this theme in 

1:12 at the beginning of the body of the letter and declares blessed the man who 

endures trial or temptation (MaKCXpiot; av rp  oq UTropevei 'rreipaapoy). Having been 

tested he will receive the crown of life (Xr|p\lieT0iL toy  aiectxxyoy r ip  ioof|Q). The 

notion of steadfastness is also present in the verb Trapoqievco (1:25), used in 1:22-25 

where the writer is endeavouring to impress on the addresses the need to be doers of 

the word and not hearers only (1:22). The one who looks intently into the perfect law, 

the law of liberty, and perseveres (Trocpapeiyai;), he writes, being no hearer that 

forgets, but a doer that acts, he shall be blessed in his doing or action (paKapioc; kv 

tf | TTOirpet atjtou eoxai).

In 5:7-12 the writer repeatedly urges his addressees to be patient. He uses the 

verbs paicpoGupeco which means to be patient, to be forbearing, and UTropeyoo which 

means to be steadfast. The exhortation to be patient and steadfast dominates these 

verses 5:7-11 - 5:7, 8, 10 and 11 (5:7: MaKpo0upr|oaT€[...] ecSexexou [...] 

paKpoGuptov; 5:8: paKpoGuprpaTe; 5:10: paKpoGupLou;; 5:11: mropeivavTac*

[...]uiTopouT)y). The brothers are urged to await patiently the m p o im a  (5:7-8). The 

example of the steadfastness of the prophets is used in 5:10 (i)TTo6eiYpa[...]rf|t; 

|iaKpo0u|iux<; tout; TTpoifjfiTat;), that of Job in 5:11 (tpy inropoypy ’Icbp). There is a 

clear echo of 1:12 in 5:11a: potKOcpiiopey t o ug inropeiyaymi;-. Elsewhere in the 

body of the letter one may say that the admonition in 1:19 to be slow to anger and 

slow to speak requires a steadfast spirit as does keeping oneself unstained from the 

world (1:27: aoinAov eauxoy r ip e ly  ¿ tto t o o  Koapou). Controlling the tongue 

(xaXiyaycoYcoy) also requires great steadfastness, if one is not to ‘fall’ in a word (3:2: 

ey Xoyco on TnmeL).
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3.6 - Wisdom

The theme of wisdom (oocfna), introduced in 1:5, is clearly an important 

theme for the author. Its absence is a critical one for the addressees, as lacking 

wisdom causes one to be imperfect. The one who is lacking wisdom must ask God for 

it with faith and is assured that God will answer a prayer made with faith. Wisdom is 

presented then as a gift of God, who gives to all generously so that one may be perfect 

and complete, lacking in nothing.

The theme of wisdom returns explicitly in 3:13 where those who are wise 

(oocpoi;) and understanding (etTiarr||i(ov) are called upon to show their ‘works5 in the 

meekness of wisdom (ev TrpauTTyci aotjnai;). A contrast is made in 3:14-17 between 

wisdom from above (oo<jHCt avcoGev) and wisdom that is earthly (eTuyeLOc;), natural 

OJ/uXiK'n) and devilish (6aipoviCiS6r|£;). The latter involves bitter jealousy ((f|A.ov 

TTiKpov) and selfish ambition (epiGeuxv kv xr\ KapSux), boasting (KatocKOcuxao0e) 

and being false to the truth (i|/euSeo0e Kara xf|<; aA/r|0eia<;) - this is the wisdom (3:16) 

that leads to disorder (¿Karaoiaoia) and every vile practice. The wisdom from above, 

on the other hand (3:17), is pure (ayvf)), peaceable (elpr|VLKT|), gentle (eTTLetKr|c;), 

open to reason (eurre tGrjc;), full of mercy and good fruits (pearr) e^eouc; Kai Kapmnv 

ayaGtTn/), and without uncertainty (dSLCCKpLTO<;) or insincerity (avuiroKpLTOQ). The 

wisdom that James speaks of is a wisdom that enables one to be perfect and complete 

(1:4).

3.7 - Prayer

The theme of prayer is introduced in 1:5-8 where the person who is lacking 

in some way is urged to pray to God who gives generously and without recrimination 

(1:5-6). In particular, if anyone lacks wisdom he is urged to pray with faith (ev 

TUGTei) to God who gives generously, and is assured that it will be given to him. But 

he must ask in faith, not doubting anything (pr|5ev SuxKpLVOpevoc;), for the one who 

doubts will not receive anything from the Lord (1:7).

The advice of 1:5-7 is echoed in 4:2-3 (‘You desire and do not have[...]You 

do not have, because you do not ask. You ask and do not receive, because you ask 

wrongly’). The verb ouxeLTGo of 1:5 and 1:6 is echoed in 4:2-3, as the trouble caused 

is ascribed to the fact that the troublemakers ask (odteloGaL) and do not receive (ou 

Aappccvexe) because they ask wrongly or wickedly (KaKcbt; alxeloGe). They pray to
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God with wicked intent or evil motives, namely, to spend it on their desires. The 

■prayer that will be heard is very different. One must submit oneself to God (4:7), draw 

near to him (4:8a) and humble oneself before him (4:10a), and pray with humility 

(4:15). Like the publican in Luke’s parable, the prayer that is heard is the humble 

prayer (cf. Lk. 18:9-14).

The theme of prayer returns explicitly in 5:13-18 where the verbs 

TTpooeuxopccL (5:13, 14, 17, 18) and euxopai (5:16) and the nouns euxT] (5:15), 

Sepaic; (5:16) and TTpooeuxfl (5:17) recur. The person who is suffering is urged to pray 

(5:13a). The person who is ill is urged to call the presbyters of the church who will 

pray over him and anoint him with oil in the name of the lord. The prayer made with 

faith (eux l̂ TrunecoO will heal the person who is ill and the Lord will raise him 

up. The ‘brothers’ are also urged to confess their sins to one another and to pray 

(eu/eoGe) for one another in order that they may be healed (5:16a). In 5:16b the 

author makes a statement on the power of the prayer of the righteous person, a 

statement that is supported by the examples that follow. The sense of the comment is 

that the prayer of supplication of the righteous person can achieve much when it is 

made in faith (tto X u  Lcfxu€l 6er]Oic, S lk o c lo u  evepyoupevri). Johnson renders it, ‘A 

righteous person’s prayer is able to have a strong effect’.85 Whatever the translation, 

the emphasis is on the power of prayer which is illustrated by examples from the 

ministry of Elijah as recounted in 1 Kgs. 18-18 (cf. Sir. 48:3; Lk. 4:25). Elijah’s 

prayer led to a drought (cf. 1 Kgs. 17:10) for three years and six months and a second 

prayer led to the return of the rains (cf. 1 Kgs. 18:44).

3 .8 -t&€U)<; and6it|n>xoc

The adjective xiXeioc, is introduced in 1:4 and is a key term for the letter of 

James. It is also found in 1:17, 1:25 and 3:2 while the verb xeXelxe occurs in 2:8 and 

2:22. The term is first found in 1:4a in the phrase epyov ieA,6L0v which has been 

translated as ‘full effect’ or ‘perfect work’.86 The author has stated in 1:3 that the

85 Johnson, James, p. 325. See also Adamson, James, p. 199: ‘very powerful in its operation’; Mayor, 
James, p. 178: ‘when it is actualized’. Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 204: ‘Viel vermag Fiirbitte 
eines Gerechten, energisch betrieben’; Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 225: ‘Viel vermag ein 
kraftvolles Gebet eines Gerechten’.

86 Dibelius, James, p. 74, argues that the author o f James is saying that the addressees are the perfect 
work themselves who integrate their faith with actions becoming complete people - ‘Only this 
interpretation is justified both by the correspondence between ‘perfect’[...]and ‘perfect w ork’f  ..jand 
by the schema o f  the concatenation; furthermore, it creates no linguistic difficulties’.
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testing of faith leads to endurance and in 1:4a he urges the addressees to allow this 

endurance or steadfastness to produce the ‘perfect work’, to achieve its ‘full effect’ 

(epyov t€A£lov), in other words, so that they may become ‘perfect and complete’ 

(xeX eLO i Kod oXoKAipoi), lacking in nothing. This theme of perfection is a central 

theme in the introduction. The one example of something that may be lacking given 

by the author is wisdom, which is clearly important to him. Its presence is necessary 

for the person to be perfect or mature and complete.87

The term xeXeiog is found, as we have noted above, in 1:17 where the author 

affirms that every good gift or endowment and every perfect gift ( ttccu 5copr||ia 

reA,eiov) is from above, that is, from God. It occurs in 1:25 where it qualifies the law 

(vo|iov reXeLOv). The author is exhorting the addresses to be doers as well as hearers 

of the word (1:22-25). The perfect law here is the law of freedom. The verb is

found in 2:8 in the sense of perform completely in relation to the ‘royal law’ 

according to the scriptures. The verb is also present in 2:22 in relation to Abraham 

and his works, clearly picking up epyov xeXeiou of 1:4. The adjective is found again 

in 3:2 where the author is warning his audience about becoming teachers because of 

the severity of the judgement they will receive (3:1). With its reference to the person, 

it again recalls 1:4 where the adjective relates to the person who allows endurance 

achieve a perfect work in order to be ‘perfect and complete’. All fall in many ways, 

the author writes in 3:2. The person who does not fail in speech is perfect (TeA,eLO<;). 

These are the instances where xekeioc; or xe^eco are to be found in the letter. There 

are also instances through the letter where the term could be understood as applying to 

the man who endures temptation and receives the crown of life (1:12), the person who 

is ‘quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger (1:19b), who receives with meekness 

the implanted word (1:21), who is a doer of the word and not a hearer only (1:22), 

who perseveres in the perfect law of liberty (1:25), who cares for the vulnerable 

(1:27a), who keeps unstained from the world (1:27), who does not show partiality or 

make distinctions (2:1-5) but fulfils the royal law (2:8), whose faith is completed by 

works, as was the faith of Abraham (2:22-23) and Rahab (2:25), whose wisdom

87 Cf. Mayor, James, p. 346, who notes ‘it is not “perfect” in the strict sense o f the term ’ and sees it as 
maturity - ‘Christians who have attained maturity o f character and understanding’. Hartin, A 
Spirituality o f  Perfection, p. 62, sees it as ‘mature’. The term oAxkXTpoc which has been taken to 
mean ‘whole, complete, intact’ is rare, being found only here and 1 Thess. 5:23; M artin, James, p. 
16, takes it to mean a ‘growth in perfection and a reaching o f full m aturity’.
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comes from above (3:17), who does not speak evil of another (4:11), who is patient 

and steadfast (5:7-11), who does not swear (5:12) and who prays faithfully (5:13-18).

The person to whom reA-eioc; cannot be applied in 1:2-l 1 is the person who 

lacks oocf)La (1:4c) and whose prayer is afflicted with doubt - like a wave of the sea 

that is tossed and turned by the wind, a double-minded person (5[t|mX0c;), unstable 

(aKataotatoc;) in all his ways. This person provides a sharp contrast to the one who is 

‘perfect and complete’ and lacking in nothing.

In the body of the letter the double-minded person may be identified with 

those who when tempted gives the excuse that they are ‘tempted by God’ (1:13-15), 

those who are hearers of the word only and not doers, deceiving themselves (cf. 1:22), 

could be said to fit into the category of the double-minded person (cf. 1:22-25); 

likewise the person who thinks he is religious but does not bridle the tongue (1:26) 

and the brothers who discriminate against the poor person in the assembly (cf. 2:1-4, 

8-13). In doing so they are ‘divided within themselves’ (6ieicpi0r|te kv eaurolc;) and 

are judges of evil thoughts ( K p u c d  6iodoY LO |i(2>v Trompcov). The 6 li|/u x o l  or double- 

minded could be also said to include the one whose faith does not express itself in 

deeds (2:14), the one whose tongue blesses the father and curses those made 

according to God’s likeness (3:9), the one who has bitter jealousy and selfish ambition 

in his heart and is false to the truth (3:14), the one whose wisdom is earthly and 

devilish, accompanied by jealousy and selfish ambition and disorder of every kind, 

this in contrast to the one whose wisdom comes from above, is filled with good fruits, 

and is undivided and sincere (3:15-17). The 6iiJ/uxoc; may be identified with the one 

who asks wrongly for what he wants and for the wrong reason (4:3), the one who 

speaks evil against another (4:11), the one who knows what is right to do and fails to 

do it (4:17), sharing greedy and discriminatory characteristics normally associated 

with the rich (5:1-6). It is this double minded man who can be seen to be most 

susceptible to wandering (5:19-20).
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3.9 - The Lowly and the Rich

In 1:9 the author calls on the lowly brother (a6eA4>Oi; o TaTTeivot;) to boast 

(KauxaoQco) in his exaltation (kv rcn The same call is addressed to the rich

person (ttAouoloc;) to boast in his humiliation (ev rf| xaTTeiucioei). The rich man is 

part of the Christian community and is also a care for the author.88

In 1:26-27 the authors defines ‘pure and undefiled religion with God’ in 

terms of assisting‘orphans and widows5 (etTLGKeTrceoOiu op(j)avoix; kou x*nPaC)) that 

is, visiting and assisting those who were the vulnerable and impoverished. In making 

this point the author puts the poor at the heart of a true religion.

The theme of rich and poor is found in 2:1-5 in the context of the liturgical 

assembly. The rich man and the poor man are treated quite differently in the 

assembly. The rich man ‘with gold rings and in fine clothing5 is treated with 

deference and partiality and given a good seat. The poor man ‘in filthy clothing5 is 

treated quite differently. He is given the option of standing or being seated on the 

ground. This is all the more reprehensible since it is the poor (irccoxoui;) that God has 

chosen to be rich in faith (irXoimouc; kv t t i o t c l )  and heirs of the kingdom promised 

to those who love God. The poor, in other words, are the elect of God. The author 

reprimands his audience for dishonouring the poor person (tov irtcoxov). They 

themselves, he reminds them in 2:6, are oppressed by the rich ( t t a o u o l o l )  and dragged 

before the courts by those people who blaspheme the name that is invoked over them.

With a quote from Scripture in 4:6 the author reminds his audience that God 

gives grace to the lowly (xaTreivoc;). He calls on them to humble themselves 

(Ta'FreivioOriTe) before the Lord who, he assures them, will exalt them. Here we have a 

clear echo of 1:9.

In 4:13-15 there is a sharp critique of the rich with the author criticising the 

merchant’s arrogant planning for the future without reference to God (4:13-14). They 

trade and make gain ’(pTTOpeuaopeGa kcu KepSqoopev-) without a care for tomorrow. 

Their description, and the reference to the transience of their lives, that they are like a 

mist that appears for a little while and then vanishes (4:14b), recalls 1:11c where

88 For the rich man as a Christian see Dibelius, James, pp. 85-87; Davids, James, pp. 76-77; Laws, 
James» pp. 62-64; Martin, James, pp. 25-26; Penner, James and Eschatology, pp. 204-10; Hartin, 
James, p. 62. See also Johnson, James, pp. 190-91. Those who view the rich man as being outside 
the Christian community include Mayor, James, pp. 45-46, 189; Ropes, James, pp. 145-146; Hort, 
James, p. 14; Adamson, James, pp. 76-77; Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 74; Hiebert, James, p. 78; 
Frankemolle, ‘Jakobusbriefes’, 241; Wall, Community o f  the Wise, p. 56; Edgar, Has God Not 
Chosen the Poor?, p. 148.
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reference is made to the rich man fading away in the midst of his undertakings (ev 

talc; TTOp̂ LaLc). The attitude of the merchants should be one of submission to the will 

of God (cf. 4:15). Instead they boast in their arrogance (Kocuxaa0e ev rait; 

alaCoveLait;). Such boasting is evil, he tells them (4:16b).

In 5:1-6 the author denounces the rich (oi ttXo u o l o l )  in surprisingly sharp 

tones, addressing them directly. In 5:1 he calls upon them to weep for the miseries 

that are coming. Their riches have become corrupted, their garments, moth eaten, their 

silver and gold, ‘rusted5, he tells them. They have Taid up treasure5 (e0r|oaupLoate) 

for the last days (5:3) which will not avail them. He accuses them of defrauding the 

labourers who have harvested their fields by holding back their wages. The prophets 

Jeremiah (22:13) and Malachi (3:5) condemned those who did not pay day labourers 

on the day (see also Tob. 4:14). Here in James the cries of the reapers are said to have 

reached the ears of the Lord (5:4). The author goes on to accuse the rich of having 

lived luxuriously on the earth (5:5a) and of having overindulged themselves. They 

have, he tells them, oppressed, and killed the righteous one who did not oppose them 

(5:6).

Conclusion

We began this chapter by looking at the function of the epistolary prescript 

of 1:1 in the letter and argued that it should be seen as part and parcel of the letter, and 

in particular as part of the author's introduction. Apart from actually greeting the 

readers or hearers, this epistolary prescript has the function of making the audience 

well-disposed for what is to follow. The author's presentation of himself as a ‘servant5 

or ‘slave5 of God and the Lord Jesus Christ is echoed several times in the letter 

suggesting that the author wishes his readers to adopt a similar attitude. Other themes 

in the prescript such as the ‘twelve tribes’ and the ‘diaspora’ are less evident, although 

there is the possibility that the theme of ‘diaspora5 may be echoed in the the final 

verses of James, in the reference to the one who strays from the truth. The term 

‘diaspora’ as an address may be taken in its normal sense. There are many places to 

which the letter could have been sent. It is not impossible, nor is it difficult, to see it 

as a real address. We will look more closely at this issue of epistolary form and 

epistolary worth in chap. VI.
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The prescript of 1:1 is followed by the unit 1:2-11 which may be divided into 

three smaller units (1:2-4, 5-8, 9-11), held together by catchwords and other links with 

the beatitude of 1:12 marking the beginning of the body of the letter. The repetition of 

testing in 1:12 from 1:2-4 should not be seen as an inclusion, that is, as repetitions that 

delimit units. Given the strong links between 1:12 and 1:13-15, as well as the shift in 

tone and sense of testing in 1:12 the repetition does not signal the conclusion of a 

section. It should be seen instead as an anaphoric-type repetition that marks the 

beginning of a new section.

Finally, in this chapter we looked at the themes of 1:2-11 and found 

significant restatements and occurrences of those themes and associated themes in the 

rest of the letter. The links created between 1:2-11 and the rest of the letter suggest 

that these verses may be seen to have a true introductory role in the letter. In its 

original sense of a paving of the way, the term proemium could be used to describe 

the role of 1:1-11 (1:1, 2-11), since it prepares the audience for what is to come in the 

body of the letter.

Having looked at 1:1-11, our attention now turns to the rest of the letter, 

1:12-5:20. We will attempt to delimit other units in James and look closely at links 

there to see how these individual units fit together into a cohesive and unified whole.



Chapter V

The literary Structure of Jas. 1:12-5:20

Introduction

In the previous chapter it was argued that Jas. 1:2-11 forms a unit, which, 

with 1:1, introduces the body of the letter of James which opens with the beatitude of 

1:12. As we have seen in chap. I, there has been substantial disagreement over the 

years on the extent and literary structure of the body of the letter. This chapter will 

assess how far the opening in 1:12 extends and what other units can be formed from 

the main body, and how they can link together into a cohesive whole. We looked in 

chap, ID at how the various units may be delimited in James, providing some of the 

groundwork for this chapter.

The various opinions on the main body of the letter are indeed striking. A 

great number of studies take 2:1 to begin the letter body. Our study, which takes 1:12 

as the beginning of the main body, though not an uncommon position to take, still 

falls into the category of a minority opinion. As we move through the various units in 

the main body we will consider the positions of other scholars and show the limits of 

such studies, while drawing upon the suggestions of others. It is our hope that an 

attempt to find a logical and structurally sound division of the main body is not as 

difficult as the studies on James in chapter I would suggest. In our chapter on 

methodological considerations in chapter III we looked at possible ways in which the 

text of James can be divided up, looking at the various markers by which units can be 

delimited in James. This chapter aims to look more closely at how these units can be 

delimited in the letter by a variety of literary techniques and other indicators. We will 

also look at how these units may be seen to be held together thematically. Finally, we 

will consider throughout this chapter the various ways these units can be seen to fit
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together into a cohesive whole, so as to show that the letter moves forward from the 

introduction in a logical and structured way.

1. Jas. 1:12-2:26

1.1 -Jas. 1:12-15

As was suggested in the previous chapter, the beatitude of 1:12 opens the 

body of the letter, declaring blessed (MotKapiOi;) the man who has endured temptation 

or trial (uTTopeveL/rreipaopov). Having been tested (SoKipoc) he will ‘receive5 

(¿T|jj\[ieraL) the crown of life promised by God to those who love Him. While there 

are clear links between 1:12 and 1:2-4, it has been argued above that the repetitions in 

1:12 are to be seen not as forming an inclusion but, instead are best seen as forming 

anaphoric-type repetitions, that is, repetitions that mark the beginning of a new 

section. That 1:12 is to be seen as more closely linked to what follows than what has 

gone before is also suggested by the clear verbal links between 1:12 and 1:13, and 

specifically between the noun Treipocopov of 1:12 and the various occurrences of the 

verb TreLpaCopoa in 1:13-14a (Tr€ipa(opevoi;[...]7Teipa(opoa[...]TreLpaCeL [...] 

TieipaCerai) and between Treipaopov of 1:12 and ¿TTeipaoroc of 1:13. The close links 

between 1:12 and 1:13-14 suggest that the term ueLpaapov has an internal dimension 

in 1:12,1 as the verb has in 1:13-14 where the context indicates that the author is 

thinking of ordinary temptations rather than external persecutions. There is a less 

positive attitude towards trial or temptation in 1:12 than in 1:2-4 with the possibility 

of failure implied in 1:12, an attitude that paves the way for the negative attitude 

found in 1:14.2 Thus 1:12 fits better into the context of 1:12-15. In 1:14 the author 

states that each person is tempted (TTeipafeioa) when he is lured and enticed by his 

own desire. The term ‘desire5 (eiuOupiac) from 1:14 is picked up in 1:15 which 

describes the practical result of desire, namely, sin (apapTiav), and sin, when fully- 

grown or completed, brings forth death (Oavaxov). The very last word in 1:15, 

Qavaxov, contrasts with the term Cwf|c of 1:12 and can be seen to form a thematic 

link between the two verses, framing 1:12-15. While the one who endures temptation 

will receive the crown of life ((tope;), the one who succumbs to temptation and desire

1 Cf. Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 85; also Martin, James, p. 41.
2 Cf. Laws, James, pp. 69-70.
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will receive a very different ‘reward’ - Gavaxov (1:15).3 It is clear from the verbal and 

thematic links between these verses that 1:12-15 may be considered a unit.

1.2-Jas. 1:16-18

The beginning of a new unit in 1:16 is signalled by the imperative Mr] 

TTXavaoGe and the repetition of ¿SeXcJjoC pou of 1:2, used in 1:19 in the beginning of a 

new section. A new theme is introduced as the author calls on his beloved brethren 

not to be deceived or led astray (1:16). The reason for the admonition is made clear in 

the following verse where the author asserts that ‘every good endowment and every 

perfect gift’ comes from above, from the ‘Father of lights’, that is, from God. In 1:18 

the author goes on to specify that the father of lights brings the readers forth by his 

own choice or purpose by the ‘word of truth’ (A,oytp aXr|GeL.a£;), that is, by the gospel. 

Contrasting themes, notably ‘deception’ (irAxxvaaGe) in 1:16 and ‘truth’ (aA,r|GeLaf;) in 

1:18, help frame the unit.

Now that we have two units, we may ask what links can be seen between 

them? Scholars view 1:16-18 in a variety of ways, taking it as part of the previous 

section, or as part of what follows, even as the beginning of a new unit.4 The verb 

arroKueco, ‘to bring forth’, which occurs in 1:15 and 1:18, provides a significant link 

between 1:12-15 and 1:16-18. The verb is found in contrasting contexts - in 1:15 

where desire is said to give birth to sin (apaptiav) and in 1:18 where God is said to 

bring us forth by the word of truth (Xoytp alriGeiac;). It is of note that the verb occurs 

towards the conclusion of both units, in 1:15b and 1:18a: 5e apapxux ¿TroteleaGeloa 

aiTOKueL Gavatov[...]poulriGelc aireKurioev ripa<; Aoycp aA.r|Geiac;. Lausberg points 

out examples of such correspondences between the conclusions of units. The term 

used for such correspondences is ‘epiphora’. Such epiphoric-type repetitions could be 

found here. Another possible link is found between 1:17, with its statement that every 

good gift and every perfect endowment comes from God, and 1:12, which mentions 

the crown of life as coming from God also, promised to those who love God.

3 So notes Davids, James, p. 81; Wall, Community o f  the Wise, p. 62; Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the 
Poort, p. 153. Hartin, James, p. 103, takes 1:12-15 as a section, within 1:12-18.

4 Davids, James, p. 86, takes 1:16 to begin a new section, acting as a bridge between 1:12-15 and 
1:17if. Cargai, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 79-82, sees 1:16 as the conclusion of 1:13, seeing a link 
between being deceived in 1:16 and the various temptations in 1:13-15. Sleeper, James, p. 55, takes 
1:12-16 as a sub-section within the unit 1:2-18. Moo, James, p. 72, takes 1:16-18 as a conclusion to 
the argument of 1:13-15.
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1.3-Jas. 1:19-25

That 1:19a marks the beginning of a unit is signalled by the imperative ’Tote 

(of. 1:9, 1:16)5 and by the occurrence of ¿6eA4>oi pou which has already been used to 

mark the beginning of a unit in 1:2 and 1:16 and which will be used again in 2:1, 2:5, 

3:1 and 3:10. Even more telling in the case of 1:19a is the presence of the phrase 

aSeXcfjoi pou ayaTrrycoi which is repeated from 1:16. This anaphoric-type repetition 

marks 1:19a as a new beginning. Some who see the letter as having the rhetorical 

structure of a speech see 1:19 as the beginning of the proposition Although some 

scholars such as Vouga and Martin see 1:19a as forming a conclusion to the opening 

section of the letter (1:2-19a),7 most authors are in agreement with seeing 1:19a as 

beginning a new unit. Pfeiffer and Cladder have argued as much and have been 

followed by many other commentators on James.8 The opening imperative of 1:19a is 

followed by a three-part admonition in 1:19b introduced by another imperative eoxto 

‘let every person be quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger’. In 1:20 the author 

picks up the third part of the triple injunction (ppaSix; eic; opyfjv) and provides the 

reason for the statement (yap), namely, that the anger of man (opyri yap avSpoc) 

does not accomplish or produce the righteousness of God. The exhortation in 1:21 

stands in a causal connection with 1:20 through the introductory Sio (‘wherefore’). 

Because the anger of man does not produce the righteousness of God, the author’s 

readers or hearers are urged to put away or get rid of all ‘filthiness’ (pUTTapiav) and 

‘evil superfluities’ (Trepiooeiai/ KaKtag). While the grammatical connection between 

1:20 and 1:21 is evident, the logical connection between them is by no means as clear. 

The main verb in 1:21 is the imperative &e£ao0e, and with it the writer exhorts his 

addressees to ‘receive’ with meekness or humility (TTpauxr|Xi) the ‘implanted word’ 

(e|i(|)uxov A.oyov) which has the power to save (ocooaL) their souls (1:21b). This

5 The verb "lore may be an indicative or imperative; for the imperative see Mayor, James, pp. 64-65; 
Chaine, Jacques, p. 27; Reike, James, pp. 19-20; Hiebert, James, p. 110; Johnson, James, pp. 198- 
99. For those who view it as indicative see Ropes, James, p. 168; Dibelius, James, pp. 108-09; 
Davids, James, p. 91; Wall, Community o f the Wise, p. 69; Hartin, James, p. 95.

6 Cf. Klein, Jakobus briefes, pp. 39-40; Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 282; Witherington, Letters and 
Homilies p. 436. From a non-rhteorical point of view, the triple admonition, ‘let every person be 
quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger’, was taken by Pfeiffer to provide a key for the structure 
of most o f the letter. In his view the triple admonition set the agenda for the ensuing three sections 
1:21-2:26, 3:1-18 and 4:1-17 (See Pfeiffer, ‘Jacobusbrief, 167-78; the rest o f the letter, in his view, 
is closely linked to chapter 4 [p. 179]).

7 Cf. Vouga, Jacques, p. 20; Martin, James, pp. cii-ciii.
8 On 1:19a as a beginning see Pfeiffer, ‘Der Zusammenhang des Jakobusbriefes’, 167, 172-73; Cladder,

‘Die Anlage’, 52; also Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118; Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 272; 
Witherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 419.
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exhortation is made more specific in the following verse (note the catchword Xoyot; in 

1 ;21 b and 22a). In 1:22 the author introduces his statement with an adversative 

since he is going to make the point that more is required than just receiving the word 

(A.oyo<;). In 1:22b he demands that his audience ‘be’ or ‘become’ ‘doers of the word’ 

(iroiT]tal A,oyou) and not ‘hearers only’ (\xr\ \iovov ¿Kpoaxal), deceiving themselves 

('irotpaA.oyifopevoL ectiruoix;). The author picks up the point of being a hearer of the 

word and not a doer in 1:23 and pursues it with the help of a comparison in 1:23-24. 

Here he compares the one who is a hearer only (and not a doer) to a man who 

observes his natural face - the face he was given - in a mirror. He observes or looks at 

himself, and then goes way and immediately forgets what he is like. The comparison 

in 1:25 provides a contrast (note the adversative 5e) with that of 1:23-24. This time 

the comparison is with the person who is both a hearer and a doer of the word (cf. 

1:23). The person who looks intently into the perfect law of liberty and perseveres - 

he is not a hearer who forgets but a doer who acts. He puts into action what he hears. 

He is the person who will be blessed (potKapioc;). 1:19-25 is thus a well crafted unit 

which flows from 1:19 to 1:25 building upon the author’s arguments concerning the 

doing of the word.

• The sections 1:12-18 and 1:19-25 are linked in a number of ways. The 

recurrence of the term paKCcpioc; in 1:25 recalls its occurrence at the opening of 1:12 

and can be said to form an inclusion (1:12: paKapiOi;; 1:25: paKapioc;). The participle 

TTapocpeimc; (‘persevere’), used of the person who looks intently into the perfect law 

(unlike the man who looks at himself in the mirror) and perseveres, echoes the verb 

{jTTOpevcL of 1:12, both evoking a sense of persevering. The theme of the ‘word’ 

introduced in 1:18 is found throughout 1:19-25, with specific references to the ‘word 

of truth5 in 1:18 (Axiyw ¿A.r|0€Lai;),9 the implanted word in 1:21 (ep4)UT0v Xoyov), the 

doer of the word in 1:22 (ttoutceu A,oyou) and the hearer of the word in 1:23 

(dcKpoaTT|Q Ariyou). The perfect law of 1:25 (uopov xeXeiou) recalls the perfect gift 

(5cnpripai xeXeiov) of 1:17 also.

1.4-1:26-27

The introduction of the theme of religion (GpTpKeia) in 1:26a signals the 

beginning of a new unit, 1:26-27, which is composed of two sentences linked together

9 See Ropes, James, pp. 168-169; Adamson, James, p. 78; Hort, James, pp. 35-36.
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by the occurrence of 0pr|OKÓí; in 1:26 and of OpqoKeuxin 1:27. Links with the 

preceding verses may be seen already in the opening words of 1:26a, E l tiç, which 

recall the opening words of 1:23a, o n  el tlç  (cf. 1:5). The one who thinks himself 

religious but does not bridle or control the tongue of 1:26a may be compared to the 

person who is a hearer but not a doer of the word. The injunction of 1:26a may also be 

seen to echo the injunctions of 1:19b: ‘be slow to speak, slow to anger’. Bridling or 

controlling the tongue may be seen to fulfil the second and third parts of the 

injunction in 1:19, and thus may be seen as an extension of that injunction. The 

reference to deceiving the heart ( ¿ t t c c tg o v  K a p Ô i a v  autou) in 1:26 recalls the 

reference to deception in 1:22 (mxpodoyiÇôpevoi eauxouc;) and the call in 1:16 not to 

be deceived (Mr] TrXauaoOe). Chaîne describes 1:26-27 as an application of the thesis 

enunciated in 1:22 and he entitles it ‘Application practique’.10 The practical nature of 

religion is described in 1:27: ‘visiting widows and orphans and keeping oneself 

unstained from the world’.

Other links between 1:26-27 and the preceding verses include: the practical 

nature of religion in 1:26-27 being an extension of the injunction of 1:22 to be doers 

of the word. 11 We may also note the reference to pure and undefiled religion in 1:27 

(0pr)üKÇLa KaGapà Km ¿píauTOc) offering a contrast to the filthiness and abundance 

of wickedness of 1:21 (pwrapuxv xa! TTepioaeíau KOtKtac;), while the reference to 

the father in 1:27 (Troapi) recalls a similar reference in 1:17 ('rroapóc;).12

From these links it is evident that the unit 1:26-27 is closely linked to what 

precedes in 1:12-25. At the same time though these verses may be seen as preparing 

for what is to come and thus may be seen to have a transitional function.13 The 

practical nature of religion as set out in 1:27, controlling the tongue, visiting widows 

and orphans - the ‘helpless’ and the vulnerable in society - and keeping oneself 

unstained from the world, may be seen as providing a transition to what follows. The 

theme o f controlling the tongue (1:26a: xaAivayGyytÔv yAtÔaoav) is developed 

especially in 3:1-12 but it is echoed also in 4:11-12 in its criticism of slander (Mr) 

KataXaAíTte aAAr|A,tnv). The exhortation to show concern for the vulnerable

10 Chaîne, Jacques, p. 34: ‘une application de le thèse énoncée au v. 22’.
11 Chaîne, Jacques, p. 34.
12 Wuellner, ‘Jakobusbrief, 47, noted a possible inclusion between 1:17 and 1:27 through the word 

'ïïaxpôçand TTccipu
13 Cf. Johnson, James, p. 236: ‘Just as 1:26-27 could be seen as a transitional statement that both 

recapitulated the development in 1:2-25 and looked forward to the argument of 2:14-26’.
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expressed in 1:27 is echoed in 2:1-13 in the injunctions not to discriminate against the 

poor in the assembly (2:1-4) - the poor that God chose to be rich in faith (2:5). Such 

discrimination against the poor and in favour of the rich goes against the ‘royal law’ - 

‘you shall love your neighbour as yourself (’Ayonrrioeii; tov ttAx |OLOv  oou qc; 

oeauróv). The injunctions of 1:27 may also be seen as preparing the argument of 

2:14-26 with its emphasis on the necessity of a faith that is active. Therefore, while 

bringing the unit 1:12-25 to a close, 1:26-27 can be seen to introduce what follows, 

and thus fulfils a transitional function.

1 .5 -Jas. 2:1-13

The opening vocative ’AÓeX(|)oí (ion (‘my brothers’) marks the beginning of 

a new unit in 2:1 (cf. 1:2; 2:14), as does the elaborate reference to Jesus Christ as the 

Lord of ‘glory’ (5ó£nc;), a term that is not found elsewhere in the letter. White has 

pointed to the use of the vocative in the body of non-literary papyrus letters where 

transitions occur.14 Although his examples with á5eA4>ó<; are rather late, the point he 

makes is bome out in the letter of James where ’AÓeXíjjoi marks transitions or new 

beginnings (cf. 1:16, 19a; 2:14; 3:1; 5:7). A new topic, that of showing partiality 

(irpooG)7TO>̂ |ii]jLoaO, is introduced in 2:1, which opens with an imperative 

(pr|...^XeTe)j as m other ‘beginnings’ in the letter of James.15

The author begins by exhorting the addressees not to hold their faith in the 

Lord Jesus Christ with partiality (kv Trpoaco'TToXr|jii|jiaLg), an important topic which 

will run several verses in this section. For the author discrimination is a serious lapse 

on the part of those who believe in Christ. The situation in 2:2-3 he portrays is that of 

two men entering the assembly, a ‘rich man’, a man with gold rings and fine clothing 

and a ‘poor man’ in filthy clothing. A strong contrast is deliberately drawn between 

the two. The author accuses the addressees of taking notice of the one wearing the 

fine clothes, showing him more favour and offering him a seat of honour in the 

assembly. The poor man, on the other hand, is simply told to stand or sit under the 

speaker’s footstool. With a rhetorical question the author points out that in doing this 

they have made ‘distinctions’ (ÓieKpíGiyte) among themselves; they have 

discriminated against the poor man; they have become judges with false standards of

14 White, Form and Function, p. 15.
15 On the problem o f an imperative or indicative see Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 115 n. 1.
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judgement (Kpt/cod SiaXoyiaiiwv TrovrpGov). They are judges with evil intent. This 

notion of unfair distinctions (5L6Kpi0r|Te) in 2:4 clarifies the concept of partiality 

introduced in 2:1.

The imperative ‘hear5 or ‘listen’ (’AKOuoaxe) and the anaphoric-type 

repetitions of ’ASel^oi |iou and irioTig of 2:1 in 2:5 signal the beginning of a new 

section.16 The author calls on his audience to listen to what he has to say, going on to 

develop further the topic of partiality or discrimination and its compatibility with the 

faith of our Lord Jesus Christ. We may note also how the language of the opening of 

2:5 recalls that of opening of the body of the letter (1:12c: v eTrriYYeLAnto t o l <; 

¿YaTrdxHV aut o v ; 2:5c: fjq eTnyYYeiAnrco t o ic  ¿ yocttcoolv autov). The theme of 

judgement and discrimination continues on to 2:8 where we find the beginning of a 

new development in the argument. It is marked by el peviOL. Here the author appeals 

to the law as he addresses his audience directly, telling them that if they really fulfil 

the royal (or supreme) law (vopov.-.paoiliKOv) according to the scripture - ‘you shall 

love your neighbour as yourself (AYOCTTf|oeii; tov  nArioiov oou cbc; oeautou) they 

do well (KOtAxoc; Troieixe*). Returning to the issue of discrimination in 2:9,17 he tells 

his audience that if they discriminate or show partiality (el 5e tt p oo lotto X r|[iT T O iT e), 

they commit sin (ap ap tiav  €pYaiea0e). The author continues to develop his 

argument about the law (yocp), making the point that whoever tries to keep the whole 

law (¿Xov tov  vopov) but stumbles in one thing or in one aspect of it, is guilty in 

respect of all aspects of the law. By way of explanation of this remark (Y<*p- causal) 

the author goes on in 2:11 to argue from the Decalogue, illustrating his point by 

referring to two important laws - adultery and murder, both of which relate to ethical 

conduct and both of which clearly break the law of love. Their inclusion here 

underlines how serious the author is about discrimination. The author notes that 

keeping one commandment but failing in the other will still lead to the brother being 

labelled as a transgressor of the law (TTapapaxr|c; vopou). In effect what the author is 

saying here is that those who discriminate, who show favouritism, are lawbreakers. 

What is needed in this situation is appropriate action: ‘thus you shall speak and thus

16 On the anaphora see above and Lausberg, Handbook o f  Literary Rhetoric, pp. 281-83.
*' Taylor. Text Linguistic, p. 64, sees an inclusion between 2:1 and 2:9 as both deal with partiality but 

notes that an Hnclusio does not have to occur at the exact beginning and termination points of a 
discourse unit’. He thus notes that the verses following 2:9, 10-13, are integral to the argument o f 
2:1-9.
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you shalL act as being about to be judged (peAAovxec; Kptv€O0ai) by the law of 

freedom (Sia vopou €A.eu0epia<;)’. The double ouxax; and two imperatives AtxXeixe 

and ttol6IT €  in 2:12a underline the urgency of this call to action in the light of the 

judgement to come. The author reinforces the call of 2:12 with an additional warning, 

namely, that judgement is without mercy to the one not showing mercy.

The unit 2:1-13 concludes on a positive note with the affirmation that ‘mercy 

triumphs over judgement’ (KaxocKauxaxai eXeoc; Kpiaeux;). The theme of judgement 

found in 2:12-13 (Kpiv€O0ai[...]Kpioic;[...]KpiO€G)<;) and 2:4 (Kpixod) provides a 

framework for the unit while 6i€Kpi0r|xe [...] Kpixai of 2:4 and 

Kpiv€O0(u[...]Kpioi<;[...]Kpio€U)c; of 2:12-13 represent correspondences between two 

conclusions - what may be described as an epiphoric-type correspondence (see 

above).15 But while 2:12-13 brings the unit 2:1-13 to a close, Johnson argues that it 

should also be considered ‘a sort of bridge between parts of James’ argument’, with 

the discussion in 2:14-26 anticipated in 2:12 and 13.19

1.6-Jas. 2:14-26

The anaphoric-type repetition of ¿SeXcjjoi pou of 2:1 in 2:14 signals the 

beginning of a new unit. In addition there is a marked change of tone as the author 

addresses a question to his audience on the theme of faith ( tt toxic;) and works (epya). 

The new unit begins with two rhetorical questions addressed directly to the audience 

and couched in the lively dialogical or argumentative style typical of the diatribe. The 

opening phrase T i xo oc|)€A,oc; which recurs in 2:16 expects a negative answer. In the 

first of the two questions the author asks what gain or profit it is if a person claims to 

have faith but does not have works. In the second he asks, can such a faith save that 

person? (Suvocxai f) tt toxic; ocboai auxov). Here the definite article makes clear that 

he is referring back to 2:14a. The problem raised in 2:14 is clarified in 2:15 in which 

the author gives a concrete example of an inauthentic faith which may depict a real- 

life situation in the church. If a brother or sister - the author is referring to members of 

the community - is poorly clothed and lacking daily sustenance the author asks what 

benefit is it if they are merely offered words of apparent comfort but nothing is done

18 Lausberg, Handbook o f  Literary Rhetoric, pp. 283-84.
19 See Johnson, James, p. 236.
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to meet their needs - what use is it? (T l to ocfjeXoc;).20 A new speaker enters the scene 

in 2:18, the imaginary interlocutor,21 and this gives rise to a new development in the 

argument but one which is also closely linked to what precedes, indicated not least by 

the recurrence o f the terms faith and works ('rriOTic;, epya) and by the introductory 

’AAA’ epei xiq (‘but someone will say’). The author’s sarcastic response in 2:19 to 

the imaginary interlocutor ‘You believe that God is one’ (ai) 'rTiateueii; o n  elc; 

koxiv o Geoc;; Deut. 6:4), ‘You do well’ (KodoK TTOielc), offers a striking contrast 

with the thrust o f Kodak; 'iTOLeite in 2:8 where it is used in relation to the fulfilling of 

the ‘royal law’.22 A question follows in 2:20 (cf. 4:4: ouk OLSate) as the author 

continues to address the interlocutor directly, addressing him here as an ‘empty man’ 

or ‘fool’. As has often been noted, both the type of question (Geteic 5e yvtbvai) and 

the direct address (go avGpGOTie Keve) are common features of the diatribe.23 The 

author is endeavouring to convey to the imaginary interlocutor the error o f his 

position. The interlocutor does not realise that faith without works (epya) is worthless 

(apyf|) and the author is anxious that he would understand or recognise this, by using 

two examples from scripture - Abraham and Rahab. Abraham’s faith in particular was 

‘completed’ (ereA-eLGoGri) by his works in 2:22. The author brings the development to 

a close with a comparison introduced by axjirep yocp - as the body (ocopa) without the 

spirit (xwpU Trveupatoi;) is dead (veKpov) or lifeless, he writes, so also is faith 

without works (xo>pl<; epycov) dead. For the author faith and works must be a living 

breathing unity. Faith cannot remain at the level o f intellectual assent but must 

express itself in action. What Martin describes as a ‘rhetorical proverb’ (2:26) rounds 

off the discussion in 2:14-26 and brings the section to a close.24

The unit 2:14-26 forms a tight knit unit dominated by the theme of faith and 

works. The occurrences of the terms ‘faith’ and ‘works’ in 2:14 and 2:26 form an 

inclusion for 2:14-26, but the two terms are found right throughout the unit (itlotl :̂ 

2:14a, 14b, 17, 18a, 18b, 18c, 20, 22a, 22b, 24, 26; epycov: 2:14, 17, 18a, 18b, 18c,

20, 21, 22a, 22b, 24, 25, 26). The term *s found in 2:18, 20, 26a and 26b.

Another significant term is veKpoc; which is found with faith and works in 2:17 at the

20 Cf. Ropes, James, p. 216; Johnson, James, p. 241; Moo, James, p. 131.
21 C f  Dibelius, James, p. 154; Ropes, James, p. 218; Johnson, James, p. 239.
22 See comment o f Johnson, James, p. 241.
23 C f  Ropes, James, p. 216; Johnson, James, p. 241; Moo, James, p. 131.
24 M artin, James, p. 103.
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end of the first development of 2:14-26, and with pistis and ergon in 2:26, at the end 

of the second development The correspondences between 2:17 (p tacrc Lc;[...]epYa, 

veKpa) and 2:26 (v€Kp6v[...]TrCaTu; /topic; epytov vecpa) are in the nature of 

epiphoric-type correspondences, that is, correspondences between conclusions.

1.7 - The unit Jas. 2:1-26

Just as we saw links between the various smaller units in 1:12-26, some 

scholars wondered what the larger relationship between 2:1-13 and 2:14-26 could be, 

or if indeed there was any links at all. Some scholars were not convinced by such a 

link. According to Dibelius a 'connection between this treatise [2:14-26] and the 

preceding one cannot be established5.25 Others, however, do see a link between the 

two units. Davids, for example, sees 2:13 as a transitional verse - ‘an excellent bridge 

in that it captures and summarizes aspects of what precedes and yet throws thought 

forward into the topic of charity, which the following verses will take up5.26 He 

disagrees with Dibelius5 view that 2:14-26 has no connection with its context and in 

particular with 2:1-13, and he sees the examples of 2:15-16 and 2:22-26 as the 

merciful deeds of charity that 2:13 has already suggested.27 Martin fmds a number of 

links between 2:1-13 and 2:14-26 that are ‘too strong to be overlooked5.28 These are 

the opening address ‘my brothers5 in 2:1 and 2:14, the theme of faith in 2:1 and 2:14, 

the references to ill-clad persons in 2:2 and 15, the theme of faith in 2:5 that is found 

throughout 2:14-26, the phrase Kodcoc; TTOLelie of 2:8 which is also found in 2:19 

(kdc/ goc no Lett;*), and the references to being called in 2:7 and 2:23. Common to both 

sections is ‘the use of diatribe and polemical illustration5 and the same ‘disdain for the 

poor5 29 For Martin these two units form part of the larger unit 1:19b-3:18.30

Tor Johnson 2:1-13 and 2:14-26 clearly form a unit. Indeed of all the parts of 

the letter this one he finds to be the ‘most unified and coherent5.31 He points out 

characteristic features of the Greco-Roman diatribe in 2:1-26 - direct address (2:1, 5, 

14), rhetorical questions (2:4, 5, 7, 14, 20), the use of the hypothetical example (2:2-3,

25 Dibelius, James, p. 149.
26 Davids. James, p. 118.
27 Davids. James, p. 120. Dibelius had rejected the connection between 2:15-16 and 2:13 because he 

sa w 2:13 as an ‘isolated saying’ (James, p. 147).
28 M artin. Jam es, p. 78.
29 M artin, James, pp. 78-79.
30 M artin, James, p. civ.
31 Johnson, James, p. 218.
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15-16), the use of illustrations cited from the Torah (2:8-11, 21-25) and the presence 

of paronomasia (2:4, 13, 20).32 Moreover, in his view, the chapter develops a single 

argument - faith and its deeds.33 Francis also sees 2:1-13 and 2:14-26 as forming a 

unit.34 The repetition of the phrase Kodcoc mneixe of 2:8 in 2:19 (Kodux; TroLelc;*) is a 

significant link between the two units. Also of note is a word link between eTeA,eiGO0r| 

in 2:22 and teA,6Lt€ in 2:8, both of which convey the sense of completion in relation 

to faith and works.The most notable link between the two units, however, is that 

forged by the theme of faith, t u o t u ; being found in 2:1 and 2:5 and on ten occasions 

in 2:14-26. The repetition of the term ttlotl^ of 2:1 (xriv Trior iv) in 2:26b (f) ttlotic;)  

forms an inclusion for the unit 2:1-26.35 Given the evidence above and the clear 

verbal and thematic links between the two units, it is best to see 2:1 -26 as one unit.

1.8 - The unity of Jas. 1:12-2:26

As we moved through 1:12 right down to 2:26 we have already been noticing 

the recurrences of certain words and themes, often building upon one another. It has 

already been noted that 1:12-27 and 2:1-26 should be seen as units within the letter of 

James, and the transitional nature of 1:26-27 has been noted. One can go further, 

though, and maintain that verbal and thematic relationships between 1:12-27 and 2:1- 

26 suggest that 1:12-2:26 should be treated as a unit within the letter.

The term epytov which is found in 1:25 in the phrase oir|Tr)(; epyou , a doer of 

the work, is found in the plural in 2:14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22a, 22b, 24, 25 and 26. The 

verb TroLrirfiQ of 1:25 recurs in 2:8, 12, 13 and 19. The theme of the law which is found 

in 1:25 (vopov reXeiov) is found also in 2:8 (vopov), 2:9 (vopov), 2:10 (vopov) and 

2:12 (w5|iou tA-euOepiac). The term Gavcrrov (1:15) is echoed in 2:17 (veK pa) and 

2:26 (veicpa) where faith without works is declared to be dead. The theme of salvation 

present in the form of attaining the crown of life in 1:12 (xov arefyavov tf|C icof|c;) 

and in the reference to the implanted word which can save souls (tov epc|)i)TOv Xoyov 

tov 6uud|ievov ochoai tote i|mxocc; upebv) of 1:21 finds an echo in the question put to

32 Johnson, James, p. 218.
33 Johnson, James, p. 219; see also his comments on p. 246.
34 See Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118.
35 See the comments in Popkes, Der Brief des Jakobus, p. 153.
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the interlocutor in 2:14: can that faith save you? (fir] Suvonm r\ ttlotk; ocboai 

autov).36

2. Jas. 3:1-4:12

2 .1 -Jas. 3:1-12

The author begins a new section in 3:1 signalled by the recurrence of the 

vocative a5eA4>o[ pou (cf. 1:2; 2:1; 2:14), the imperative Mr][...]Yi,vea0e (cf. 1:16: 

Mr] irAnmaGe) and the change in theme from faith in the previous section to the 

power of the tongue. The beginning of a new section is also indicated by the 

anaphoric-type repetition of the verb AxxpPavto of 1:12 (Ax|pi|reT(u) in 3:1b 

(A,rjpi);6p€0a). Similar repetitions have been noted earlier in the letter (MajcapLOt; in 

1:12 and 1:25; aSeAxpOL pou in 1:16 and 1:19). The phrase a5eAx()0i pou forms an 

inclusion for the unit, occurring as it does in 3:1 (aSeAxjxn pou) and 3:12 (¿&eAx|>OL 

pou). This would indicate, as we suggested previously, that 1:12-2:26 forms a unit 

distinct from 3:1 onwards. The anaphoric-type repetition in 3:1 from 1:12 would lend 

some weight to this argument and given the change in both theme and verb, one could 

argue that the author of James intended us to read it as such - the beginning of a new 

section of thought. Interestingly, as we will see soon, both sections can be seen to 

refer to a type of ‘gift5 on account of whether one is perfect or not. In 1:12 the gift for 

being perfect, via 1:2-4, is the crown of life, while in 3:1-2, the one who is not perfect 

will receive a more harsher ‘gift5 - strict judgement. One may also note a return of the 

term avr]p in 3:2 from 1:12, the only two occurences of the term used in a postive 

sense, the man who is blessed in 1:12 and the man who is perfect in 3:2. Previous to 

this the term avfip was used in a negative sense (1:20, 23; 2:2).

Various views have been expressed on how far the section which begins in 

3:1 extends. Dibelius took 3:1-12 to form a unit on its own, unconnected with 2:14-26 

or 3:13-18.37 Popkes takes 3:1-12 in a similar vein, but saw a new section beginning 

in 3:13 and extending to 5:6.38 Ropes took the section beginning in 3:1 to extend to 

3:18,39 as does McCartney.40 While Martin sees 3:1-12 as linked to what has preceded

36 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 94, sees a link between 2:26 and 1:21.
37 Dibelius. Janies, p. 181 f.
38 Popkes, Der Brief des Jakobus, pp. 215, 238.
39 Ropes. James, p. 226.
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it, he also sees it as linked to 3:13-18 and as part of 1:19b-3:18 which he takes to form 

a unit41 In much the same vein Hiebert takes 3:1-12 to form part of the unit 1:19- 

3:18.42 Edgar sees 3:1-12 in rhetorical terms as part of the proof of the letter (2:1- 

3:12) 43 Others who have emphasised the links between 3:1-12 and what has gone 

before include Cladder who took 2:1-3:12, the first part of his central section, to form 

a unit centred on the dangers of the tongue and its hindrance to doing the word and 

works of God.44 In his Introduction to the New Testament, Comely preferred to see 

3:1 as beginning a new section and put 3:1-4:12 forward as the second major part of 

the letter of James.45 Others who have taken 3:1-4:12 to form a unit include Davids, 

Moo, Tsuji, Hartin, O Fearghail, Cargal, Blomberg and Kamell.46 Francis, however, 

sees the section that begins in 3:1 as extending to 5:6.47 Let us look more closely at 

3:1-12 and the following units.

The unit 3:1-12, which Moo presents as developing in four stages (3:1-2, 3-6, 

7-8, 9-12),48 opens with a warning to the brothers that not many of them should 

become teachers (Mri noAAol SiSaoKcdoL yiveoGe). The author justifies his warning 

in 3:2 (yap) with the statement that all stumble or fall in many ways, and includes 

himself among those who stumble or fall (note the change from the 2nd to the 1st 

person). He goes on to give a specific example relating to speech: Tf anyone does not 

err/stumble in speech' (el tic  ev Aoycp ou 'nroaei), he writes, ‘he is a perfect man 

able to control the whole body' (TeXeioc avrip bvvaxoQ xaA.Lvaya)yf|aoa Kai oXov 

t o  ocopo:).

A series of comparisons and contrasts can be seen to lead to the second stage 

of the development of 3:1-12 which highlights the extraordinary power of the tongue 

which has influence far beyond its size. The noun ya/Uvouc; of 3:3a picks up the verb

40 McCartney, James, p. 176.
41 Martin, James, p. cii. The unit ‘expounds Christian experience in a two-part way: a practicing o f the 

word and a call to resistance’.
42 Hiebert, James, p. 107.
43 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, pp. 160-161. Edgar takes 1:19-27 to introduce themes which 

are found throughout 2:1-3:18 (p. 158). He sees 1:19-3:18 as framed by two positive admonitions in 
1:21 and 3:13 relating to conduct in harmony with G od’s standards with the phrase kv TTpaüxr|tL 
(1:21; 3:13) forming an inclusio for the unit. See also Baasland, ‘Literarische Form, Them atik’, p. 
3656, who takes 2:1-3:10a as a confirmatio.

44 Cladder, ‘Die A nlage’, 57.
45 Comely, Introductionis, p. 589.
46 Cf. Comely, Introductionis, p. 589; Davids, James, p. 135; Moo, James, p. 143; Tsuji, Glaube, p. 79; 

Hartin, James, p. 181; Ö Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 83; Blomberg and Kamell, James, p. 151.
47 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 118.
48 Moo, James, p. 148.
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XaA,tvayu>yf|aoa of 3:2 while oajpa of 3:2 is repeated in 3:3. The tongue is compared 

successively to the bit that is put into the mouth of the horse to control him (3:3), to 

the small rudder that steers the large ship (3:4) and to the spark that causes a forest 

fire (3:5). The author contrasts the great ships driven by rough and powerful winds 

and the tiny rudder which is capable of controlling them in such rough winds and can 

steer them wherever the will of the pilot wishes 49 This example is elaborated upon in 

a negative statement - the small tongue is a fire which can destroy large things.50 The 

author is emphasising the dangerous, destructive nature of the tongue - it represents an 

unrighteous world, it defiles the whole body (cf. 1:27: o lo t i iX o v ) ,  it inflames 

everything with which it comes into contact, and is itself set on fire by Gehenna. It is 

a restless evil (olkolxoloxolxov  Kaicov), he adds, full of deadly poison. The use of the 

term ockclxocoxccxoq recalls its use in the introduction to James (1:8) where it is 

associated with the double-minded person (6ii|iuxoc dbcataaTonroc;).51 The author 

concludes this section on the tongue with two illustrations, again, a set of contrasts, 

couched in the form of questions expecting a negative answer. He asks: can a spring 

or fountain of water gush forth from the same opening sweet and bitter water? The 

second rhetorical question is again addressed to the brethren with aSeA4>OL pou 

repeated: is it possible that a fig tree can produce olives or vine figs? The expected 

answer to both is of course no. This statement brings to a close this closely knit unit 

focussed on the power and capacity for evil of the tongue.52

2.2 -Jas. 3:13-18

A rhetorical question in 3:13a introduced by Tit;, typical of the diatribe (Tit; 

oot|)6(; Kai ematfyicov kv up.iv), and focusing on the person who is wise and 

understanding, initiates a new section. The interrogative Tit; and the reference to the 

wise (oocjjot;) may refer back to the 6i8aoKaXoi of 3:1, including them here,53 but the 

reference to those who understand suggests that the audience is much broader than

50 As Moo. James, p. 148, comments, ‘not only does the tiny tongue - like the bit and the rudder - 
possess pow er all out of proportion to its size; it also has the potential to bring disaster - like the 
spark in a dry forest’. See also Ropes, James, p. 231, cites parallels from Plutarch and Philo; see also 
Johnson, James, p. 258; Moo, James, p. 154.

51 Martin, James, p. 117.
52 Johnson, James, p. 263.
53 Cf. Adamson, James, p. 151; Martin, James, p. 188; M cCartney, James, p. 198. Ropes, James, p. 

244, takes sophos as a technical name for teachers.
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that. In 3:13b the author calls on those he is addressing to show from his good 

conduct (deL&XTco gk xrjf; Kodfic avaaxpo^qi;) the works or deeds (xa epya) he has 

done in the humility or meekness that stems from wisdom (ev Trpauxr|xi ootjuac;).54 

In referring here to practical wisdom, the author is recalling 2:14-26 and his emphasis 

there on faith that is operative. Here.the point he is making is that true wisdom should 

be demonstrated by good conduct, works done in the humility that comes from 

wisdom. What follows in 3:14 is in strong contrast to what has gone before (Se) in 

3:13. Here the tone changes and a warning is sounded against the person who 

harbours bitter envy (Cf|A.ov TTLKpov) and selfish ambition (epL0€Lav) in his heart (ev 

xfl KapSia). Such a person should not boast or brag about it (|iT) KaTOCKauxcto0e) for 

this is a lie against the truth (t|/euSeo0e Korea xqc aAq0€Lac;)- The person who boasts 

about having wisdom and at the same time harbours bitter envy and selfish ambition 

lies against the truth. This contrasts strongly with the behaviour of the meek person of 

3:13. Continuing in a negative tone, the author, referring back to the previous verse, 

asserts that this is not the wisdom that comes from above ( o u k  g o t l u  auxq q ao(J)La 

avco0ev Kaxep^opevq), that is, from God, but is rather an earthly (eniyeioc), 

unspiritual (i|/uxiKq), demonic (SaLpouuoSqc;) wisdom.55 The presence of jealousy 

and selfish ambition means the presence of disorder and every manner of foul 

wickedness. The consequence (yap) of jealousy or envy ((q^ot;) and selfish ambition 

(epi0eia) is instability or disorder - aKaxaoxaoia - a term that echoes the phrase 

5n|ruxoc;, ¿Kaiaaxaxoc; kv iTaaau; xau; o6ou; auxou of 1:8 - the double-minded 

person unstable in all his ways. It also recalls the disorderly nature of the tongue in 

the previous section (3:6). In contrast to the negative aspects of earthly wisdom the 

author posits in 3:17 the characteristics of the wisdom that comes from above (f) Se 

a vu)0ev ooc|)ia). It is very different from the wisdom he has just described. This 

wisdom is pure (ayvq), peaceable (elpqvLKq), gentle (eTneLKqc;), obedient (ei)TT€i0r|Q), 

full of mercy and good fruits (peatT] eA,eou<; Kai KapTitnv aya0cov), impartial or 

undivided (aSuxKpLtoc) and sincere or without hypocrisy (avuiTOKpLtoc;). The unit 

closes with the declaration in 3:18, closely linked to 3:17, that the fruit or harvest that 

is righteousness is sown in peace (ev elpr|v^) by those who make peace (tolc; 

tto lo u o iv  elpf|ur|v). This general statement brings the unit 3:13-18 to a close.

54 Cf. Martin, James, p. 129.
55 Other ‘dem onic’ references in James are in Jas. 3:6 (Gehenna) and 4:7 (flee the devil).
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As we can see, 3:13-18 introduces new themes and topics to be discussed by 

the author. Scholars have wondered if any links could be forged between this unit and 

3:1-12. Quite a few scholars see 3:13 as beginning a new unit with no links to the 

previous unit. Dibelius sees no link between 3:13-18 and 3:1-12 except for what he 

sees as an ‘uncertain' link between niKpov (‘bitter') in 3:11 and 3:14.56 Although 

noticing a number of links between 3:1-12 and 3:13-18 Johnson prefers to take 3:13 

as the beginning of a new unit, unconnected with 3:1-12, since he sees it has having 

much more in common with what follows in 4:1-10.57 Sleeper notes a possible link 

between those who are ‘wise' in 3:13 and ‘teachers' in 3:1, but takes 3:13 to begin a 

new unit which has little relation with the previous unit 3:1-12 and which concludes 

in 4:12.58

Others, however, have argued for a close relationship between 3:1-12 and 

3:13-18. Spitta, for example, highlighted the link between aotfjoc; K al €7Ttotr|pcov of 

3:13 and 6l5(xok(xA,ol of 3:1.59 Ropes, persuaded by the teacher/sage relationship in 

3:1 and 3:13, took 3:1-12 and 3:13-18 to form a unit which he entitled ‘On the 

teacher's calling'.60 Cantinat comments that without any grammatical transition the 

author juxtaposes to the theme of the control of the tongue (3:1-12) that of wisdom 

(3:13-18), introduced in 1:5-8.61 Adamson sees 3:2-12 and 3:13-28 as closely linked, 

with the author warning ‘sincere teachers' of the dangers of the tongue in 3:2-12, 

while endeavouring to awaken insincere teachers to a proper sense of their vocation in 

3:13-18.62 Davids takes 3:1-18 to form a unit with 3:1-12 and 3:13-18 both focussing 

on the teacher.63 Arguing from a rhetorical point of view Vouga takes the unit 3:1-18 

to form the final part of the section l:19b-3:18.64 Cargal also takes 3:1-18 to form a 

unit, noting various links between 3:1 and 3:14 and 16 and between 3:2 and 3:13 and 

17.65 Wall takes the unit 3:1-18 to develop the admonition ‘be slow to speak’ of 1:19 

and argues that tests of the tongue of teachers in 3:1-12 ‘guide the congregation to

56 Dibelius, James, p. 207.
57 Johnson, James, pp. 268-69. See also Hartin, James, p. 181, who follows Johnson.
58 Sleeper, James, p. 97
59 Cf. F. Spitta, Erklärung des Jakobus-Briefes, p. 104; Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, pp. 168-169; 

Ropes, James, pp. 226-27.
60 Ropes, James, p. 226.
61 Cantinat, Jacques, p. 185.
62 Adamson, James, p. 149.
53 Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief pp. 168-69; Davids, James, p. 149.
64 Vouga, Jacques, p. 20; he takes 3:1-13 to form a unit (pp. 93-103).
65 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 140.
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chaos (3:15-16) or peace (3:18)’ in the rest of the unit.66 Witherington follows Wall in 

seeing 3:1-18 developing the admonition to be slow to speak from 1:19.67 He also 

sees a link between teacher and sage in both sections,68

It would seem more likely that the author intends us to view 3:13-18 as part 

of 3:1-12. Various links between 3:13-18 and 3:1-12 have already been noted above 

and need not be repeated here. In lieu of those links one can also point to the use of 

the adjectives tRKpov in 3:14 and 3:11, the contrasting uses of peatf] in 3:17 (peorf| 

eA-eoix;) and 3:8 (p-eotr) lou 0avarr|(t)6poi)); the echoing of peyaAoc au^el of 3:5 in 

KamKaux&oGe of 3:14, both referring to boasting in a context that is negative. The 

term aKataoTaoia of 3:16 with its sense of disorder or instability recalls the term 

aKatdcorauov of 3:8 which is used in relation to the tongue. The contrasts are also of 

note - the fruit of righteousness mentioned in 3:18 (icapnot; 6k SiKoaoauvric;) 

contrasts with the world of unrighteousness in 3:6 (o Koapoc; t f\Q ocSiklocc;) and the 

obedient wisdom referred to in 3:17 (ewT6L0f|i;) contrasts with the untameable tongue 

of 3:8 (tt|v 5e yXcnooau ouSeic, 6apaaai Swaroa av0pci).

2 .3 -Jas. 4:1-10

The introduction of a new theme in 4:1 (TroXepoi and pa/a i) and the direct 

question Ilo0ev[... ]ev upiv (cf. 3:13a) indicates the beginning of a new unit, as is 

noted by the vast majority of commentaries and translations of the letter.69 Laws, for 

example, regards this as the beginning of a new section of the letter,70 and while 

McCartney sees the subject matter of 4:1-12 as flowing ‘naturally from the material of 

James 3', he takes it to stand on its own as a unit in the letter.71 The question of 

whether all or part of 4:1-10/12 should be taken with 3:1-18 or not will be left for the 

moment as we examine first 4:1-10 and then 4:11-12.

The direct, incisive question of 4:1a, literally, ‘whence the wars and whence 

the battles among you?', sounds harsh and especially so since it comes directly after
72the statement on the making of peace in the previous verse. In 4:1b the author 

answers the question of 4:1a with another rhetorical question - do they not come from

66 W all, Community o f  the Wise, p. 160.
67 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 439.
68 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 482.
69 See, for example, Hort, James, p. 87.
70 Laws, James, p. 160.
71 M cCartney, James, p. 205; for him it forms the third discourse in the letter.
72 Johnson, James, p. 275, remarks that the question follows directly from the statement in 3:18.
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‘pleasures (t)Sovcov) waging war among your members?5 In 4:1a he had used the 

phrase kv here he uses the phrase kv xolt; |ieA,eaiv upcbv. This suggests that

the reference in 4:1b is to internal conflicts, conflicts that are not unknown to those 

mentioned earlier in the letter (1:12-15; cf. 1:6-8) and those whom the author will 

address as the 6li(jux,oi of 4:8.73 In 4:2c the addressees are told: ‘You do not have 

because you do not ask5 (uk Sia to [ir\ alTeioGoa upca;). In making this

statement the author recalls 1:5 and the injunction to pray for the wisdom that is 

lacking. Prayer is clearly important. And he goes on to clarify in 4:3a what is wrong 

with their prayer - namely asking God for the wrong reasons or in the wrong spirit, 

namely, to spend it on their pleasures. For this reason their prayers will not be 

answered The phrase kv talc; riSovalq i)(icov of 4:3c recalls 6v tolt; (ieA,eoiv i)|itov 

of 4:1b, forming an inclusion and rounding off the unit 4:1-3, as has been observed,74 

a unit that focuses on the evil effects on the community of passions or desires.

The cry ‘adulteresses5 (|ioixa/U6ec;) in 4:4a marks the beginning of a new 

unit.75 The address, with its pejorative connotations, strongly contrasts with the 

address aSeX4>oi |iou which has been used in 3:1 and 3:10. As is well-recognised, 4:4- 

6 forms a unit which is closely linked to 4:1-3.76 They contain words of rebuke for 

those whose conduct has just been deprecated in 4:1-3. The author follows up his 

initial cry of 4:4a with a question introduced by o u k  oiSaxe o n , which Davids sees 

as a typical reference to paraenesisP They know, the author suggests, that friendship 

with the world (c|HAia t o u  Koopou) is enmity of God (e%0pa Geou). And he goes 

on to point out in 4:4b that the two are mutually exclusive. The person who becomes a 

friend of the world is an enemy of God. The argument continues in 4:5-6 with another 

question introduced by r\ SoKelte o i l  (4:5a) which parallels the question o u k  oiSate 

o n  of 4:4a and which links the verse to 4:4. The author is affirming in another way 

here what he has said in 4:4. He asks rhetorically if his addressees think that scripture 

says in vain what he then goes on to quote. The apparent quotation from scripture, 

npot; cj)06vov eTTLTToGei t o  irvev\xa o K aT cp K io eu  kv f)|TLv, which may be an

73 Cf. Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 167; Hort, James, p. 89, comments: ‘The outer strife is only a
product o f an inner strife’, cf. Chaîne, Jacques, p. 96; Cantinat, Jacques, p. 195.

74 Davids, James, p. 160.
75 Cf. Davids, James, p. 160; Martin, James, p. 148; Klein, Jakobusbriefes, p. 111.
76 See, for example, Klein, Jakobusbriefes, p. 112, who notes: ‘setzt neu an, bleibt aber beim Them a’;

also Moo, James, p. 186; Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 169.
77 Cf. Davids, James, p. 161.
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allusion to a biblical text or a quotation from some unknown source, has been 

interpreted in various ways.78 The sense that fits the context here suggests that one 

should understand God as the subject of the verb kocto  w cl£g j, and t o  T rv e u p a  as the 

subject of the verb eiuiTO0ei with eirnroOei and IIpoc; c()06vov to be understood in a 

negative way. This gives the sense ‘the spirit which he [God] caused to dwell in us 

yearns jealously/enviously’ (IIpoc 4>0ovoy €TTltto0 6 l t o  u v e u p a  o KaTcptCLoev e v  

There may be an allusion to Gen. 2:7 (cf. Gen. 6:31 LXX; Wis. 12:1) here. 

Taken in this way 4:5 links up better with 4:4 and recalls 4:1-3 in which the author 

speaks of the decidedly negative aspects of human desires and their consequences. 

The author goes on to reassure his audience (note Se adversative) that he (God) gives 

greater grace; for this reason, he adds, citing from Prov. 3:34 LXX ( '0  0eoc 

i)Trepr|it)avoL£; avTiTaooercu, TaireLvoic; diSamv xapiv), God opposes the proud 

but gives grace to the humble. God’s grace overcomes the envious proclivities of the 

human spirit. He opposes the proud or haughty ones, but gives grace to lowly, humble 

ones.

A series of aorist imperatives follow in 4:7-10, providing practical 

exhortation, drawing out the consequences (ow) of what has been said, not just in the 

quotation from Prov. 3:34 but also of the previous paraenesis.79 The verb o c v t lo t t |T €  

in 4:7b recalls avxixaooexai of the quotation in 4:6. How one submits to God is set 

out in the subsequent exhortations. Resisting the devil is the first step towards 

submitting oneself to God. Such resistance will cause the devil to flee (avTi.arr|T€ 5e 

too  6 iapoX q>  Kod (f ieu ^ eT a i ¿(f)’ upwv). By way of contrast, the author advises his 

audience in 4:8 to ‘draw near to God’ (eyyioaT€ tc o  0eto), assuring them of God’s 

reciprocal action (kocl eyyiet u |T lv ) . Addressing them in 4:8b as sinners ( a p a p T c o l o i )  

and double-minded persons (Sii^uxoi,), he calls on them to cleanse their hands and 

purify their hearts, that is, to repent and reform their conduct.80 The author completes 

the series of exhortations with an exhortation in 4:10a to be humble before the Lord 

(T aneL vcnO riT e evcnriov K u p io u )  who will exalt them (Kod uijicooeL u p ac ;)-  The verb

78 Some scholars taking the quote as meaning ‘God yearns jealously over the spirit which he has made 
to dwell in us’ (NRSV); see Hort, James, pp. 93-94; Dibelius, James, p. 224; Ropes, James, pp. 261, 
264-65; Davids, James, p. 164; Martin, James, p. 145. See Laws, James, pp. 177-78; Adamson, 
James, pp. 171-73; Johnson, James, pp. 280-82.

79 Cf. Davids, James, p. 165; Martin, James, p. 152.
80 Dibelius, James, p. 27.
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T(XTreiV(jO0r|Te in 4:10 recalls *caiT€LVOi<; of 4:6, providing a further link between 4:7- 

10 and 4:1-6.

2.4- Jas. 3:1-18 and 4:1-10

Before looking at 4:11-12 let us look back first to see if any links can be 

forged between 4:1-10 and 3:13-18.81 For Johnson 3:13-4:10 forms a unit which he 

entitles a ‘Call to Conversion’; he sees the ‘sermon’ of 3:13-4:10 as having a coherent 

structure that falls into two parts - 3:13-4:6 which acts as an indictment and 4:7-10 

which is the response.82 He sees the language of response in 4:7-10 as mirroring the 

language of indictment in 3:13-4:6.83 He suggests that the ‘purifying of the heart’ 

(¿yvLaare KapSiai;) in 4:8 corresponds to the selfish ambition and jealousy in the 

heart in 3:14 (CijA.ov TriKpov exeT€ Ka'L €pL0eCav ev rfj Kapbia updov) and the 

purity (ayvr|) of the wisdom from above in 3:17, that the dejection (KorrriijjeLOcv) of 4:9 

matches the arrogance (u ire pr|(f)a vote) of 4:6, while the double-minded persons of 4:8 

(6u|n)XOL) corresponds to the undivided (¿6iaKpLtoc) of 3:17, and the call to humble 

themselves (TocTT6LVCj0r|Te) before God of 4:10 picks up the reference to the lowly 

(xcareivou;) in 4:6.84 Hartin argues that 3:13-4:10 is a unit, and sees it organised along 

the lines of a speech, its purpose being to communicate the topos of envy.85 Moo sees 

3:13-18 and 4:1-3 as closely linked, so much so that he does not see the author 

introducing a new topic in 4:1 but as shifting focus ‘within discussion of the same 

topic’ as in the previous unit 3:13-18.86 He points out that James’s commendation of 

peacemakers in 3:18 flows naturally into the problems the community faces, problems 

that necessitate the need for peacemakers.87 Moo posits a correlation between ‘earthly 

wisdom’ in 3:16 leading to ‘quarrelling’ in 4:1-3. He finds the common thread of 

peace throughout both sections, one section admonishing (3:13-18), the other 

lamenting (4:1-3). According to Moo, envy and selfishness stem from the false

81 Davids, James, p. 149. The contrast between ‘w ars’ (TToXejiOL/tToXepel'ce) in 4:1-2 and ‘peace’ 
(dpTivLicri, eipiivri and elpfjupv) in 3:17-18. One may note the cause of the fights and wars in 4:1 as 
stemming from the disorders in 3:16 which themselves stem from the characteristics o f earthly 
wisdom in 3:14-15. The wisdom from above in 3:17 is set against bitter jealousy and selfish 
ambition, that which is earthly in 3:14-15.

82 Johnson, James, p. 268.
83 Johnson, James, p. 268.
84 Johnson, James, pp. 268-69.
85 Hartin, James, p. 207: 3:13 (propositio), 3:14 (ratio), 3:15-18 (conjirmatio), 4:1-6 (exornatio) and 

4:7-10 (conplexio).
86 M oo, James, p. 179.
87 Moo, James, p. 179.
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wisdom of 3:13-18, envy in 4:2 and selfishness in 4:3.88 Davids sees the contrast 

between the wars of 4:1-2 and the peace in 3:17-18 as significant links between the 

two units which suggest that they are connected.

There are significant links between 3:13-18 and 4:1-10 as seen from the 

views above. Other links that may be noted include the references to jealousy in 3:14 

(Cf|A,ov) and 3:16 ((plot;) which are recalled by the verb CpAoute in 4:2;89 the phrase 

kv tou ; fieXeotv up-cov of 4:1 which recalls kv xoiq \iiXeoiv ripcov of 3:6; the 

references to the world in 4:4 t o u  Koapou) and 3:6 (Koa|iO<; t t \q aSLKtac;);

the verbs fca9i,aTocTaL of 4:4 and KaGLoTaToa of 3:6; Suvcaot; of 3:2 and ou 5uvocoGe 

of 4:2. Finally, a contrast exists between the man who is perfect and who is able to 

control h is  whole body in 3:2 (leXeioq avpp fiuvatot; x ^ L v a y c o Y f io a L  kcc!  oA,ov to  

ocnpa) and the S l i | j u x o l ,  the sinners with unclean hands and hearts in 4:8 (KaOapioate 

Xeipat;, apapiauloi, Kai ayvioaie KapSim;, 6u(iuxoi). In contrast to the control 

which the xeXeioc, aupp has in 3:1-2, the 6li|iuxoi are unable (ou SuvotoGe) to 

receive correctly from God and have no control in 4:2.

2 .5 -Jas. 4:11-12

We come now to 4:11-12 which has been treated in various ways by scholars 

and which deserves to be treated separately here before deciding where it best fits into 

the literary structure we have so far provided. Should it be taken with the preceding 

verses or should it be treated as an independent unit or should it be taken with 

follows?

Ropes who took 4:1-12 to form a unit, viewed 4:11-12 as ‘a sort of 

appendix5, which recalls the issues of 4:1-10 before the author goes on to deal with 

the notion of greed in 4:13-17. In his view the writer 'still has fully in mind the great 

opposition of the world and God’.90 He saw it, therefore, as a transitional unit.

Dibelius took 4:11-12 with 4:7-10 and its string of imperatives, although he 

noted a change in subject matter at 4:11 and a change of tone with the audience earlier 

addressed as ‘sinners’ and ‘double-minded’ but now addressed as ‘brothers and

88 Moo, James, pp. 167-68.
89 The theme o f  ‘jealousy/greed’ between 3:13-18 and chapter four has been noted by scholars such as 

Johnson, James, pp. 268-69.
90 Ropes, fames, p. 273.
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sisters’.91 As one expects from Dibelius he viewed 4:13-17 as an independent section 

with no connection to the previous section.92 He did, however, find a similar mood 

and topic between 4:1-6 and 4:13ff, describing it as a ‘general warning of people with 

a worldly mind with a polemic against a specific instance of this worldly 

disposition’.93

Davids saw 4:11-12 as serving the redactional function of tidying up themes 

from previous sections.94 He took 4:13 to begin a new unit which is not connected to 

4:1-12, although he notes that the ‘flow of thought moves smoothly enough’ between 

both sections.95 O Fearghail takes 4:11-12 as part of the section 3:1-4:12. He sees 

’'Aye vvv of 4:13 as marking the beginning of a new section, signalling, in fact, ‘the 

beginning of the end of the letter’; he notes that the repetition in 5:20 of apaptia of 

4:17 provides an inclusion for this section.96 Moo takes 4:11-12 as part of the 

preceding section, suggesting that it might be seen as a brief ‘reprise’ of the larger 

discussion of sins of speech that opened the section (3:1-12). He sees an inclusio on 

speech as framing the unit 3:1 -4:12.97 He takes 4:13-5:11 to form the following unit.98

A number of scholars take 4:11-12 as an independent unit which does not 

belong to what precedes or what follows. Hartin, for example, takes these two verses 

to form independent unit with the units 3:13-4:10 and 4:13-5:6 on either side.99 He 

does, however, see a relationship between 4:11-12 which addresses the theme of 

speech and 3:1-12 which does likewise, with 4:11-12 taking up the topic from 3:1- 

12.100 Taylor sees 4:11-12 as forming an independent unit, but in spite of this it is 

also, in his view, ‘a summary/transition unit’.101 He finds an inclusio at 2:12-13 and 

4T1-12,102 but it is not clear what implication this has for the structure of the letter. 

He notes that thematically a thread can be seen running between 4:11-12 and the 

preceding and following sections.103 Cargal sees these verses as belonging to two

91 Dibelius, James, p. 228.
92 Dibelius, James, p. 230. See also H. S. Songer, ‘The Literary Character o f  the Book o f  Jam es’, 

Review and Expositor 66 (1969), 130.
93 Dibelius, James, p. 230.
94 Davids, James, pp. 168-69.
95 Davids, James, p. 171.
96 O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 83.
97 Moo, James, p. 197.
98 Moo, James, p. 197.
99 Hartin, James, p. 220.
100 Hartin, James, p. 221.
101 Taylor, Text Linguistic, p. 89.
102 Taylor, Text Linguistic, pp. 64-65.
103 Taylor, Text Linguistic, p. 89.
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sections - 3:1-4:12 and 4:11-5:20, and thus as a transitional unit.104 For Cargal 4:11- 

12 seems to play a ‘dual’ role in his analysis.105

Some scholars take 4:11-12 to open a section which extends to 4:17. Martin - 

takes 4:11-12 with what follows, seeing 4:11-17 as a unit, which is part of a larger 

unit (4:1-5:20). He sees 4:11-12 with its references to slandering and judging as tied 

to 4:13-17 by a common theme - the arrogance of the tongue - which ‘shows itself 

when plans and proposals for future business transactions, involving travel, soujoum, 

and prosperity, are entered into’.106 It is also present in the reference to boasting of 

4:16.107 Martin sees 4:13-17 as an example of the pride that can result from placing
10Soneself over others in 4:11 -12.

Johnson takes 4:11 as the beginning of a new section which extends to 5:6 

but admits that defining the limits and logic of the section is difficult.109 He 

recognizes that 4:10 rounds off the call for conversion that he took to begin in 3:13, 

and that 4:11 ‘takes the form of a negative command’ (using Mr)), which is found at 

the beginning of other sections in the letter (cf. 2:1; 3:1; 5:12).110 The primary reason 

that Johnson gives for taking 4:11-5:6 to form a single unit is that an ‘identifiable 

thematic thread’ runs through it, namely, the author’s attack on the behaviour of the 

‘brothers’ (4:11), ‘those who say’ (5:1) or ‘the rich’ (5:1). The kinds of behaviour he 

condemns are manifestations of arrogance - slandering a neighbour, pretentious 

boasting and living luxuriously on the earth while condemning and murdering the 

innocent - activities that he sees as demonstrating the arrogance of 4:6 that God 

opposes.111

Wall sees 4:11-12 as part of the unit 4:11-5:6 which also contains 4:13-17 

and 5:1-6. The triad of sections returns to the pivotal point of 4:6 which relates to the 

resisting of the arrogant man by God.112 Wall notes three groups of people in this triad 

- the believer who slanders his neighbour (4:11-12), the merchant who pursues wealth 

rather than God (4:13-17), and the rich farmer who exploits the poor (5:1-6). While 

Wall admits that the inclusion of 4:11-12 within this section is problematic, he feels

104 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, pp. 139-40, 141 n. 10.
105 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 141.
106 M artin, James, pp. 159-60.
107 Martin, James, p. 161.
108 M artin, James, p. 165.
109 Johnson, James, p. 291.
110 Johnson, James, p. 292.
111 Johnson, James, p. 291.
112 W all, Community o f  the Wise, p. 211.
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that the option of seeing it as self-standing ‘offends the literary sensibility that James 

is a carefully crafted and unified composition’.113 Wall sees 4:6-10 as framed by an 

inclusio - God gives gracefully to the lowly in 4:6 and the request to be lowly in 4:10 

- and he is of the view that this prevents 4:11-12 from being taken with 4:1-10. He 

sees 4:11-12 as a ‘preface’ which is an integral part of what follows in 4:13-5:6.114

Edgar takes 4:11 to initiate the unit 4:11-5:11 with the more gentle address 

áóeA4>OL indicating a shift to a new section; for him it forms a subsection of 4:1- 

5:20.115 He entitles 4:11-5:11 ‘eschatological warning and encouragement’, and 

breaks the unit into two parts - 4:11-5:6 (consisting of three eschatological grounded 

warnings in 4:11-12; 4; 13-17 and 5:1-6) and a second part, 5:7-11, which contains a 

further three eschatological orientated exhortations, each introduced by the address 

‘brothers’.116 Edgar notes that 4:11-5:11 begins with a warning in the context of 

divine judgement, which ‘hangs over the entire section’ and comes to a climax in 5:1- 

11 - ‘Eschatologically grounded warning and admonition are thus at the heart of this 

whole passage, though in 5:7-11 the eschatological threat is lightened, and the tone is 

more one of encouragement for the addressees’.117 This unit, according to Edgar, 

serves to give ‘a final underlining to the exhortation to the addressees to persevere in 

their commitment to God’ (4.11-12; 5.7-11).118 Opinion, then, is very much divided 

on where 4:11-12 fits into the letter of James. Let us look more closely at these two 

verses.

As we can see from above there is a large and differing opinion as to where 

4:11-12 fits and what its purpose is to the literary structure of the letter. The opening 

imperative Mf| KaxaAtxleXte and the address ¿ÓeAxjiOÍ in 4:11 mark 4:11a out as 

beginning a new unit (cf. 1:16; 2:1; 3:1; 5:1, 7).119 So too does the change of topics 

and language represented by the terms KataAixA.eire, Kpivcov and vópov*, which are 

not found in 4:1-10. The verb KataXaleco can mean ‘to slander’ or ‘to speak evil o f  

(cf. Num. 12:8; 21:5, 7; Job 19:3; Prov. 20:13; Hos. 7:13; Wis. 1:11). Setting oneself 

up as a judge or making personal judgements on one’s brother in Christ clearly has a 

negative sense here, being paralleled to slander. The author begins by exhorting the

113 W all. Community o f the Wise, p. 212.
1,4 W all, Community o f the Wise, p. 212.
115 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 187.
1,6 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 197.
117 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 188.
118 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 208.
119 Cf. Davids, James, p. 168. He sees 4:10 as rounding off the previous section.
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brothers not to slander or speak evil of one another. As Chaîne and Dibelius have 

pointed out, the tone has changed somewhat with àÔeXc|)0L taking the place of 

‘adulteresses’ (4:4: poixodiôeç), ‘sinners’ (4:8: apaptto^oL) and double-minded 

persons (4:8: Ôi.i|ri)XOL), though not greatly.120 The author justifies the prohibition of 

4:11a by stating that the one who slanders or judges his brother, slanders and judges 

the law. The law here is not the Mosaic law in general but the law of love in 

particular, already referred to in 2:8, that of Lev 19:18. In 2:8 the author comments 

that if one judges, one is no longer a doer of the law (cf. 1:22, 1:25). There is only one 

(etc;) lawgiver and judge, he adds, the one who can save and destroy. That lawgiver is 

God. ‘One’ (etc;) is emphasised by its position at the beginning of the sentence. By 

putting oneself up as a judge with respect to the law one usurps God’s role. The 

author concludes this brief unit on a sharp and somewhat sarcastic note - with a 

rhetorical question introduced by oi) ôe tic; ei which is meant to shame those 

presuming to judge others.

2.6 - Jas. 4:11-12 as part of 3:1-4:10

There are indications in the text that 4:11-12 should be taken with 4:1-10 as 

part ofthe section 3:1-4:12. References to speech in 3:1-12 - Àoycp (3:2), yXcoooa 

(3:5, 6, 8) and otopa (3:10) - are echoed in the triple occurrences of the verbs 

KataÀaléo) and Kpivcn in 4:11. Moo speculates that 4:11-12 might be seen as a brief 

‘reprise’ of the larger discussion of the sins of speech in 3:1-12 thus providing an 

inclusio on speech that frames the section 3:1-4:12.121

More significant are the references to the theme of judgement in 3:1 (Kpipa) 

and 4:11-12 (KpLVco). The term Kpipa (judgement) appears just once in the letter in 

3:1 while the verb Kpivco appears four times and the noun KpLtr)<; on two occasions in 

4:11-12. It is the references to judgement in 3:1 and 4:12 that form an inclusion for 

the section 3:1-4:12. It is also of note that ceôeÀcfjot of 3:1 is repeated in 4:11, after a 

lengthy absence from 3:13-4:10. The sharp rhetorical question that concludes 4:11-12 

provides a fitting climactic note on which to end the section 3:1-4:12, which began in 

3:1 dealing with sins of the tongue and concludes in 4:11-12 with a specific example 

of such sins. Thematically the opening unit of 4:1-12, 4:1-3 focuses on the evil effects

120 See the comment o f Chaîne, Jacques, p. 108: ‘le ton qui était sévère...s 'adoucit'; cf. Dibelius, 
James, p. 228.

121 Moo, James, p. 197.
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on the community of passions or desires, passions and desires which were earlier seen 

in 3:13-18 as emanating from earthly wisdom, a wisdom which itself is heavily linked 

with the characteristics of those who are corrupted by the poisonous tongue found in 

3:1-12. What we have here then is a possible development by the author to show that 

a small member (the tongue) can corrupt the whole, just as a small section of the 

community (the Sujruxoi) can corrupt the whole of the community. The message here 

in 3:1-4:12 then seems clear, and which is explicitly spelt out in 4:11-12, small 

members, be they of the body or the community can lead to destruction and 

judgement and sin. By recognising such faults and purifying oneself and leaving off 

being led by the tongue and engaging in slander and judgement, only then can one be 

saved by God.

2.7 - Transitional Role of 4:11-12

While 4:11 -12 concludes the section 3:1-4:12 there are indications that it also 

acts as a transition to the following section.122 It is not dissimilar to the role of the 

transitional verses 1:26-27 which prepare for what follows in Jas. 2. Links between 

4:11-12 and what follows have been noted by Martin who sees 4:11-12 as linked to 

4:13-17 through the theme of the arrogance of the tongue.123 Cargal takes 4:11-12 as 

part of the section 4:11-5:9 which he sees as forming a unit,124 while Wall sees these 

verses as a ‘preface’ to the examples of the corrupting power of wealth found in 4:13- 

5:6.125

There are indications that the verses 4:11 -12 do indeed prepare for what is to 

come. The theme of judgement so prominent in 4:11-12 (6 times) is picked up in 5:1- 

6 in the term KateSLKaaaie of 5:6, which has the sense of ‘condemning’ or 

‘pronouncing judgement’, and in 5:9 with its references to judging (KpL0f|Te), the 

judge (KpiTT)̂ ) and judgement of 5:12 (KploLi/). The phrase TTOLTyiT)̂  vofiou of 4:11 is 

echoed in the phrase Kodov mnelv of 4:17. The exhortation Mr) KaraXodelre 

aAdr)Xts>v, a5el(|)oi of 4:11 prepares the exhortation |if) otevaC€T€, aSeA4)oi, koct’ 

aAdr)/L(ou of 5:9 as it does the injunction against oaths of 5:12. The reference to

122 See above.
123 M artin, James, pp. 159-60; cf. Adamson, James, pp. 175-81; Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the 

Poor?, p. 187.
124 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 171.
125 See also W all, Community o f the Wise, p. 218. Wall saw 4:11-12 as a ‘preface, integral to the two 

more blatant examples o f the corrupting power o f wealth found in 4:13-5:6[...]they supply negative 
examples o f  the very lawlessness o f which 4:11-12 speaks.
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salvation in 4:12 (ooxjoa) is echoed in 5:15 ( o g x j6 l )  and 5:20 (ocooeu). The repetition 

of the verb ocpCco of 4:12 in 5:20 may be seen as an epiphoric-type repetition, that is, 

as indicating the correspondence between the conclusions of 3:1-4:12 and 4:13- 

5:20.126 In addition, the themes of salvation and destruction of 4:12 (adxmi Kod 

airoleaoa*) are echoed in the final exhortation of 5:20 (cioei 4nj%f|v autou 4k 

Gavatou). The unit 4:11-12, then, has all the hallmarks of a transitional unit.

3. Jas. 4:13-5:20

3 .1 -Jas. 4:13-17

The imperative ’'Aye (reinforced by vuv), which occurs here for the first time 

in the letter, introduces a new section and a new topic, as is evident from the 

vocabulary of 4:13 which is also new in the context of the letter. The call to attention 

’'Aye vuv is directed to merchants who ply their trade and make profit. They spend 

‘today’ or ‘tomorrow’ going through certain cities trading and making gain. The 

emphasis in the sentence is on KepSf|00|ie v , the final word in the sentence, the 

making of profit. However, the criticism is not directed at the merchants’ trading or 

making profit but at their arrogant planning for the future without a thought for God 

(cf. Lk. 12:16-21). While those criticised are travelling merchants, they also seem to 

form part of the group to whom the letter is addressed.127 The author describes the 

merchants further in 4:14a - they are of such a kind that they do not know what will 

happen on the morrow ( t o  rfjc; au p L O v ; lit. ‘the course of the morrow’). This is 

followed by what some commentators take to be a question (‘Of what kind is your 

life?’),128 while others take it as a statement dependent on o u k  eTrtoxaaGe.129 While 

the question is perhaps more in keeping with the style of the letter, the conjunction 

y a p  in 4:14b favours dependence on o u k  eTacrcaaGe. ‘You do not know’, he tells 

them, ‘what your life will be like’, and he continues: ‘for you are a whiff of smoke 

that appears for a little while and then disappears’. Life, he reminds them, is 

transitory; it has a fleeting existence. One may recall a similar comment made in

126 Cf. Lausberg, Handbook o f Literary Rhetoric, pp. 283-84.
127 Davids, James, p. 171, takes the term Xeyovxzc, to indicate that the travelling merchants are part o f 

the community rather than outsiders; contra Laws, James, p. 90, who sees them as outsiders (noting 
the lack o f  the term ¿6ek(|>oi).

128 Cf. KJV, RSV, NRSV; Moo, James, p. 203.
129 Cf. Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 190.
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relation to to the wealthy in 1:10-11 - the rich man fading like a flower of the grass in 

the burning heat. A contrast is offered in 4:15. Picking up from 4:13, the author sets 

out the proper attitude that the merchants should adopt (aim  too Aiyeiv upac;). 

Instead of concentrating on their trading and profiteering, they should always be 

mindful of and open to the will of God, as they go about their activities.130 In 4:16 the 

author again picks up the thought of 4:13 (vuv 5e), reinforcing the point he made in 

4:13-14. As it is or as the situation really stands, they boast (KauxaoGe) in their 

arrogance (ev zaiQ aXa^ovelaic). Their arrogance is the reason for their boasting. 

They are being criticised for their self-confident presumption, their arrogance. All 

such presumptuous boasting (Ttaoa KauxTjOLC toiaurri), that is, boasting that comes 

from arrogant self-belief, is evil (Troi/Tpa). It is the spiritual attitude of the merchants 

that is criticised here by the author of the letter.

In 4:17 the author brings the argument of 4:13-16 to a conclusion. It is not 

clear how this conclusion concerning sins of omission follows from what has gone 

before in 4:13-16 but the presence of ouv suggests that it is intended as a concluding 

remark. The verb Troteco also links it to what has gone before (cf. 4:13, 4:15). The 

statement ‘anyone who knows the right thing to do and does not do it commits a sin’ 

may be a qualification introduced in light of 4:15c (‘we shall do this or that’). 

Whatever its origin, it brings 4:13-17 to a close.

3.2 - Jas. 5:1-6

The vAye vw  of 4:13 is repeated in 5:1a. This repetition is an anaphoric- 

type repetition which marks the beginning of a new unit as well as maintaining the 

sharp tone of 4:13, though it is more harsh in 5:1-6. There is also a shift in topic. The 

rich ( t tA o u o lo l )  come into the author’s focus once again and the author paints a 

picture of unrelieved bleakness for them. The writer of the letter launches into a tirade 

against the rich that is reminiscent of the prophetic denunciations of the OT (cf. Isa. 

10:10; 13:6; 14:31; Jer. 2:23; Amos 8:3). The author makes use of two verbs, one in 

the imperative (KAreuoate) and the other with an imperative force (oAoAuiovrec), as 

he calls upon the rich to ‘weep and wail’ for the miseries that are coming upon them 

on the day of judgement. Clearly the situation being described is a negative one.

130 The actual phrase ‘if  the Lord wills’ is found in 1 Cor. 4:19 (eav o Kupioc 6eXf|or]) and has parallels 
in Acts 18:21 and 1 Cor. 16:7 but it is most likely o f Hellenistic provenance, being common in Greek 
and also in a Latin version in Latin writers.
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Continuing in harsh tones, the author highlights in 5:2-3a the short-lived, worthless 

nature of the riches of the wealthy with a series of verbs in the perfect, and images 

that reinforce one another - wealth of various kinds corrupted or wasted, garments 

moth eaten, gold and silver 'rusted’ or corroded (intended figuratively here) - all 

underlining the present worthless, ephemeral nature of the riches of the wealthy. The 

term loc picks up the verb KaTLtotai used in 5:3a and advances the author’s 

argument. Not only has their wealth become worthless, their ‘rust’ will provide 

testimony against them; the phrase etc papTupLOV upiv being intended in a negative 

sense. The evidence will weigh against them at the moment of judgement.

The author passes from the image of the rust with its corrosive, devouring 

power to that of fire that consumes and devours ((^ayeim). He concludes with what 

appears to be an ironic131 or semi-ironic comment.132 They have stored up treasures in 

the last days (ev eaxcrrouc; TipepaLc;), a phrase found in Isa. 2:2 and Acts 2:17 and 

which refers to the present eschatological age (cf. 1 Cor. 10:11). The treasures they 

have stored up in these last days are in reality not real treasures but impending 

miseries, wealth that cries out against them, as becomes clear in the verses that 

follow. In 5:4 the author hurls a specific accusation against the rich - the withholding 

of the payment or wages of the workmen or labourers who mowed their lands. The 

effect of the accusation is heightened by the reference to the cries of the reapers 

reaching the ears of the Lord of hosts. The author continues in Jas. 5:5 to berate the 

rich for their extravagant living, condemning them, through a succession of three 

aorists, for their extravagant living, rampant self-indulgence and the fattening of their 

hearts on a day of slaughter. The fmal accusation against the rich is one of gross 

injustice - condemning or given judgement against the righteous one. The second part 

of the accusation, murdering the righteous one who does not resist them, should be 

understood in a metaphorical sense reminiscent of Sir. 34:22, which states that to 

‘take away a neighbour’s living is to murder him; to deprive an employee of his 

wages is to shed blood’. It has been suggested that there is a reference to Jesus or 

James in 5:6,133 but this is difficult to sustain. The reference seems more generic than

131 Cf. Moo, James, p. 162.
132 Cf. Davids, James, p. 177.
133 See comments o f Martin, James, pp. 181-82.
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specific.134 With this prophetic type denunciation the author brings the unit to a close. 

It is a tightly knit unit containing a sustained attack on the rich.

3.3 - Links between Jas. 4:13-17 and 5:1-6

Because of the general similarities in topic between both sections (wealth) and 

the parallel usage of "Aye vuv, quite a number of authors take 4:13-5:6 to form a 

unit,135 or to be part of a larger unit.136 Maynard-Reid reads 4:13-17 and 5:1-5 as 

James ‘attacking the rich from the perspective of two of their functions in the 

economic sphere5 and he argues that both passages should be treated as a unit.137 

Hartin takes 4:13-5:6 as a unit based on the recurrence of the phrase wAye vuv in 4:13 

and 5:1 and on similarities in theme and topic.138 The recurrence of vAye vvv of 4:13 

in 5:1 suggests to Witherington that the subunits 4:13-17 and 5:1-6 are ‘two 

paragraphs, one general and one particular, dealing with the same subject5.139

From a thematic point of view both 4:13-17 and 5:1-6 are related - the 

arrogance that is condemned in 4:16 (aA&foveuui;) is evident also in the conduct of 

the rich in 5:2-3 who store up treasure in the last days (e0r|oaup iaate kv ea^cn;aLt; 

rpepau;). That same uncaring activity of the rich in storing up treasure and ignoring 

their responsibilities (5:4) recalls the irresponsibility of those who seek profit without 

a care for the Lord (cf. 4:13-15).

3.4-Jas. 5:7-11

The tone changes in 5:7 with the imperative of the verb paKpoGupeo), 

meaning ‘be patient5 or ‘be forbearing5. While the presence of ouv indicates that what 

the author is about to say follows on from 5:1-6, the recurrence of a6eAc|)0i suggests 

that this is the beginning of a new unit. The author is addressing the brothers directly, 

and the tone of his address is different from what has gone before. Here he calls on 

the brothers (aSeA.(t)0i) to be patient until the TTapouaiai; tou KUpLOu, that is, in this

134 See Mayor, James, p. 470. Others who take the reference to be more general than specific include 
Johnson, James, p. 305; Moo, James, pp. 218-19; Blomberg and Kamell, James, pp. 224-25.

135 See chapter I above - Hoppe, Francis, Ketter, Reicke, Francis, Davids, Reese, Klein, Taylor, 
W uellner, Sleeper, Thurén.

136 See chapter 1 above - Moo (4:13-5:11); Perkins (4:13-5:12); Com ely (4:13-5:18); Ó Fearghail 
(4:13-5:20).

137 Maynard-Reid, Poverty and Wealth, p. 69.
138 Hartin, James, p. 232.
139 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 505.
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case, the coming of Christ. The theme of the 'rrapouoia of Christ is found elsewhere in 

the NT (cf. 1 Thess. 2:19; 4:15; 5:23; 1 Cor. 15:23; 2 Pet 1:16). This is its first 

mention in the letter of James. The emphasis in the letter of James (5:7, 8) is on being 

patient until the Trapoima. The author heightens the call for patience by introducing 

the example of the farmer waiting for his crops to grow. Having given the example of 

the farmer, the author turns back to the brethren whom he calls upon to have a similar 

attitude to that of the farmer. The repetition of the verb potKpoGupéco in 5:8 highlights 

the insistence of the call to be patient. The author goes on to exhort the brethren to 

strengthen their hearts, literally to ‘establish’ their hearts (cf. 3:14; 4:8), to strengthen 

their resolve. The addressees are called upon not to give way to doubt (cf. 1:6) but to 

be firm in faith because the coming of the Lord is at hand. The two references to 

TrotpouoLtx in 5:7 and 8 underline its importance here. The brethren must take it 

seriously and strengthen their resolve accordingly.

The imperative orevaCete in 5:9 introduces a new development signalled 

also by the repetition of aSeA4>OL. The author calls on the brothers not to complain 

strongly about one another and thereby cause disharmony among the brethren. 

Patience is what is required. This disruptive behaviour could lead to one being judged. 

The author follows this up with a reference to the judge standing before the doors 

( K p upó tcov Gupwv), a reference to the approaching judgement, the mpouoLa 

of the Lord and its imminence. Its nearness or imminence is a reason for not 

complaining strongly against one another. To support his exhortation the author gives 

an example of suffering or hardship (KaKOiraGiac;) and patience (pocKpoGupiag) or 

rather patience in suffering - the prophets who spoke in the name of the Lord. He is 

thinking perhaps of Jeremiah who suffered because of his preaching (cf. Jer. 15:15; 

20:2-3; 37:15; 44:16). Picking up the theme of 1:12, the author declares in 5:11a 

blessed those who endure or persevere (L6ou paKocpiíopev robe; uttoiíélvcxvtocí;). 

What one endures is not specified as in 1:12, but the note is similarly eschatological.

A new element is introduced in 5:11b with the figure of Job. From the 

outcome of the story of Job - he is blessed even more than before - they can see 

(eLÓeté) that the Lord is compassionate and merciful. Job was blessed because of his 

patient endurance - and there is a lesson here for the addressees, if they also show 

patient endurance (cf 1:2-3). The verses 5:7-11 form a unit around the theme of 

endurance/patience - 5:7: MaKpoGupfjoaTe [...] eK0ex^'nu[...] paKpoGuptov; 5:8:
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[iaKpo0i)|ir|oaTe; 5:10: |iaKpo0u|iLac;; 5:11: uTTO|ieLvavtai;* [...] UTTO|iovt)v, while 

KupLOt; is also a notable presence (5:7, 5:8, 5:11) as is the judge in 5:9 (Kpttr]c;).

3.5-Jas. 5:12

It has long been debated how 5:12 fits into the structure of the letter. Various 

suggestions have been put forward for the place of the prohibition of oaths of 5:12 in 

the overall arrangement of the letter. Comely treated it as an independent verse within 

the unit 4:13-5:18.140 Dibelius saw it as an independent unit within 5:7-20, having ‘no 

relationship with what precedes or follows5.141 Chaine, Mussner and Cantinat all saw 

it as an isolated unit, as do Francis, Adamson, Davids, Ruckstuhl, Bauckham, and 

McCartney in more recent treatments of the verse.142 Taylor sees it as a transitional 

verse between 5:7-11 and 5:13-20 in the unit 5:7-20.143

Some authors take 5:12 with 5:7-11 as part of the unit 5:7-12. Von Soden 

printed it as part of 5:7-12 in his edition of the text.144 Michl takes it to conclude the 

section 5:7-12, seeing it as an exhortation to patience and a warning from swearing.145 

For W. R. Baker it is ‘the last in a series of admonitions regarding control of the 

speech’.146 Penner takes the ‘eschatological instruction’ in 5:12 to be linked to 5:7-11 

and argues that 5:13 begins the epistolary close.147 Wall also sees the theme of 

judgement as linking 5:12 and 5:7-11 and sees 5:7-12 as the first concluding 

statement.148 Blomberg and Kamel take 5:1-12 to form a unit.149

A number of authors take 5:12 to begin a new section of the letter that 

extends to 5:20. Mayor, for example, takes it as the ninth and final section of the letter

140 Comely, Introductionis, p. 589.
141 Dibelius, James, p. 248.
142 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 121; Chaine, Jacques, pp. 125-26; Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, pp. 

211-12; Cantinat, Jacques, pp. 241-44; Adamson, James, pp. 189-202; Davids, James, p. 188; 
Ruckstuhl, Jakobusbrief, p. 30; Bauckham, James, p. 92.

143 Taylor, Text Linguistic, p. 120.
144 Von Soden, Die Schriften des neuen Testaments, Vol. 4, p. 623; text available online at 

http://www.csntm.org/printedbook.
145 Michl, D ie Katholischen Briefe, pp. 58-60.
146 W. R. Baker, Personal Speech Ethics in the Epistle o f  James, W issenschaftliche Untersuchungen
. zum Neuen Testament, Series 2, 68 (Tübingen: Mohr, 1995), p. 278.
147 Penner. James and Eschatology, p. 150, views the theme o f  judgem ent as linking 5:12 to 5:7-11 

while the imperatives o f 5:7; 8 and 9 establish a structural link to the imperative o f  5:12. He also 
points to the particle 6e in 5:12 as evidence for the link with 5:11. Penner also points towards the 
unity o f  5:13-20 where the recurrence o f the phrase tu ; kv uplv in 5:13, 14 and 19 provides a 
structural link for this unit (p. 151).

148 Wall, Community o f  the Wise, pp. 259-60.
149 Blomberg and Kamell, James, pp. 214-19.
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(5:12-20), Cellerier, as the third division of the letter,150 Schräge, as the closing 

section.151 Johnson also sees it as concluding the letter,152 as does Sleeper.153

Francis sees 5:12-20 as forming the conclusion of the letter. He found in 

these verses formulae characteristic of letter endings. He focused in particular on the 

phrase lipo Travtcov öe, the prohibition of oaths and the health wish which he saw as 

characteristic of letter endings. Ropes had already found the position of the phrase 

near the end of the letter of James significant.154 A number of other authors have 

followed Francis in his analysis of this section. For Moo, the phrase ‘above all’ in 

5:12 marks the beginning of the epistolary conclusion’. Cargal sees 5:12 as beginning 

the closing of the letter which he sees signalled by the phrase Üpö ttcxvtgov.155 

Burchard takes it as the beginning of the penultimate unit 5:12-18.156

Given the opinions of the scholars above how do we proceed from here? 

Using verbal and thematic links have been helpful in answering questions relating to 

other difficult verses in the letter. If we analyse the text using these methods, rather 

than solely relying on ones related to literary form, as seen above, it may help with the 

issue. There are clear indications in 5:12 that it should be taken with the preceding 

verses. The phrase üpö ttccvtgov öe (‘but above all else5) reads most naturally as 

related to what has gone before (note öe). The address aöe/4>oi fiou in 5:12 links up 

with the triple occurrence of the address aÖeA4)0L in 5:7, 9a and 10a. References to the 

earth and to judgement provide links between 5:12 and 5:7-11, with \va  \xr\ imo 

Kpioiv rreorite of 5:12 echoingIva  pp Kpi0f|te* of 5:9 and xpv y'H1'  ° f  5:12 echoing 

tf|<; yfjc; of 5:7. The phrase üpö iravTcov Öe which introduces the prohibition against 

oaths in 5:12 should be seen as bringing to a close a series of exhortations on patience 

(5:7-8, 10-11) and speech (5:9) in 5:7-11, which are set in an eschatological context 

(5:7, 8, 9). The use of Üpö iravTcov Öe here is not unlike that of 1 Pet. 4:8 where it is 

found in the course of a series of exhortations and has the function of highlighting the 

particular exhortation which it introduces, namely, the exhortation to love one

150 Cellérier. Jaques, p. 181.
151 Schräge, Jakobusbrief, p. 54 (‘Schlußmahnungen’).
152 Johnson, James, p. 325.
153 Cf. Sleeper, James, pp. 136-137; Moo, James, pp. 231-32.
154 Ropes, James, p. 300.
155 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 189.
156 Cf. Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 204.
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another, the third in a series of seven exhortations.157 The exhortations in 1 Peter are 

also set in an eschatological context (‘Living in Awareness of the Endtime').158 It 

could be argued that the phrase IIpo uavTCJv 5e which is often linked to a health 

wish in ancient letters may be seen as related to Jas. 5:16. There are examples of the 

phrase found with a health wish at the conclusion of first century letters (P. Oxy

11.292: 7ipo be 7tdvTtov nyi&veiv oe ei>xo pat dpaoKdvxccx; xa apiaxa 7tpdxxov. 

eppcoao) and P. Oxy 11.294 (7ipo pev 7idvxo)v aeanxon ¿TtipeXon eiv' nyialvpi;. 

£7iiaKC07roi) Apprixponv Kai Acopiarva xov 7iax ¿pa. eppmao). However, the 

situation in James is very different from that of the ancient letters cited here, as has 

been pointed out by O Fearghail. The context in James is not that of a health wish but 

of catechesis relating to a sick person.159 The injunction not to swear (opvnete) is a 

new topic in the letter but is related to the theme of the tongue, especially to the 

exhortations of 3:3-8 (cf. 1:26; 4:11; 5:9a), and as has been suggested above, it is 

closely linked to the exhortations that precede it in 5:7-11.160 The formulation of the 

prohibition in James echoes the more elaborate formulation of Matt. 5:34-37. Both 

highlight the need for truthfulness - ‘Let your ‘yes’ be yes and your ‘no’ be no’ (cf. 

Matt. 5:37). One's word should be absolutely trustworthy, so that one would not fall

157 1 Pet. 4:7-11: T h e  end o f all things (UavTuv Be to  tIXoc) is at hand[...]keep sane and sober for 
your prayers[...]Above all (tTpo nainav) hold unfailing your love for one another[...]Practice 
hospitality ungrudgingly to one another[...]As each has received a gift, employ it for one 
another[...]whoever speaks, as one who utters oracles o f  God; whoever renders service, as one who 
renders it by the strength which God supplies’; Senior, J Peter; Jude and 2 Peter, p. 119, suggests 
that upo TiauTwv o f 4:8 echoes IlavTcov Be to  tcXo<; o f 4:7. See See F. O Fearghail, ‘On the 
Conclusion o f  Jam es’, Proceedings o f the Irish Biblical Association 35 (2012), 81.

158 Cf. Senior, 1 Peter, Jude and 2 Peter, pp. 11, 119-27; Ropes, James, p. 300.
159 O Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 60-61.
160 The swearing o f oaths is frequently mentioned in the OT (cf. Gen. 21:31; 26:28-31; Exod. 22:11-12; 

33:1; Num. 5:19). God is said to swear oaths (cf. Gen. 22:16; Isa. 45:23; 62:8; Jer. 44:26; Amos 4:2; 
8:7). Philo, embarrassed by such anthropomorphisms, explained the swearing o f  oaths away as 
merely a concession to human frailty {Leg. Alleg. HE, 203ff.; De Sacr. §§92-96). False oaths were 
condemned (Exod. 20:7; Lev. 19:12; Zech. 8:17; Wis. 14:29). According to Sir. 23:11, the one who 
swears falsely sins doubly. The prophets (Jer. 5:2; 7:9; Zech. 5:3-4; Mai. 3:5), and Sirach (23:7-9) 
attest to the declining force o f  the oath and to reservations about its use. In the G reek and Roman 
worlds oaths which took the most varied forms were also a prominent feature o f  private and public 
life, but here too there were many concerns about them, particularly about the frivolous abuse o f  the 
oath (cf. Diog. Laert. Lives, VIII, 22; Epictetus, E n c h r XXXIII, 5). According to Josephus the 
Essenes had reservations about the oath. For them one’s word had more force than an oath. But they 
did not avoid all oaths. Members o f the community took an oath on entry (CD XV,5ff. cf. Jos., War 
II, 135-142; Ant. XV, 371; Philo, Quod Omnis Probus §84). The one oath later permitted (unmasking 
a thief) could only be taken in the presence o f judges (CD IX, 9-12; cf. XV, Iff.). See llQ T em ple 
53-54; CD VH:8; XV-XVI; 1 QS V:8; VL27).



under judgement (v a  pr] inro K p io iv  Trear|Te). Both James and Matthew probably 

represent different forms of a saying of Jesus.161

The presence of oaths at the conclusion of letters led Francis and others to 

see the prohibition on oaths in Jas. 5:12 as indicative of a letter ending, and thus, as an 

indication that 5:12 must signal the beginning of a new unit. Such a position is rather 

premature, and indeed, unwarranted. The examples furnished by Exler, however, are 

from official letters many of which are ‘sworn declarations' accompanying official 

statements, with the oath confirming the authenticity of the bond or surety or 

whatever official document was in question.162 The purpose and context of the oath in 

these and in other examples cited by Exler are not comparable to the context of oaths 

in the letter of James. There, one has instruction or catechesis on the taking of 

oaths.163 This evidence, as well as the links highlighted above would suggest that 5:12 

forms not the beginning of a new unit, but rather, the conclusion of the previous 

verses 5:7-11.

3.6 - Links between Jas. 5:1-6 and 5:7-12

Links between 5:7-12 and 5:1-6 have often been noted by scholars, in 

particular, the crucial link formed by the ouv of 5:7a to what precedes it. Ropes, for 

example, notes that the ouv in 5:7 presents the exhortation ‘as a direct corollary from 

the declaration in 5:1-6 that judgement awaits the rich'.164 For Johnson the connective 

ouv in 5:7 continues the attack on the arrogant from 4:11-5:6.165 Penner finds the 

logical flow of thought of 4:6-5:6 concluding in 5:7-12.166 Hartin sees 5:7-11 as 

continuing the eschatological dimension introduced in 5:1-6,167 while Edgar points 

out a number of parallels between 5:1-5 and 5:7-11.168

161 Martin; James, pp. 203-04, and Moo, James, p. 233, suggest that the author is referring only to 
voluntary or unnecessary oaths, the type of oaths condemned by Philo in Decal §92 (cf. Sir. 23 :7f).

162 Cf. Exler, The Form o f the Ancient Greek Letter, pp. 127-32.
163 Cf. Ó Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f  Jam es’, 82-83, particulary 82 n. 46 ; see also ‘Literary 

Structure’, 60-61.
164 Ropes. James, p. 293.
165 Johnson, Jam es, p. 311.
166 Pennei, James and Eschatology, p. 150. Moo, James, p. 221, takes 5:1-11 to form a unit. Blomberg 

and Kamel 1, James, p. 214, take 5:1-12 as a unit, seeing 5:7-12 as a response to the behaviour in 5:1- 
6 and 4:13-17.

167 Hartin, James, p. 247.
168 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 204, points to the fanner in 5:4-5 and the reference to 

harvest in 5:7; the ‘fattening o f  the hearts’ in 5:5, and the ‘strengthening o f  the hearts’ in 5:8; the 
judgem ent o f the Lord o f Hosts in 5:4 and the coming o f the Lord in 5:7-8.



The presence of the particle ow suggests that a strong link is forged between 

5:7 and the eschatological threats of 5:1-6. A similar use of ouv is to be found in the 

closing section of letters in the Antiquities of Josephus, in XII.45-50 [49] and 

XIII. 166-70 [170],169 for example, and elsewhere.170 In a letter of 1 Macc. 1 1 , King 

Demetrius, having listed his grants to the Jews (11:32-36), urges them to make a copy 

of his decree (11:37: vuv ouv ètiLpéleaGe tou TTOifiaai toutcov av tiy p a^ o v ).171 

Apart from the presence of ouv in 5:7a there are also other links between the two 

paragraphs 5:1-6 and 5:7-12. The reference to the last days in 5:3 (èv ko%àxaie; 

rpépcaO  is echoed in the references to the irapouaia in 5:7 and 8 and the judge 

standing before the door (ó Kpiipc; Trpo tw v Gupwv eorrpcev) in 5:9b. Other links 

include the workers (epyattuv) who mowed the fields (xwpag) of 5:4 and the patient 

farmer (yecopyòc) of 5:7b who awaits the coming of the rains; the reference to the rich 

nourishing their hearts (eGpeiJ/are tccq Kap5ia<; upmv) for a day of slaughter in 5:5b 

is contrasted with the advice to the brethren to be patient and strengthen their hearts 

(otripi^aTe rat; KapSuxc; upwv) because the m pouo[a is near in 5:8; the rich living 

on the earth in luxury (etpu(f>r)otn:e err! tpc yijg) of 5:5a contrasts with the farmer 

who patiently awaits the precious fruit of the earth (tòv tLpiov KCtpiròv tfjc; yiy;) of 

5:7.

3 .7 -Jas. 5:13-20

A new section begins in 5:13 with a topic that is very different from that of 

5:12 and with a different tone. Nevertheless, a link with the previous unit is 

established by the opening word of the verse KotKOiTaGeL which recalls the noun 

KocKOTraGeia of 5:10. The reference to the earth producing fruit (f) yf) epkaorrioev

m  In XII,45-50, Ptolemy informs Eleazar that he is to procure a translation o f  the law into Greek for 
his library, following which (XII.49: ouv) he makes a request for scholars to do the work; in 
XIII. 166-70, Jonathan traces the relationship between the Jews and the Spartans, wishes them  well 
(166-69). and (X m .170: ouv) invites them to respond. See O Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion of 
Jam es’ 77.

170 See Jos., Ant. XIV.213-6; Julius Gaius, praetor and consul o f Rome, writing to the magistrates, 
senate, and people o f  the Parians, and responding to a Jewish complaint, recalls his own positive 
attitude towards the Jews; and ‘consequently’ (ouv), he writes, if  they (the Parians) had m ade a 
decree against them, to abolish it [XIV.216]; see also Ant. XIV.244-246 [246]; XIV.306-312 [312]; 
XTV.314-8 [317]). See O Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f  Jam es’, 77.

171 ‘Now, therefore, take care to make a copy o f these th ings’. See also Bent Noack, ‘Jakobus wider die 
Reichen5, Studia Theologica 18 (1964), 10-25, 30; Penner, James and Eschatology, 150-1.
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zbv Kdpjiov avzr\Q) of 5:18 picks up the reference to the fanner awaiting the precious 

fruit of the earth (o yecopyot; ecSexccoa x 14110 v Kapirov xfjt; yfjt;) in 5:7.

The opening verses 5:13a may be interpreted as a question (KaKOTTocGet t l q 

kv upiu) followed by the imperative ‘let him pray’ (TTpooen^aGoo-)-172 Quite a few 

commentators and translations read 5:13a in this way.173 Von Soden printed it as a 

declaration followed by an imperative, as Mussner, for example, takes it.174 Treating it 

as a question means that xu; is taken as an interrogative. Since questions are used 

frequently in the letter (twenty-two in all), some to open new sections, it is likely that
1755:13a should be seen as a question.

The author speaks of hardships and misfortunes in 5:13f. The author may be 

thinking of painful trials or hardships such as those referred to in 2:6-7 or 5:1-6 or he 

may be thinking of the general hardships that one may have to endure for one's faith 

such as the trials or testing referred to in 1:2-3 and 1:12, and which lead to internal 

divisions (1:12-15) and schisms (4:1-3). The author has spoken of patience in 

suffering in 5:10 ([...jxfy; KCtKOTTa0LOt<; kocI xf|c; poacpoGupLOcc;), a topic that recalls 

1:2-3, so perhaps here, too, 1:2-3 is echoed. Whatever the nature of the suffering, the 

member of the community who is suffering is urged to pray (TTpoocuyeoGco-), a theme 

which is found throughout 5:13-18. Prayer here has the power to save if it is done in 

righteousness. The author assures the people he is addressing that the prayer of faith 

(eu/Ti xfjt; TTtaxecoc;), which the elders pray and which accompanies the anointing, 

will ‘save5 (ocoaei) the person who is sick and suffering. The prayer of faith has 

already been mentioned in the introduction to the letter in 1:6. It is the prayer that 

does not doubt or waver but trusts in the Lord. It is such a faith-filled prayer, the 

author states in 5:15a, that will save the sick person. He adds that the Lord will raise 

him up. Picking up the theme of sin from 5:15b the author in 5:16b urges his 

addressees to confess their sins to one another (e^opoloyeloGe ouv aAAf|Xoic; xaq

172 See, for example, Martin, James, p. 205; Allison, Jr., James, p. 740.
173 See Ropes, James, p. 303; Chaîne, Jacques, p. 127; Cantinat, Jacques, p. 244; Martin, James, p. 

205; Adamson, James, p. 196; Davids, James, p. 191; McCartney, James, p. 251; Blomberg and 
Kamell, James, p. 241; as a declaration Dibelius, James, p. 252; Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 217; 
Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 208; Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, p. 667.

174 Mussner, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 217; cf. Dibelius, James, p. 252; Burchard, Der Jakobusbrief, p. 208; 
Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, p. 667.

175 See Davids, James, p. 191, who cites 1 Cor. 7:18, 21 and 27 for a question followed by the 
imperative.
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ocpapxiai;) and to pray for one another (enxeoGe inrep ¿A,A.r|Amv). This is a case of 

mutual confession and mutual prayer - mutual support in other words*

Having stated the principle of faithful prayer, the author goes on to give two 

examples drawn from the cycle of stories about Elijah found in 1 Kgs. 17-2 Kgs. 2 

(cf. Sir. 48:1-11; 4 Ezra 7:19). The two examples underline the power of the prayer of 

Elijah. The example of God responding to the prayer of Elijah, a fragile human being 

like all humans, is important for the addressees. The theme of prayer provides a unity 

for 5:13-18, with verbs and nouns following one another in successive verses - 

Trpooeuxopou (5:13, 14, 17, 18) and euxopai (5:16) and the nouns eu/i] (5:15), 5er|Ou; 

(5:16) and Trpoaeuxti (5:17).176 In addition, one can point to occurrences of the verb 

Trpoo€uxeo0co* in 5:13 and Trpoor|i)$aro in 5:18 as framing the unit.177

3.8 -Jas. 5:19-20

The final exhortation in 5:19 is introduced by ’ASeAxjjoi pou. As elsewhere 

in the letter of James (cf. 1:2, 16, 19; 2:1, 5, 14; 3:1) this phrase marks the beginning 

of a unit. This is particularly the case in 2:1 where ’ASeA,(|)OL pou begins the unit 2:1- 

13. In 5:19, as in 5:12, the address ’ASeAxJioi pou accentuates the final exhortation in 

a series of exhortations. This final exhortation, which is explicitly addressed to the 

community, re-emphasises the solidarity and friendship of the writer with his 

addressees and underlines his sense of equality with them. His lowly and servile 

nature, as expressed in 1:1 (6ouA,oc;), emphasises this equality.

There are various links between 5:19-20 and 5:13-18. The term ¿papxia of 

5:20 recalls the occurrences of ¿papxia in 5:15 (kSu apapxiat; rj TreiTOLr)Kcoc) and 

5:16 (e£opoA,OYela9e ouv aAAf|A.0L<; xolq apapxtag) while the term ooSoei links 5:20 

(ocooei iJjuxo  ̂ ocmov €K Gavaxou) and 5:15 (fj euxp xr\q 'raaxecoc; ocooei xov 

Kapvovxa). The sense of solidarity that is present in 5:16 in the exhortation to confess 

their sins to one another and to pray for one another (euxeoCte uirep aAAf]A,a>v), is 

heightened in 5:19-20 in the exhortation to recover the brother who has strayed from 

the truth.178

176 See 5:13-18 (cf. Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f Jam es’, 83).
177 Cf. Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f Jam es’, 83.
178 Cf. Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f Jam es’, 85.
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That 5:19-20 flows from what has gone before has been pointed out by 

several authors.179 Ropes, for example, had already noted the link between the 

‘general appeal5 of 5:19-20 and the preceding discussion, arguing that it formed ‘a 

fitting conclusion’ for the letter.180 Davids described the final exhortation as flowing 

‘out of the theme of confession and forgiveness of the previous section (5,13-18)’ and 

giving the author ‘purpose in publishing the epistle, i.e. turning or preserving people 

from error’.181 Along with the links mentioned above between 5:19-20 and 5:13.-18, 

Bottini suggests that the figure of Elijah as intercessor and mediator of ‘conversion’ 

provides another link between the two.182

The final exhortation in 5:19-20, introduced by the imperative ylvcookItq, 

picks up the note of solidarity and mutual support that is present in 5:16. The author 

makes the pressing point that whoever turns back (o eiuoipecac;) the brother who has 

strayed from the truth from the way of error, will save his soul from death and cover a 

multitude of sins. The repetition of the verb eTTLOipê oo underlines the pressing nature 

of the author’s appeal for solidarity and fraternity. The background to this reference of 

turning back the sinner ‘from the error of his way’ is probably Ezek. 33: l l .183 What 

exactly does straying or wandering ‘from the truth’ (TTAxcvr|0f| cctto rrjc; aA,r|0eLa(;) 

signify? For Martin, ¿Ar|0€Lac may involve failure to exhibit a practical faith, while 

Johnson suggests that it does not mean ‘theoretical correctness’ but rather the proper 

way of behaving.

What the author means by truth (¿A,r|0eiai;) or straying from the truth 

(irAavr|0f| cxtto tijc; aA.r)0eia<;) in 5:19 is difficult to say but in the light of what is said 

in 5:20 it clearly is a life and death situation (cf. ocooei i|/uxriv[...]0avaTOu). It could 

include apostasy, and there are possible parallels in the NT supporting this view (cf. 1 

Tim. 6:21 and 6:10) but the sense in the letter of James seems much broader. The term 

¿Ar|0€Lac; is found in 1:18, 3:14 and in 5:19. In 1:18 it occurs in the phrase the ‘word 

of truth’ (\oycp ¿A.r|0€Lac;) where the term could refer to the word of creation, if taken 

cosmologically, or gospel, if taken soteriologically.184 Dibelius takes the text there to

179 Cf. G. B. Bottini, ‘Correzione Fraterna e Salvezza in Giacomo 5 ,19-20’, Liber Annus Studi 
Francescani 35 (1985), 134.

180 Ropes, James, p. 313. See also Mussner, Jakobus, p. 233.
181 Davids, James, p. 198.
182 Cf. Bottini, ‘Giacomo 5,19-20’, 135.
183 Mussner, Der Jakohusbrìef, p. 232.
184 Cf. Dibelius, James, pp. 103-04.
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refer to Christians and the term to refer to the gospel.185 Moo also takes it to refer to 

the gospel.186 In 3:14 the author speaks of lying against the truth (i|/eu5eo0e Kara tf|c; 

aXr)0eia<;). In the previous verse he had spoken of one showing from one’s good 

conduct (5€l£(xtg) €K xt\q KaA.f|i; avaatpO(t)f|c) one’s works (ta epya auxou) in the 

meekness of wisdom (ev 7Tpauxr|xi apcjriac;). By contrast if they have bitter envy and 

jealousy in their hearts, he writes, they lie against the truth (aXr|0eLa(;). It has a 

practical sense here. In relation to the sense of ¿lr|0eia(; in 5:19-20 Dibelius suggests 

that what is involved is someone who has in some way apostatised from the ‘truth’, 

meaning ‘from the devout, righteous way of life’.187 Others such as Moo take the truth 

to refer not to ‘Christian doctrine in the narrow sense’ but ‘more broadly to all that is 

involved in the gospel’.188 The meaning of straying from the ‘truth’ is clarified in 5:20 

which speaks of a brother’s recovery from ‘the error of his way’. The term oboe, refers 

to practical conduct and suggests that the term aAx|0eiac; in 5:20 should also be 

understood in a practical sense.189 The context of aAx]0eia in 5:13-20 and in the letter 

as a whole suggests that the sense of aArjOeia here is to be found in the context of the 

letter itself, in the exhortations that run throughout the letter, both positive and 

negative, in its teaching about faith and prayer, in its exhortations about how one 

should treat the poor and the vulnerable, the sick and the erring.190 It should also be 

noted that the final exhortation of 5:19-20 holds out a promise, a promise for those 

who take care of their brothers - the promise of saving souls from death and 

‘covering’ a multitude of sins. It is on this pastoral note of solidarity and fraternity 

with the erring brother that the author prefers to bring the section 4:13-5:20 to a close 

and the letter with it. The final general exhortation may be said to fulfil the function 

of an epilogue, drawing together the many lines of thought of the letter.191

185 Dibelius, James, p. 104.
186 Moo, James, p. 79.
187 Dibelius, James, pp. 257-58.
188 Cf. Moo, James, p. 249; see also Hartin, James, p. 283.
189 See O Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f James’, 90.
190 See O Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f  James’, 90, where those who stray from the ‘tru th ’ are 

described as ‘those whose faith is not steadfast in the face o f trial (1:2-4) whose prayer is not with 
faith (1:6), who attribute their faults to God (1:13-18), or who fail to put into action the law/word of 
God (1:19-27), notably the law o f charity (2:1-13), who do not put their faith into action (2:14-26), or 
do not bridle the tongue (3:1-12), those whose wisdom is not from above (3:13-18), those whose
friendship is with the world instead o f with God (4:1-10); they are those who judge a brother (4:11-
12), those who are not mindful of God (4:13-17), those who are unjust towards the poor (5:1-6); they 
are those who grumble against one another (5:9), those who have not patience (5:7-11), those whose 
word is not their bond (5:12)’.

191 Cf. O Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f James’, 92-93.
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3.9- Jas. 4:13-5:20

The links between 4:13-17 and 5:1-6 and between 5:1-6 and 5:7-12 have 

been noted above. Links between 5:7-12 and 5:13-20 are provided by the recurrence 

of a6eA-(|)ol (5:7, 9, 12, 19) and the phrase KapTOv xrj<; ypc of 5:7 which is recalled in 

5:18 (p Yn[---]™v KapTrov auxiy;). The occurrences of the term apapxia in 5:15, 16 

and 20 recalls its occurrence in 4:17 and in addition provides a possible inclusion for 

the section 4:13-5:20 (4:17: apapxia; 5:20: apapxicov). Moreover, the one who goes 

on his way regardless of God in 4:13 (iropeuaopeOa) is perhaps recalled in the one 

who is brought back from the error of his way in 5:20 (7TA.ocvr|0f)[...]eTTLaxpei(jri [...] 

eTHOXp̂ D«; apapxcoA-ov ex irlavric;). The parallels between the conclusion in 4:12 

and 5:20 have already been noted (gcoCgo in 4:12 and 5:20).

From the point of view of the body of the letter, 1:12-5:20, the theme of 

salvation provides an inclusion. The reference to saving one’s soul from death of 5:20 

(aoxtei auxou ¿K Ootvaxou) recalls the reference to gaining the crown of life

of 1:12 (A.f|pi|jexiXL xov oxkfycLvov xpc; ((ofjt;). The author of the letter of James is 

clearly anxious to convey to his audience that the crown of life can and must be won 

and every member of the community has a role in ensuring all the brethren are in a 

position to claim it. Also of note is the reference to the ‘word of truth’ (1:18), a word 

which can ‘save’ in 1 :2 1 , and which stands in contrast to worldly desires and sins 

which bring death (1:13-15), and the author’s call in 5:19-20 to return from the path 

of deception, to the way of ‘truth’, in order that the brethren be saved from death. Life 

and death, salvation and destruction; these are clearly important concepts to the 

author. These two states stand in opposition to one another, one being the result of 

being perfect (salvation), and the other being the result of being double-minded 

(death). This is spelt out in the introduction (1:1-11). Significantly the opposition 

between exaltation/salvation and destruction/death may be seen to be found at the 

conclusion of each of the sections we have outlined above, namely the conclusion of 

the introduction of 1 :1- 11 , the conclusion of the first major unit of 1:12-2:26, 

specifically the opening and closing lines of the concluding unit 2:14-26; the 

conclusion of the second major unit 3:1-4:12 and the conclusion of the third major 

unit, 4:13-5:20:
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9 KauxaaGco Sg o aSeAxfioc; o TatTGLVOi; kv tlq u\|fei auTou, 10 o Sg 
tXouoloc gv tr\ TaTTGivGooGi amroD, o n  dx; av0o<; xoptou 'irocpeX.euoexaL.
11 avexeiXev yap o pAxoc; obv tco Kauawin Kal 6$;f|pauGv tov x°Pt0V 
Kod to avGoc auTou eEjeitgogv Kal f| GUTTpGTTGia tou 'npoatoTTOi) auTou 
¿ttg&gto* outux; Kal o ttAouoloc; ev tatg iTOpGiau; airrou papavGiiaGxai.

2:14, 26
14 T l to ocjKioc, a5GA4>oi pou, eav ttiotlv Xeyr\ tit; Gxeiv epya 5e pi] 
eXii; PH SuvaTai p Tuani; acnaai amov;

cooTrep yap t o  ocopa x^P 1̂  TTveupaTOc vtKpov g o t l v ,  o u tg x ;  Kai r) 
t tL o tlc ;  x ^ p U  epycov veKpa g o t l v .

4:12
12 elc go tlv  [o] vopo0GTr|c; Kal Kpirr)<; o SuvapGvog acbaai Kal 
¿TToAeoaL* oi) Sg tic, e l o Kpivtov tov  iiA/riaiov;

5:20.
20 f « ' i < ' ( r- " ? *Yivgxjkgtco otl o eTTLOTpei|ja<; apapTcoAov gk TTAavric oSou auTOu 
a<oa€i ilmxpv autou gk Gavaxou Kal KaAui|/6L TTAfiGoi; apapTicov.

Conclusion

After determining that 1:1,2-11 forms the introduction to the letter of James, 

we set out in this chapter to delimit units within 1:12-5:20. Using various indicators of 

delimitation (conjunctions, word links, and so forth) we broke James down into 

several small units and then looked at how these units may be seen to form larger 

units, taking note especially of repetitions in the text such as inclusions, anaphoric- 

type repetitions and epiphoric-type repetitions, changes of theme and vocabulary, and 

other significant indicators. Using these methods we came up with the following 

structure for the letter of James: 1:1,2-11; 1:12-2:26; 3:1-4:12; 4:13-5:20.

This chapter has looked at the literary structure of the body of the letter of 

James, 1:12-5:20, which opens with a beatitude and a challenge in 1:12 and closes 

with a promise and a challenge in 5:19-20. It may be divided into three main units. It 

was argued that 1:12-2:26 should be seen as the first major unit in the body of the 

letter based upon verbal and thematic relationships between its constituent parts, 1 :12- 

27, 2:1-13 and 2:14-26. It was argued that the second major unit of James goes from 

3:1 to 4:12 and that it too is composed of three main sections, 3:1-12, 3:13-18 and 

4:11-12. These sections, which are composed of smaller units, are linked together by

1:9-11
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verbal and thematic relationships. The final unit in this section 4:11-12 has been seen 

as a difficult unit in terms of its function and position but the references to the theme 

of judgement in 3:1 (icpifia) and 4:11-12 (KpiveL, Kpivcov), was taken to form an 

inclusion for the section 3:1-4:12. The repetition of the term a5eA4>oi of 3:1 in 4:11 

was seen to confirm this, along with the references to sins of the tongue in 3:1 -12 and 

4:11-12, and it was suggested that the sharp rhetorical question that concludes 4:11-12 

provides a fitting climactic note on which to end the section 3:1-4:12. The final major 

unit of the letter of James, 4:13-5:20, was seen to be composed of four parts 4:13-17; 

5:1-6; 5:7-12 and 5:13-20. The unity of the whole section is based on a series of 

verbal and thematic links pointed out above.

In the next two chapters we will look at the literary form and thematic unity 

of James, elements which will build upon the work carried out here on the structure of 

the letter. The first of these we will look at is literary form.
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Chapter VI

The Literary Form of James

Introduction

A variety of literary terms have been used to categorise the contents of 

James over the last century and a half The terms letter, epistle, diatribe, sermon, 

homily, paraenesis, protreptic discourse, wisdom writing and ethical scrapbook have 

all been used to describe the literary form or genre of the letter of James.1 The reason 

for this variety of opinion is probably to be found in the fact that elements of various 

literary forms may be identified in the letter. In his commentary on the letter of James, 

Johnson makes the point that the letter ‘partially conforms to several kinds of ancient 

literary genres’, and when one examines it closely, one discovers ‘how much of James 

escapes confinement to any single category’.2 Defining the literary form of James, 

then, is not without its difficulties. In this chapter we will look first at the various 

literary forms put forward for the letter of James, some of which are no longer 

sustainable forms for James anymore. We will look at the reasons why this is and 

offer up our own view on the literary form of James. Close attention will be paid to 

the opening and closing sections of the letter of James. These sections have often been 

seen as keys in unlocking the literary form of James. Finally, the exhortative character 

of the letter has been well studied. We will investigate closely this character of the 

letter, investigating the manner in which these exhortations are presented in James 

and offering up an explanation as to what bearing they might have on the literary form 

of the letter.

1 Johnson, James, pp. 16-23.
2 Johnson. James, p. 17.
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1. The Status Quaestionis of James’ Literary Form

Some of the forms suggested for James have been touched upon in the 

preceding chapters. Let us look now in more detail at various suggestions for the 

forms of James.

1.1 - Diatribe

While Mayor noted some elements of the Hellenistic diatribe in the letter of 

James (cf. 2:18f),3 Ropes appears to have been the first.to classify the letter as a 

diatribe, noting that it recalled ‘the spirit of the Hellenistic diatribes’. This was its 

‘fittest literary classification’, since it helped to explain the letter’s ‘miscellaneous 

contents’ and made ‘more intelligible the structure of the epistle’.4 In James, as in the 

diatribe, he argued, ‘there is a general controlling motive in the discussion, but no 

form and logically disposed structure giving a strict unity to the whole’.5 He found the 

most common characteristic features of the diatribe in Jas. 2:18-19 and 5:13-14 in the 

brief question and answer dialogue.6 Other formulae characteristic of the diatribe 

found in James includes phrases such as ‘Do not be deceived’ (1:16); ‘know this’ 

(1:19) and ‘what use is it?’ (2:14, 16). They also include the use of a negative to 

introduce a conclusion (3:10), 6lo XeyeL with a quotation (4:6), the use of the term 

L5ou (3:4, 5; 5:4, 7, 9, 11), the use of rhetorical questions, the numerous imperatives, 

and the use of vAye vvv in 4:13-5:6.7 In his view, ‘any one of these traits of 

language, style, and mode of thought could be paralleled from other types of 

literature’ but what he found ‘significant and conclusive’ was ‘the combination in 

these few pages of James of so many of the most striking features of a specific literary 

type familiar in the contemporary Hellenistic world’, even if there were differences 

between the letter of James and the Hellenistic diatribe.8

3 See Mayor, James, p. 216.
4 Ropes, James, pp. 3-4; those familiar with the diatribe form ‘would see fitness in a series o f  topics 

which to us seem incongruous, to recognise the naturalness o f transitions which strike us as awkward 
and abrupt, and to detect a latent unity which for us is obscured by the w riter’s habit o f  making no 
introductory announcement o f his successive them es’ (p. 4).

5 Ropes, James, p. 14.
6 Ropes, James, p. 12.
7 Ropes, James, p. 13. He also notes the use o f natural imagery and other metaphors common to Greek 

literature (1:25; 2:15; 3:5-6) and the use o f heroic figures such as Abraham and Rahab.
8 Cf. Ropes, James, p. 15: ‘The most striking difference Ropes found was the greater seriousness and 

restraint o f tone. Nothing in James could entitle it to be described as 07100600.07^ 0101;. The 
characteristic diatribe had more of the laugh, and it was usually a bitterer laugh than would have 
been possible to the high-minded but friendly preacher who here speaks to us. Again, James, as a 
Christian preacher, addresses his readers as ‘brethren’, ‘beloved Brethren’, whereas the Greek
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While some diatribal elements can be found in James, notably in the sections 

found by Ropes, it would be wise not to characterise the entirety of James as a 

diatribe. The diatribe is a literary technique which can be used in a variety of other 

literary forms.9 To state that the author of James followed closely the diatribes of 

classical authors is an overstatement and lends itself only to limiting and damaging 

conclusions regarding its overall structure and unity, as Ropes was quick to wrongly 

identify. Although Dibelius saw some parts of the letter of James as having 

characteristics of a treatise in the style of the diatribe, especially Jas. 2:1-3:12, he 

disagreed with its classification as a diatribe by Ropes.10 W. W. Wessel argued that 

identifying it as a diatribe failed ‘to do justice to the basic Semitic orientation of the 

Epistle',11 In a somewhat similar vein Adamson argued that the letter owed nothing to 

the diatribe, which to him, was an entirely Hellenistic product whereas the letter of 

James was ‘fundamentally and perpetually Semitic and biblical’.12 While Johnson 

found many elements that James shares with noteworthy examples of the diatribe,13 

he found defining diatribe as a genre in itself problematic.14 Not everything in James, 

he argues, fits even the Toose definition of diatribe’ advanced by Ropes, and ‘the 

distinctively ‘diatribal’ features are found primarily with the ‘essays’ of 2:1-5:11, 

rather than evenly throughout the composition’.15

preacher thought o f individuals, addressed them in the singular, and was not bound to them either by 
love or by the bond o f  a common brotherhood’.

9 Hartin, James, p. 12; noting that the Greek diatribe is a ‘stylistic device’ used by the author in his 
arguments; it is not a literary genre, but rather ‘a written style that encompasses a way o f  exhorting 
the hearers/readers’. Hartin cites A. J. Malherbe, Moral Exhortation, A Greco-Roman Sourcebook, 
Library of Early Christianity (Philadelphia, PA: W estm inster Press, 1986), pp. 129, 130-134 (‘a 
diatribe is essentially a popular philosophical treatment o f  an ethical topic and has the practical aim 
o f moving people to action rather than reflection’).

10 Dibelius, James, p. 2 n. 6.
11 W. W. Wessel, ‘An Inquiry into the Origin, Literary Character, Historical and Religious Significance 

o f  the Epistle o f  Jam es’, (unpublished doctoral thesis, University o f  Edinburgh, 1953), p. 74.
12 Adamson. Man and His Message, p. 104. In his view ‘the stylistic similarities between James and the 

diatribes are obvious enough, but like those between the synagogue sermons, they are mainly 
superficial. It is even more obvious that the Epistle as a whole is not a diatribe’. Davids, James, p. 
23, was also critical o f its classification as a diatribe, arguing that it owed its form to the Jewish 
synagogue homily; see also Hiebert, James, p. 41.

13 Johnson, James, pp. 9-10.
14 Johnson, James, p. 17: ‘In its fullest realization’, he writes, ‘the diatribe appears not simply as a 

loose collection o f rhetorical devices, but as a form o f argumentation in which a clear thesis is argued 
with the (Active or real) social setting o f a school’.

15 Johnson, James, pp. 17-18. James, he argues, does not ‘state a clear thesis that is then argued by 
means of antithesis and demonstration’, as happens in Paul’s letter to the Romans - ‘the N T ’s most 
impressive example o f the diatribe’.
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1.2 - Sermon/Homily/Synagogue homily

The homiletic aspects of the letter, its many imperatives, and the often noted 

loosely connected nature of its contents have led to suggestions that the letter of 

James may represent some form of sermon or collection of sermons or a homily. One 

of the possibilities mentioned by Luther was that it may have been composed from 

sermons delivered by James.16 The number of imperatives in the letter (54 in 108 

verses) led A. Julicher to describe it a kind of ‘penitential sermon’ (‘eine Art 

Busspredigt’),17 while A. Hamack called it a ‘homiletic mosaic’ by an unknown
1 ftteacher. J. S. Stevenson suggested that the letter of James should be looked upon as 

‘a collection of little sermonettes, or sermon notes’, given in the synagogue.19 For W. 

W. Wessel the theory that ‘identifies the Epistle with a sermon (especially a 

synagogue sermon), or perhaps excerpts from a number of sermons, accounts best for 

all the facts’, although he favours the theory of ‘excerpts from numbers of synagogue 

sermons’ .20 According to Wessel, James would have been familiar with the form of 

the synagogue sermon since, by the first century AD, the homily was ‘a regular part 

of the synagogue service in both Palestine and the Diaspora’.21 Although much of the 

evidence adduced by Wessel for the form of the ‘synagogue homily’ is later than 70 

AD, Davids argues that comparison with traditions in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Josephus, 

the gospels, and other early material make it likely that the basic features of the 

homily remained constant.22 For him it is as logical to speak of ‘a series of homilies in 

James as to speak of diatribes’.23 Moo suggests that the author of the letter, ‘separated 

from his readers by distance, cannot exhort them in person or at length. So he must

16 Cited from Bachmann, Luther's Works. 35, pp. 396-397.
17 Jiilicher, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, p. 170.
18 See Adamson, Man and His Message, p. 110 n. 47.
19 Cited in Wessel, ‘An Inquiry into the Origin, Literary Character, Historical and Religious 

Significance o f  the Epistle o f Jam es’, p. 79.
20 W. W. Wessel, ‘James, Epistle o f  in The International Standard Bible Encylopedia, ed. by G. W. 

Bromley, Vol. 2 (Grand Rapids, MI, Eerdmans, 1982), 962; he also remarks that ‘I f  the Epistle is in 
reality a collection o f sermonic materials used by James in the synagogue, then the variability o f 
subject matter can be explained by assuming that the material is collected from a number o f sermons, 
on different subjects’ (p. 262).

21 Cf. W essel, ‘James, Epistle o f ,  962. Wessel found in the ‘H aggadah’ as preserved in the homiletic 
and expositional midrashim striking parallels to the literary forms found in the James, including 
dialogue, method o f  address (‘Brethren’), and variability o f  subject matter; cf. W essel, ‘An Inquiry 
into the Origin, Literary Character, Historical and Religious Significance o f  the Epistle o f  Jam es’, 
pp. 78-91, and the authors listed on p. 79 n. 2; H. Thyen, Der stil der jüdisch-hellenistischen Homilie 
, Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments, Vol. 47 (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1955), pp. 14-17; C. F. D. Moule, The Birth o f the New Testament, Blacks 
New Testament Commentaries (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1981), pp. 30 n. 2, 166 n. 2.

22 Davids, James, p. 23, n. 80.
23 Davids, James, p. 23.
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put his preaching in written form, using a letter to cover briefly the main points that 

he wants them to understand5.24

Given the large numbers of exhortations in James it was not uncommon for 

scholars to see traces of the sermon/homily in James. However it is a problematic 

categorisation because of the vagueness of the genre ‘homily5 or ‘sermon5.25

1.3 - Paraenesis

The characterising of the contents of James as paraenesis or paraenetic has a 

long, and often times, complicated history. F. H. Kern, used the term ‘sittlich- 

paranetisch5 in relation to James in his revised commentary on James of 1838, not in 

relation to the letter as a whole but to its main sections.26 Wachob and Popkes studied 

the development of the view of paraenesis as a literary genre in the work of Hartlich, 

Wendland and Vetschera.27

Dibelius, who is now almost synonymous with the term, introduced the 

literary genre of paraenesis into the discussion on the literary form of James. He 

viewed the letter as a paraenetic text, defining it as one ‘which strings together

24 Moo, James, pp. 8-9. W. Barclay, The Letters o f James and Peter, The New Daily Study Bible, 3rd 
edn (Louisville, KN: W estminster John Knox Press, 2003), p. 38, remarked on ‘how closely the 
letter o f James resembles a sermon’, adding that its letter form could be a later development. The 
resemblance to a sermon explains the scarcity o f the references to Jesus and his life ‘for, in one 
single sermon, James could not go through the whole range of orthodoxy and is, in fact, pressing 
moral duty upon men and women, and not talking about theology’. See also W itherington, Letters 
and Homilies, p. 386, for a further characterization o f  James as a sermon.

25 See Aune, Westminster Dictionary, p. 240. In his study o f  2 Clement, Don fried, The Setting o f 
Second Clement in Early Christianity, p. 26, was wary o f  using either the ‘serm on’ or the ‘hom ily’ as 
a designation o f literary genre since he held that virtually nothing is known o f the contours o f the 
‘serm on’ in the first century AD, while he found the designation ‘hom ily’ so ‘vague and so 
am biguous’ that it should be withdrawn until its literary generic legitimacy had been demonstrated. 
M. E. Isaacs, Reading Hebrews and James: A Literary and Theological Commentaiy (Macon, GA: 
Smith and Hewlys Publishing, 2002), p. 15, is also sceptical o f the sermon as a genre since the 
‘evidence we have o f the sermon as a genre mostly dates from the second-century AD onward, and 
even that would seem to indicate that then, as now, it did not necessarily follow a uniform pattern’.

26 See F. H. Kern, Der Character und Ursprung des Briefes Jacobi (Tübingen: Fues, 1838), p. 37 
( ‘sittlich-paränetisch in seinen Haupttheilen’). Johnson, James, p. 18, refers to the 1835 edition.

27 See W achob, Voice o f  Jesus, pp. 36-52, citing P. Hartlich, ‘De exhortationum a Graecis Romanisque 
scriptarum historia et indole’, Leipziger Studien 11 (1889), 207-336; P. Wendland, Anaximenes vom 
Lampsakos: Studien zur ältesten Geshichte der Rhetorik. Festschrift für die XLVHI (Berlin: 
W iedmann, 1905); R. Vetschera, Zur griechischen Paränese (Smichow: R. Vetschera, 1912). 
Hartlich defined protreptic speech as mainly sayings which if  closely connected and arranged would 
form an encouraging address or exhortation. In contrast paraenesis was not pure exhortation, but 
advice by precept. W endland and Vetschera defined paraenesis as a literary genre. On the works of 
Vetschera and Wendland, see also W. Popkes in Paränese und Neues Testament, Stuttgarter 
Bibelstudien 168 (Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1996), pp. 30-31, and in ‘Paraenesis in the New 
Testament: An Exercise in Conceptuality’, in Early Christian Paraenesis in Context, ed. by J. Starr 
and T. Engberg-Pedersen (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2005), pp. 14-15.
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admonitions of general ethical content'.28 He and others based their description of this 

literary form or genre on Ps Isocrates, Ad Demonicum, especially §§3-5, and Seneca, 

Ep. 95. To identify the literary genre of paraenesis Dibelius used the paraenetic 

sections of Paul’s letters, as well as Tob. 4:5-19; 12:6-10, and the Two-Way sections 

of the Didache and Barnabas, listing the following as the most distinctive features of 

the genre: eclecticism, lack of continuity, a catchword connection between the sayings 

which was purely structural, repetition of similar motifs in different places in the text 

and the lack of a single set of circumstances or single audience into which the sayings 

would f it29

Dibelius' view of the letter of James as paraenesis found some support in the 

years that followed. W. Schräge, in his commentary on the letter, described the 

literary form of James as paraenesis (‘Paränese’), its form as a letter being ‘simply 

superficial and fictitious' (‘bloße Einkleidung und Fiktion').30

Dibelius’ work was not without its critics however. L. Perdue criticised 

Dibelius’ definition of paraenesis as flawed and too narrow,31 while Aune rejected 

paraenesis as a viable genre, taking the term paraenesis as referring to ‘content, that 

is, to traditional maxims or precepts of wisdom, especially moral wisdom’. In his 

view, paraenesis could also refer to ‘the process of addressing words of 

encouragement or discouragement about behaviour to a person or persons'.32 Aune 

lists the basic elements of paraenesis as ‘precepts, examples, discussions of

28 See the comments of Wachob, Voice o f  Jesus, p. 42; Popkes, ‘Paraenesis in the New Testament’, p. 
14. Dibelius saw the paraenetic tradition in early Christianity as arising out o f a need to cover all 
areas o f life not covered by the ethical directives of Jesus, adding that the church availed themselves 
o f the praxis o f Diasporan Judaism, which provided the early Christian church with what it was 
lacking - ‘ethical directives for new converts’ (p. 4).

29 See Dibelius, James, pp. 3-11. See discussion in W achob, Voice o f  Jesus, p. 41, and his citation o f 
those who supported the position o f Dibelius.

30 Balz and Schrage, Die Katholischen Briefe, pp. 6-10, esp. p. 6. See also J. B. Polhill, ‘The Life- 
Situation o f the Book o f  James’, Review and Expositor 66 (1969), 372; Songer, ‘The Literary 
Character o f  the Book o f  James’, 382-383; J. Blondel, ‘Theology and Paraenesis in Jam es’, Theology 
Digest 2« (1980), 253.

31 L. Perdue, ‘Paraenesis and the Epistle o f  James’, Zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 
72 (198L), 241 n.2, 247-256. See also L. Perdue, T h e  Social Character o f  Paraenesis and Paraenetic 
Literature5, Semeia 50 (1990), 8-9.

32 D. Aune, The New Testament in its Literary Environment (Philadelphia, PA: W estminster Press, 
1987), p . 91. For J. G. Gammie, ‘Paraenetic Literature’, 48, paraenetic literature is a type o f writing 
that embodies the moral encouragement of a group to continue in the life they have begun or to 
further direct them on another course o f action which the writer sets forth. He describes this 
paraenetic literature (p. 57) as expressing itself through two sub-genres - ‘instructions and 
paraenes.es (moral exhortations)’ - one o f the two main subdivisions o f a larger composite and 
secondary genre - ‘Paraenetic Literature’ (p. 41).
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traditional moral topics (topoi), encouraging reminders of what the readers already 

know and have accomplished, and reasons for recommended behaviour’.33

Johnson concedes that in some respects James fitted ‘within the broad 

category ofparaenesis\ and although there are elements of paraenetic characteristics 

in James, they ‘do not display the same formal arrangement’ that is found in Ad 

Demonicum, a popular example among scholars of paraenesis.34 Johnson makes the 

point that since some of the characteristics of paraenesis are found in the diatribes, 

both paraenetic and diatribal characteristics in James reinforce the perception of it as 

‘exhortatory literature’; neither, however, does so comprehensively encompass James 

‘as to allow judgements as to what James must or must not be on the basis of those 

classifications’.35

Edgar rejects the classification of the letter of James as paraenesis. For one 

thing it does not meet the criteria which according to Dibelius are characteristic of 

paraenetic literature, and for another, paraenesis is ‘too vague to function effectively 

as a definite genre’.36 Wachob was also critical of those who continue to see 

paraenesis as a genre. He follows what he describes as the ‘established and 

predominant view among the ancients’ that paraenesis is ‘more correctly understood 

not as a literary genre but as a mode of persuasion or argument, a method of 

education’.37 In his recent article on paraenesis in the NT, Popkes criticises the view 

of paraenesis put forward by Dibelius and others which he describes as ‘a series of 

disconnected exhortations, composed and used eclectically like a treasure-box (Ad. 

Dem. 44)’; for them the main unifying element was the uniform group of 

addressees.38 He argues that paraenesis does not denote a literary genre,39 as does T.

33 Aune, The New Testament in its Literary Environment, p. 96.
34 Johnson, James, p. 19. Elements o f  paraenesis which he sees in James are ‘the assumption that the ■ 

readers should already know the exhortations here being delivered (1:3; 19; 2:5-7; 4:4; 5:20), the use 
throughout, but most notably in chapter one, o f exhortations/maxims concerned with attitude and 
behaviour, the combined themes o f  memory and the mirror in 1:22-25, and the presentation of 
models for imitation (2:21-25; 5:10-11; 5:17-18)’ (p. 20).

35 Johnson, James, p. 20.
36 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 17; it could, at best, he writes ‘serve to describe the 

function o f  certain texts, that is, as ‘general exhortations o f an ethical or practical nature’. ’ (p. 17).
37 Wachob, Voice o f Jesus, p. 52; cf. p. 46, n. 28. For a similar view o f  paraenesis see G. A. Kennedy, 

New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism, pp. 145-146.
38 Popkes, ‘Paraenesis in the New Testament’, p. 14. The text from Isocrates, Ad. Dem. runs as 

follows: ‘Do not be surprised that many things which I have said do not apply to you at your present 
age. For I also have not overlooked this fact, but I have deliberately chosen to employ this one 
treatise, not only to convey to you advice for your life now, but also to leave with you precepts for 
the years to come; for you will then readily perceive the application o f  my precepts, but you will not 
easily find a man who will give you friendly counsel. In order, therefore, that you may not seek the 
rest from another source, but that you may draw from this as from a treasure-house, I thought that I
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Engberg-Pedersen for whom paraenesis is ‘not a type of text, even less a literary 

genre’, but ‘a practice’, the activity of giving injunctions to act in a certain way.40

1.4 - A Protreptic Discourse

In his commentary on the letter of James, Ropes mentioned as a possible 

source for the literary character of the letter, the ‘Protrepticus’ or ‘paraenetic tract’, 

which he described as £a form of hortatory writing’ and which he distinguished from 

the ‘more ethical and less political’ paraenesis 41 E. Baasland described the letter of 

James as ‘a protreptic wisdom speech written in the form of a letter for the purpose of 

a lecture or lesson’.42 The speech originated ‘in diatribe instruction, possibly in an 

academy, and was published in order to be read aloud in the assembly of the 

community’ ,43

Johnson also sees James as a protreptic discourse.44 He argues that insofar as 

James advocates a form of behaviour that is consistent with the norms of a community 

defined in terms of being ‘heirs of the kingdom’, or in terms of ‘faith’ (2:5), or in 

terms of ‘friendship with God’ (2:23; 4:4), or in terms of ‘the noble name invoked 

upon you’ (2:7), its moral teaching is defined in terms of a certain specific ‘profession 

of life’. And insofar as its admonitions and warnings ‘are fitted to this profession’, 

and ‘delivered with a passion appropriate to a call to conversion’, the letter of James 

can legitimately be called, in his view, ‘a protreptic discourse in the form of a letter’.45

ought not to omit any of the counsels which I have to give you’. (Translation from G. Norlin, 
Isocrates with an English Translation in three volumes [Cambridge, MS: Harvard University Press, 
1980]).

39 Popkes, ‘Paraenesis in the New Testament’, p. 15.
40 T. Engberg-Pedersen, ‘The Concept o f Paraenesis’, in Early Christian Paraenesis in Context, ed. by 

J. Starr and T. Engberg-Pedersen (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2005), p. 53. He distinguishes between 
‘injunction’ and ‘com mand’, the injunction being weaker than the order or command and leaving 
something up to the people enjoined (pp. 52-53).

41 Ropes, James, p. 18, mentioning also that the earliest examples o f paraenesis were provided by 
Isocrates.

42 Baasland, ‘Literarische Form, Them atik’, 3652, 3654 ( ‘Der Jak is eine fur Vorlesungszwecke in 
Briefform geschriebene, protreptisehe, weisheitsliche Rede’).

43 Bassland, ‘Literarische Form, Them atik’, 3654.
44 Johnson, James, pp. 21, 24; he cites with approval the com m ent o f  Baasland, ‘Literarische Form, 

Them atik’, 3654, who describes James as a wisdom protreptic discourse written in the form o f a 
letter. M cCartney, James, p. 43, also classifies the letter as protreptic discourse in the form o f a 
letter’.

45 Johnson, James, p. 21. He cites Epictetus, Discourse m .23.57, who speaks o f protrepsis in terms of 
moral focus. He mentions protreptic discourses that have the same elements as paraenesis - memory, 
model, imitation and maxims, but notes that in protrepsis they encourage ‘commitment to a certain 
specified lifestyle or profession and are communicated with a certain urgency and conviction’ (p. 
20).
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Hartin also takes the letter to be a protreptic discourse in the form of a 

letter.46 The vision of protreptic discourse remains, in his view, highly focused in 

James with its call to maintain friendships with God as opposed to friendship with the 

world. Part of the function of protreptic discourse, he argues, is ‘social formation’, 

and James aims to achieve this function, he asserts, by reminding his readers of what 

it means to be part of the ‘twelve tribes in the dispersion’. In doing so, the author 

points out the many values that separate these people from the wider society.47 Aune, 

who also sees James as a protreptic discourse in the form of a letter,48 differentiates 

between protreptic and paraenesis, taking protreptic to call the audience to a new and 

different way of life, while paraenesis gives advice and guidance in continuing along 

an existing way of life. He does note, however, the inconsistency in these descriptions 

stemming from antiquity.49

From the views above it is difficult to try and reconcile what the term 

paraenesis orprotrepsis truly denotes. Clearly there is a difference in opinion on what 

the function of paraenesis is and what its characteristics are judging from recent 

research on the matter. This can be seen specifically in the differing opinions on what 

separates paraenesis and protrepsis, a difference which evidently stems from the 

ancient world. At times the differentiation between the two, in terms of characterising 

the contents of James, is overcomplicated.50

1.5 - Wisdom Writing
Scholars have long noted the presence of wisdom elements in the letter of 

James. Mayor, for example, lists the many links between the letter of James and

46 Hartin, James, pp. 12, 14, argues that precepts function in the letter o f  James to introduce the main 
arguments, as in 3:1 and 4:11-12. For him the role o f argumentation is central to James and he 
believes that the sustained arguments in 2:1-7, 14-26 and 3:1-12 should be seen on a par with those 
found in the Rhetorica ad Herennium - ‘the perfect argum ent’. (See also Hartin, A Spirituality o f  
Perfection, pp. 45-51). For the original study o f Gammie which Hartin draws upon for his protreptic 
designation see Gammie, ‘Paraenetic Literature: Toward the Morphology o f  a Secondary Genre’, 54- 
55. Hartin, James, p. 11, takes paraenetic literature {protrepsis and paraenesis) to belong to the 
overarching genre o f wisdom literature.

47 Hartin, James, p. 13-14. ‘socialization which may be defined as the comprehensive and consistent 
induction o f an individual into the objective world o f a society or a sector o f  it’ (P. L. Berger and T. 
Luckmann, The Social Construction o f Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology o f Knowledge [Garden 
City, N T: Doubleday, 1966], p. 120; cited in Hartin, James, p. 13).

48 Aune, Westminster Dictionary, p. 240.
49 Aune, The New Testament in its Literaty Environment, p. 92.
50 Hartin, A Spirituality o f  Perfection, pp. 45-51, particularly, 49-51.
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wisdom Literature.51 Noting the many wisdom elements in the letter, E. Baasland 

described it as a NT wisdom writing ('Neutestamentliche Weisheitsschrift’).52 More 

recently Bauckham and Hartin have noted strong affinities between the letter of James 

and the wisdom tradition.53 Hartin sees James as belonging to the primary literary 

genre of Wisdom literature with a secondary subgenre being identified in James as 

protrepsis which he sees as belonging to wisdom.54 Bauckham identifies James as 

'wisdom paraenesis’ and he sees the letter of James as a 'collection of James’ 

wisdom’ 55 In his view, James made the wisdom of Jesus, a wisdom teacher, his own, 

to 'develop the resources of the Jewish wisdom tradition in a way that is guided and 

controlled by the teaching of Jesus’.56

Some scholars such as H. von Lips caution against situating James within the 

realm of traditional wisdom writing and theology. Noting the combination of diverse 

traditions within James, von Lips highlights the difficulty involved in ascertaining 

which one is the controlling tradition. He notes that since it is difficult to speak of a 

single NT sapiential expression, one must be cautious about simply labelling James as 

a 'wisdom document’.57 Edgar points out that although wisdom is an important 

concept in James 'it is not the only theme, and also not the all-controlling question of 

the epistle’.58 Penner agrees with Hartin on the principal that James is a 'hybrid text’

51 Cf. Mayor, James, pp. cxiii, cxvi-cxxi. See also U. Luck, ‘W eisheit und Leiden: Zum Problem 
Paulus und Jakobus\  TLZ 92 (1967), p. 256.

52 See E. Baasland, ‘Der Jakobusbrief als Neutestamentliche W eisheitsschrift’, ST 36 (1982), 123; in n. 
2320 (p. 1236), he points out many earlier writers who highlighted the wisdom elements in the letter, 
going back to C. F. G. Henrici, Der literarische Charackter der neutestamentlichen Schriften 
(Leipzig: Durr, 1908), p. 75. See also Martin, James, pp. lxxxvii-xciii.

53 See Bauckham, James, pp. 35-57; Hartin, A Spirituality o f Perfection, pp. 42-45; Hartin, James, pp. 
75-80, This note is meant to illustrate their references to the wisdom tradition.

54 Hartin, A Spirituality o f  Perfection, pp. 46, 48-49.
55 Bauckham, James, p. 29.
56 Bauckham, James, p. 30. For Bauckham recognising that James is wisdom paraenesis ‘does not 

require us to play down the eschatological element in James, nor, conversely, should we insist that 
eschatology is the dominant feature o f  James to which wisdom elements are subordinated’ (p. 35).

57 von Lips, ‘W eisheitliche Traditionen im Neuen Testament’, p. 437.
58 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, p. 24; cf. Baasland, ‘Der Jakobus brief als neutestamentliche 

W eisheitsschrift’, 119-139 (p. 136 n. 21). Also questioning the label given to James o f a wisdom 
document is M. Jackson-McCabe, ‘A Letter to the Twelve Tribes in the Diaspora: W isdom and 
‘Apocalyptic’ Eschatology in the Letter o f  James’, in Society o f Biblical Literature 1996 Seminar 
Papers, Society o f Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 35 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1996), 504- 
517; D. J. Verseput, ‘Wisdom, 4Q185, and the Epistle o f  Jam es’, JBL 117 (1998), 691-707; D. 
Lockett, ‘The Spectrum o f Wisdom and Eschatology in the Epistle o f  James and 4Q Instruction’, 
Tyndale Bulletin 56.1 (2005), 133.
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but maintains that many of the features and concepts traditionally understood as 

sapiential cannot, in fact, be ascribed to a particular intellectual tradition.59

1.6 - Epistle/Literary Letter

Since the letter of James begins with an epistolary prescript, it is not 

surprising to find that its earliest description is as a letter (eTTiOTOA.fi).60 A. Julicher, 

however, considered that it had preserved only the appearance of a letter form.61 A. 

Deissmann argued that it was not a ‘real5 letter, unlike the letters of Paul which he 

saw as real letters written by Paul for the persons to whom they were addressed.62 A 

letter addressed to ‘the twelve tribes which are scattered abroad5 would be ‘simply 

undeliverable5; he describes the letter as a ‘little work of literature, a pamphlet 

addressed to the whole of Christendom, a veritable epistle5.63

Ropes saw the address in 1:1 as implying that what follows is ‘a literary tract 

intended for any Christian into whose hands it may fall, not a proper letter sent to a 

definite individual or even to a definite group of persons5.64 He traced the history of 

the literary epistle back to Isocrates, Aristotle and Epicurus, and noted that many such 

letters were collected and widely circulated, becoming works of literature.65 W. G. 

Doty found the ‘Catholic5 letters at ‘the furthest remove from the casual private letters

59 Penner, "James in Current Research’, 279. He notes that ‘forms such as maxims or proverbs are often 
found in instructional texts simply because those types o f writings reveal a pattern o f summarizing 
principles for the governance o f life. But these forms cannot be said to be sapiential in nature, since 
they cannot be tied to only one conceptual, or life context’ (p. 279). Cf. Penner, James and 
Eschatology,p. 121.

60 Cf. Eus., H.E. IIL25 (‘The first o f  the Epistles styled Catholic is said to be by James the brother o f 
the Lord’); also styled as such by Jerome and Augustine, and by its ancient titles.

61 Jiilicher, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, p. 140 ( ‘von der Briefform ist nun ein matter Schein 
bewahrt’).

62 A. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East (London: H aiper and Brothers, 1908), pp. 225, 235.
63 Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, p. 235. ‘The authors did not despatch a single copy o f  their 

‘letter’, as St. Paul did o f ‘Philippians’, for example: they published a number o f  copies o f a 
pam phlet’. Johnson, James, p. 22, sees Deissmann’s distinction as ‘both literary and sociological’, 
adding that what he found in the papyri were Teal letters’ which were spontaneous and informal 
missives occasioned by specific situations in life and responding to those situations. Literary letters, 
in contrast, were products o f the educated and cultured classes that were in the form o f a letter but 
were in fact literary or moral exercises such as the epistulae morales o f Seneca.

64 Ropes, James, p. 6. ‘A letter is written to be sent to the person or persons addressed. A tract is, in 
more or less formal fashion, published. The same piece o f writing might, indeed, be in itself fit for 
either use; in that case the author’s purpose could be learned only from the form o f the epistolary 
address. But in the present instance neither contents nor address indicates that the letter was ever 
intended to be sent to any specific church or churches’

65 Ropes, James, p. 7. Ropes mentions the literary epistle o f Aristeas and the epistle o f Baruch to the 
nine and a half tribes both of which were pseudonymous (p. 9).
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of Hellenism5, with James having only ‘the opening of the letter form5, and being 

used, in this case, ‘to introduce moral maxims and exhortations.66

Francis classified James as a ‘secondary letter5, not a real letter, in contrast to 

the letter of Paul, because it lacked ‘situational immediacy5.67 Davids describes it as a 

‘literary epistle5, ‘a tract intended for publication, not an actual letter5, differing from 

an actual letter in its lack of personal details, and reflecting in its Sitz im Leben its 

place of publication rather than that of its recipients,68 Moo sees James as a literary 

letter since it ‘lacks the personal reminiscences, references to specific problems and 

situations, and closing remarks that characterise ‘real5 letters5.69 D. E. Aune argues 

that the letter ‘has a literary character that distances it from an instrument of personal
70communication5.

1.7 - A Real Letter

While James lacks many of the formal elements of Paul's letter 

(thanksgiving, personal details, formal farewell, specific situation) and any presence 

of the author, Johnson argues that some aspects of it do support classifying it as some 

form of letter - ‘the exhortatory rhetoric, with its use of direct address and its vivid 

dialogical style5 and the greeting which is ‘compatible with considering James a 

circular letter intended for a broader readership than that of a local community5.71 

Thuren also classified James as an actual letter, noting that the greeting in 1:1 ‘better 

than in any other New Testament letter conforms to ancient epistolary customs5.72

Penner disagrees with the distinction made between literary and real letters 

and argues against Francis's assertion that a secondary letter lacks situational 

immediacy. Penner states that the letters used by Francis such as those in Josephus 

and in 1 Maccabees do have immediate contexts and argues that they are literary

66 Doty, Letters in Primitive Christianity, p. 70; letter form, for James, he writes, is ‘not an important 
structural characteristic’ (p. 70).

67 Francis, "Form and Function’, 111-112; cf. Laws, James, p. 6; Baasland, "Literarische Form, 
Them atik’, 3649-3655; Moo, James, pp. 6-7; Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor, pp. 17-18; see 
also Klauck, Ancient Letters, p. 339.

68 Davids, James, pp. 24-25. See comment o f  Ropes, James, p. 6, on the author’s treatment o f  his 
themes as governed by conditions o f life with which he was familiar.

69 M oo, James, pp. 6-7.
70 Aune, Westminster Dictionary, p. 239; the ‘very general character o f the adscription, ‘to the twelve 

tribes in the D ispersion”  suggests this to Aune (p. 239).
71 Johnson, James, p. 24. He argues that the letter was a diverse and varied genre and capable of a 

variety o f  manifestations. Any decision as to its genre must take account o f  this wide range of 
specific letter forms and functions (p. 23). Brosend, James and Jude, p. 8, argues that there are no 
convincing arguments for why James can not be seen as a real letter.

72 Thuren, ‘Risky R hetoric’, 269.
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letters because they are imbedded literary creations, not because they lack situational 

immediacy.73 Penner notes that James, in light of Jas. 2, does appear to address 

‘obvious community problems’.74

For Bauckham James does have the form and content to be considered an 

actual letter, having a classic opening, and although it does not have a standard 

epistolary conclusion, this, he argues, ‘was not essential’. The ‘letter-opening is quite 

sufficient to make James formally a letter’.75 Apart from a prescript, an ancient letter 

‘did not need to have any other generic features specific to the letter in order to make 

it a letter’.76

In his study of the epistolary nature of James, McCartney looks at the older 

distinction between real and literary letters and asks ‘How ‘specific’ does an audience 

have to be for a letter to qualify as ‘real’? ’77 McCartney argues that the ‘Greek ‘letter’ 

was a very elastic genre and was used for a variety of purposes in a variety of forms’, 

with the ‘specificity’ of the audience varying ‘from a single intended recipient to only 

the vaguest of general audiences’.78 Citing the treatment of the poor in Jas. 2 and the 

conflicts in Jas. 4, he argues that ‘James does appear to have at least some specificity 

of audience and is responding at least to some potential if not actual situations’.79 S. 

McKnight argues in favour of considering James to be a real letter - a possible ‘letter 

of exhortation/advice’; he does not see it as ‘an abstract ‘epistle’ designed for 

posterity or intellectual reputation’, but rather as ‘a gritty in-your-face pastoral letter 

zippered up at times with some heated rhetoric’.80

1.8 - Circular/Encyclical Letter

The letter of James has been described as a circular letter or ‘Rundbrief by a 

number of authors. J. P. Lange, for example, in 1867, described the letter of James as

73 Penner, James and Eschatology, p. 124 n. 1.
74 Penner. James and Eschatology, p. 124 n. 1. See also Watson, ‘James 2 in Light o f Greco-Roman 

Schemes o f Argum entation’, 120; McCartney, James, pp. 32-33, 40.
75 Bauckham, James, p. 12.
76 R. A. Bauckham, ‘James and Jesus’ in The Brother o f  Jesus. James the Just and His Mission, ed. by

B. Chilton and J. Neusner (Louisville, KY: W estminster John Knox Press, 2001), pp. 109-110.
77 M cCartney, James, p. 40.
78 McCartney, James, p. 40.
79 McCartney, James, p. 40.
80 S. M cKnight, Letter o f  James, p. 61.
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a ‘circular letter’ to the Jewish Christians in the diaspora,81 while some years later T. 

Zahn described the warnings given by James as suited to a circular epistle addressed 

to various classes and conditions of men*82 Mayor also described it as a circular letter 

and compared it to the circular letter of Acts 15:23-29.83 More recently Popkes 

described it as a ‘Rundbrief or ‘circular letter’, a form that he found also in 2 

Maccabees (1:1-9; 1:10-2:18) and Acts (15:23-29).84

Adamson sees James as a ‘quasi encyclical’ written perhaps at the 

installation of James as ‘bishop’ of Jerusalem and ‘in response to Jewish Christian 

pilgrims visiting Jerusalem at festival time or at some other appropriate occasion’.85 

The letter was ‘meant for regular, or at least frequent, reading in the churches; and, a 

point of fundamental importance, its scope concerns the Christian religion in general 

and not, as may be the case with Papal Encyclicals, some more limited aspects or 

problems of faith and conduct’.86 Painter sees James as a ‘quasi-encyclical’ letter to 

Jews or Christian Jews in the diaspora, and he likens the letter of James to another 

quasi-encyclical, the letter sent to the gentiles from James and the elders in Acts 

15:23-29.87

Bauckham sees the letter as ‘an official letter or encyclical, in which James 

as head of the Jerusalem church addresses all of his compatriots and fellow believers 

in the Jewish Diaspora’. He suggests that it is a real letter that could have been sent to 

recipients living in the diaspora, and he notes that the description ‘paraenetic 

encyclical’ might be an ‘appropriate term with which to describe the letter.88

81 J. P. Lange and J. J. Van Oosterzee, ‘Epistle General, o f  Jam es’, in, Commentary on the Holy 
Scriptures: Critical, Doctrinal and Homiletical with Special reference to Ministers and Students, ed. 
by J. P. Lange, Vol. 9 (New York: Scribner & Co., 1867), 26.

82 Zahn, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, p. 60. Cited in Mayor, James, p. cxlii.
83 Mayor, James, p. clxxix. Johnson, James, p. 24, considers James a ‘circular letter intended for a 

broader readership than that o f  a local community’.
84 W. Popkes, Addressaten, Situation und Form des Jakobusbriefes, Stuttgarter Bibelstudien 125/126 

(Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1986), pp. 183-184, citing also Jer. 29:4-23 and Syr.Bar. 78.1- 
86.2. Schmidt, ‘D iaspora’, n , 100, cites 1 Macc. 15:16-24 which he describes as a circular letter o f 
the Roman Senate on behalf o f the Jews.

85 Adamson, Man and His Message, p. 117.
86 Adamson, Man and His Message, p. 117.
87 Painter, Just James, p. 245.
88 Bauckham, James, pp. 13, 25. Others who see James as an encyclical include S. McKnight, The 

Letter of James, p. 13.
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1.9 - A Diaspora Letter

The letter of James has also been described as a ‘diaspora letter’.89 Such 

letters were usually described as ‘circular letters’ or ‘Rundbriefe’,90 but the term 

diaspora letter has been applied to them in recent years. The tradition of such letters 

stems from the letter of Jeremiah to the exiles in Babylon of Jer. 29 and continues on 

into the first century AD, as the letter of Baruch to the nine and a half tribes indicates.

R. Michaels, in his commentary on 1 Peter (which he described as ‘an 

apocalyptic diaspora letter to Israel’) applies the description ‘diaspora letter’ to the 

letter of James, citing parallels from Jer. 29, 2 Bar. 78-79, and the letters from 1 and 2 

Maccabees. He mentions the letter of James ‘to the brothers in Antioch, Syria and 

Cilicia who are Gentiles’ in Acts 15:23-29 as another possible parallel.91

I. Taatz, in her study of the ‘diaspora letter’, highlights one of the functions 

of these letters, namely, to strengthen the bonds of the exiles with their homeland.92 

M. Tsuji classifies the letter of James as a diaspora letter (‘Diasporabrief );93 likewise, 

W. Popkes in his commentary on the letter,94 P. H. Davids95 and J. S. Kloppenburg;96

89 See M. F. W hitters, The Epistle o f Second Baruch: A Study in Form and Message, Journal for the 
Study o f the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 42 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2003), p. 
86 n. 64.

90 See L. Goppelt, Der Erste Petrusbrief (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), p. 45.
91 J. R. Michaels, 1 Peter, W ord Biblical Commentary, Vol. 49 (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 1988), 

p. xlvi, using the usual examples: Jer. 29:4-23 (Jeremiah to the exiles in Babylon) and 2 Bar. 
(Syr.Bar.) 78-87 (Letter o f Baruch to the nine and a half tribes), Par. Jer. 6:19-25 (Baruch to 
Jeremiah in Babylon; the reply from Jeremiah in Par. Bar. 7:24-34), the festival letters o f  2 Macc. 
1:1-9 and 1:10-2:18, and also the third o f three letters o f Gamaliel I, found in the Babylonian Talmud 
(bSanh. 1 lb), and addressed to the brethren in Babylon and M edina. See the use o f the term 
‘D iasporabrief in F. Schnider and W. Stenger, Studium zum neutestamentlichen Briefformular, New 
Testament Tools and Studies 1 (Leiden: Brill, 1984), p. 34, in relation to the letter o f bSanh 1 lb ; see 
also I. Taatz, Frühjüdische Briefe: die Paulinischen Briefen im Rahmen der ofiziellen religiösen 
Briefe des Frühjudentums (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991), p. 75, in relation to the 
letter o f Baruch to the nine and a half tribes. J. Prasad, Foundations o f the Christian Way o f Life 
According to J Peter 1, 13-25: An Exegetico-Theological Study (Rome: Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 
2000), p. '59, views the designation ‘apocalyptic diaspora letter’, used by commentators such as 
Michaels, as ‘unconvincing’, stating that ‘such a description may be useful to remind us o f some of 
the contents o f  1 P eter’, but adds that it ‘does not describe a distinct genre’. See also the earlier study 
o f P. H. Davids, The First Epistle o f Peter, The New International Commentary on the New 
Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1990), p. 14.

92 Taatz, Frühjüdische Briefe, p. 104 (‘Die in dieser Arbeit gesammelten ffühjüdischen Briefe haben 
damit die grundlegedende Funktion, die Einheit des jüdischen Volkes in der Gemeinschaft von 
M utterland und Diaspora zu stärken’). In addition to the letters listed above Taatz also refers to 
rabbinic texts and to Elephantine and Bar Kochba letters (pp. 82-101).

93 Tsuji, Glaube zuwischen Vollkommenheit und Verweltlichung, p. 25 (‘die Einheit des jüdischen
■ Volkes (hierbei die christlichen Mitgläubigen in der Gemeinschaft von M utterland und Diaspora zu

stärken’).
94 W. Popkes, Der Brief des Jakobus (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 2001), 61. See also W. 

Popkes, ‘The Mission o f  James in His Tim e’ in The Brother o f Jesus. James the Just and His 
Mission, ed. by B. Chilton and J. Neusner (Louisville, KN: W estminster John Knox Press, 2001), p. 
89.
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K. H. Niebuhr classified it as ‘an apostolic diaspora letter’ (‘apostolischer 

Diasporabrief ).97

For D. J. Verseput the letter of James may be described as a ‘covenantal 

letter to the Diaspora’, a subgenre of Jewish epistolary literature which grew out of 

the prevailing notion that Israel’s dispersion would one day be overcome by divine 

deliverance. In these letters, an authoritative centre, typically Jerusalem, consoled the 

suffering Jewish communities living in the Diaspora and admonished them regarding 

their covenantal responsibilities.98 Hartin argues that by addressing the letter to the 

twelve tribes in the diaspora, the author of James places his writing ‘within the 

framework of a Diaspora letter’.99 He categorises the letter of James as ‘protreptic 

discourse in the form of a letter to Diaspora communities of followers of Jesus who 

had originated from the world of Israel’.100

M. F. Whitters included the letter of James in the category of the diaspora 

letter exemplified by Bar. 6, 2 Macc. 1:1-9, 1:10-2:18 and Par. Jer. 6.17-23, letters 

which were addressed to believers in large geographic areas, and which dealt with 

‘the unique identity of the people of God in an alien milieu’. Normally written in 

Greek, by some established authority, with Palestine as the most likely place of origin 

and Jews and Jewish Christians the most likely addressees, the diaspora letter, 

Whitters argues, stemmed from the need to reinforce Jewish identity in a hostile, 

foreign environment.101

95 P. H. Davids, ‘Palestinian Traditions in the Letter o f  Jam es’, in James the Just and Christian 
Origins, ed. by B. Chilton and C. A. Evans (Leiden: Brill, 1999), p. 55: ‘a D iaspora letter preserving 
the sayings o f  James ‘for the church at large shortly before his m artyrdom ’. He argues that the 
Tetter-to-the-Diaspora form ’ was modelled on actual letters o f the period, ‘particularly those from 
leading Jewish authorities in Palestine to Diaspora com munities’ and notes that all these diaspora 
letters ‘demonstrate a thematic similarity to James’ (p. 41). See also McCartney, James, p. 39.

96 J. S. Kloppenborg, ‘Diaspora Discourse: The Construction o f  Ethos in Jam es’, NTS 53 (2007), 268, 
drawing upon the studies o f Tsuji and Niebuhr and citing Jer. 29, 2 Bar. 78-87, 4 Bar. 6:19-25; 2 
Macc. 1:1-9, 10-2:18; bSanh. l i b  (t Sank. 2:6;y. Sank. 1:2.), and the Elephantine letters 21 and 30. 
The function o f these diaspora letters was to console the addressees in the face o f difficult 
circumstances and to exhort faithfulness.

97 On the basis o f its epistolary prescript; cf. K. W. Niebuhr, ‘Der Jakobusbrief im Licht fruhjudischer 
D iasporabriefe’, ATS 44 (1998), 424.

98 D. J. Verseput, ‘Genre and Story: The Community Setting o f  the Epistle o f  Jam es’, CBQ 62 (2000), 
100-101, 110. The texts he listed are the usual texts, Jer. 29:1-3, the Epistle o f  Jeremiah, 2 Macc. 1:1- 
9, 10-2:18; Apocalypse o f  Baruch 78-86.

99 Hartin, James, p. 15
100 Hartin, James, p. 15. In his view this category o f  letters ‘would certainly account for the lack o f  

personal details and references to concrete situations o f  the hearers/readers’.
101 W hitters, The Epistle o f  Second Baruch: A Study in Form and Message, Journal for the Study o f the 

Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 42 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2003), pp. 86-88. In his 
view James has the ‘ring o f  a translation document’, and he postulates a Hebrew or Aramaic original 
for both Baruch and James (p.90), but see Mayor, James, p. 280.
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In her study of 1 Peter, K. H. Jobes rejects the diaspora letter as a distinct, 

literary genre. Other than being addressed to a scattered people over whom the author 

assumed spiritual authority, the ‘diaspora letter5, she writes, has no distinct markers of

a common genre, and the content of letters sent to the diaspora could be quite
102  *varied5. R. Hoppe also contests the classification of James as a diaspora letter,

pointing out that the letter is addressed to ‘a concrete group of readers and hearers,

confronted with internal problems (poverty and wealth, faith and practice, internal

dissension)5.103 P. A. Holloway points out that in contrast to the letter of James the

letters usually cited as diaspora letters (Jer. 29:1-23; Letter of Jeremiah; 2 Macc. 1:1-

9, 10-2:18; Elephantine Papyri 30-32 etc.) were typically addressed to a ‘specific

community regarding a specific problem5.104

2. The Literary Form of James

2.1 - Epistolary Prescript

As has been noted in chap. Ill above, the letter of James opens with a typical 

Hellenistic prescript - laKtopoc; 0eou Kod Kupiou Tqoou Xpiaxou 5ouAo<; rale, 

5co6eKa cfmdalc Talc; kv rrj dLOtOTTOpa xaipeiv. It follows the basic structure A- to 

B- adding a description of the sender and generally identifying the

addressees. As noted above, this simple greeting is quite rare in the NT (Acts 15:23- 

29 and 23:26-30), but it does occur quite frequently in many letters found in the 

q j  los j j ie or serKier identified himself as ’IaKcnpOi; or ‘James5, and describes

himself further as ‘a servant/slave of God and the Lord Jesus Christ5. He does not give 

additional details in relation to his identity, as does Jude who describes himself as the 

brother of James (Toudac; ’Irjoou Xpiotou SouXot;, a5eA<t)6t; 5e ’IaKtnpou), or Paul 

who sets forth his authority at the outset, describing himself in Rom 1:1, for example, 

not just as a servant of Jesus Christ but also as called to be an apostle, set apart or 

chosen for the gospel of God (Rom 1:1: rtauXcx; SoDAnc; Xpioxou Tipon, kAtycoc;

m  K. H. Jobes, 1 Peter, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the N ew  Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Baker Academic, 2005), p. 55.

103 R. Hoppe, ‘James, Epistle o f ,  in Religion Past & Present: Encyclopedia o f Theology and Religion, 
ed. by H. D. Betz, D. S. Browning and B. Janowski, Vol. 6 (Boston, MA: Brill Academic Publishing,
2009), p. 647. Given ‘the author’s epistolary attempts to deal with problems within the community, 
he argues that the classification o f  James as a ‘Diaspora letter’ (Tsuji, Niebuhr) ‘is questionable’.

104 P. A. Holloway, ‘The Letter o f  Jam es’, in The Blackwell Companion to the New Testament, ed. by 
D. Aune (Oxford: Blackwell, 2010), p. 576.

105 See Chap. 3.
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cotootoAoc; acf)(jOpio|ievo(; elq euayYeA,LOV Geou). Writing to communities he himself 

had founded, Paul reminds them of his status as an apostle (cf. 1 Cor 1:1: flauXoc; 

K/triTOt; ¿TTOOToXot; Xp lotou Irjoou; Gal 1:1: IIauA.O(; aTToaToA,oc; ouk car5 

ccvGpumov ou6e 6i5 avGpcoTroi) aXXa Sia Trioou Xpioxou Kai Geou TTaipot; tou 

eyelpavxog ocutov etc veKpcov). Peter also describes himself as an apostle in 1 Pet. 

1:1 (TleTpOi; d'nootoA.oc; 5Ir|aou XpLorou). The impression given by the author of the 

letter of James is that he does not feel the need to establish his authority in the 

prescript. But describing himself as a servant of God and the Lord Jesus Christ does 

place him in a long line of servants of God stretching back to the OT.106 The identity 

of our ‘James5 is not stated, but he is conscious of his authority and his position in that 

he feels free to send a letter couched in strong tones to ‘the twelve tribes in the 

diaspora5.

As we have noted in chap. IV, the term 6iaoTiopa literally means ‘scattering5 

or ‘dispersion5 and is used in the LXX of the Jews living outside Israel - the scattered 

population,107 or of places outside Israel where Jews were scattered.
108According to Josephus, Jews were present throughout the civilized world. 

The list of Jews from various nations present in Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost 

according to Acts 2:9-11 (‘Parthians and Medes and Elamites and residents of 

Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt 

and the parts of Libya belonging to Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and 

proselytes, Cretans and Arabians5)109 gives an idea of how far afield the Jews were 

scattered.110 Deportation in the wake of wars (e.g. Assyrian, Bablyonian), emigration 

(for whatever reason) and oppressive regimes gave rise to diaspora Judaism which 

increased rapidly in time, partly due to proselytism, and reached its peak, it seems, in 

the first century AD.111 By then most lived under the control of Rome but Jews of

106 Wall, Community o f  the Wise, p. 41, sees the ‘servanthood o f  Jam es’ like the ‘servanthood of 
Isaiah’s Jacob, who is there as an agent o f  salvation and transmitter o f  covenantal prom ises’.

107 Cf. Schmidt, ‘diaspora’, II, 98-104.
108 See Jos., Ant. XIV, 115, mentioned above; also Ant. XI, 133; cf. XV, 14; cf. Jos., War 13, 398; Philo, 

in Legatio ad Gaium §§281-283.
109 Cf. J. A. Fitzmyer, The Acts o f the Apostles: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 

Anchor Bible, Vol. 31 (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1998), p. 240.
110 See Schmidt, ‘diaspora’, II, 100; Schmidt, referring to the map in A. Deissmann, Paulus: eine 

Kultur - und religionsgeschichtliche Skizze (Tübingen: M ohr, 1925), mentions that in ‘early Christian 
days there are records of the diaspora in 150 places outside Palestine’.

,u  M. Stem, ‘The Jewish D iaspora’ in The Jewish People in the First Century: Historical Geography, 
Political History, Social, Cultural and Religious Life and Institutions, ed. by S. Saffai and M. Stem, 
Vol. 1 (Assen, Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1974), p. 117.
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Babylon and Parthia were not subject to Rome. In the first century AD Jews were to 

be found among peoples stretching from Persia to Spain. Unlike the first letter of 

Peter which is addressed to the exiles of the diaspora in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, 

Asia and Bithynia - all places in Asia Minor where Jews flourished - no specific 

places in the diaspora are mentioned in Jas. 1:1 -112

What exactly the ‘twelve tribes1 stands for is much debated. As has been 

pointed out in chap. IV, the phrase, the ‘twelve tribes1 (ScoSeKa cjjUAodc), refers to the 

twelve tribes that traditionally made up ‘all Israel1 (cf. Exod. 24:4, 28:21; 39:14; 

etc.).113 They are mentioned in the gospels (Matt. 19:28; Lk. 22:30), and in Acts 26:6- 

7 Paul claims to be on trial ‘for hope in the promise1, a promise made by God to ‘our 

fathers \  and a promise ‘to which our twelve tribes hope to attain1. Paul speaks here as 

a Jew to Jewish hearers about the hope of Judaism, a hope which all Israel hoped to 

attain. In a letter that is written to Christians the sense of the phrase ‘the twelve tribes1 

has altered. Some suggest that it refers to the ‘true Israel1, as in 1 Peter, but this is not 

necessarily the case. The phrase ‘twelve tribes1 may suggest that it refers here to 

Jewish Christians - those Jews who professed Jesus as the Messiah - messianic Jews, 

and when taken in this sense, the term SuxoTropix could have the sense that it has in the 

LXX.114 Others prefer to see it more along the lines of 1 Peter, seeing the home of 

Christians as not the earthly Jerusalem but the Jerusalem which is in heaven. If the 

phrase does refer to Jewish Christians, one may ask how far Jewish Christianity 

spread by the 60s, for example, or by the time of the destruction of the temple in 

Jerusalem? Acts suggests that followers of Jesus were to be found in many places 

outside Israel before the Jewish war - in Phoenecia, Cyprus, Syria, Antioch on the 

Orontes (Acts 11:19), Cyrene in North Africa (cf. Acts 11:20), Asia Minor (Acts 

13:49; L5:41; 16:6), Philippi (Acts 16:13-15), Thessalonica (Acts 17:11) and Rome 

(cf. Acts 28:23, 24).'15

112 Wall, Community o f  the Wise, pp. 42-43, takes it to refer to ‘the sociopolitical experiences o f the
faith community rather than to its geographical setting. In this sense, ‘D iaspora' addresses readers in 
asocial world characterised by feelings o f alienation and powerlessness (cf. 1 Pet. 1:1-2)’.

113 The address to the twelve tribes in James 1:1 reminds one o f the address in 2 Baruch 78 to the nine 
and a half tribes that were across the river Euphrates.

114 Cf. Schmidt, ‘diaspora5, 102, who points out that if  it is addressed to Gentile Christians, the word 
will have *a figurative Christian sense’.

1,5 Particularly after the martyrdom o f Stephen. Cf. F. O Fearghail, ‘The Jews in the Hellenistic cities 
o f A cts’, in Jews in the Hellenistic and Roman Cities, ed. by J. R. Bartlett (New York, NY: 
Routledge, 2002), pp. 39-54. Hort, James, p. 18, had envisioned a situation o f how the letter o f  
James was spread - ‘The distribution might have been by means o f  returning visitors to feasts’; see 
also Adamson, Man and His Message, p. 117.
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2.2 - Closing Section of Janies

The closing section of James, in contrast to the opening section, is much more 

difficult to define in terms of epistolary form. Hellenistic letters usually concluded 

with a health wish and a farewell greeting (e.g. eppcooGe).116 The simple farewell 

eppcooGe is to be found in 2 Macc. 11:21, 11:33, and later in 3 Macc, 7:9. In the NT it 

is found in Acts 15:26-29 which also has an initial epistolary greeting xodpeiu. There 

are examples of Hellenistic letters that open with epistolary prescripts but close 

without a greeting. Deissmann cites an example from the 4th century BC of a letter of 

Mnesiergus to his housemates with an initial greeting but no final farewell.117 A 

number of letters in 1 Maccabees (10:18-20, 25b-45; 11:32-37; 12:6-18, 22-23; 13:26- 

28; 15:2-9), 2 Maccabees (1:1-9; 1:10-2:18; 11:16, 11:27) and 3 Maccabees (7:1) 

open with epistolary prescripts but conclude without a greeting. It is also true of one 

of the letters in Acts - Acts 23:26-29. There are quite a few examples in the writings 

of Josephus where the letter begins in a Hellenistic fashion with an epistolary greeting 

but concludes without a farewell (cf. Ant. XI, 12-17, 273-283; XII, 45-50, 138-144, 

225-227; XIII, 45; 48-57, 70-71, 127-128; etc).118 There is no initial greeting in 1 

Esdras 2:17-24, nor a farewell greeting; the same is true of 1 Esdras 2:25-29 and Jer. 

29:4-23.119 Ancient letters then were quite flexible in their closing forms.

In contrast to the letter of James the closing sections of the Pauline letters are 

quite elaborate, stretching over several verses and incorporating features such as a 

peace wish (cf. 1 Cor. 16:19-20a; 2 Cor. 13:13; Phil. 4:21-22), a request for prayer 

(cf. 1 Thess. 5:25; 2 Thess. 3:1; Col. 4:3; Eph. 6:18-20) and secondary greetings 

(which appear in all the authentic Pauline letters apart from Galatians).120

116 See the letters cited by Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, pp. 164: letter from Demphon to 
Ptolemaeus (245 BC), with an initial greeting and a farewell (pp. 164-165); letter from Mystarion to 
Papiscus (50 AD), with a initial greeting and farewell (pp. 170-171); See also Klauck, Ancient 
Letters, pp. 9-10, 15, who notes several other closing greetings found in the Greek letter, as, for 
example, in the case o f the two letters o f Apion (B G U II423 20; B G U I I 632 28) which sign o ff with 
‘I pray that you may be w ell’.

117 Cf. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, pp. 150-151 (letter o f M nesiergus to his housmates, 4th 
century BC, with initial greeting but no farewell); p. 152 (letter o f Zoilus, with initial greeting but no 
farewell).

118 See O Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f Jam es’, 91-92.
1,9 Syr. Bar 78-87 does however have an initial greeting ( ‘Mercy and peace’) and a farewell 

( ‘farew ell’).
120 A blessing is often found in the conclusion of Pauline letters (cf. 1 Thess. 5:28; Rom. 6:20; 1 Cor. 

16:23; Gal. 6:18). Other NT letters can be seen to have closing phrases which echo somewhat the 
Pauline form. The closing line o f 1 Pet. 5:14 reads ‘Greet each other with the kiss o f  love. Peace to 
all that are in Christ’, while the second and third letters o f John conclude with secondary greetings (2
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Nevertheless, there are themes in the concluding verses of the letter of James 

that have parallels in the concluding sections of other NT letters. Prominent in the 

final section of the letter of James (4:13-5:20) is the writer’s harsh criticism of the 

wealthy in 5:1-6. The words ‘Does not God oppose you’ or ‘God opposes you’ sound 

like a threat.121 Warnings or threats are found in the closing verses of other NT letters, 

as in Rom. 16:17 where Paul warns the Romans against those who cause dissensions 

and who oppose the teaching they have received and in Gal. 6:7-8 in which he warns 

the Galatians that what a man sows, he will reap.

Prayer which is very much present in the conclusion of James (cf. 5:13-18) is 

a common theme in the close of NT letters and occurs in various forms. For Francis, 

prayer was ‘an established element of the epistolary close in the NT epistles’; in his 

view ‘Paul tends to recommend prayer as such, or ask for prayer ‘for us,’ or reaffirm 

that he is praying for the readers’.122 Francis refers to a number of NT texts in support 

of his thesis - 2 Cor. 9:14, 13:7; Eph. 6:18-19; Phil. 4:6; Col. 4:2-3; 1 Thess. 5:17; 

Phlm. 22; Heb. 13:18 and 1 John 5:14-17. A survey of NT letters bears this out.123 It 

is worth looking at two examples. In the concluding exhortations of 1 Thessalonians 

Paul urges the Thessalonians to pray unceasingly (5:17: aSiodeiTTTCoc; TipooeuxeoGe) 

and to pray for him (5:25: ’A5eA4)Oi, TTpoaeuxeaGe [Km] Trepl rjpcou). In the final 

verses of Hebrews (13:18-19), just before the farewell (13:30-25), the author urges the 

addressees to pray for him and to pray all the more urgently so that he may come to 

them sooner (TIpooeuxeoGe Tiepi fi|-icov[...]TrepLoaotepcoc; 5e 'napaKaA.co t o u t o  

Troif[aoa, Iva xafiov  ¿TTOKaraataGm u|ilv).124 One may also look to the closing 

verses of the body of 2 Corinthians, where the writer assures the Christians of Corinth 

that he is praying for them. In the closing verses of the letter to the Colossians (4:10- 

18), the writer assures the addressees that Epaphras will always remember them in his 

prayers (4:12). One may also look to Eph. 6:18-20, as a further parallel, in which an 

exhortation to pray is found.125

John 1:13; 3 John 1:15). For a thorough investigation into these closing conventions in Pauline letters 
see J. A. D. Weima, Neglected Endings: The Significance o f the Pauline Letter Closings, Journal for 
the Study o f  the New Testament Supplement (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), pp. 77-155.

121 See discussion o f phrase in Johnson, James, p. 305.
122 Francis, ‘Form and Function’, 125.
12j See Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f Jam es’, 83-85.
124 See Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f  Jam es’, 84.
125 Cf. Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f  James’, 84.
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From the point of view of the letter ending, themes of solidarity and 

fraternity, which are particularly strong in 5:13-20, are present in other letter 

conclusions in the NT. In Paul’s first letter to the Thessalonians he urges the brethren 

in 5:14-15 to ‘admonish the idlers, encourage the fainthearted, help the weak, be 

patient with them all. See that none of you repays evil for evil, but always seek to do 

good to one another and to all’ (7TapocKaA.oupev 6k upa;, aSeX4)Oi, vouGemte t o o ;  

¿xaKxout;, TTapapuGelaGe toix; o^iyoiliuxou;, avxexeaOe xtou aoGevcov, 

paKpoGupelxe Tipo; Travxa;. opaxe pf| xu; kockov avxl kockou  x l v l  ¿Tiodcp, a lia  

iravxoxe to ayaGov SLckexe [Kai] e l; aAAf|A.oui; Kai e l; TTavxa;). One could also 

point to the concluding exhortations of 2 Corinthians 13:11 for this sense of care for 

one’s fellow brothers: ‘Finally, brethren, farewell. Mend your ways, heed my appeal, 

agree with one another, live in peace, and the God of love and peace will be with you’ 

( A o l t t o v ,  a5eXc))oi, x^Cpexe, KaxapxiCeaGe, TTapaKodeloGe, t o  auxo <J)pov€Lxe, 

elpriveuexe, Kai o Geo; xfj; ayaTTT); Kai elprjvnK eaxai peG’ uptov). In Gal. 6:10 

Paul urges the Galatians to ‘do good to all men, and especially to those who are of the 

household of faith’ (apa oov co; KaLpov exopev, epyaCtapeGa xo ayaGou Trpo; 

itivTOLQ, palLOia 6k TTpo; t o o ;  olKeiou; xfj; Trioxeco;.).

Another element in Jas. 5:19-20 that is significant from the point of view of 

the conclusion of a letter is the vocative a5eA4>oi poo. This final vocative of the letter 

parallels Paul’s use of aSeX^oi in 1 Cor. 16:15 to introduce his final greetings to the 

Corinthians (cf. 1 Cor. 16:20; 2 Cor. 13:11). There are similar examples in the first 

and second letters to the Thessalonians (1 Thess. 5:25; 2 Thess. 3:18), in the 

epistolary conclusion to Hebrews (13:22) and in Romans (16:17) and Galatians 

(6:18).125

The exhortation of 5:19-20 concerning the brother who may wander from the 

truth brings the letter to a close. There are possible parallels in the concluding verses 

of other NT letters to this exhortation to recover one who has strayed (cf. Jude 23; 

Gal. 6:1-2, 8-10) and to the reference to the truth (1 Pet. 5:12; 3 John 1:8-10). It is 

with an exhortation, then, that the letter of James is brought to a close, an exhortation 

that reminds one of the final exhortation in 1 John 5:21: Tex via, ((DUAâ axe eauxa 

cxtto tcov eiScoXcov (‘Little children, keep yourself from idols’). The letter does not 

conclude with an epistolary farewell but it nonetheless has the literary form of a letter

126 Cf. Ô Fearghail, ‘On the Conclusion o f  Jam es’, 86.
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and closes with an effective conclusion. It is interesting to note at this point in relation 

to the close of letters, that Pseudo-Libanius, when he speaks of letter types, gives 

advice about the opening address of the letter but does not mention the closing, 

perhaps indicating that the closing conventions in letters could be dispensed with.127

3. What Type of letter is James?

Can one be more specific in describing James as a letter? Is it, for example, a 

diaspora letter, a letter of advice or admonition, a paraenetic letter or perhaps a mixed 

letter? Let us look at these categories to evaluate the reasoning for such designations 

and ascertain whether such descriptions best describe the contents of James.

3.1 - A Diaspora Letter

It is difficult to see how ‘diaspora letter' could be a description of literary 

form for James. The letter of Jer. 29 was written by the prophet to encourage those 

whom Yahweh had sent into exile in Babylon to accept their situation and make the 

most of it, to ignore the false prophets and to reassure them that Yahweh would visit 

them after seventy years and bring them back to Jerusalem. In the letters of 2 

Maccabees the brothers in Jerusalem encourage the brethren in Egypt and 

communicate news to them. These letters are quite different in content and purpose 

from the letter of James where, for example, there is no question of a restoration as, 

for example, in Jer. 29. The first letter of Peter which Michaels described as an 

apocalyptic diaspora letter calls on those addressed to remember their Christian faith 

and identity (cf. 1 Pet. 4:3) but it is quite different from the other ‘diaspora letters'. 

While various parallels have been pointed out between James and diaspora letters, as 

for example by Whitters and more recently by Allison, these are hardly

127 According to Pseudo-Libanius, the opening address o f a letter should begin simply with o 6eiva xto 
SetuL x£L.p€LV (“So-and-so to So-and-so greeting”); see text and translation in M alherbe, Theorists, 
74-5; see also Sean A. Adams, ‘Paul’s Letter Opening and Greek Epistolography: A M atter o f 
Relationship’, in Stanley Porter, Sean A. Adams, Paul and the Ancient Letter Form (Leiden: Brill,
2010), 35; on letter closings in Paul see Jeffrey A. D. Weima, ‘Sincerely Paul: The Significance of 
the Pauline Letter C losings’, in Porter, Adams, Paul and the Ancient Letter Form, idem, Neglected 
Endings: The Significance o f the Pauline Letter Closings (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994).

128 W hitters, The Epistle o f  Second Baruch, pp. 88-92, lists parallels between James and 2 Baruch: the 
author is highly respected or is based in Jerusalem, addressed to a broad audience, elevated speech, 
paraenesis, the apocalyptic urgency o f doing one’s religious duty, Jewish themes and topoi, the issue 
o f canonicity.

129 Allison, Jr., James, p. 74: Allison lists the address itself, authorship by a recognised authority, 
composition in Greek, didactic or paraenetic elements, some prophetic features, consolation or
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conclusive. It is difficult to sustain the position that the ‘diaspora letter’ is a distinct 

literary genre. The letters listed above do not have a great deal in common with one 

another, except the fact that they were addressed to people who live in the diaspora, 

and in reality they show little similarity with James. Moreover, as G. Krodel 

remarked, ‘a ‘Diaspora letter’ is not a literary genre’, a ‘letter’s.type’, he writes, ‘is 

dependent on its content, not its destination’.130

3.2 - Letter of Exhortation?

Clearly scholars of James are all noticing something regarding the text of 

James - that James is exhortative. Exhortation is present throughout the letter, 

interspersed with words of encouragement, admonition, advice, argumentation, 

diatribal elements, harsh words of warning and words of dissuasion. While 

exhortation plays a major role in most of the NT letters, it is certainly to the fore in 

James.131 Given the amount of exhortation in the letter of James it is not surprising, 

as we have seen above, that paraenesis is one of the more popular descriptions given 

to the letter of James, particularly from the time of Dibelius onwards.132 While the use 

of the term paraenesis as a description of literary form or genre has been strongly 

criticised, the term itself is still relevant in the discussion of the particular type of 

letter that James may represent, particularly since the letter contains elements that are 

associated with paraenesis such as words of exhortation, encouragement, 

admonishment and advice. Bauckham, for example, described James as a ‘paraenetic 

encyclical’,133 while Watson takes James to be a ‘paraenetic letter with the rhetorical 

purpose to persuade and dissuade its audience to adopt a course of action and emulate 

the behaviour of others held up as example’.134

encouragement in difficult circumstances, appeal to the law and to G od’s generous nature, hope or 
promise o f  divinely wrought salvation, and the judgem ent o f the unrighteous,

130 G. Krodel, The General Letters: Hebrews, James, 1-2 Peter, Jude, 1-2-3 John (Minneapolis, MN: 
Fortress Press, 1995), p. 45. See also Prasad, Foundations o f the Christian Way o f Life According to 
1 Peter 1, 13-25, p. 60, who is also critical of the diaspora letter genre, noting that some o f  the 
features which scholars use to define a ‘diaspora letter’ can equally be found in other non-diaspora 
letters such as Paul.

131 S. K. Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, Library o f  Early Christianity 
(Philadelphia, PA: W estminster Press, 1986), p. 96, points out that exhortation plays a role in all the 
letters o f  Paul and the Pauline school except for Philemon, and also in Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, 1 
and 2 John.

132 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 96.
133 Bauckham, James, p. 13. He cites instances o f paraenetic examples in Sirach (16:5-11), 1 

M accabees (2:51-61) and in 4 Maccabees (2:17-19; 16:20-22; 18:1 Iff).
134 Watson, 4 An Assessment o f  the Rhetoric and Rhetorical Analysis o f  the Letter o f  Jam es’, 112.
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Two handbooks are known which list various types of exhortative letters. The 

older of the two, Epistolary Types, is attributed to Ps. Demetrius, and is dated in a 

time frame ranging from the 2nd century BC to the 1st century AD. It lists twenty-one 

types of exhortative letters: commendatory, blaming, reproachful, consoling, 

censorious, admonishing, threatening, vituperative, praising, advisory, supplicatory, 

inquiring, responding, allegorical, accounting, accusing, apologetic, congratulatory, 

ironic and thankful.135 It does not have the term paraenetic, but this term is found 

among the forty-one types of exhortative letters attributed to Ps. Libanius Epistolary 

Styles, a writer who is dated from the 4th to the 6th centuries AD.136 It is not known to 

what extent writers followed such handbooks but they do provide an insight into how 

people thought in relation to the literary form and genre of letters, particularly that of 

Ps. Demetrius. Let us look at three of the types of letters mentioned in the two 

handbooks above - the letter of advice, the letter of admonition and the paraenetic 

letter.

3.2.1 - Letter of Advice

One type of letter that is referred to by Ps. Demetrius is the letter of advice, 

described by him as the sumbouleutikos or advisory type of letter {Epistolary Types 

§11).137 Stowers, however, maintains that it is very often ‘difficult to distinguish’ 

letters of advice from letters of exhortation, since the advisory type of letter involves 

exhorting someone to something or dissuading someone from something by offering 

one’s own judgement.138 Advice in the stricter deliberative sense, according to 

Stowers, is ‘specific and occasional’; giving reasons or the assumption of 

reasonableness is essential to the letter of advice.139 One of the fundamental features 

of the letter of advice, he argues, is that the writer ‘tries to persuade or dissuade the 

recipient with regard to some particular course of action in the future’.140 Stowers 

finds examples of the letter of advice in 1 Cor. 1-4, where Paul mixes exhortation and

135 See Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, p. 31.
136 These types are the paraenetic, blaming, requesting, commending, ironic, thankful, friendly, 

praying, threatening, denying, commanding, repenting, reproaching, sympathetic, conciliatory, 
congratulatory, contemptuous, counter-accusing, replying, provoking, consoling, insulting, reporting, 
angry, diplomatic, praising, didactic, reproving, maligning, censorious, inquiring, encouraging, 
consulting, declaratory, mocking, submissive, enigmatic, suggestive, grieving, erotic and mixed; see 
Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, pp. 67-73.

lj? Cited in Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 107.
138 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 107.
139 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, pp. 108-109.
140 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 108.
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specific advice; he also finds it in Gal. 1:13-2:12 where exhortation and advice are 

‘skilfully mixed’, with Paul seeking ‘to dissuade the Galatians from a future action 

(advice)’, and exhorting them ‘to continue in the life they have already begun 

(paraenesisy .141 According to Penner, James clearly belongs to the category of letters 

of ‘exhortation and advice’.142 Advice is certainly evident in the letter of James but it 

is only one aspect of the letter.

3.2.2 - Letter of Admonition

The letter of admonition is described by Ps. Demetrius in Epistolary Types 

§7 as ‘the instilling of sense in the person who is being admonished, and teaching him 

what should and should not be done’.143 Admonition, which Demetrius associated 

with teaching, is, according to Stowers, the ‘most gentle type of blame’.144 In the 

letter of admonition, Stowers maintains, the writer seeks ‘to expose and constructively 

criticise certain aspects of the recipient’s behaviour so that the latter can understand 

and amend the behaviour’.145 There are examples in the NT of members of the 

Christian community being urged to practice admonition. In Col. 3:16 the author 

urges the addresses to let the word of Christ dwell in them richly, teaching and 

admonishing (vouGeToOvtec;) one another in all wisdom, and again in 1 Thess. 5:12- 

14 (vou0€T€co), Paul urges the Thessalonians to respect those who are over them and 

who admonish them (5:12) while at the same time urging them to admonish idlers 

(5:14). Col 1:28 describes the Pauline mission to the Gentiles as ‘teaching and 

admonition that leads to maturity in Christ’.146 1 Corinthians, according to Stowers, 

has examples of admonition mixed withparaenesis and advice (1:10-4:20; cf. 4:14; 5- 

6; 11:2-24; 14:6-39). In 2 Thess. 3:6-12 the author admonishes members of the 

community, while in 3:15 he urges members of the community ‘to admonish one

141 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 109.
142 Cf. Penner, James and Eschatology, p. 123; S. McKnight, The Letter o f James, The New

International Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Publishing, 2010),
p. 60 n. 5 ( ‘[...JJam es would be a letter o f  exhortation/advice’). The phrase loyov TTapaKAfjaeax; 
is used in the epistolary conclusion o f Hebrews (13:22) in reference to the rest o f  the work but the 
letter o f James seems quite different from Hebrews which has more the character o f a discourse to 
which the epistolary conclusion has been added.

143 Text cited in Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, p. 35.
144 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, pp. 125-126.
345 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, pp. 127-128.
146 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, pp. 128, also points out the admonitory 

character o f Rom. 15:14-15; admonition, Stowers suggests, is ‘correction for those whose moral 
health is fundamentally good. It is encouragement which reminds them to live up to what they are’.
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another’.147 Stowers points out that James employs ‘diatribal address for certain 

admonitions’ (e.g. 4:15-5:6).148 There are elements of admonition in James, as, for 

example, in Jas. 2:1-13, where the author admonishes the brethren for discriminating 

against the poor in the assembly, and in 5:1-6 where his words of admonition are 

introduced by the woe of 5:1,149

3.2.3 - A Paraenetic Letter

According to Ps. Libanius the ‘paraenetic style’ is that in which we exhort 

someone by urging him to pursue something or to avoid something’; for him 

paraenesis is divided into two parts, ‘encouragement and dissuasion’.150 The basic 

elements in paraenesis, according to Stowers, are ‘precepts, examples, discussions of 

traditional moral topics 0topoi), encouraging reminders of what the readers already 

know and have accomplished, and reasons for recommended behaviour’; for him 

paraenetic letters are generally dominated by ‘encouraging types of exhortation’, 

while words of ‘admonition or mild rebuke’ may also be present.151 The Greek noun 

TtapaivECiq itself has connotations of the positive and benevolent and of giving 

urgent advice; it means to give positive advice, to suggest a positive action adequate 

to what is needed in particular circumstances.152 Ps. Libanius defines paraenesis as 

‘the advice we give to someone, moving him towards what to seek or what to abstain 

from[...]what to adhere to and what to turn away from’.153

The fundamental elements of the paraenetic letter, in Stowers’ view, are 

firstly, that the writer is ‘the recipient’s friend or moral superior’, and secondly, that 

the writer ‘recommends habits of behaviour and actions that conform to a certain 

model of character and attempts to turn the recipient away from contrasting negative 

models of character’.154 Stowers points to 1 Thessalonians as an ‘excellent example of 

a paraenetic letter’, with 1 Corinthians as an example of ‘a complex paraenetic and

147 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 128.
148 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 128.
149 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 128, states that James has features o f indirect 

admonition in 4:13-5:6.
150 Text and translation in Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, pp. 68-69 {Epistolary Styles §5). Ps. 

Libanius suggests that this paraenetic type differed from the advisory letter type: ‘Some also call it 
the advisory style, but do so incorrectly, for paraenesis differs from advice’ {Epistolary Styles §5).

151 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 96.
152 See Popkes, ‘Paraenesis in the New Testament’, pp. 14, 17.
153 Cited in Popkes, ‘Paraenesis in the New Testament’, p. 45.
154 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 96; cf. M alherbe, Moral Exhortation, pp. 121- 

127. See also D. M. Swancutt, ‘Paraenesis in Light o f  Protrepsis’, in Early Christian Paraenesis in 
Context, ed. by J. Starr and T. Engberg-Pedersen (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2005), p. 113.
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advising letter’.155 In relation to the letter of James, he is of the view that it consists 

of 'a series of seemingly disjointed hortatory topoi without any apparent unifying 

model or models’.156 Leaving his view of the letter of James aside, let us look more 

closely at the letter of James in light of the elements he sets out as typical of the 

paraenetic letter.

There is a great deal of encouraging exhortation throughout James. The letter 

begins with the encouraging exhortation of 1 :2, continues with the promise of the 

crown of life in 1:12, and concludes with the encouraging exhortation of 5:19-20. 

Throughout the letter there is a great deal of exhortation that is intended to encourage 

and move the addressees (e.g. 1:19-27; 3:1-2; 4:7-8, 10; 5:8-12, 16-20). Exhortation is 

sometimes mixed with words of admonition (cf. 1:13-15, 21; 4:13-17; 5:1-6) and 

advice (1:16-17; 5:13-18). Examples are used to drive home the author’s message. 

The examples of Abraham and Rahab are used in the discussion on faith in 2:14-26 

(2:21-22,25). In his exhortation of 3 :1-12 he uses the examples of the bit in the mouth 

of the horses and the ship’s small rudder (3:3-4), along with the examples of the 

spring and the fig tree (3:11-12). In the encouraging words of exhortation of 5:7-12 he 

uses the example of the farmer who waits patiently for the Autumn and Spring rains 

(5:7) and the examples of the prophets and Job (5:10-11).157 In the words of advice of 

5:13-18 the example of Elijah is used to remind the addressees of the power of the 

prayer of the righteous one.158 The presence of so many wisdom elements in the letter 

is also noteworthy.

155 Cf. Stowers; Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 96.
156 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, p. 97. On paraenesis in the N T see W. Popkes, 

‘Paraenesis in the New Testament’, p. 28; J. D. Quinn, ‘Paraenesis and the Pastoral Epistles: Lexical 
Observations Bearing on the Nature o f the Sub-Genre and Soundings on its Role in Socialization and 
Liturgies’, Semeia 50 (1990), 192. The term paraenesis is not found in the N T but the verb TTapoai/w 
is found in Acts 27:22 where Paul ‘urges’ the ship’s crew not to worry during a storm, assuring them 
that there would be no loss of life on the ship they are travelling on.

157 The word used for ‘example’ or ‘model’ (unoSeLYI-ux) in Jas. 5:10 is found in 2 Macc. 6:28, 31; 4 
Macc. 17:23, Sir. 44:16, Jn. 13:15 and in 2 Pet. 2:6.

158 For other examples see K. O. Sandnes, ‘Revised Conventions in Early Christian Paraenesis - 
‘W orking G ood’ in 1 Peter as an example’ in Early Christian Paraenesis in Context, ed. by J. Starr 
and T. Engberg-Pedersen (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2005), p. 374, defined 1 Peter as a paraenetic letter; c f  
J. H. Elliott, ‘1 Peter, Its Situation and Strategy’ in Perspectives on 1 Peter, ed. by C. H. Talbert 
(Macon, GA: M ercer University Press, 1986), p. 11: ‘the hortatory aim (5:12) and mood o f  1 Peter, 
along with its inclusion o f much hortatory and paraenetic material qualify it as a 
‘paraenetic/hortatory letter’; A. J. Malherbe applied the same description to 1 Thessalonians in The 
Letters to the Thessalonians: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, Anchor Yale 
Bible, Vol. 32 (New York, NY: Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, 2000), pp. 81-86, 
comparing it with ancient letters, epistolary handbooks, and paraenetic texts (e.g., by Isocrates, Dio 
Chrysostom, Plutarch).
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Encouraging reminders, as Stowers calls them, may also be found in 

letters.159 The author's reference to the testing of faith leading to steadfastness may be 

seen as a reminder, if yivthoKOVxe^ (1:3) is interpreted as referring to something the 

addressees already know.160 The element of reminder is present in 1:12, in the 

reference to the crown of life promised by God, and in 3:1-2 in the exhortation or 

advice about becoming teachers - they know that the teacher will be judged with 

greater strictness. In addition to the examples mentioned above which function as 

reminders there are also references to scripture which may be seen in a similar vein. 

In 2:8-12, for example, the author reminds the addressees of the ‘royal law’, quoting 

Lev. 18:18 ‘You shall love your neighbour as yourself; in 2:23 he reminds them of 

Abraham who believed in God and ‘it was reckoned to him as righteousness’ (Gen. 

15:6); in 4:6b he uses Prov. 3:34LXX to bolster the point that he makes in 4:6a about 

the ungrudging bestowal of God’s grace.161 Mayor listed the many possible allusions 

to scripture in the letter of James, including the close resemblances to the books of 

Sirach and Wisdom that were probably familiar to his readers.162 There is also the 

many reminiscences of the teaching of Jesus in James to which G. Kittel commented: 

‘No other NT writing apart from the gospels are so dense in reminiscences of the 

words ofthe Lord’.163

159 In his ‘moral epistles’ Seneca states that Lucilius needs ‘reminding rather than exhortation’ (Ep. 
13:15; Text cited from R. M. Gummere, Lucius Annaeus Seneca. Moral Epistles, The Loeb Classical 
Library, Vol. I (Cambridge, MS: Harvard University Press, 1917-25). In another o f  his letters, 
Seneca notes the importance o f  remembrance through repetition stating that one should ‘be 
continually brought to remember these facts[.. .]in this way what is clear often becomes clearer’ (Ep. 
94:24; Text cited from Gummere, Moral Epistles, Vol. HI). Reflecting upon the use o f the imagery 
o f the m irror in Jas. 1:22-25, Johnson notes that the mirror is often used in paraenetic literature for 
the notion o f  ‘moral self-examination/reflections’, and he cites Epictetus, Discourses H, 14, 17-23; 
Seneca, Natural Questions I, 17, 4; On Anger 36:1-3; Plutarch, Advice to the Bride and Groom 14 
and 25 (Johnson, James, p. 208). Encouraging reminders are found in what are seen as paraenetic 
sections o f  the letters o f Paul, as, for example, in 1 Thess. 4:2 ( ‘each o f  you know how t o [ . 5:2 
( ‘For you yourselves know’). In 1 Thess. 4:9 Paul notes that the Thessalonians do not need to be 
reminded o f their duty to love one another as they have previously been taught by God. Paul also 
cites tradition in Rom. 13:8, citing the words o f Jesus (John 13:34). He cites some o f the 
commandments in 13:9. He frequently appeals to the scriptures which he would have known very 
well (cf. Rom. 15;9/Ps. 18:49; 15:10/Deut. 32:43; 15 :ll/P s . 117:1; 15:12/Isa. 11:10). In the letter o f 
Jude the author lists several examples o f tradition - 1:3, 5-7, 8-13, 14-16, 17-23; with the author’s 
urging o f his readers to remember framing 1:5-23.

160 Johnson, James, p. 177, comments that the appeal to shared knowledge is ‘a common feature o f 
paraenesis’.

161 Cf. Johnson, James, p. 208.
162 Mayor, James, pp. cx-cxviii.
163 Cf. G. Kittel, ‘Der geschichtliche Ort des Jakobusbriefes’, Z/VTF41 (1942), 71-105; M. H. Shepherd, 

‘The Epistle *of James and the Gospel o f M atthew’, JBL IS  (1956), 40-51; Mussner, Der 
Jakobusbrief, pp. 48-50; F. Hahn and P. Muller, ‘Der Jakobusbrief, Theologische Revue 63 (1998), 
54ff.
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Another aspect of paraenesis that may be pointed out is its use of antithesis. 

Isocrates in his letter to Nicocles instructs him on what pursuits he should ‘aspire to’ 

and the pursuits from which he should ‘abstain’ (Ad. Nicoclem 2),164 while Seneca 

distinguishes paraenesis as something which advises what one should ‘do’ and what 

one should ‘avoid’ (Ep. 95:13).165 It is evident from the beginning of the letter in 1:2- 

11 where ieA,eioc; and Sujmxoc; are contrasted. It will be suggested later that the 

contrast xeXeioc;/ Sli|juxck; offers a key to the unitary reading of the letter. The use of 

contrast is evident in the rest of the letter, as, for example, in 1:21-22, 25, 26 or 2:8, 

13, 18, or in 3:2, 13-17.

To sum up, the letter of James contains words of exhortation all throughout the 

text (cf. 1:2-8, 13-15, 17a, 19-27; 2:1-7; 3:l-2a, 13-17; 4:1-6, 7-12; 5:7-12, 19-20), 

interspersed with words of encouragement, promise and advice (1:5-11, 12, 22-25, 

26-27; 5:13-18), warning and admonition (cf. 1:13-15; 4:13-17; 5:1-6), citations of 

and allusions to the scriptures and echoes of the teaching of Jesus. It also has diatribal 

elements (cf. 2:14-26) and discussion or argumentation (cf. 2:8-13, 14-26; 3:2b-12). 

Although the words of admonition of 5:1-6 strike one as harsh, the term paraenesis 

seems broad enough to include under its umbrella.166

The letter of James, which the author possibly writes to Jewish Christians 

living outside Palestine, may be described as a paraenetic letter intended to exhort 

and encourage, advise and admonish.167 The letter stands as an effective means of 

encouraging and instructing its readers in a variety of situations which are 

fundamentally important to living according to Christ. The literary structure outlined 

above with its epistolary greeting and introductory elements of 1 :1, 2-1 1 , and the 

three part structure of the body of the letter which concludes with the epilogue of 

5:19-20 point towards the well organised nature of the letter.

164 In Ad Demonicum 5, Ps. Isocrates can be seen to ‘counsel5 (parainesin) Demonicus ‘on the objects 
to which young men should aspire and from what actions they should abstain’ (G. Norlin, Isocrates 
with an English Translation in three volumes). Seneca distinguishes advice from paraenesis, adding 
that advice is presented as -  ‘If  you would have self-control, act thus and so!’, while paraenesis is 
presented as - ‘The man who acts thus and so, and refrains from certain other things, possesses self- 
control’ (Ep. 95:66; Text cited from Gummere, Moral Epistles, Vol. HI.

165 Text cited from Gummere, Moral Epistles, Vol. m . Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman 
Antiquity, pp. 96-97, mentions positive and negative exhortation, and that the exhortation is 
sometimes antithetical.

166 J. Starr (cited in Popkes, ‘Paraenesis in the New Testam ent’, p. 33) contends that paraenesis was 
addressed to adherents o f a given group at all stages o f their moral or spiritual development.

167 Johnson, James, p. 24, in his analysis of the paraenetic nature o f the letter o f James, expressed the 
view that because Jam es is intended for a more general and broad group o f people, it would make 
sense that the situations in the letter are general and typical rather than specific and local.
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The first part (1:12-2:26) of the body of the letter opens on a note of 

encouragement and promise but to achieve the crown of life, promised in 1 :12, one 

must accept with humility the implanted word which can save souls, and be a doer of 

the word and not a hearer only, putting one’s faith into practice in the manner of 

Abraham and Rahab, with no room for discrimination of the poor and a commitment 

to the vulnerable in society.

The second part of the letter (3:1-4:12) begins with exhortation and advice in 

relation to earthly unspiritual wisdom and wisdom that comes from above that leads 

to peace. The section concludes with words of admonition and criticism which seek to 

dissuade the addressees from friendship with the world and encourage them to draw 

near to God who will in turn draw near to them. The author exhorts them to control 

the tongue, to humble themselves before God, and not to speak evil of a brother or 

judge a brother - the opposite of the behaviour of the double-minded. He urges the 

addressees to control the tongue and be imbued with heavenly, not earthly wisdom, 

and show solidarity to their neighbour.

The final section of the letter (4:13-5:20) opens on a note of admonishment 

(4:13a) and continues in 5:1-6 in the same vein, with harsh and threatening words and 

accusations on the behaviour of the rich who mistreat the workers and labourers. The 

tone changes to a call for patience in 5:7-12 with words of encouraging exhortation, 

and examples of patience and steadfastness. This section has words of advice for the 

suffering and the cheerful and for sinners. It urges the addressees to show solidarity 

with their brethren not just in confessing their sins to one another and praying for one 

another but in bringing back the sinner from the error of his ways.

Conclusion

Having surveyed opinion on the literary form or genre of the letter of James 

in chap HI, chap. VI has sought to describe its literary form, settling on the epistolary 

form as the most obvious, based not only on the epistolary prescript in 1 :1 , but also 

from other epistolary elements noted throughout the opening and closing of the letter. 

The address in the prescript of James has always posed problems for scholars seeking 

to understand James’ epistolary character, with many seeing the address, the ‘twelve 

tribes in the diaspora’, as being too vague and unrealistic for a real letter. Far less 

problems exist with the address in James than some scholars would suggest and as far
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as we could see, the address posed no real problem in estimating the epistolary worth 

of James. Although the address in James is not as specific as some other letters in the 

NT, specifically those in the Pauline corpus, the address of James may point to an 

earlier time before defined churches were set up, or it could more likely point towards 

a more general audience, in owing to its general contents. The suggestion of visiting 

pilgrims to Jerusalem as a means of disseminating the letter around the outlying 

regions points to one possible way in which the letter was delivered. It was nowhere 

near as difficult as some scholars would want to believe; certainly not ‘ undeliverable ’ 

as Deissmann tried to state. The epistolary opening is. clearly very important for 

determining the literary form of the letter, but its closing themes are also important for 

defining its literary form. The absence of a farewell greeting is not seen as a militating 

factor against treating James as a letter. A farewell is absent in many examples of 

letters. Why the author of James chose to omit one in his letter is not known. The 

question is not why he omitted one but rather could he omit a farewell. An analysis of 

other letters would seem to indicate a farewell could be an optional feature in a letter.

As well as looking at the epistolary form of James, we looked at another 

characteristic of James - its exhortative character. This characteristic has led many 

scholars to describe James as paraenetic. Although paraenesis as a genre is widely 

discounted these days, scholars do point towards several characteristics which usually 

make up what could be described as a paraenetic text. The characteristics of this 

literary term are diverse and often confusing, especially when one tries to distinguish 

it from the related term protrepsis. Nevertheless, we highlighted some key 

characteristics of the term as a means of showing that James could be described as a 

paraenetic text. Whether the author of James was familiar with that term is unknown. 

Some scholars describe what is known as a paraenetic letter type. This type is known 

from Ps. Libanius, whose list of letter types dates many centuries after the letter of 

James is usually dated (pre 62 AD). The paraenetic letter type does share some 

common characteristics with other letter types closer to the time the letter of James 

was written. Whether the author of James was equally equated with these letter types 

is also unknown. Examining James in the light of the work of Stowers on letters of 

advice, admonition and paraenesis, it is arguable that the letter of James may be 

described as a paraenetic letter, sent to exhort and encourage, to admonish and to 

advise. Given the characteristics of how material is organised and presented in the text
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we propose this description - paraenetic letter - a tentative letter type until such a time 

that more research is conducted into the area of epistolary form and type.
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Chapter VII

A Unifying Thread in the Letter of James

Introduction

Having looked at the literary structure and form of James our attention now 

turns to finding a central or unifying theme or themes which can strengthen the 

structure found in James. We will endeavour to seek something which can bind the 

various exhortations of James together. In Chap. IV we touched briefly upon the 

themes found in 1 :2-11 and how they are found restated throughout the rest of the 

letter. We will look more closely in this chapter to see if they are organised to such an 

extent that they contribute to a unifying thematic structure for the letter of James. In 

chapters IV and V a literary structure has been proposed for the letter of James. This, 

in itself, points to the literary unity of the letter. The search for a sustainable literary 

form in the previous chapter was important for this chapter, as it was instrumental in 

helping us to see how certain literary forms confused or hindered a search for unity in 

the text. For instance, scholars such as Dibelius expressed the view that 'large 

portions of James reveal no continuity in thought whatsoever’ but instead show a 

'disorderly change of theme from saying to saying’; this he attributed to the 

paraenetic character of the letter. Although he found that what was stressed most in 

the letter was ‘the piety o f the Poor, and the accompanying opposition to the rich and 

to the world’, he cautioned ‘not to overestimate the author’s part in the development 

or thought in the writing’.1 This disparaging view of literary form and its effect on 

structure and unity has all but disappeared. In our previous chapter we criticised older 

conceptions of literary form in James, and proposed that James could be considered 

an actual letter with an actual goal - a letter written to the diaspora. Its goal can be 

inferred from its other characterising feature, its exhortative character which we 

dubbed as paraenetic. Texts which are paraenetic seek to guide, instruct and advise. 

The letter of James fits these characteristics. It will be suggested that James has a plan

1 Dibelius, James, pp. 5-6, 48.
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and a purpose as seen through its many exhortations, which can help point towards an 

answer about what the author's main reason for writing the letter must have been.

1. Unity in the letter of James

1.1 - Lack of Thematic Unity

Not all scholars see a thematic unity in the letter of James. In relation to the 

author of the letter of James and his letter's presentation, Martin Luther once wrote 

that ‘he throws things together so chaotically that it seems to me he must have been 

some good, pious man, who took a few sayings from the disciples of the apostles and 

tossed them off on paper’.2 Centuries later, Jiilicher echoed Luther's dissatisfaction 

with the letter, finding it somewhat disorganised and thrown together.3 Dibelius in his 

influential commentary on the letter expressed the view that ‘large portions of James 

reveal no continuity in thought whatsoever' but a ‘disorderly change of theme from 

saying to saying’; this he attributed to the paraenetic character of the letter.4 Although 

he found that what was stressed most in the letter was ‘the piety o f the Poor, and the 

accompanying opposition to the rich and to the world’, he cautioned ‘not to 

overestimate the author’s part in the development or thought in the writing’.5 An 

‘ethical scrapbook’ was how A. Hunter described it, and he remarked that it was so 

disconnected that it was at ‘the despair of the analyst'.6 W. E. Oesterley described it 

as ‘a number of unconnected sayings which are for the most part independent of one 

another'.7 Those who see no unity in the letter tend to describe it as a collection of 

largely unconnected warnings, admonitions and instructions loosely strung together

2 E. Theodore Bachmann, Luther's Works, Word and Sacrament /, Vol. 35 (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress 
Press, 1976), 397. Luther did note that the theme which the author o f James was most concerned 
with was the law, which he noted the author as ‘harping on’ about {Luther's Works, pp. 396-397).

3 A. Jiilicher, Einleitung in das Neue Testament (Tübingen: Mohr, 1906), p. 136: ‘Fester 
Gedankenzussam enhang existiert in Jac nicht, der B rief besteht aus einzelnen, aneinandergeschoben 
Capiteln über bestimmte Fragen christlichen Leben und Empfindens’.

4 Dibelius, James, pp. 5-6.
5 Dibelius, James, pp. 5, 48.
6 A. Hunter, Introducing the New Testament (London: SCM Press, 1972), p. 96. This sentiment was 

shared by W. Hendrickson, Bible Survey: A Treasury o f  Bible Information (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Book House, 1949), p. 329, who argued that every attempt to outline it was doomed to failure, while
C. L. Mitton, James (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1966), p. 235, saw ‘no discernible plan in the 
epistle’.

7 W. E. Oesterley, ‘The General Epistle o f  Jam es’ in The Expositor’s Greek New Testament, ed. by W. 
Robertson Nicoll, Vol. IV (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1910), 407; cf. W. Scroggie, The 
Unfolding Drama o f Redemption: The Bible as a Whole, Vol. 3 (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 
1970), 290, described it as having ‘more than a dozen themes being treated almost disconnectedly’.
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and without a coherent overarching framework, a view which still prevails right into 

the 2 1st century.8

1.2 - A ‘Sort of Unity’

When scholars began to see traces of a literary structure in James, i t  

inevitably led to suggestions that a unifying or central controlling theme could be 

found in the letter. Earlier scholars such as Pfeiffer argued for an overall plan for the 

body of the letter, taking the triple exhortation of 1:19, ‘be quick to hear, slow to 

speak, slow to anger', as developing throughout the rest of the letter (1:21-2:26, 3:1-8 

and 4:1-5:6, and 5:7-20), which Cladder accepted, strongly arguing that the letter of 

James did have an overall structure and unity.9

Ropes found two pervading and strongly felt principles underlying the letter - 

‘the hatred of sham of every kind’ and ‘the conviction that God and the world are 

incompatible as objects of men’s allegiance'. While ‘neither of the principles serve as 

a suitable title of the letter’ he was of the view that they bound ‘its somewhat 

miscellaneous contents together in a sort of unity’.10 The writer’s goal, according to 

Ropes, is ‘nowhere so definitely formulated in his mind as to forbid a swift and 

unexpected leap to inculcate some important object of Christian endeavour’; hence, he 

argues, ‘we cannot assume completely to trace the real sequence of his thought’.11 

Despite these comments he does offer an overall arrangement of the letter. Thus, in 

his movement towards seeing some form of a literary structure in James, he could also 

suggest therefore some form of unity in tandem with his findings.

Others also saw some form of unity in the letter. Mayor took the letter to 

move from point to point ‘without any strict logical sequence', he distinguished 

‘certain leading principles on which the whole depends’.12 He noted that the leading 

principle is the ‘necessity of whole-heartedness in religion’, not serving God and the 

devil at the same time, and not serving God and the world at the same time.13 There 

was no real structure evident in Mayor’s study. His outline for James showed no 

difference really from the outlines provided by the earliest textual critics. Still though, 

he was able to identify a coherent and consistent thread of thought in the letter. For

8 Llewelyn, ‘The Prescript o f  James’, 386.
9 Pfeiffer, ‘Jacobusbrief, 167-80; Cladder, ‘D ieA niage’, 50, 52.
10 Ropes, James, p. 3.
11 Ropes, James, pp. 4-5.
I* Mayor, James, p. 149.
13 Mayor, James, p. 149.
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Robert and Feuillet ‘the exhortations of the Epistle all postulate a single underlying 

truth, which confers on them a unity of a sort’.14 They see this as man conducting his 

life in harmony with God, avoiding duplicity and worldly values.

1.3 - Christian Conduct

For many scholars, evidence of a literary structure led to the finding of a 

unifying thread within the letter. In his structure of James, Adamson noted that ‘every 

principle and theme in the rest of the Epistle of James is repeated, expanded or 

derived from l:2-18[...]and 1:19-27’.15 For him it provided ‘evidence of a strong and 

pervasive if subtle unity5.16 That unity he found in the theme of Christian conduct - 

what Christians are to believe and what they should follow. Adamson notes that they 

must welcome trials and strengthen their faith (chaps. 1-3; 5:7-20), while at the same 

time resisting the world and wealth (chaps. 4-5:6). He saw that this theme was carried 

through the whole letter.17 He found a calculated unity within the letter, which joins 

chapters 1-3 with chapters 4-5 through an opposition between two groups of people. 

He argued that chapters 1-3 addressed those who are actual or prospective Christians 

while chapters 4-5 denounced those who engage in wealth and who lead a hedonistic 

lifestyle. Adamson notes a return to the first group of people in 5:7-20.18

1.4-Faith

In his analysis of the organisation of the letter, Vouga put forward a three- 

part division - l:2-19a, 1:19b-3:18 and 4:1-5:20. He saw the theme of faith as 

unifying these units - l:2-19a, dealing with the testing of faith, 1:19b-3:18, dealing 

with the adherence of faith, and 4:1-5:20 dealing with people's loyalty to their faith.19 

This overarching theme of faith by Vouga has been criticised by both Martin and 

Thuren however.20 For Hiebert the letter develops a basic theme - ‘Tests of a Living 

Faith’; the author, he argues, ‘is not interested in works apart from faith, but is vitally 

concerned to show that a living faith must demonstrate its life by what it does’,21 and

14 Robert and Feuillet, ‘Jam es’, pp. 553-54.
15 Adamson, Man and His Message, p. 92.
16 Adamson, Man and His Message, p. 99.
17 Adamson, Man and His Message, pp. 92-93.
18 Adamson, Man and His Message, p. 58.
19 Vouga, Jacques, pp. 19-20, 59-60.
20 Martin, James, p. cii; Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 265,
21 Hiebert, James, p. 37.
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in 1:19-5:18 he ‘sets forth a series of six basic tests whereby his readers are to test 

their own faith’.22

For Edgar the theme of loyalty or commitment to God runs right through the 

letter. In 1:2-18 he finds the twin themes of ‘exhortation to unwavering loyalty to 

God’ and ‘the presentation of God as supreme authority figure and patron’ - themes 

developed in 1:19-3:18. 23 Edgar sees the themes of 1:2-18 prefigured in 1:19-27 

before being developed in 2:1-3:18. The remaining units of the letter, 4:1-5:20, are 

seen by Edgar to ‘continue the author’s efforts to urge the addressees to show 

wholehearted commitment to God’.24

The overall or controlling theme of the letter for McCartney is a ‘genuine 

faith’. This theme is found with other themes,25 and together they reflect the deep 

concern of the whole letter that genuine faith in God must be evident in life and that if 

one wishes to avoid false faith (e.g. hypocrisy), the ‘faith said’ must correspond to the 

‘faith led5.26 McCartney identifies perfection as something which is prevalent 

throughout the letter and which is integral to the theme of genuine faith.27

1.5 - Testing and Trial

Francis found the theme of testing underlying the whole letter and unifying 

the themes of steadfastness and wisdom and the theme of rich and poor 28 For Davids 

the theme of testing, which is the first major theme that one-encounters in the letter, 

‘underlies much of the rest of the epistle’; for him the problem of testing forms the

22 Hiebert, James, pp. 37-38. These are 1:19-27 (faith tested by its response to the word o f God); 2:1-13 
(test o f faith revealing its nature by its reaction to social partialities and distinctions); 2:14-26 (faith 
tested by the production of works); 3:1-18 (faith developed by the testing of self control); 4:1-5:12 
(‘faith’s reaction to the world and the various ways whereby worldly-mindedness m anifests itself in 
the lives o f  believers’); 5:13-18 (the concluding test o f  faith in relation to prayer and sin) and 5:19-20 
(test o f  faith in restoring those who have strayed, ‘which will be an effective manifestation o f  the 
beneficial activity o f a living faith in their lives’). In 1:2-18 the author elaborates on the theme o f 
tests and temptations from different angles, noting that he asks his readers to let their tests produce 
their intended results as they steadfastly endure,

2j Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor3, pp. 156-57.
24 Edgar, Has God Not Chosen the Poor?, pp. 215,216-17.
25 McCartney, James, p. 56. These themes are hearing and doing the word (1:18, 21-27; 2:1-26; 3:2; 

4:11), speech control (1:19-21; 3:1-12; 4:11-12, 13-17; 5:9, 12), suffering, endurance and perfection
(1:2-4, 12-15; 5:7-12), wealth (1:9-11; 2:6-7; 4:1-4, 13-17; 5:1-6), love, mercy and humility (1:27;
2:8, 13, 14-17; 3:13-16), wisdom (1:5; 3:13-17) and prayer (1:5; 5:13-18).

26 McCartney, James, p. 57.
27 McCartney, James, p. 62.
28 Francis. ‘Form and Function’, 118.
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thread which ties the epistle together, although like the thread in any necklace, ‘the 

pattern of the specific ornaments is more often seen than the thread itself.29

Maynard-Reid accepts Davids’ proposal for a unifying theme relating to 

testing/suffering, noting that ‘it is most evident from James’s concern for the poor and 

oppressed and for social justice that his focus is on a suffering community’.30 

Maynard-Reid focuses on three main sections in the letter of James - 1:9-11; 2:1-13 

; and 4:13-5:6, noting that each section posits an opposition between the rich and poor 

and the reversal of fortune that will bring the rich low and make the poor high.

S. H. Ong points out the ‘difficulty’ of apprehending the thematic core of the 

epistle, but for him, his metaphorical reading of the letter of James reveals that ‘the 

thematic unity within each section and the larger thematic unity of the entire epistle is 

to do with the metaphor of life as a divine trial’.31 He concludes, ‘whether one sees 

the subject under discussion in each section as wisdom, testing, pure speech or 

community harmony. All these are offshoots of, and inevitably linked to, the 

metaphorical concept l ife  is a  d iv in e  t r ia l ’ .32 Wall takes the theme of ‘the testing of 

faith’ through trials as a key theme within the letter,33 The theme is developed through 

the three admonitions of 1:19 - be quick to hear, slow to speak and slow to anger - 

which are developed in the three units 1:22-2:26 (‘quick to hear’) 3:1-18 (‘slow to 

speak’) and 4:1-5:6 (‘slow to anger’).34 In 5:7-20 ‘The concluding exhortations to 

endure the testing of faith, implicit throughout James, are made more urgent by the 

author’s pointed assertions that the coming of the lord is imminent’.35

1.6 - Perfection

If we look at the letter of James, particularly its introduction we note the 

importance of the theme of perfection. Perfection is held as something which is to be 

strived for. Many of the other themes mentioned above - faith, testing/trial, wisdom -

29 Davids, James, p. 35.
30 M aynard-Reid, Poverty and Wealth, p. 11.
31 S. H. Ong, A Strategy fo r  a Metaphorical Reading o f  the Epistle o f  James (Lanham, MD: University 

Press o f  America, 1996), pp. 71-120.
32 Ong, A Strategy for a Metaphorical Reading, p. 113. Penner, James and Eschatology, p. 133, finds 

the theme o f  ‘persecution in the time o f trial’ as providing an eschatological framework for the letter. 
This unifying theme is set out in 1:2-12 and restated again in the closing unit, 4:6-5.12 (pp. 158-213), 
providing ‘the general grid onto which the specified content o f  the main body is p laced’ (p. 212).

33 These trials have two outcomes which Wall sees the author laying out in the introduction (1:2-21). 
One outcome is the readers following God through testing, through the word o f  truth. The other 
outcome is temptation and eventual deception; cf. W all, Community o f  the Wise, pp. 34-35.

34 W all, Community o f  the Wise, pp. 35-37.
35 W all, Community o f  the Wise, p. 37.
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are facets of being perfect. This has led some scholars to view perfection as the 

controlling or unifying theme in the letter. The main title of M. Klein’s work, ‘Ein 

vollkommenes Werk’, points towards his view of the importance of the role of 

‘Vollkommenheit’ or ‘perfection’ in the letter. He describes the preservation of the 

believer in the various trials or temptations of life (1:2-3) as the theme of the letter of 

James, and argues that the goal of this preservation of faith is ‘perfection’.36

Baker sees ‘perfection’ as a unifying theme within the letter as ‘it can 

accommodate most easily all the other themes’.37 This point is important and it 

highlights what we stated earlier. Baker notes that perfection, in terms of maturity, is 

the ideal ethical goal of James and ‘is a theme which is able to incorporate 5:19-20 

with ease’, noting that with this perfection theme, the person who strays can be seen 

as the polar opposite of the one who achieves complete maturity.38

In the light of his rhetorical analysis of the letter Thuren argues that the letter 

appears to be ‘a consistent, carefully constructed text with a clear target’ .39 In the 

exordium (1:1-18) he finds the themes of perseverance and perfection (1:2-4, 12-18), 

wisdom and money (1:5-11), in the propositio (1:19-27), speech and action (1:19- 

21a), consistency between word and action (1:2lb-25), speech and money (1:26-27), 

in the argumentatio (2:1-5:6), action/money (2:1-26), speech/wisdom (3:1-4:12), 

speech and action/money (4:13-5:6); the peroratio (5:7-20), with a recapitulatio in 

5:7-11 and a conquestio in 5:12-20.40

Tollefson suggests that a series of contrasts and themes bind the letter 

together into a coherent unity. He understands the word teZeioc; in terms of 

‘maturity’, a key word for him, which he takes to be the central concern of the letter.41 

Testing, group faith, wisdom, rich and poor, and the tongue are other themes within 

the letter. These various themes are bound together by the theme of group maturity.42

36 Klein, Jakobusbriefes, p. 81: ‘Thema des Jakobusbriefes ist vielmehr die Bewährung der Glaubenden 
in den vielfältigen Versuchungen des Lebens (l,2f)[...]D as Ziel, au f das diese Bewährung des 
Glaubens zulaufen soll, ist die “Vollkommenheit” ’.

37 Baker, Personal Speech Ethics, p. 20.
38 Baker, Personal Speech Ethics, pp. 20-21.
39 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 282.
40 Thuren, ‘Risky Rhetoric’, 281. Thuren sees the discussion o f  the two main problem areas o f  the letter 

- speech and money as the author’s attempt to demonstrate what imperfection and inconsistency 
mean in practice - ‘In all three parts o f  the argumentatio he attempts to prove that small deviations 
from a perfect way o f  life spring from grave sins, incorrect theology, and dangerous attitudes’ (p. 
281).

41 Tollefson, ‘Jam es’, 63-64.
42 Tollefson, ‘Jam es’, 68
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Hartin sees the theme of perfection as an ‘overarching principle', a ‘unifying 

theme', which provides meaning for the other themes developed throughout the letter 

such as testing, wisdom, faith, the law and works, and which gives direction to the 

thought and teaching of the entire letter.43 Perfection is tied into the theme of testing 

as it is outlined in 1:2-4 - the one who endures the test faithfully will be made perfect. 

The theme of wisdom is linked with perfection - ‘wisdom as the horizon for attaining 

perfection'.44 The theme of law is linked to perfection in 1:25; 2:8-12 and 4:11-12, as 

is faith, for only ‘through works, through action, can faith be brought to perfect 

completion’.45

Bauckham sees the theme of wholeness or perfection as the ‘overarching 

theme of the letter'.46 He notes that this theme is prevalent in other sections of the 

letter - in the single minded loyalty to God (1:8; 4:8), in the hearing and doing of the 

word (1:22-25), in the fulfilment of the whole law (2:8-12; 4:11-12), in a faith with 

action (2:14-26), consistency in living out all the qualities of God's grace (1:17; 3:2, 

9-10, 17) and in the wholeness of a community united in peace and not divided by 

ambition (3:13-4:10).47

In his search for an overarching theme in James, Moo notes that ‘any theme 

that can encompass the varied material of the letter must be quite broad'. It would be 

better, in his view, not to speak of a ‘theme' but of a ‘central concern’.48 He sees 4:4- 

10 as the thematic centre of the composition as a whole and notes that basic ‘to all 

that James says in his letter is his concern that his readers stop compromising with 

worldly values and behaviour and give themselves wholly to the Lord’. Thus, Moo 

sees ‘spiritual wholeness' as a central concern in the letter.49 Witherington adopts a 

similar position to that of Moo, arguing that the most important theme in James is the 

‘concern that Christians display spiritual integrity: singleness of intent combined with 

blamelessness in actions'.50

43 Hartin, A Spirituality o f  Perfection, pp. 10, 89.
44 Hartin, A Spirituality o f  Perfection, p. 65. ‘Perfection is the outcome o f  the gift o f  wisdom implanted 

within the souls o f  the believers’ (pp. 77-78). H e sees this gift o f wisdom in 1:17 and further 
elaborated upon in 3:13-18 through the wisdom from above and in 4:1-10 through friendship with 
God.

45 H artin ,^  Spirituality o f  Perfection, p. 85.
46 Bauckham, James, p. 100.
47 Bauckham, James, pp. 100-01.
48 Moo, James, p. 45.
49 Moo, James, p. 46.
50 W itherington, Letters and Homilies, p. 428.
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1.7 - Contrasting Themes

While perceiving little or no connection between successive paragraphs in the 

letter of James, Laws argued that the unifying theme of the letter of James was one of 

'anti double-mindedness1, seeing an emphasis on imitating 'the singleness of God1 in 

James as complementing the attack on the doubleness of the addressees.51

Frankemölle argued in his two-volume commentary and elsewhere for the 

formal and thematic unity of the letter,52 a unity made clear by the semantic study of 

the text; A feature of the work of the author of the letter, he argues, is his use of 

contrast or ‘oppositions1 and ‘antitheses’ which are in a functional relationship to one 

another and condition one another.53

Cargal sees the theme of the letter as the restoration of the brothers to the 

truth. He sees the theme set out through oppositions and parallels in the four main 

units in which he divides the letter - 1:2-21; 1:22-2:26; 3:1-4:12; 4:11-5:20.54 The 

truth which the brothers have wandered from in 5:19 is the implanted word of 1:21 

(unit 1). They have wandered from this truth because they do not do the works of the 

word (unit 2). They do not humble themselves before the word which means they are 

set up for a harsh judgement (unit 3). They must instead be restored by the implanted 

word and cease wandering (unit 4).55

Johnson finds coherence in James at a deep structural level. For him an 

important organising principle in James is a central set of convictions concerning the 

absolute incompatibility of two constructs of reality and two modes of behaviour. He 

finds that a ‘deep structure1 of polar opposition between ‘friendship with the world1 

and ‘friendship with God1 ‘undergirds the inclusion and shaping of James1 material1.56 

This ‘polar opposition1 that James works with throughout the composition is 

established in 1:2-27.57 This opposition is between two measures, that which comes 

from God, and that which comes from the world which opposes God. The second set

51 Laws, James, pp. 29-32. See the critique o f Baker, Personal Speech Ethics, p. 20 n. 61.
52 Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, p. 71: ‘Der Verfass er [...] kam im Zuge der Auslegung nich nur 

zur These einer formalen, sondern auch gedanklichen Einheit’,
53 Frankemölle, Der Brief des Jakobus, p. 72: ‘Spezifisch für Jakobus ist, dass her dabei ganz stark mit 

Oppositionen und Antithesen arbeitet und diese in funktionelle Beziehung zueinander setzt, so dass 
sie einander bedingen’.

54 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 53.
55 Cargal, Restoring the Diaspora, p. 53.
56 Johnson, James, p. 14. Sleeper, James, pp. 19-21, also sees 1:2-27 as an introduction, introducing 

themes which are developed later in the letter. He notes that we must not expect James to present 
these themes in a logical progression and notes that organisation may be found in the letter through 
shifts in theme, giving an outline o f  these themes which broadly match that o f  Johnson’s.

57 Johnson, Jam es, p. 175.
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of contrasts is between the attitudes and behaviours consistent with each measure. The 

third contrast is between sham religiosity and true religion.58 The oppositions here are 

built upon in the following units: 2:1-26 (which Johnson sees as continuing the 

contrast of 1:26-27 between a pure religion and a false religion through one’s faith 

and his works);59 3:1-12 (continues the theme of ‘ doubleness ’ through a contrast 

between pure speech and slanderous speech);60 3:13-4:10 (a contrast between 

friendship with the world and friendship with God which Johnson associates with the 

topic of envy);61 4:11-5:6 (a contrast between the positive attitudes of members of the 

community and the negative aspects of the attitudes towards wealth of other members 

of the community).62 Johnson sees 5:7-20 as the closing section of the letter with 5:7- 

11 acting as a hinge between the negative aspects of 4:11-5:6 and the more positive 

tone of 5:12-20.

O Fearghail identifies 1:2-11 as the opening section of the letter in which 

themes are presented that are developed in the body of the letter.63 These themes are 

testing and temptation, faith, steadfastness, perfection, wisdom, prayer, double 

mindedness, and the theme of rich and poor. In his view the contrasting themes of 

xe/teLOc; and 6ii|iuxoc, introduced in 1:2-11, provide a unity for the letter, since the 

contents of the letter can be seen to cohere around them.64

Elliott sees the major theme of the letter as the completeness and wholeness 

of the readers, their community, and their relation to God.65 This theme is set up in 

1:2-4. It is followed by a series of contrasts in 1:5-11 - wisdom/no wisdom and 

lowly/rich. The main body of the letter expands on these contrasts in a series of 

positive and negative units.66 Elliott sees the contrast as being between wholeness and

58 Johnson, James, p. 175.
59 Johnson, James, p. 218.
60 Johnson, James, p. 254.
61 Johnson, James, p. 269.
62 Johnson, James, p. 292.
63 Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 73-77.
64 Ó Fearghail, ‘Literary Structure’, 78-79.
65 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 72.
66 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 72. The contrasts are as follows: 1:13-27: negative (deception by human desire) / 

1:13-16 - positive (God gives perfect gifts) -1:17-27; 2:1-13: negative (partiality) -2:1-7 / positive 
(fulfilling the royal law) -2:8-13; 2:14-26: negative (divided faith) / 2:14-17 positive (faith and 
works) -2:18-26; 3:1-18: negative (duplicitous speech) / 3:1-12 positive (wisdom from above) -3:13- 
18; 4:1-12: negative (friendship with the world) - 4:1-4 / positive (friendship with God) - 4:5-12; 
4:13-5:11: negative (no arrogant planning) - 4:13-5:6 / positive (patiently waiting for God) - 5:7-11; 
5:12: negative (no swearing) - 5:12a /  positive (integrity with a truthful yes or no) - 5:12b.
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dividedness, between ‘purity and pollution’.67 These contrasts contribute to the letter 

having a ‘unified and coherent line of thought’.68

1.8 - Unity in the Letter of James - An Evaluation

There has been a positive shift in the latter half of the 20th century towards 

seeing the letter of James as having a unity of thought in how themes are presented 

throughout the text. Some studies on James have been extremely helpful in 

highlighting the importance of some themes in the letter. Perfection as a unifying 

theme has been a popular suggestion by scholars for a unifying theme. Contrasts have 

also been popular among scholars as a means of unifying the various themes found 

within the letter. Some scholars, such as Johnson, view the contrast in Jas. 4:4, 

between friendship with God and friendship with the world, as a contrast which can 

unify other themes found throughout the letter. Cargal is another scholar who uses 

contrasts as a means of unifying the contents of James. The contrast to perfection, 

double-mindedness, a contrast used by the author of James in his introduction, 

receives very little attention within studies of James which seek out a unity for the 

letter. O Fearghail suggests that the contrast between xeXeiOQ and Siijnj/oc; presents a 

sustained unity throughout the letter. While many scholars see contrasts as important 

within the letter and many see perfection as an important theme within the letter, far 

few scholars combine the two, incorporating double-mindedness into the contrast.69 

Could one use the contrast between reXeiOQ and 5 oc, which is present in the 

introduction of the letter, as a means of unifying other themes in the letter? Let us 

investigate by first looking at the use of contrasts within the letter.

2. A Source of Unity - Contrasts in the Letter of Janies

That the author of the letter of James likes to use contrast in his writing is 

clear from the letter itself. Such contrasts are present right through the letter. Already 

in 1 :2-11 there are contrasts between the perfect and the double-minded, between rich 

and poor, between those who will receive and those who will not receive, and 

between exaltation and humiliation.

67 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 73, 77-78.
68 Elliott, ‘Jam es’, 79.
69 In my review o f the literature on James, only 0  Fearghail looks at the contrast between xtkeioc and 

SiiJnjxoc; as a unifying theme in James.
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The body of the letter opens with a contrast in 1:12-18 between life and 

death, between the one who endures testing or temptation (1 :12) and the one who 

does not (1:13-15), between those who love God and those who are tempted by their 

own desires or lust, between God who cannot be tempted and man who can (1:13-15).

In 1:16-18 there is a contrast between the exhortation not to be led astray 

(deceived) and the word of truth in 1:18, effectively positing a contrast between 

deception/lies and truth. In 1:19-21, the anger of man and the righteousness which 

God requires are contrasted, as are, removing or getting rid of all filthiness and 

rampant wickedness and receiving with humility the implanted word.

In 1:22-25, there is a contrast between doers of the word and hearers only 

that dominates these verses with the hearer who forgets quickly (1:23-24) being 

contrasted with the one who does not (1:25). In 1:26-27 religion that is vain or 

worthless is contrasted with a religion that is pure and undefiled with God. Purity here 

can also be contrasted with filthiness above in 1 :2 1 .

In 2:1-4 there is a contrast between the gold fingered man in fine clothes and 

the poor man in shabby clothing. The contrast between rich and poor is continued into 

2:5-6. God chose the poor in the eyes of the world to be rich in faith. Those who fulfil 

the royal law do well (2:8) while those who discriminate, commit sin (2:9). 

Judgement and mercy are contrasted in 2:13 - judgement is without mercy on the one 

not showing mercy. Faith with works and faith without works are contrasted 

repeatedly throughout 2:14-26.

In 3:1-12 the man who falls or stumbles is contrasted with the perfect man 

who does not fall in a word and who can control the tongue and the whole body 

(3:2b). The small ‘bit’ is contrasted with the whole body of the horse that it controls 

(3:3), the small rudder with the huge ship it steers (3:4), the small tongue with the 

great things of which it can boast (3:5 a), the damage a small fire can do (3:5b) to a 

great forest. There is a strong contrast in 3:9 between the tongue which blesses the 

Lord and father and the tongue which curses men made in the likeness of God and a 

contrast again in 3:10 between blessings and curses which come from the same 

mouth.

Wisdom from above and earthly wisdom are contrasted in 3:13-18. The latter 

is described in 3:14-16 as earthly, unspiritual and devilish. Earthly wisdom breeds 

jealousy and selfish ambition, and where such practices exist there will be disorder 

and every vile practice. Wisdom from above, described in 3:17, in contrast is pure,
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peaceable, gentle, open to reason, full of mercy and good fruits and without 

uncertainty or insincerity.

In 4:1-12 there is a strong contrast between friendship with the world and 

enmity of God, between friends of the world and enemies of God of 4:4, between the 

proud and the lowly of 4:6, between submitting to God and resisting the devil of 4:7, 

between humbling oneself and being exalted, between the one who judges the law and 

one who does the law, between the one lawgiver and judge who can save and destroy 

and the person who judges his neighbour of 4:12. There is a contrast, too, between the 

friend of God (4:4) and the sinner and double-minded person in 4:8.

In the section 4:13-5:20 we may begin by pointing to a number of contrasts. 

In 4:13-17 we find the contrast between the merchants and traders who seek profit and 

those who do the will of God and a contrast between evil and good in4:17-18.In5:l- 

6, there is a contrast between the rich of 5:1 and the workers and harvesters of 5:4 and 

the just one of 5:6. Those who are patient and who suffer for their faith are contrasted 

with those who judge and who slander in 5:7-12. In 5:13-20 there is the contrast 

between those who pray and come together as a community and those who are 

scattered and are deceived and who are led away from God, a contrast which is 

summed up between truth and the way of error in 5:19-20.

3. xkkeiOQ and 6h|n)XOc - Unifying Themes

The contrast in 1 :2-11 between xeA.€LOC and Siilfuxoi; has been noted above. 

Indeed the other themes in these introductory verses are linked to these two themes. 

The themes of steadfastness in the face of trial and the testing of faith (irrropovfi), 

completeness (oAoKA-ipoi;), wisdom (ooc|)loc), faith (TrCaxii;), prayer (alteco) are all 

linked to the theme of x e le iO i ; ,  while lack of wisdom (a.6ltt£tcxl ao((n<xg), doubting 

(SiaKpivofievoc;), inconsistency (aK axaaxo tT O c;), and not receiving from the generous 

God (p,ri[...]lf||j.i)jetaL t i  Trapoe ton) are linked to dii^uxoc;. The contrast underlines 

the unity of 1:2-l 1. Before looking at their role in unifying the rest of the letter, let us 

look at the meaning of these two terms.
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3.1 - te leio i;

Hort viewed the term xeXeioc, in the LXX as reflecting the idea of the 

Hebrew term DTpri (‘completeness’).70 For Mayor, leA-Cioc; in James (1:6; 3:2) and in 

other passages in the NT (cf. Phil. 3:15; Col. 1:28; 4:12; 1 Cor. 14:20; Heb. 5:12-14) 

is used of Christians ‘who have attained maturity of character and understanding’ .71 

For Dibelius teXeioc; and bA-OKA-ipoc; both designate ‘moral integrity’, as is shown by 

the phrase Tacking in nothing’ in the conclusion of 1:4.72 The term ‘perfect work’ 

(epyov reA.eiov) denotes ‘the perfection of the Christians’.73 Hiebert sees TeXeioc as a 

borrowing from the teachings of Jesus (cf. Matt. 5:48; 19:21), describing a 

“ maturity’, a ripeness and richness of knowledge and character, such as might be 

supposed to mark the full-grown man, as contrasted with the babe in Christ’.74 For 

Davids the Matthean tradition represented in Matt, 5:48 is significant for the 

interpretation of teXeiot; in the letter of James, for he sees the culmination of the 

Christian life in ‘a fully rounded uprightness...an approach towards the character of 

God or an imitation of Christ’.75 The ‘perfectionism’ of James, he argues, is 

eschatological.76 Klein sees perfection in James as intrinsically linked to the 

eschatology of the letter. Only those who are ethically perfect will be saved.77 Hartin 

sees perfection in James to represent wholeness or completeness, the giving of oneself 

to God, obedience to his will and to the Torah and laws of God.78 He also sees this 

theme of perfection as having an eschatological characteristic, seeing the audience of

70 Hort, James, p. 31. He sees tc^ lo ì; in 1:4 as synonymous with the term òXÓK/ripoi, ‘the primary 
sense o f  which seems to be freedom from bodily defect either in a victim for sacrifice or in a priest; 
that is, it is a technical term o f Greek ritual ’ and that the author o f  James wished his readers ‘to think 
o f perfection and entireness not; merely in the abstract but as the necessary aim o f men consecrated 
to G od!’. He also refers to the use o f the term in Matt. 5:48 and 19:21. Ropes, James, p. 138, saw 
réÀeioi; as reflecting the OT terms D'pn.and and signifying ‘perfect1 and ‘single m inded’. See also 
Tollefson, ‘Jam es’, 63-64, 68.

71 M ayor, James, p. 36. See also his comments on its use in Philo (pp. 36-37). In Heb. 2:10 the verb 
xeÀeióco is used in relation to Jesus ‘made perfect through sufferings’ (ölk TTa6r||iatcov leA-eiwoai).

72 Dibelius, James, p. 74, cites the Stoic statement in Stobaeus, Eel 2.7.11, which states that ‘every 
good and noble man is perfect, since he lacks no virtue’. Philo, in Abrahamo §34, states that Noah 
became ‘perfect’, thereby showing that he acquired not one virtue but all.

73 Dibelius, James, p. 74,
74 Hiebert, James, p. 67.
75 Davids, James, pp. 69-70; he takes James, in his use o f réAeiot; to be dependant on Jewish 

apocalyptic rather than Hellenistic philosophical traditions.
76 Davids. James, p. 70. Davids notes the adjacent word ‘w hole’ in 1:4 as stressing the incremental 

character o f the process o f maturity - ‘perfection is not ju st a maturing o f  character, but a rounding 
out as more and more parts o f  the righteous character are added[...]In  this vein James adds the final 
phrase lacking in nothing’ (p. 70).

77 Klein, Jakobusbriefes, pp. 43-81.
78 Hartin, A Spirituality o f  Perfection, pp. 26, 57-92.
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James as striving to be perfect and mature in the face of the coming judgement.79 Let 

us look at the term itself.

In the letter of James the adjective teXeicx; is found twice in the introduction 

(1:4), twice in the section 1:12-27 (1:17, 25), and once in 3:2. The verb xeXeuxo 

occurs in 2:22. The term has a range of meanings.80 In secular Greek the term can
Q 1

mean ‘whole5, and in relation to sacrifices, ‘without blemish5. It can also mean 

‘perfect5 or ‘mature5.82 In the LXX the term means ‘unblemished5, ‘undivided5, 

‘complete5 and ‘whole5, and is used especially for □'72 PI and and its cognates.83 

The term teXeioc; is found with KapSta in 1 Kgs. 8:61 in the sense of obedience to 

. God's will (cf. 11:4; 15:3, 14). In 1 Chron. 28:9 David urges his son Solomon to serve 

God with ‘a whole heart and with a willing mind5.(SouA,6ue auico ev KapSia teXeia 

Kal QeXouar]).84

In Wis. 9:5-6 TeXeicx; is closely associated with wisdom. The text runs: ‘If 

one is perfect men, yet without the wisdom that comes from thee he will be counted 

as nothing5. Perfection and wisdom are also found together in 1 QS. 11, 1 Cor. 2:6 

and Col. 1:28. The term leXeicx; occurs in Matt. 5:48 in the statement ‘Be perfect as

79 Hartin, A Spirituality o f  Perfection, p. 53. See also J. Zmijewski, ‘Christliche ‘Vollkommenheit’: 
Erwägungen zur Theologie des Jakobusbriefes’, in Studien zum Neuen Testament und seiner Umwelt, 
Series A, 5, ed. by A. Fuchs (1980), pp. 32-35.

80 See G. Delling, ‘Teleios’, in Theological Dictionary o f  the New Testament, ed. by G. Kittel and G. 
Friedrich, Vol. VIH (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1972), 67-78; H. Hübner, ‘Teleios’, in Exegetical 
Dictionary o f the New Testament, ed. by H. Balz and G. Schneider, Vol. 3 (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 1993), 343-44.

81 Cf. Delling, ‘Teleios’, 67-68, who mentions Horn, Iliad 1, 66, where the term is used in the context 
o f sacrifice - things which are considered ritually pure for sacrifice: the adjective was also used to 
describe the gods o f  Olympus - ‘perfect Zeus’ (Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 940-943).

82 Cf. Delling, ‘Teleios’, 68-69. The term can be translated ‘m ature’ to refer to a man or animal that is 
fully grown. Delling cites Xenophon’s use o f the adjective t ^ l o c  to describe an adult in his mature 
years (Cyropaedia 1. 2. 4).

83 Cf. Delling, ‘Teleios’, 72. See 1 Kgs. 8:61 LXX which states that to be perfect towards God is to 
walk holily in his statutes and keep his commandments; in 1 Kgs. 15:14 the heart o f Asa is said to 
have been perfect with the Lord; in 1 Chr. 28:9 David urges Solomon to serve God with a perfect 
heart. In 1 Kgs. 11:4 and 15:3 it is used o f the heart not being perfect (11:4 it was turned after other 
gods; 15:3: he walked in the sins o f his father). The Hebrew term signifies ‘com plete’ and 
‘undivided’.

84 See the texts cited in Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon o f  the New Testament. In Gen. 6:9 Noah is 
described as Öücaioc dikaios and te/leio<; in his generation and pleasing to God. The ‘perfection’ o f 
Noah stands in contrast to those who are ‘wicked’ («axiai.) and who have ‘ev il’ (iTovr|pa) in their 
hearts (Gen. 6:5). In Deut. 18:13 Moses calls on his people to remain ‘com pletely’ loyal to the Lord 
their God and not imitate the abominable practices o f  those who live in the land such as divination, 
sorcery etc. (Deut. 18:9).

85 Kav Yßp TLC ti tcJUloc ev uiolt; avSpwrnov i f\$ ¿tto oou ao4>ia(; ¿ to u ctk  eiQ ouÖev Ä,OYLOÖf|oerai
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your heavenly Father is perfect’.86 The context of this statement is the Sermon on the 

Mount in which it comes after the beatitudes (5:2-12), sayings on discipleship (5:13- 

6) and Jesus’ re-interpretation of the law (5:17-48), in particular, the law of love 

which now applies to all, one’s enemy included. In Matt. 19:21 Jesus tells the young 

man who claims to keep all the commandments that to be perfect (TeÀeioç) he must 

do more - he must sell his possessions and give to the poor - he must be totally 

committed in his discipleship. In Rom. 12:2 Paul urges his readers not to be 

conformed to this world but to be transformed by the renewal of their minds that they 

may discern what God desires, that is, what is good and acceptable and perfect 

(itA-eicx;).87 The adjective xiXeioç and the other two adjectives sum up The 

transformed life of the Christian justified and living by faith in Christ Jesus’.88 The 

xeleioc; of 1 Cor. 2:6, those who have received the Spirit (2:12), are the mature.89 In 1 

John 4:18 xeÀeiOi; is used here to describe a love which has no reservations.90

In Jas. 1:4 the term is used of the perfect work, the result of enduring the 

testing of one’s faith, and is associated with wisdom (1:4-5). In 1:25 it refers to the 

perfect law of freedom. In its immediate context in 1:4-6 it is associated with 

steadfastness, with wisdom, with faith. The one who is perfect is the one who does not 

lack wisdom, who prays with faith, who does not waver or doubt. He is the opposite 

of theÔLiIruxoç.

3.2 - 6u|n>xo<;

The term 6ii|njxoc occurs only twice in the NT, both times in the letter of 

James at 1:8 (Suttuxoc;) and 4:8 (6ii|iuxoi). Scholars have debated whether the Greek 

term was created by the author James or whether he borrowed the term from another

86 The parallel verse in Lk. 6:36 uses ‘merciful’ (oucTLppovei;) instead o f ‘perfect’ - ‘Be merciful as 
your heavenly father is merciful’. F. W. Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew (San Francisco, 
CA: Harper & Row, 1981), p. 163, notes that both instances are an attempt to render the term thamim 
in the context o f  each verse and it can be related to instances in Gen. 17:1; Job 1:8; Deut. 18:13.

87 Cf. J. A. Fitzm yer, Romans: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, Anchor Bible, 
Vol. 33 (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1993), p. 641.

88 Fitzmyer, Romans, p. 641.
89 J. A. Fitzmyer, First Corinthians: A New Translation with Introduction and Commmentary, The 

Anchor Yale Bible, Vol. 32 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2008), p. 174, understands 
teleios in 1 Cor. 2:6 as ‘mature’, seeing it as denoting Christians who have ‘developed fully in their 
faith-lives’. R. F. Collins, First Corinthians, Sacra Pagina Series (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 
1999), pp. 128-129, sees the term as having more the sense o f ‘fulfilment’ than o f  ‘perfection’ and 
sees its as referring to ‘someone who under the grace o f God, realizes their full potential’.

90 In the words o f  Delling, ‘Teleios’, 75, “ full,’ ‘unlim ited’ love, ‘which lacks nothing o f its totality’, 
leaves no room for fear’.
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source, since it is not found in secular Greek writings,91 or in the LXX. Hort saw 

5Li|iuxo<; as a word coined by the author himself and translated it ‘of two minds’, 

understanding it to represent either ‘dissimulation’ or various kinds o f ‘distraction and 

doubt’, and taking it to mean ‘faithless wavering.92 For Mayor the concept of 6it|nJX0(; 

conveys the opposite of one who seeks the Lord with all their heart and all their soul 

(Deut. 4:29). He added that these people who seek the lord in Deut. 4:29 are the ones 

who are scattered and dispersed (Suxoirepei) from the lord in Deut. 4:27.93 Ropes saw 

the term as meaning ‘a soul divided between faith and the world’ noting 4:4 as a 

possible development of the term. He also describes the term as ‘Mr. Facing-both-

More recently Martin sees the double minded as being similar to the ones who 

have showed partiality and discrimination to their poor brother, noting that ‘James is 

tracing the sinful behaviour described in w . 2-3 back to its source, namely a divided 

mind. The double-minded (1:8; 4:8) Christian is the one who fails to love and obey 

God wholeheartedly’.95 Baker sees 5 li|/u x o <; as depicting the internal division of a 

‘person’s allegiance and the consternation of his soul’, paralleling the concept of the 

double heart.96 Wall notes a parallel between the one who is double minded and the 

one who claims to have faith but has no works in 2:14-26.97 Moo sees double 

mindedness as the result of the world enticing men away from total, single-minded 

allegiance to God.98 Let us look at the term 6ii]njxoc; in the letter of James.

91 A possible parallel may be found in the term dikranoi which occurs in a poem o f Parmenides {On 
Nature 6.5), in reference to those who are ‘in two m inds’, hesitation guiding ‘the wandering thought 
in their breasts, so that they are borne along stupefied like men deaf and blind. Undiscem ing crowds, 
in whose eyes the same thing and not the same is and is not, and all things travel in opposite 
directions’; text and translation at http://philoctetes.free.ff/parmenidesunicode.htm. The phrase 
SutXouc; avf[p is found in Plato {Republic III.397e), that is, the ‘two-fold or manifold m an’; text cited 
at http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text.

92 Hort, James, p. 12; he also refers to the Hebrew p h ra se ‘a heart and a heart’ in 1 Chron. 12:33 (which 
is only in the Hebrew text), and he cites Sir. 1:28: ‘Disobey not the fear o f the Lord, and approach 
Him not with a double heart’. The context indicates that the phrase has a negative sense, as indeed 
double tongue found in Sir. 5:9, 14; 6:1; cf. P. W. Skehan and A. Di Leila, The Wisdom o f Ben Sira: 
A New Translation with Notes, Anchor Bible, Vol. 39 (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1987), p. 146.

93 M ayor, James, p. 352.
94 Ropes, James, p. 143.
95 M artin, James, p. 63.
96 Baker, Personal Speech Ethics, p. 242.
97 W all, Community o f  the Wise, p. 53; cf. Hiebert, James, p. 75.
98 Moo, James, p. 194. Hiebert, James, p. 75, sees the term as denoting something which is divided 

between the world and God.
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W. Bauer takes the term Sii|n)XO<; to mean ‘doubting5, ‘hesitating5 (literally, 

‘double-minded5).99 For Schweizer in the Theological Dictionary o f the New 

Testament, it denotes ‘the divided man as opposed to the simple man5.100 G. W. H. 

Lampe, in the Patristic Lexicon, takes the term to mean ‘undecided, uncertain, 

wavering5.101

The term 6li|r)X0<; is found in Jas. 1:8 and in 4:8, the only occurrences in the 

Greek bible. Its occurrences in the letters, of Clement and in the Shepherd of Hermas
i noindicate how the term was understood at the turn of the first century AD. In 1 

Clement 23:3, having spoken of the all-merciful Father who has compassion on those 

who fear him and lovingly bestows his favours upon those that draw near to him with 

a simple mind, he quotes what he describes as scripture (f) ypacj)f|), a text which says: 

‘How miserable are those who are of two minds, who doubt in their soul5 

(TaÂ LTTcopoi elaiv ol 5li|njx0L ol Siaxaiovxec; xr\ i|n)xrj).103 The sense here is 

clearly that of ‘doubting5. In 1 Clement 11:3 the example cited of one who is double 

minded is Lot's wife who changed her mind. Her punishment, Clement wrote, made 

known to all who are double-minded and have doubts about the power of God (ol 

5ii|/uxoL kocl ol 5iaxa(ovxec; irepl tt\q xou 0eou Suvapecoc;), was divine 

judgement.104 Here too the sense is one of doubting.

The term occurs frequently in the Shepherd o f Hermas. Her., Vis. 3.3.4, refers 

to the 5 l i |j u x o l  who dispute in their hearts whether some things are so or not. In Her., 

Mand. 9.5, the author, echoing Jas. 1:6-8,105 advises his readers: ‘if you doubt in your 

heart, you will receive none of your petitions. For those who have doubts towards 

God, these are the double-minded, and they shall not in any wise obtain any of their 

petitions5 (eav 6 LOtaoqc; kv xr) KapS ia aou ouSev ou [if] Xr\\\ir\ xcov 

aUqpcatov aou ol yap Staxafovxeg eu; xov 0eov o u x o l  elaiv ol Sii^uxoi Kod 

oi)5ev olidc, eTutuyxcd'Ouoi xcov altqqattov auxcov).106 The term is associated with

99 Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon o f the New Testament, p. 201.
100 E. Schweizer, ‘D ipsuchos’, in Theological Dictionary o f the New Testament, ed. by G. Kittel and G. 

Friedrich, Vol. 9 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdrmans, 1973), 665.
101 G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), p. 374.
102 On the dating o f Hermas see C. Osiek, The Shepherd o f Hermas, Hermeneia - a critical and 

historical commentary on the Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999), pp. 18-20.
103 Translation from B. D. Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers, I, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 2003).
104 Translation from Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers.
105 Osiek, Shepherd o f  Hermas, p. 132, does not see a literary relationship here but rather a common 

background o f Jewish-Christian instruction. See the discussion in Dibelius, James, p. 31.
106 Translation from Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers. See also Hermas, Mand. 9.6; 10.2.2, Vis. 4.2.6.
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the heart (KapSia) here and elsewhere (Her., Vis. 3.3.4; 4.5; Mand. 9.5, 7; Sim.

9.21.1).107 It is accompanied by adiotaKtcoc; in Hermas, Mand. 9.2 and 4, and by a 

verb of doubting in the other examples from Clement and the Shepherd o f Hermas 

(dioraCco), not the verb that is found in Jas. 1:6-8, but a verb of doubting 

nonetheless.108

It is possible that Siij/uyot; may have Hebrew roots, the divided heart of 1QH. 

4:14 being a possibility, or the double heart (KapSia SLOorj) of Sir. 1:28 (see above). 

The double-heart of Ps. 12:2 translated in the LXX (11:3) by kv KapSia koc! kv 

KapSia is also of note. The context of the phrase in Ps. 12:2 (‘Every one utters lies to 

his neighbour; with flattering lips and a double heart they speak’) indicates that it has 

a negative sense.109 It is possible that the roots of the term may go back to Semitic 

sources but if, as seems to be the case, the term was coined by the author of James, 

then its sense is to be sought in the letter of James and in its immediate context.

The sense suggested by the immediate context of 1 :6-8 is doubting, 

especially because of the repetition of the verb diocicpivopeyoi; leading up to the use 

of the term itself and also because of the term aKamaTOtTOi; coming after it. The one

107 Cf. Hermas, Mand. 9.7 (‘purify you heart from double-m indedness’); O. J. F. Seitz, ‘Antecedents 
and Signification o f  the term Dipsuchos’, Journal o f Biblical Literature 66 (1947), 211, notes that 
6ii[ruxot; is found in close association with the word ‘heart’ (KapSia) in 2 Clement and the Shepherd o f 
Hermas.

108 For O. J. F. Seitz, ‘The Relationship o f Hermas to the Epistle o f  Jam es’, JBL 63 (1944), 134, 
Sttlfuxoc ‘is intended to convey the Hebrew idea o f  a double heart’. He notes that the one who is 
Siilmxoc; is the one who is double minded, whose prayers are wavering and hesitant and whose mind 
is not wholly turned to God because it is focused more on worldly desires and pleasures (cf. Seitz, 
‘Antecedents and Signification o f the term Dipsuchos’, 214).

109 The phrase in Hebrew for ‘double-heart’, which has a negative sense, is abi aba. This is translated 
into Greek by kv KapSux Kai ev Kapdta. S. E Porter, ‘Is dipsuchos (James 1:8; 4:8) a ‘Christian’ 
w ord?’, Biblica 71 (1990), 477-78, notes that while the Manual o f Discipline, Thanksgiving Scroll 
and the Damascus Document may shed light on possible parallels to 5ii|ruxoc; in James, through their 
use o f  certain words denoting ‘dividedness’, they do not tell us much about the word 6u|mxoi; in 
Greek. Davids, James, p. 74, sees the origin o f <5ti|ruxoc in Qumran, among other works. He notes 
parallels in 1 QS. 2:11-18; 5:4-5; 1 QH. 4:13-14. He relates the wavering nature o f  a person’s 
conduct in James to similar instances in Qumran related to the Two W ays tradition (1 QS. 1:8; 3:9- 
10; 9:9). The Testament o f the Twelve Patriarchs has been seen as providing certain parallels to an 
understanding o f the term 1h the Testament o f Asher - concerning two faces o f  vice and
virtue - we find reference to a number of instances o f  dividedness. In Test. Asher 2 we find a man 
who has ‘two aspects’ (diprosopos) to his person, a man who loves God but does evil also. Again 
SliJujXoc; is not found. The use of the two yetzers, from Rabbinic Judaism, one representing one’s 
good intentions and the other, one’s bad intentions, has also been seen as a parallel to Si.v[iuxo<;. The 
evidence for both is not very convincing, however, and the dating o f  both the Testaments o f  the 
Twelve Patriarchs and the Rabbinic sources before James is problematic. See Seitz, ‘Antecedents 
and Signification’, 213-214; Davids, James, p. 74; Adamson, James, p. 60. Porter, ‘dipsuchos’, 477, 
disagrees with an influence from Rabbinic Judaism for several reasons. Firstly, the dating o f the 
rabbinic materials to a period earlier than 70 AD is very problematic, if  one takes the letter o f James 
as early, and ‘these sources can only provide conceptual parallels, not evidence o f  what has occurred 
in the development or formation o f  this word in the Greek language’.
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who lacks wisdom is urged to pray to the God who gives freely and he is to ask with 

faith £not doubting anything' (pr|Sev 6iaKpLVO|ievo<;*)> for the one who doubts 

(SiaKpii'opevoi;) is like a wave of the sea tossed back and forth, such a person will 

not receive anything from the Lord. He is a 5it|xuxoc, restless in all his ways. The 

whole context conveys the tone of doubt, changing opinions and inconsistency. In the 

second use of the term in the letter, in 4:8, the term is associated with being distant 

from God, with cleansing one's hands, with being a sinner, with the exhortation to 

cleanse one's heart (eyyiaaie tco 0€w[...]Ka0apiaaTe x^PaC. apaptcolot, Kod 

ayv ioare KapSia*;, Siijiuxoi), with weeping and howling for the miseries about to 

come. The immediate context of the second occurrence is negative; the larger context 

(4:1-12) is one in which the author is very critical of those who are friendly with the 

world. The term 6ii|n)X°Gs then, is a negative term associated with doubt and sin. P. J. 

du Plessis comments that ‘its employment here provides a remarkable counter 

description of a complete or whole Christian character'.110

3.3 -  t£ )je iq q  and 6u|rux°C: Agents of Unity in the letter of James

In 1:2-11, the two terms teXeioc; and 5 li)xuxoc; contrast strongly with one 

another, but together, they can be said to bind the introduction together. The one who 

is teAe ioq is the one who remains steadfast in the face of trials, who prays to God 

with faith, who receives from the generous God, who is humble. On the other side, by 

way of contrast, is the one who is 6[i(iuxoc; - the double-minded person, inconsistent in 

all his ways whose prayer is afflicted with doubt, who will not receive anything from 

the lord (1:7), who is restless, driven this way and that. Let us look at how far this is 

true of the rest of the letter.

3 .3 .1 -Jas. 1:12-2:26

The one who remains firm in the face of trial or temptation and who is 

declared blessed in 1:12 and who will receive the crown of life may be described as 

TxXeioc; or perfect, the one who is tempted and attributes his temptation to God rather 

than to his own desires which can lead to sin and death (1:13-15), The perfect man is 

aware that the perfect gift comes from above, from the ‘Father of lights’, but the

110 P. J. du Plessis, Teleios: The Idea o f Perfection in the New Testament (Kampen: Kook, 1959), p.
236.
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8li)iuxo£; must be exhorted not to be deceived in relation to this. Being ‘quick to hear, 

slow to speak, slow to anger’ (1:19) would surely be attributes of the one who is 

ieA,eio<;; the 8ii|/uxo<;, not so. The perfect man receives the implanted word which can 

save souls; the 5ii|iuxo(; must remove filthiness and rampant wickedness so that he 

may receive that word and be saved.

In 1:22-26 the double-minded man is a hearer only and not a doer, who 

deceives himself The perfect man is not a hearer who forgets but a doer who acts. He 

is blessed in his doing.

In 1:26-27, the perfect man is the only one who is truly religious, who 

controls the tongue and whose religion is pure and undefiled to God; he is one who 

keeps himself unstained from the world. The double-minded person does not control 

his tongue, his religion is vain, and he does not keep himself unstained from the 

world.

In 2:1-13 the one who is x^Xeioc is one whose faith does not permit 

discrimination or partiality. He does not make distinctions between rich and poor. He 

is not a ‘judge5 of evil thoughts. He fulfils (xelelxe) the royal law of love (2:8), he 

keeps the ‘whole5 (olov) law (2:10). He shows mercy (2:13). The one who shows 

partiality, who distinguishes between rich and poor, who discriminates against the 

poor whom God chose to be rich in faith, who does not subscribe to the royal law of 

love, who does not show mercy (2:13) - he is the double-minded person.

In 2:14-26 the perfect man is the one whose faith is accompanied by his 

works, who follows the examples of Abraham and Rahab, whose faith is very much 

alive. Indeed, the faith of Abraham in particular was eueXeiooGri. The one whose faith 

is not accompanied by works, the empty man of 2 :20, the man whose faith is dead, is 

the

3 .3 .2 -Jas. 3:1-4:12

In 3:1-12 the teA,eLOC avr)p (3:2) is the one who does not stumble in a word. 

He is one who controls his whole body, especially the tongue. The one who stumbles 

in a word, who cannot control the tongue is the 5ii(juxo<;; indeed, he is like the tongue, 

restless (3:8), as he is described in 1:8. Blessings and curses come from the tongue of 

the double-minded (3:9-10).
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In 3:13-18 the one who is teleLO c; is the one who is wise and understanding, 

whose works are done in the meekness of wisdom, whose wisdom is from above, a 

wisdom that is ‘pure’, peaceable, gentle, open to reason, full of mercy and good fruits, 

unwavering or impartial and without hypocrisy. Those who are double-minded, the 

ones who in 1 :5 are described as lacking wisdom, are the ones with bitter jealousy and 

selfish ambition in their hearts; they boast and lie against the truth. The wisdom that 

they have is an earthly wisdom which is characterised by aKaxaoxaoia or disorder 

(recalling the term ¿Kataotaxoc; in 1:8 and aKataotatov in 3:8). The fruit of 

righteousness is sown in peace by the one who is perfect and who makes peace. The 

behaviour of the double-minded stands in sharp contrast (cf. 1:7-8; 3:16).

The contrast is again evident in 4:1-12. Here the one who is obedient to God, 

the one who is a friend of God, the one who is near to him, the one who opposes the 

devil, the one who has clean hands and a pure heart (4:7-8), the one who humbles 

himself before the Lord, the one who does not slander his brother (4:11) - these are 

what one would expect of the one who is teXeioc;. The one who is the cause of strife 

(4:1-2), whose desires are warring in his members, who desires but does not have and 

who asks and does not receive because he asks wrongly (cf. 1:5-8) to satisfy his own 

desires (4:3), who is a friend of the world and an enemy of God, who is a sinner, who 

slanders and judges (4:11-12) - he is the 6ii|ajxo£; (4:8), inconsistent in all his ways.

3 .3 .3 -Jas. 4:13-5:20

In 4:13-17 the one who is conscious of the Lord and takes account of him 

always (4:15), the one who knows to do good and does it fits the image of the one 

who is teAeioc;. The one who ignores the Lord, whose interest is in gain, the one who 

boasts in his arrogance, the one knowing to do good and not doing it, the one who sins 

- these are characteristics of the one who is Si4iuxo<;.

In 5:1-6 the double-minded is the one who ignores the cries of the workers and 

the harvesters. He is the one who lives on earth in luxury and self indulgence, 

uncaringly (5:5). This description recalls the earlier descriptions of behaviour 

associated with the double minded (cf. 1:13-15; 3:14-16; 4:2-3). The negative 

description of fattening one’s heart in 5:5 recalls other negative attributes related to 

the heart such as deceiving it (1:26), having bitter jealousy and selfish ambition within 

it (3:14) and needing to purify it on account of one’s double mindedness (4:8).
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Condemnation has been linked with those who are double minded (cf. 2:1-13; 4:11- 

12), as has murder (2:10-11; 4:2).

In 5:7-12 the one who is patient (cf. 1:2-4) and awaits the coming of the Lord 

with patience like the farmer who awaits the Autumn rains, the one who strengthens 

his heart, who does not slander his brothers or judge them, the one who is steadfast 

(cf 1:2-3, 12), the one whose word is his bond (5:12) - these are the attributes of the 

one who is a perfect man. The one who lacks these qualities - the one who is not 

patient, who slanders his brothers, whose word is not his bond, whose prayer is 

without faith, and the one who may have wandered from the truth (5:19-20) - he 

corresponds to the double-minded man.

As we can see from the analysis above, the twin themes, teleioc; and 

SliJjuxoq, can be seen to provide a suitable contrast for the letter, both positive and 

negative; positive in the sense of all the characteristics which make a person perfect 

and negative in the sense of all the characteristics which make a person imperfect or 

double-minded. The author writes to his readers in the diaspora a letter which sets out 

two paths a person may follow in life; one which is in servitude to Christ and God, 

and another path, one which involves enslavement to the world, a path which causes 

the brothers to wander from the truth. We mentioned earlier that the truth which the 

brothers wander from in 5:20 is the author’s own message here; the truth set forth in 

his letter. The readers have wandered from God. The author writes the letter with the 

purpose of guiding them back onto the true path which leads to perfection. Through 

the use of encouraging reminders, examples, and by positioning his message by 

means of a simple contrast which is laid out in the introduction and expanded 

throughout the letter, the letter of James fulfils the main functions of what could be 

described as paraenetic. One of the characteristics of paraenesis which we 

highlighted in the previous chapter was its antithetical structure. The letter of James 

could be seen as having an antithetical structure from the large number of contrasts 

used in the letter. The letter of James may be described as a paraenetic letter, if one 

wishes to use that term. By using the letter form, the author aims to reach as many 

people as possible. The general nature of the contents of the letter and its universality 

in terms of application is seen from the address in 1:1. The author through his letter 

seeks to bring back Christian communities which have wandered from the truth, to 

bring together those who are scattered and dispersed, both psychically and
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metaphorically, and to let his readers know what is required of them to be servants of 

Christ, as the author is himself. This goal must be done in communion with one 

another. One person which wanders can have drastic negative effects on the whole 

community, just as one person who saves a wandering soul, or helps his fellow 

brother, can have positive effects on the whole community. The author exhorts this 

message in his letter using various contrasts, of which, teXeLOi; and 6li|/u%0£; can be 

seen to bind together.

Conclusion

Beginning with Martin Luther and continuing on with Dibelius and others, 

the letter of James was long held to lack thematic unity. In the attempt to discern the 

structure of James, scholars have gradually turned to a more positive analysis of the 

main themes of the epistle, seeking out one concept, motif or theme that can be used 

as a unifying theme or themes for unifying the letter. The structuring motifs have a 

great range: the testing tradition found in the opening chapter of James (Davids; 

Tsuji); the emphasis on perfection and wholeness (Klein; Frankemolle); and the 

thematic contrast between ‘friendship with God’ and ‘friendship with the world’ 

(Johnson). These are just a few examples, but the various propositions for the 

unifying theme of the letter can probably be viewed as differing articulations of one or 

two fundamental themes in James. Nevertheless, these various attempts to understand 

the unity of the letter in terms of themes demonstrate the importance current research 

has placed on fitting the various units of the letter into a larger whole.

We looked at various proposals in James for a unifying theme, proposals 

such as wisdom, faith, testing, Christian conduct, perfection. These are all seen as 

important themes in the letter but it is difficult to see them as controlling themes. 

Perfection, as we noted, was an important theme in the letter as it was a theme in the 

introductory verses of the letter from which the other themes in 1:2-4 flowed towards. 

Being joyful under testing made one perfect. Having patience made one perfect. 

Having wisdom made one perfect. Thus, these themes were seen to contribute to a 

greater theme - ‘Perfection’. Perfection as a controlling theme falls short however, 

namely in how it functions as a controlling theme for the more negative themes found 

in the letter. The author gives us another controlling theme in 1:5-8 that is far more
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effective - double-mindedness, a theme from which other themes in 1:5-8 flowed, 

themes such as doubt, faithless prayer, wandering/wavering and lack of wisdom.

As has been suggested, the contrast between xekeioc, and Sli^uxoc; can be 

used to guide the reader in how other themes and contrast in the letter are viewed. We 

looked in this chapter at the various contrasts found in the letter of James. The first 

major contrast in James between xektiOQ and Siijruxoc; can be seen as one such 

contrast, a contrast which can be seen to continue throughout the letter, incorporating 

the other contrasts. The contrast between rich and poor in 1:9-11, as well as other 

themes beyond, can be viewed as a variation on the dichotomy between perfection 

and double-mindedness. The contrast in 1:9-11 acts as the first instance in which the 

author uses xkXtiOQ and Siijmxoc; as catch-all contrasts between dichotomies in the 

letter, a feature found throughout the letter. They both function as an umbrella, under 

which the other themes are gathered. Every principle and theme in the rest of the letter 

of James can be seen to be repeated, expanded or derived from 1:1-11. This much is 

to be seen from our analysis of the introduction in chap. IV and from our analysis in 

this chapter. The letter of James does have a sustained unity, which can be seen 

through the contrasting use of xeleiOQ and SCijmxoc in the letter. This contrast helps 

sustain the author’s argument throughout the letter and highlights the dividing line 

between being a servant of Christ (Perfection) and being a slave to the world and its 

temptations (Double-mindedness).



Conclusion

In concluding this thesis on the literary structure, form and unity of the letter 

of James, several observations can be made from each chapter. We have shown in 

Chapter I how striking the differing opinions on James are. For such a small text, the 

range of opinion on the structure and form of James is substantial, particularly when 

compared to other NT. On any major NT text one would expect some general 

consensus towards its structure or form. In James the general consensus appears to be 

that there is no general consensus towards its structure or form. This has led to many 

disparaging remarks being made about the letter of James, with the letter often being 

treated as a sort of nuisance or ‘black sheep’ among the books of the NT canon. 

Questions of literary structure, form and unity have led to over 150 years of 

scholarship in James, some of which has been questioned, some of which has been 

accepted, and some of which has been set aside in favour of new approaches. Despite 

the differing views however, almost all scholars saw one thing - that the letter of 

James has evidence of a unified structure. The problem then as we saw was agreeing 

upon it and in many cases, finding such evidence from a fresh point of view. Like one 

who divines for water, the scholar knows it is to be found somewhere; the question 

rather, is where exactly is it to be found? The area in which we search for this ‘buried’ 

structure is slowly being pinpointed. One can see immediately from the research on 

chapter I that the key to James’ structure lies in how one delimits its introduction and 

conclusion.

This leads us to Chapter II, which focuses more closely on the introduction 

and conclusion, which lie at the heart of every attempt to discern some measure of 

unity and structure within James. In relation to the introduction and conclusion the 

issue of the application to James of rules designed for speeches comes to the fore. 

Rhetorical studies of James have indeed highlighted the particular role of these 

sections in the letter as a whole but the lack of agreement among scholars on so many 

issues relating to the application to letters of norms designed originally for speeches, 

suggests that there was much more needed to be done in this area. Suggestions for 

large introductions such as 1:2-27, whether it be in the form of an epitome or table of 

contents, or broken into a double introduction, or from a rhetorical point of view, an 

exordium and proposition, do not seem overly convincing. A great many studies rely 

on the study of Francis and his double introductory proposal, a proposal which is
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incorrect and which does not adequately support what it proposes. The same can also 

be said for proposals for the conclusion of James. Again, Francis leads the charge, 

which many follow, and again we are left with the impression that many followed 

Francis without looking where exactly they were going, or if his ends, or conclusions, 

satifised their means. Johnson’s categorisation of chapter one of the letter (1:2-27) as 

a table of contents has been followed by nearly all scholars in some way or another, in 

that they all see themes there which are restated later from there, though the manner in 

which they marshal those themes differ {epitome, double introduction, exordium, 

propositio). We saw in this chapter that any structural analysis of James must consider 

with upmost importance, its introductory and concluding sections, for therein lies the 

key to unlocking the structure of the rest of the text.

In Chapter III we looked at some methodological considerations for the 

letter of James. We introduced readers to the most common words found in James and 

the frequency with which they occur. We showed the basics of delimitation which can 

be found in the text. Delimiting units in James can be a relatively easy task; linking 

those units together however has led to the basis for this thesis. A superficial glance, 

as we noted in the Introduction, would leave the impression that every attempt to 

outline it must fail. We took a brief look at the various methods and suggestions 

scholars gave as to how James may be outlined before giving a consideration to our 

own procedures on how we would structure the letter of James. Finally, in this chapter 

we gave some consideration to how to proceed regarding James’ literary form.

Chapter IV of the thesis looks at the introductory verses of the letter, and 

the important question of what verses constitute the opening section of James. It 

argues that the epistolary prescript is an integral part of the introduction and it 

concludes that the introduction extends as far as 1 :1 1 , in contrast to the usual 

suggestions of 1:12, 1:18 or 1:2-27. Critical to the choosing of 1:1, 2-11 as the 

opening section has been the analysis of 1 :12, and whether or not it should be 

included as part of 1:2-11. Here it is argued that the repetitions in 1:12 from 1:2-4, 

which many commentators have noticed, should be seen as anaphoric-type repetitions, 

that is, repetitions that mark new beginnings. These repetitions suggest that 1:12 

marks the beginning of a new section which in fact is the main body of the letter. This 

argument is supported by an analysis of the themes introduced in 1 :1 , 2-11 , which are 

found throughout the rest of the letter. It is suggested that 1:1,2-11 is far better suited 

to this task than the other opening sections suggested by scholars. The section, 1:1,2-
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11, may be described as a true introduction to the letter of James, preparing the reader 

or hearer for what is to follow in the body of the letter. In this sense Jas. 1:1,2-11 may 

be seen to function as something of a proemium for the letter.

Chapter V looks at the body of the letter which begins in 1:12 and 

concludes in 5:20 and may be seen as arranged in three parts, 1:12-2:26; 3:1-4:12 and 

4:13-5:20 each of which displays a structural integrity. Using the methods outlined in 

Chap. Ill we set forth to delimit units in James using various indicators and using 

repetitions which we saw as significant. Inclusions, anaphoric-type repetitions and 

epiphoric-type repetitions were all used to divide up the letter of James into the 

arrangement we have put forth. The final exhortation in 5:19-20 may be seen as some 

manner of an epilogue. This exhortation concludes the letter on an appropriate note 

and links up with issues mentioned at the beginning of the letter.

Chapter VI, looks at the complex issue of the literary form of the letter of 

James. There have been various suggestions that have been made over the years on 

the literary form of James, suggestions that range from diatribe to homily, from 

paraenesis to wisdom writing, and those suggestions which propose that the letter is 

arranged according to rules and guidelines laid out for rhetorical speeches. This thesis 

suggests that the literary form that most corresponds to James is that of the letter. This 

is strongly suggested by the epistolary prescript but is also supported by the presence 

of elements in the closing sections of James that are characteristic of other NT letters. 

Moreover, evidence from ancient Hellenistic letters suggests that the absence of a 

farewell greeting does not militate against taking James to have the literary form of a 

letter. The arguments thus against James being a ‘real’ letter bear little substance. 

James can in fact be seen as a real letter, sent to real people - Jewish Christians living 

in the diaspora. One may go further and suggest its description as a a paraenetic 

letter, written to exhort and encourage, to advise and to admonish. The large amount 

of exhortation, encouraging reminders and antithesis in the letter befits such a 

description.

Finally, Chapter VII looked at a much discussed element in the letter of 

James - unity. There are so many themes in James which could be called unifying 

themes. How does one choose one over the other? The large number of views 

regarding this central theme would seem to indicate that although we are moving 

away from the older views that the contents of James are chaotic, we still end up with 

so many diverse and far ranging consensuses over what the author was trying to say
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that one would be forgiven for thinking that no progress has been made at all! Clearly 

not every scholar can be correct in their assessment of what the unifying theme of 

James is, but we note in this chapter through an analysis of those proposals several 

underlying patterns which all scholars are seeing. Rather than seeking to present yet 

another theme as a candidate for a unifying theme we assessed each proposal and tried 

to draw together the diverse opinions in order to find a central or controlling point of 

agreement among these scholars in our search for a central or controlling theme or 

themes in James. In doing so we identified ‘perfection’ and its relationship to other 

themes as being quite important. We did, however, note that it was insufficient in 

unifying other themes, so to this we added another theme - double-mindedness - 

which could accommodate the more negative themes found in the letter. Contrasts 

were seen as significant in James and some scholars did adopt contrasting themes as a 

means of unifying the contents of James. We combined all of this for our study and 

suggested that the thematic contrast - xeXeioq / 5ii|jij% oc; - which is a feature of 1 :2-l 1 

may be seen to run right through the letter and to provide a source of unity for the 

whole through a variety of contrasts in the letter. It can be seen to accommodate other 

themes at ease, a feature which should point to the contrast in the introduction (1 :2- 

11) as intentional, perhaps even as a method for deciphering the rest of the letter.

Drawing together over 150 years of study on the letter of James regarding its 

structure, form and unity, the aim of this thesis was to synthesise succinctly the major 

stumbling blocks which have hindered finding a suitable overall structure and unity 

for the letter. These same stumbling blocks were also apparent in studies relating to 

the literary form of the letter of James. We mentioned in our Introduction to this thesis 

the words of Todd Penner and his citation of the Nietzchean, ‘eternal return of the 

same’ in relation to Jamesian scholarship so far. Older preconceptions regarding 

James’ literary form and structure are still in vogue despite the complete lack of 

evidence for their findings. Older preconceptions regarding James’ exhortative 

character and miscellaneous contents are also still prevalent, though studies into 

paraenetic texts have become more focused and straightforward, moving away from 

older preconceptions which bogged down not only James but many studies in other 

NT works. This thesis hopefully offers new paths from which future scholars will 

begin, approaching freshly the place which the letter has come from both in terms of 

scholarship and in terms of the letter’s own contents. We hope that this thesis shows
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readers new paths to explore in James by clearing away older paths, or even 

haphazard paths, which, to use the words of the letter of James, can lead to 

‘wandering from the truth5.
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